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ABSTRACT

Advancedcontrol rooms will use advancedhuman-systeminterface(HSI) technologies thatmay
have significant implicationsfor plant safety in that they will affect the operator's overall role in the
system, the methodof informationpresentation,andtheways in which operatorsinteractwiththe system.
The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) reviews the HSI aspects of control rooms to ensure
that they are designed to good humanfactors engineeringprinciplesand that operatorperformance and
reliability are appropriatelysupported to protect public health and safety. The principal guidance
availableto the NRC, however, was developedmore than ten years ago, well before these technological
changes. Accordingly, the human factorsguidance needs to be updatedto serve as the basis for NRC
review of these advanced designs. The purpose of this project was to develop a general approach to
advanced H$1 review and the human factors guidelines to support NRC safety reviews of advanced
systems. This two-volume report provides the results of the project. Volume 1 describes the
developmentof the Advanced HSI Design Review Guideline (DRG) including (1) its theoretical and
technicalfoundation, (2) a general model for the review of advancedHSIs, (3) guideline developmentin
both hard-copyand computer-basedversions, and (4) the tests and evaluationsperformed to develop and
validate the DRG. Volume 1 also includes a discussion of the gaps in available guidance and a
methodology for addressingthem. Volume2 providestheguidelinesto be used for advancedHSIreview
and the proceduresfor their use.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Background

Advanced control room (ACR) concepts are being developed in the commercialnuclear industry
as part of future reactordesigns and as improvementsto current control rooms. The ACRs will use
advanced human-system interface (HSI) techr_ologiesthat may have significant implications for plant
safety in that they will affect the operator's general role (function) in the system, the method of
informationpresentation,the ways in which the operatorinteractswith the system, and the requirements
on the operator to understandand supervise an increasingly complex system. The U.S. Nuclear
RegulatoryCommission (NRC) reviews the HSIaspects of control roomsto verify that they are designed
to good human factors engineering (HFE) principles and that operatorperformance and reliabilityare
appropriatelysupportedto ensure public health and safety. The principalreview guidance available to
the NRC(NUREG-0700), however, was issuedin 1981, well beforemanyof these technologicalchanges.
Accordingly, the human factors guidance needs to be updatedto serve as the basis for NRC review of
these advanced designs. The objectiveof the projectdescribed in this report was to develop an approach
for the evaluationof advanced HSIs called theHumanFactorsEngineeringProgramReview Model (HFE
PRM) andan Advanced Human-SystemInterfaceDesign Review Guideline(DRG).

This summary addresses C,e developmentand evaluationof the HFE PRM and the DRG.

HFE Program Review Model

In order to develop an approach for the evaluation of HSIs, it was necessary to consider: (1)
standardizationof nuclear power plant (NPP) designs, (2) the trends in advanced NPP HSIs, (3) the
human factors issues associated with advancedtechnology, and(4) the state-of-the-artof humanfactors
guidelinesfor advanced HSIs. Consideringthese issues, itwas concludedthat safety reviews of the HFE
aspects of advanced reactor designs should: (1) be performedthroughout the design of the plant; (2)
extend beyond checklist-based evaluations to include a variety of assessment techniques; and (3)
accommodatea broad rangeof CR "types" anda diversity of approachesto advanced HSI technology.

These factors have led to the development of the HFE PRM. It is largely based on applied
generalsystems theory andrepresentsa top-downapproachto the review of HSIs. This approachstarts
with plant goals/functions and leads to the detailed design andvalidation. The HFE PRM is composed
of eight elements and is divided into four review phases: HFE program planning, design analysis,
interfacedesign, and verification& validation. The review processallows the trackingof the designfrom
initialconceptionthroughfinal design implementation. Within the context of the HFE PRM, the role of
DRG is to provide the review guidance for evaluationof advancedHSIs to assure their conformanceto
acceptedhuman factors engineeringprinciples, standards,andguidelines.

DRG Development Methodok,gy

Following a review of researchandindustryexperiencerelatedto the integrationof personnelinto
advanced systems, a set of "High-Level Design Review Principles" was developed. These principles
identify the importantdesign goals for maximizingprimarytask performance(i.e., the operator'sprocess
monitoring,decision-making,and control tasks); minimizingsecondarytask effects (i.e., the distracting
effects of tasks such as configuring a workstation) which are unrelated to the primary task; and
minimizinghumanerrorandmakingsystems more tolerantto humanerrorswhenthey occur. Then more
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detailed review guidance was developed for specificHSI implementations(e.g., graphicdisplays, touch
screens, and expertsystems).

The effortto develop detailedguidelines began with an identificationof human factors guidance
documents for advanced HSIs. Through a review of the human factors literature and contact with
organizations that sponsor such research, over 50 guidelineefforts were identified. The next step was
to select those documentsthat wouldserve as the "primarysources"for the initial setof guidelines to be
incorporatedin the DRG. A high prioritywas given to establishing the validity of the guidelines; i.e.,
assuring that they were based upon empirical research and/or accepted human engineering practice.
Validitywas defined in termsof two aspects of documentdevelopment. "Internal"validitywas evaluated
by the degree to which the individualguidelineswithina documentwere based uponresearchand an audit
trailto the researchmaintained. "External"validity was evaluatedas a function of the degree to which
the guidelines were subjected to independentpeer review. The peer review process was considered a
good method of screening guidelines for conformance to accepted human engineering practices.
Documents which hadstrong validity were considered primarysource documentsto serve as a basis for
the DRG.

The guidelines from the primary sources were edited to combine similar guidelines and to
transfotlnthe materialinto a standardizedformat. Wherecompoundguidelines were encountered(several
guidelines in a single statement)an effort was made to breakthem into logical units and representthe
units as separateguidelines. Conflict resolutionbetween guidelineswas handled on a case-by-case basis.

The guidelines were sorted into seven major sections described below. Some sections are
currentlyempty pending the completionof other NRC projectsthat are developing new guidelines in
those areas. Each of these sections containsa set of general guidelines and more detailed guidelines
addressingspecific HSI applications.

The seven sections are:

• Information Display - This section deals primarilywith the formattingof visual displays, both
text-basedand grapfiics-based. Following a section of generalguidelines, guidance is provided
in top-down fashion beginningwith display formats (such as mimic displays andtrend graphs),
display format elements (such as labels, icons, symbols, color, text, coding, etc.), data quality
and updaterate, and displaydevices (such as video display terminalsand large boarddisplays).

• User-System Interaction - This section addressesthe modesof interactionbetween the operator
and the HSI. Topics include dialog format, navigation, display controls, entering information,
system messages, prompts, and system response time. This section also contains guidelines
concerning methods for ensuring the integrity of data accessed through the user interface.
Guidance covers preventionof inadvertentchange or deletion of data, minimizationof data loss
due to computerfailure, and protectionof datasuch as setpointsfrom unauthorizedaccess.

• Process Control and Input Devices - This section addresses information entry, operator
dialogue, display control, informationmanipulation,andsystem responsetime. Considerations
of display-controlintegrationare also includedhere.

• Alarms - This section is a place holderfor the results of anotherNRC researchprojectto develop
review guidance in the area of advanced alarm systems.
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* Analysis and Decision Aids - This secqon addressesthe use of knewledge-basedsystems.

* Inter-Personnel Communication -Thissection containsguidelinesfor activitiesrelatedto speech
and computer-mediatedcommunicationbetween plant personnel, e.g., preparing, addressing,
transmittingandreceiving messages.

• Workplace Design - This section addresses the organizationof displays and controls within
individualworkstations,control room configuration,and environment.

In addition to a hard-copy document,the DRG has been developed as an interactive, computer-
based review aid. The interactive document will simplify guideline access and review, editing,
compilationof individualguidelines for a specific review, and incorporationof new guidelines as they
become available. Availabilityof the DRG on a portablecomputerwill also facilitateon-site reviews.

The guidelines are stored in a databasecomposed of several primaryfields: guideline number,
title, guideline statement, additionalinformation,and source (linkto primary source document). Other
"reviewer-support"fields are also provided, e.g., a note padfor reviewers to appendcommentsrelated
to specific guidelines. The interactivereview aidprovides for many documentfunctions such as instant
table of contents(ToC) access, context index, glossary, andplacemarkers. Reviewers can automatically
go to desired sections by clicking on the ToC or index entry. DRG evaluationsummary and reporting
functions are also available.

DRG Test and Evaluation

The DRG has been evaluated with respect to its scope and technical content(i.e., adequacyfor
the review of advanced HSI technology), andusability (i.e., DRG presentation, interactivedocument
functionality, and user interfaces). The test and evaluation (T&E) program consisted of three
methodologies: Development Test, User Test, and Peer-Review Workshop. The Development Test
provided a preliminaryevaluationof the DRG and an opportunityto correct interfaceproblemsbefore
subsequenttesting. The User Test was a field test of the DRG in advanced control room environments
by experienced human factors reviewers. The third evaluation was a Peer-Review Workshop. The
workshop provided a differenttype of evaluationthan the two testing tasks and addressed the broader
aspects of the DRG, such as the validity andtechnicalbasis for the DRG.

The general results supported the DRG's validity. The primary source documents were
considered an appropriatetechnical basis upon which to develop the DRG. However, several further
developmentswere recommendedincludinga reductioninthe total numberof guidelines, the specification
of a review process or procedure to facilitate DRG usage by a review team, and development of
additionalguidelines for severaltopics thatwere not adequatelyaddressed(such as computer-basedalarm
processing systems).

With respect to the interactive version of the DRG, most interfacecharacteristics thought to be
indicativeof usability(such as visual clarity, consistency,explicitness, ease of use, ease of lemning, low
memory load, etc.) were rated highly. Some difficulties were encountered, mainly concerning input
devices, reportingand help functions.

Based upon the results of the T&E program,modificationswere made to address_e identified
considerations.
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Final Version of the DRG

Based upon the resultsof the T&E program, modificationswere made to the technical content
of the guidelines. These includedreducing the numberof guidelines and "layering"the guidelines into
(1) general principles, (2) general guidelines in each of the major sections, and (3) more detailed
guidelines addressingspecific HSI implementations,techniques,and formats. The DRG was also revised
to eliminate redundancyand standardizeterminology to ensure consistency throughout the document.
Procedures were developed for use of the DRG to evaluate(1) a plant-specific HSI guidelineor design
specificationdocumentand (2) an actualACR design.

Many modificationshave beenmade to the interactivedocument. These includethe development
of a review planningaid to supportthe identificationandselectionof guidelines for a specific review and
improvementsin the reviewfunctionsto mitigatethe troublesomecharacteristicsof the interfaceidentified
in the evaluations. In addition, a maintenance function was developed to enable easy export of the
guidelines to a text file for editing and import of the revised guideline.

Conclusion

A general framework for the review of advanced HSI technology and design review guidelines
was developedto supportNRC staff reviews of advancedHSI technology. The methodologicalapproach
established for the development of advanced HSI design review guidance will support the further
refinementof the DRG to ensurethatthe documentis maintainedup-to-dateand withvalid humanfactors
review guidance.

The reportconsists of two volumes. Volume 1 provides the technical basis for the guideline
development. Volume 2 provides the HFE guidelines and the proceduresfor their use.
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PREFACE

This reportwas preparedfor the HumanFactorsBranchof the NuclearRegulatoryCommission's
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research. The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Project
Managerfor this effort is Je_ryWachtel. This documentis submitted as partof the work performedfor
the "AdvancedControlRoom Design Review Guideline"project (FIN L-1317).

The objective of the project was to develop an Advanced Human-System Design Review
Guideline (DRG). The results are reportedin a two-volume NUREG/CR. The contents of each are
briefly describedbelow.

Volume 1: Ge_ral Evaluation Model. Technical Develovment. and Guideline Descr(vtion
Volume I providesan overview of the project. Section I outlinesthe tasksperformedas partof the DRG
development. Section 2 describes the general issues, regulatoryconsiderations, and theoretical factors
that provided the context for both general model and guideline development. Section 3 describes the
developmentof a generalmodel for the review of advancedNPP humanfactors. The model is called the
Human Factors EngineeringProgramReview Model (HFE PRM). Section 4 describes the methodology
used to develop the design review guidelines for advanced HSIs that are available in the DRG. This
section also briefly describes the organizationalstructureof the guidelines, an overview of guideline
content, and procedures for DRG usage. Section 5 describes the development of the interactive,
computer-basedversion of the DRG andbriefly explainsits presentfunctionsanduser interfaces. Section
6 describes the tests and evaluationsperformed as part of DRG developmentand validation. Section 7
describes review needs and a methodology for the developmentof additionalguidance.

Volume 2: Evaluation Procedure and Guidelinesfor HI#_ Factors Engineering Reviews
Volume 2 contains the detailedguidelines andproceduresfor their use. It is divided into two technical
parts. Part 1 provides a brief backgroundto the use of the DRG within the context of the overall HFE
PRM, the intended use and limitationsof the DRG, and a description of the DRG's contents. Also
included in Part 1 are proceduresfor using the Guidelinefor the review of (1) a design-specificguideline
or detailed design specification, and (2) an HFE verificationof an implemented HSI design. Part2
containsthe guidelines used to conduct reviews of advanced HSIs. In additionto a set of high-level
design review principles, the guidelin_ are divided into seven sections: (1) Informationdisplay, (2)
User-system interaction, (3) Process control and input devices, (4) Alarm systems, (5) Analysis and
decision aids, (7) Inter-personnelcommunication,and (7) Workplacedesign. Volume 2 also contains a
detailedglossary and indexto supportDRG use.
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PART 1:

REVIEW PROCEDURES FOR DRG UTILIZATION



1. BACKGROUND

Advancedcontrol rooms will use advancedhuman-systeminterface (HSI) technologies thatmay
have significant implications for plant safety in that they will affect the operator's overall role in the
system, the methodof informationpresentation,andtheways in which operatorsinteractwith the system.
The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) reviews the HSI aspects of control rooms to ensure
thatthey aredesigned to good humanfactorsengineering(HFE)principlesand that operatorperformance
and reliability are appropri_ely supportedto protect public health and safety. The principal guidance
available to the NRC, however, was developed in 1981, well before these technological changes.
Accordingly, the humanfactors guidance needs to be updated to serve as the basis for NRC review of
these advanced designs. The main purposeof this project was to develop an Advanced HSI Design
Review Guideline(DRG), includingreview proceduresand acceptancecriteria,based uponacceptedHFE
principles, standards, and guidelines to supportstaff reviews of advanced HSIs.

The DRG is contained in two-volumes. Volume 1 describes the development of the DRG
including (1) its theoretical and technical foundation,(2) a general model for the review of advanced
HSIs, (3) guideline developmentin both hard-copy and computer-basedversions, and (4) the tests and
evaluationsperformed to develop andvalidate the DRG. Volume I also includesa discussionof the gaps
in availableguidance and a methodology for addressingthem.

This document is Volume 2. The purposeof Volume 2 is to providethe detailedguidelines and
proceduresfor their use. The volume is divided into two technical parts. Part 1 provides the intended
use and limitationsof the DRG, and a descriptionof the DRG's contents. Also included in Part 1 are
procedures for using the DRG for the review of (1) a design-specific guideline or detailed design
specification, and (2) an HFE verificationof an implementedHSI design. Part2 containsthe guidelines
used to conduct reviews of advanced HSIs. In additionto a set of high-level design review principles,
the guidelines are divided into seven sections: (1) Informationdisplay, (2) User-system interaction,(3)
Process control and inputdevices, (4) Alarm systems, (5) Analysis and decision aids, (7) Inter-personnel
communication,and (7) Workplacedesign. A detailed glossary andindex to supportDRG use are also
provided.



2. INTENDED USAGE AND LIMITATIONS OF THE GUIDELINE

As indicatedin the previous section, the purposeof the guidelinespresented in this documentis
to support NI_C HSI design reviews to help assure safe operation of the plant by verifying that the
controls,displays, anddataprocessingsupportprovidedby the HSI are appropriateto the crew tasks and
designed accordingto accepted HFE guidelines, standards, andprinciples. The guidelines can also be
used to review a designer's HFE guidelinesor design specificationdocument.

There are many important reasons for conducting safety reviews using HFE guidelines as
presentedhere:

1. Such reviews help assure that the design accommodates general human physiological and
cognitive capabUities.

2. HFE guidelines generally represent knowledge concerning HSI characteristics that support
operatingcrew tasks, derived from a large arrayof systems developed over many years. HFE
guidelines captureyears of lessons learnedfrom system design and research.

3. HFE guideline reviews highlightdesigncharacteristicsthatmaydetractfrom humanperformance.
When the review addresses a designer's preliminarydesign specification or prototype, these
characteristics can be addressed in a timely fashion well before the design becomes fixed and
difficult to change.

4. HFE guideline reviews provide an evaluationwhich may be applicableto all uses of an HSI, as
contrastedwith integratedsystemvalidation whichwill generallybe more limited dueto the time
andeffort requiredto conduct crew-in-the-looptests.

5. HFE guideline reviews can benefit from a comparisonto HSIs in other systems standardized to
the same set of design principles.

While an HFE guidelinereview provides valuable informationto support safety determinations,
it has its limitationsas well. It is essential that the reviewerrecognize both the strengthsandweaknesses
of HFE guideline reviews. Some of these limitations are discussed below:

1. An HFE guideline review is a necessary, but not sufficient basis to determine if the crew can
monitor and operate the HSI to adequatelyperformsystem functions.

2. HFE guidelines are not sensitive to the time required to perform a task, as are dynamic
performancetests.

3. Since the establishment of a validated set of guidelines requires professional consensus from
researchand industryexperience, HFE guidelines will always be somewhatincomplete in scope
and coverage of advanced technology (where research and lessons learned from practical
applicationsdo not yet fully addressall technology applications).

4. HFE guidelines are generally insensitive to interactive effects of multiple guidelines and their
tradeoffs, e.g., between requirementsfor consistency and flexibility.



I

As a result of these limitationsit is importantto recognize two issues when conducting HFE
guideline evaluations. First, design-specific discrepancies from generic review guidelines are not
necessarily inappropriate. The significance of discrepancies from individual guidelines has to be
considered within the context of the individualreview. Second, other methods of evaluation (such as
integratedsystem validation) should be consideredin conjunctionwith guideline reviews to provide a
complete foundationuponwhichto base safety evaluations. This approachto safety reviews is consistent
with the multi-methodapproachto evaluationpresented in Volume I of this document.



3. _CAL SCOPE AND GUIDELINE CONTENTS

The scope of the documentis primarilythe regulatoryreview of advancedHSI, i.e., the crew's
interface with:

• Information/data,e.g., with the displaysof system status andparameter trends;

• Software,e.g., with the plant controlsystems, datamanagementsystems, and interfacecontrols
such as menus, windows, and software supportfor user "navigation"throughdisplayhierarchies',
and

!

• Computerhardwaredevices, e.g., video displayunits (VDUs), mice, and touch screens.

Guidelines for 'conventional"technologyHSIs, as covered in NUREG-0700, are not duplicated in this
document. The guidanceprovidedin this documentandin NUREG-0700 are being integratedto produce
NUREG*0700,Revision 1. The guidelines pertainto the HFE aspects of HSI design and do not address
instrumentationand control, software, andrelated issues.

With respect to the specific topic areas addressed by the DRG, it was deemed inappropriateto
restrict the types of technologyandinteractionmodes thatwouldbe includedin theDRG and, therefore,
only in obvious cases were guidelines screened out as inapplicableto a nuclear power plant (NPP)
application. As discussed in Volume 1, there is great diversityin the availableHSI designs anddialogue
modes in advanced systems. There is also diversity in the types of tasks operatorsmay be called upon
to performand in the ways those tasks may be performed in advanced reactordesigns. Thus, the DRG
contains a broader diversity of guidelines than might be expected in a NPP review guideline. For
example, guidelines for text processing are available, althoughit may seem unlikely that textprocessing
taskswould be a significantoperatoractivity in advanced plants. These guidelines were included in the
DRG to providea basis for review of a particularapplicationutilizing this type of operatoractivity (such
as operator interface with knowledge-based systems or computer-based interactionwith maintenance
crews). Guidelines which are inappropriate to a particular design review need not be used by the
reviewer.

The organizationalstructureof the DRG (see Table 1) contains a few selected sections, which
do not currentlycontain guidelines. These were included for three reasons:

1. To provide "placeholders" for ongoing NRC researchprojectswhich are currentlydeveloping
guidelines that will eventuallyb_[integratedwith the DRG.

2. To provide a reference in a location where a reviewermay logically expect the information,but
where the relevmit guidelines are contained elsewhere. Thus, the section provides a cross-
reference to another section. For example, under Section 1.5 - Display Devices, a reviewer
might expect to find guidelines for the review of audio display devices. However, these
guidelines are in Section 6.2 - Speech-Based Communication. Thus, Section 1.5.4 - Audio
Display Devices cross references Section6.2.





3. To provide internalcompleteness withina section. For example, inputformats, e.g., command
and direct manipulationdialog modes, are addressedin Section 2.1. While speech is a potential
mode of user input to the system, no guidelines were available. Section 2.2.7 - Natural
Language was, therefore, addedfor completeness.

Descriptionsof the general contentsof the individualsections of the DRG are provided in Section 3.1
below. In Section 3.2, a descriptionof the formatfor the individualguidelines is provided.

3.1 Deecri?tlon of Guideline Sections

3.1.1 Section 0 - High-Level HSI Design Evaluation Principles

The principles in this section representthe generic HSI characteristicsnecessaryto supportcrew
performance. The principles are not specific review guidelines, but are intendedto be used to support
the interpretationof the significanceof individualguidelinediscrepanciesand to support.theidentification
of significantHSI issues (as is disGussed_in Part 1: Section6 of this document). The principlesprovide
the link between general human informationprocessing characteristicsand HSI design features (see
Volume 1 for a complete explanationof the derivation of the design evaluationprinciples). The 18
principles are divided into four categories(see Table 2):

• General Principles - These principles ensure the HSI design supportspersonnel safety and is
compatiblewith generalcognitive and physiological capabilities.

• .PrimaryTask Design - These principlessupport the operator'sprimarytask of process monitor-
ing, decision-making, and control to maintainsafe plant operation.

i

• Secondary Task Control -These principlesminimizesecondarytasks, i.e., tasks theoperatormust
perform when interfacing with the system but which are not directed to the primary task.
Examples of secondarytasks include activities associated with managingthe interface such as
navigation through displays, manipulatingwindows, and accessing data. Performance of
secondarytasks detractfrom the crews"performanceof primarytasks, so their effects must be
controlled.

• Task Support - These principlessupport for the operator'suse of the HSI, such as providing (1)
HSI flexibility so tasks can be accomplishedin more than one way, (2) user guidance, and (3)
errormitigation.

3.1.2 Section 1 - Information Display

This section deals primarily with the review of visual displays, both text- andgraphics-based.
Guidance is provided in top-down fashion beginning with general display guidelines (Section 1.1) and
then proceeding to finer levels of display details. Section 1.2, Display Formats, addresses review
guidelines for common display forms such as continuous text, mimics/piping and instrumentation
diagrams(P&IDs), trendgraphs, andflowcharts. If novel formats are encounteredin a review, they can
be evaluatedusing the generaldisplay guidelines and the guidelines in Section 1.3, Display Elements.
Any display format can be decomposed into a set of "basic elements" such as alphanumericcharacters,
icons, symbols, color, highlighting, abbreviations,labels, coding, highlighting, and the presentationof
numericdata. Review guidelines for these basic elements are covered in Section 1.3, Display Elements.
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Guidelinesfor the review of dataqualityand displayupdate rateare containedin Section 1.4. Section
1.5, Display Devices, addressesthehardwareaspectsof displays. Review guidelines for displaydevices,
such as video displayunits, largepanel displays, andhardcopydisplaydevices (printersand plotters)are
provided. Section 1.5.4, AudioDisplay Devices, is includedfor cross-referencepurposesto Section6.2,
Speech-BasedCommunication,which containsguidelines for these devices.

. Table 2. High-Level Design Review Principles

CATEGORY PRINCIPLE

General PersonnelSafety
Cognitive Compatibility
Physiological Compatibility
Simplicityof Design
Consistency

PrimaryTask Design SituationAwareness
Task Compatibility
User Model Compatibility
Organizationof HSI Elements
Logical/Explicit Structure
Timeliness

Controls/DisplaysCompatibility
Feedback

ll,lll iH, is H i , , ,,,

Secondar3, Task Control Cognitive Workload
Response Workload

Task Support Flexibility
User GuidanceandSupport
ErrorTolerance and Control

3.1,3 Section 2 - User-System Interaction

Section 2 is the largest andmost diverse sectionof the DRG composedof eight subsectionswhich
address the various approachesto user interactionwith the HSI. Section 2.1 provides general review
guidelines for user-system interactionwith an emphasison user inputsto the HSI. Section 2.2 provides
review guidelines for user inputand dialog formats such as menus, direct manipulation,and command
Language.These guidelines address the issuance of sequence controlcommands to the system. Sequence
control refers to operator inputsthat initiateor interrupttransactions(i.e., functionsof the system). The
specific means by which such commandinputsare made is the transactiondialogue. A poorly-designed
operator dialogue will inhibit operatorsfrom moving efficiently from one task to the next and may
preventoperatorsfrom interactingeffectively withthesystem by imposingunnecessary constraintson the
selection or sequencingof actions. The types of inputformatsaddressedare:

Command Language - A command language dialogue requires the operator to specify the
functions to be performed without prompting; the operator is assumed to be aware of the
available options, the proper command syntax, etc.. A command language dialogue is



appropriatewhen a great deal of flexibility is requiredregardingthe sequencingand content of
operatorinputs, andthe operatoris very familiar with the system.

!

Menus - A menu dialoguepresentstheoperatorwith a numberof optionsfrom which the desired
action is chosen (e.g., by positioningthe cursor, enteringa keystrokecode, etc.). This style of
dialogue is appropriatewhen thenumberof optionsis limitedand speed andaccuracyare critical.

Function Keys - Functionkeys are dedicatedto a single option or actionand are, therefore, best
used to select from among a small numberof frequently-used options that are available at any
point in the operator/systeminteraction(i.e., functions that are availableonly in certainmodes
of systemoperationare typically not assignedto function keys).

Macros/Programmable Function Keys - Macrosareuser-definedstrings(or chains) of commands
which are executed upon a single user command. Often macros are assigned to programmable
function keys which execute the command string upona single key press.

Form - A form-fillingdialogue requires theoperatorto enterdata in predefined fields presented
on the display. This style of interactionis, therefore, appropriateto situations in which the
categoriesof datato be inputcan be specified, butflexibility is requiredwith respect to the data
to be input. It is an appropriatemethod for entry of informationinto a computersystem when
that information alreadyexists in hardcopyforms.

Direct Manipulation - A direct manipulationor graphicinterfacetypically displays pictographic
icons to represent control actions and options; actions and options not easily represented in
pictographicform are presentedin menus. Icons or menu items are "selected" by positioninga
cursor, usually by meansof a pointingdevice (i.e., a mouse or trackbail).

Natural Language - A naturallanguage interface allows instructionsor requests to be entered
through the keyboard using "everyday"vocabulary with few requirementsas to syntax.

Query Language - Query language is a specialized type of commandlanguage used to retrieve
information from a system.

Question and Answer - In a question and answer dialogue, the system poses questions for the
operatorto answer. This style of interactionis appropriatewhen the types of informationto be
inputare specified, and the order in which the dataare to be inputis predefined.

Speech - A speech interfaceallows users to inputinformationandcommandsthroughvoice rather
than through some manual input as in natural language, query and question/answer dialog
formats. The system utilizes a speech-recognitionsystem to parse and understandthe speech
inputfrom the operator.

Section2.3, Cursors,providesreview guidelines for this aspectof the HSI. Wheninteractingwith
a computer-basedsystem, the appearanceand behavior of the on-screen cursor (or more generally the
"follower"- the on-screen image which tracksthe user's input)can significantly affect performance.



Section 2.4, System Response, contains review guidelines address prompts (includingroutine
messages), operatorguidande(feedbackandon-line help), and decisionaids (i.e., expertsystems). Well-
designed prompts indicate not only that input is expected, but also the proper format and means of
performingthe entry. Useful errormessages clearly convey the natureof the problemand facilitateits
correction. The overall goal of promptinganduser guidance is to ensure thatoperators,at any point in
the interaction,are aware of what type of action is appropriate,what their options are, how they should
proceed, andhow they can requesthelp. Also covered in this section are responsetime guidelines. These
guidelines addressthe necessity of the system to respondpromptlyto operatorinput.

Section 2.5, Managing Displays, contains guidelines on a variety of display interactions and
modes (e.g., selection, freezing, updating,paging, scrolling) and windows. The objective of the design
of displaycontrolfunctionsis to allow the operatorto access the specific informationrequiredfor the task
at handwhile maintainingawareness of the ongoing process and the display/controlcontext.

Section 2.6, Managing Information,addressesthe manipulationof data in the system including
the processing of text.

Section2.7, Protection/Detection/Correctionof Errors, containsguidelines pertainingto methods
for ensuring the integrityof data used by the system. Guidance covers prevention of inadvertent change
or deletion of data, minimization of data loss due to computer failure, and protection of data such as
setpoints from unauthorized access. Measures taken to protect data will usually involve trade-offs
between security and ease-of-use. The inconvenience introduced by the necessity to verify potentially
destructive actions, for example, should be appropriate to the costs of such actions.

Section 2.8, System Security, contains guidelines for the review of safeguards to prevent
unauthorizedusers from gaining access to system information,data, and controls.

3.1.4 Section 3 - Process Controls and Input Devices

This sectionprovides review guidelines forgeneral controlguidelines in Section 3.1 andfor input
devices in Section 3.2. Section 3.2 is focused on computer-inputdevices: keyboarddevices (including
special and variable function keys); direct manipulationcontrollers (includingtrackballs,joysticks, and
mice); and "pointing devices" (including touch screens, light pens, and graphics tablets). The final
section addresses speech input devices and provides a cross reference to Section 6.2, Speech-Based
Communication,containingguidelines for these devices.

3.1.$ Section 4- Alarm Systems

At present no guidelines have been included in this section. This section is a "place holder"
for the results of a NRC research project to develop review guidance in the areaof alarm systems.

3.1.6 Section 5- Analysis and Decision Aids

This section addresses the aids provided to the operator for situation analysis and decision
making. Guidelines for knowledge-bas_ aids are provided. These address some of the functional
requirements of such systems, such as explanation and simulation facilities, and the desirable
characteristicsof their user interfaces.
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3.1.7 Section 6- Inter-Personnel Communication

Section6.1, GeneralCommunicationGuidelines,containsguidelinesforcommunicationsactivities
amongplant personnel. Detailedguidelines are provided for speech- based (Section 6.2) andcow.puter-
mediated (Section6.3) communicationamong theplantpersonnelsuch as preparing, addressing,sending,
and receiving messages. Speech-based communicationguidelines address the characteristicsof speech
inputandoutputdevices. Computer-mediatedcommunicationguidelines are concernedwith minimizing
the demands placed on the operatorsof the system while providingthem with flexibility in communica-
tions.

3.1.8 Section 7- Workplace Design

Like Section 4, Alarm Systems, Section 7 is a "placeholder" pending furtherdevelopment. At
present, limited review guidance is presented in Sections 7.1, WorkstationConfiguration, and 7.3,
Environment. Section 7.1 addressesworkstationconfiguration,i.e., the integrationof individualcontrol
and display devices into a console. The guidelines addressVDU viewing distance, viewing angle, and
glare. Section 7.2, ControlRoom Configuration, is currentlyempty, but will addressthe integrationof
individualworkstations, supervisorsconsoles, andlarge screendisplays into an integratedcontrol room.
Section 7.3, Environment, is also limited and at present addresses only illumination in the area of
workstations.

3.1.9 Technical Areas Not Fully Addressed by the DRG

In additionto the DRG sections identifiedas "place holders" above, there are several additional
areas for whichHFE review guidance is currentlylimited. Pendingfurtherdevelopment, reviews of these
topics can utilize the DRG but may have to be supplementedwith additionalevaluationmethods such as
the utilizationof alternativeguidance documents, results of testing andtrade-off analysis, anddynamic
performanceevaluation. For example, theDRGdoes not specificallyaddresscomputer-basedprocedures.
However, the computer-basedimplementationof procedures may be evaluated by using the guidelines
for general displays, text-based displays, and flowcharts (if appropriate). These guidelines may be
supplemented with other NRC and industry guidance on procedures. A partial list of such areas is
provided below (a discussion of each can be found in Volume 1 of this report):

s alarm systems,
• situationawarenessdisplays and group displays,
• graphical datapresentationand novel display technologies (e.g., 3-D displays),
• interfacesto automatedcontrol systems,
• intelligent operatoraids,
• computer-basedprocedures,
• interfacemanagement and navigationalstrategies,
• visual displayhardware characteristics,
• unique characteristicsof flat panel displays,
• workstationconfiguration for VDU-based operations, and
• large-screen display integrationwith workstations.

If a reviewer considers it appropriateto supplement the review guidance provided here, a database of
additional guidance documents that may be consulted is available (O'Hara and Brown (1991)). The
databasemay be searchedfor key words to identify potentially applicablesources of information.These
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sources of information,in additionto the guidelinescontainedin this document, should provide a solid
basis for the review of most HFE aspects of advanced HSI.

3.2 Format of Individual Guidelines

The guidelines were developed into the standardizedformatshown below.

I I I .......... I .... II II.... I I I II....... J, I.......... III......... J........

The four componentsof the standardguideline formatare described below:

• Guideline Number - Within section/subsectionsindividualguidelines are numberedconsecutively
from 1 to n. Each guideline has a unique numberwhich reflects its section/subsectionlocation
followed by a dash and then its unique number. For example, in guideline 1.1-1 Display
Screen Partitioningfor HSI Functions, the "1.1" reflects its location in Section 1.1 - General
Display Principlesand the "-1" indicatesthat it is the first guideline in the section.

• Guideline Title - Eachguideline has a brief uniquetitle.

• Guideline Statement - Eachguideline contains a concise statementof the criterion/characteristic
the HSI should embody. An effort was made to restrict each guideline statement to a single
concept rather than allowing compound guidelines, thus reducingthe ambiguity that may exist
if an interface was acceptable with respect to one aspect of a guideline, but discrepantwith
another aspect of the guideline.

• Additional Information - For many guidelines additional informationis provided which may
address clarifications, examples, exceptions, details regardingmeasurement, figures, or tables.
This information is intended to support the reviewer's interpretationor application of the
guideline.

• Source - The primarysource document(s) from which the guideline was developed is shown in
superscript. To conserve space, the source documents are indicatedusing letter codes. Table
3 provides the letter code referencefor each.

12



Table 3. Source Documents
...... i i i i i

LETTER
CODE AUTHOR DOC. NUMBER YEAR TITLE

mill i I i i I I I I II

A U.S. DoD DoD-HDBK-761A 1990 Human EngineeringGuideline
for ManagementInformation
Systems

I I I III I I IIII I II I I I

B Gilmore et al. ISBN 0-12-283965-X 1989 User-ComputerInterface in Pro-
tess Control

C U.S. DoD MIL-STD-1472D 1989 HumanEngineeringDesign
Criteriafor Military Systems,
Equipment,& Facilities

ill

D NASA USE-HCIG-1000 1988 Space StationFreedom Human-
ComputerInterfaceGuide

H " '

E U.S. DoD ESD-TR-86-278 1986 Guidelinesfor Designing User
InterfaceSoftware

. ii

F HFS ANSI/HFS-100-1988 1988 AmericanNational Standardfor
Human Factors Engineering of
Visual Display TerminalWork-
stations

l i i i

G U.S. NRC NUREG-0800 1984 StandardReview Plan

]_af_ DoD = United States Departmentof Defense; NASA = National Aeronautics and Space
Administration;HFS = HumanFactorsSociety (now called theHuman Factors andErgonomics
Society); U.S. NRC = United States Nuclear RegulatoryCommission.
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4. PROCEDURE FOR DESIGN-SPECIFIC GUIDELINE DOCUMENT REVIEW

As indicatedabove, the DRG may be used to review an applicant's documentproviding an HSI
guideline, style guide, or detailed design specification. The objectives of an NRC review of such a -
applicantdocumentare to evaluatethe documentwith respect to its scope, technicalbasis/validity, level
of detail, guideline integration,and procedurefor implementation. This review should be conductedby
an experienced human factors professional. Interpretationand communicationof the findings are
addressedin Section 6.

4.1

The NRC reviewershould determinewhether all aspects of the HSI importantto safe operation
and maintenanceof the plantby plant personnel are addressed in the applicant'sdocument. Generally
the applicant's documentshould include guidance for the topic areas presently addressedin the DRG,
NUREG-0700, Chapter 18 of NUREG-0800, and other topics identified by the NRC reviewer as
importantto safety.

4.2 Technical Basis and Validity

The content of design-specific guidelines and specifications should be derived from (1) the
applicationof generic HFE guidanceto the specific application,and (2) thedevelopmentof the applicant's
own guidelines based upon design related analyses and experience.

Selection of genericguidelines sourcedocumentsfor a vendor's design-specificguidelines should
be based on consideration'of "validity"principles.Validity may be evaluated in termsof two aspects of
potential source documentdevelopmentwhich loosely correspondto the empiricalresearch supportand
conformance with acceptedhuman engineeringpractice. First, "internal"validity is evaluated by the
degree to which the individualguidelines within a source documentwere based on researchand whether
an audittrail exists linking each guideline back to its basis. The lattermakes it possible to go back to
the original source documentsto evaluatetheappropriatenessof an individualguideline's technicalbasis.
Second, "external"validity is evaluated as a functionof the degree to which the source documents were
subjectedto peer review. A documentwhich had undergoneextensivepeer review is consideredto have
high external validity. Considerationof internal and externalvalidity is used for reviewing guidelines
for conformance to acceptedhumanengineeringpractices. In general, documentswhich have both good
internaland external validity were consideredthe best sourcesfor design-specific guidance documents.

The design guideline/specificationmay containguidance that is not derived from generic HFE
guidelines and itmay contain guidelines whichare discrepantfrom NRC review guidance. Inthese cases,
justificationshould be provided to supportthe acceptabilityof these guidelines and their deviations. A
documentedrationaleshould be providedfor these guidelines, such as:

• an analysis of recent literature,
• an analysis of current practices,
• tradeoffstudies and analyses, and
• the resultsof design engineeringexPerimentsand evaluations.
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4.3 Levelof Detail

Genetic HFE guidelines cannotbe used in the abstract.They can be applied to a specific design
only when a thoroughknowledge of the design-specific taskswhich the crew is to perform is available.
Thus the tailoring (tranalating/interpreting)of individualguidelines to the specific design throughfunction
andtask analysisdatashouldbe reflected in the applicant'sdocumentandshouldbe availablefor review.
The applicant'sdocument shouldbe detailedenough to permit use of the document by design personnel
and subcontractors to achieve a clear, consistent, and verifiable design that meets applicant's
guideline/specification.

4.4 Guideline Intem*ation

The review should examine the integration of the individualguidelines with each other. Since
the applicant'sdocumentreflects a selected subset of available generic guidelines, the guidelines in the
selected subset should be consistent with each other in terms of the overall design goals. For example,
a designer may want to use P&ID formats to displaycomponentstatuson a VDU. The same design may
permitoperatorsto controlcomponentsby touchingthe on-screencomponenticon. The'guidance for on-
screen icon size will have to reflect the touch-screenuse of the displayand specify icon sizes to be larger
than would be necessary if touch-screencontrol was not used. Thus, the HSI design guidance should
reflect the integrationof indicationand control in a single display.

4.S procedure for Imnlementation

The applicant'sguideline specificationdocumentshouldprovide an indicationof how it is to be
used in the overall design process.
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$. PROCEDURE FOR HFE VERIFICATION REVIEW

The DRG may be used to conducta HFE Verificationreview. The objective of the review is to
help assuresafe operationof the plantby verifyingthat all controls, displays,and dataprocessing support
provided by the HSI are appropriateto the crew tasks and designed according to accepted HFE
guidelines, standards, andprinciples. Further,if HFE issues were identifiedduringthe earlierreviews,
resolutionof those issues lnay also be verified as partof the HFE Verification.

The use of the DRG that is proposedbelow requiresa multi=stepprocess similarto thatdescribed
in NUREG-0700. The activitiesperformedateach step maydiffer dependingon the uniquerequirements
of each individualreview (e.g., availability of supportingdocumentation). A major considerationis
whether the review is directed toward a new HSI design developed as partof advanced reactor design
certification/licensing or whetherthe review is directedtowarda upgradeto an existing plant. The eight
steps recommended for a full review are listed below and each is described in the remainderof this
section:

1. Assemble NRC Review Team

2. Assemble Si2pportingInformation
3. Identify Human FunctionsandTasks
4. SampleHuman Tasks to Guide the HFE Review
5. CharacterizeTasks Used in the Evaluation
6. Characterizethe HSI
7. Select the Guidelinesto be Used in the Evaluation
8. ConductEvaluation

Interpretationand communicationof the findingsof the review are addressedin Section 6.

$.1 Assemble NRC Review Team

As identified in NUREG-0700 (p. 2-1), an NRC Review Team shouldbe assembled. The team
shouldincludeindividualswithhumanfactorsexpertiseandoperationsexperience, andshouldhaveaccess
to related areas of expertise including:

• Nuclear andPlant SystemsEngineering,
• I&C, and
• Software Design.

Additionalskills may also be requiredbased upon the unique requirementsof a specific review.

$.2 Assemb|¢ Supportinl Information

The specific informationnecessary and available to support the HFE verification review will
differ depending on the requirementsof the review, e.g., the informationrequirements differ for a
modificationor upgradeto an existingplantwhen comparedto an entirelynew plantdesign. The generic
informationrequirementsare identifiedbelow along with the types of informationthat may be utilized.
This step is ongoing throughoutthe review based upon the NRC Review Team's informationneeds for
performing the subsequentsteps. Informationneeds should be carefully defined ateach of the following
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steps in order to minimize the informationprocessing burdenof both the NRC Review Team and the
designer/applicant.

1. Description of Plant System(s) the HSI is designed to monitorand control

• ApplicableFinal Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) descriptions, certified design descrip-
tions, and inspections, tests, analyses, andacceptancecriteria(ITAAC),

• System design description,
• Piping and knstmmentationdrawings, and
s Control logic diagrams.

2. Human Role in the System

s System requirementsanalysis,
. Function analysis and description,
, Task analyses, and
• Minimum task set.

3. Description of the HSI

• HSI guidelineor design specification,
• Controlroom description (floor plan, environmentalcharacteristicsand control, etc.),
• Workstationandpanel layoutdrawings and photographs,
• Communicationsequipment,
* Descriptionof datamanagementsystem structure(roadmapof screen structure,display

hierarchies, databases,supporting applicationsaccess),
• Screendisplays,
• Display screen layout and consistency conventions,
• Control and inputdevice inventoryand functionalityinventory, and
• Dictionary of acronyms, abbreviations,symbols, icons, and coding.

4. Conceptof Operatiom

• Operatortrainingmaterialsrelated to the system and its interfaceswith other systems,
• Proceduresrelatedto systems and their interfaceswith other systems, and
• "User's Manual" andrelateduser operationsupportdocumentationdescribinghow users

interactwith the system(e.g., selectdataanddisplays, system messages, dialogue types,
user inputand control methods).

5. Analyses and Evaluations

• Final Safety EvaluationReport(FSER),
• HSI design decision audit documentation,
• Results of applicant'sevaluationspertaining to HFE evaluations,technology assessments,

trade-off studies, etc., pertaining to the HSI design,
• Results of the applicant's HFE verificationanalysis,
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• Results of l_robabllistlcrisk assessmentand humanreliability analysis, including fault/
event tree, failure mode and effects analyses, importance analyses, and sensitivity
analyses of humanactions,

• Eventreportsrelated to the system or related/similar systems,
s Issue tracking system issue status, and
• I0 CFR 50.59 safety analyses.

For HSI reviews conducted under advanced reactor certification/licensing reviews, much of the
informationidentified above will be availablein the applicant's reports to the NRC and in staff reviews
for other HFE PRM elementsubmittals.

5.3 Id_tlfy Human Functions IIndTasks

HFE review guidelines cannotbe used in the abstract. The most importantaspect of design
evaluationis knowing what functions are assigned to plant personneland the tasks they must perform.
These tasksmustbe understoodin terms of theirinformation,decision-making,andcontrolrequirements.
Using system requirements analysis, function allocation analyses, and task analyses provided by the
applicant,the NRC Review Team should identify the human functions in the overall system for normal
and emergencyconditions and the tasks performed by plant personnel to support those functions. The
human tasks to be definedshould includegeneral monitoringand control functions, for example:

• Base load vs. load follow,
• Operatorinterfacesto global, system, and componentmonitoringand control as well as

the fault managementfunctions, for example:
- fault detection,
- diagnosis,
- evaluation,
- mitigationcontrol,
- use of procedures, and
- communicationswith plant personnelandNRC.

$.4 Sample Human Task_ to Guide the HFE Review

Advanced control rooms and advancedHSls may include hundredsor thousands of individual
displays. The NRC Review Team is faced with the same "keyhole" effect as the operators; i.e.,
observationof displays and controls can be limited by the viewing area provided through workstation
VDUs. It is impracticaland unnecessary to review all displays and controls. Therefore, the NRC
Review Teammay employ a samplingstrategyto guide the selection of HSIs for review. The sampling
strategydiscussed below is driven by humanfunctions andtasks. It is intendedto include, as needed,
a wide range of human interactionswith the plant to evaluatethe HSIs that support the crew's roles as
safety monitors, potentialtransient initiators,plant responsemonitors,and in-the-loop controllersduring
events. Considerationsregarding sample size are discussed at the end of this section.

As indicated above, a multidimensionalsampling space should be utilized from which HSI
elements shouldbe identifiedto assure a comprehensiveconsiderationof the safety significance of HSIs.
The samplingspace for HFE verificationreviews can be definedby the following dimensions:
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• ' Nornud, abnormal,andemergency conditions,
• Humanfunctions,
• Task structures,
• Crew interactions,
• Risk dominanthumaninteractionsbasedon PRA/HRAanalyses,
• HumanFactors (HF) issue resolutions, and
• Issues identified in review preparation.

1. HFE verification evaluations should include a sample of HSIs reflecting a range of normal,
abnormal, and emergency conditions in which humansare involved:

• HSIs involved in normal plant evolutions (e.g., start-up, full power, and shutdown
operations),

• HSIs involved when instrumentfailures occur (e.g., logic and control units, fault
tolerant controllers, local "fieldunits"for multiplex (MUX) system, MUX controller),

• HSls involved when equipmentandprocessing failures occur (e.g., loss of VDUs, loss
of dataprocessing, loss of large overview display),

• HSIs involved in transientmanagement(e.g., turbinetrip, loss of offsite power, station
blackoutandloss of all feedwater),

• HSIs involved in accidentmanagementfrom ControlRoom (e.g., mainsteamline break,
positive reactivity addition, control rod insertion at power, control rod ejection,
anticipatedtransient withoutscram, and various-sized loss of coolant accidents),

• HSls involved in accidentmanagement from the Technical SupportCenter, and
• HSIs involved in emergency management (e.g., from the Emergency Operations

Facility).

2. HFE verificationevaluationsshould includea sample of HSIs reflecting major human functions
in the system, e.g.:

• Statusmonitoringand situationawaren_s of critical safety functions,
• Surveillance testing and maintenance(e.g., equipmentblocking, tagging, and bypass),
• Alarm monitoring,analysis, and response,
• Fault detection, analysis, diagnosis, mitigation,
• Monitoringof automatedsafety functions, and
• Overrideof automatedsystems and their direct control.

3. HFE verification evaluationsshould includea sample of HSIsreflecting a range of task structure,
e.g.:

• Proceduresupported:
- normal,
- abnormal,
- emergency,
- alarm response, and
- test.

• Knowledge-based activities.
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4. HFE verification evaluations should include a sample of HSIs reflecting major human-human
Interactions,e.g.:

• Between main control room operators,
• Main control room operators andauxiliary operators,
• Main control room operators andsupportcenters,
• Shift turnover andwalkdowns, and
• Management,NRC, andother outside organizations.

5. HFE verification evaluations should include a sampleof HSIs reflecting risk-significanthuman
interactions(humanactions, systems, andsequencescontributinghighly to risk, asdefinedby the
PRA):

• Dominant humanactions(via sensitivity analyses),
• Dominant accidentsequences, and
• Dominant systems (via "importancemeasures").

6. HIE verification evaluations should include a sample of HSIs involved in resolutions to HF
Issues that may have been identifiedin earlier reviews.

7. HFE verification may also includeissues identifiedby the NRC Review Teamduringpreparation
for the review.

The issue of how muchof the HSIshouldbe subjectto review (i.e., the samplesize) is a difficult
one. Generally, the NRC Review Team should review a large enough sampleto identify all significant
safety issues. Thus, the sampleshould be stratifiedto be representativeof the larger populationof HSI
elements (accountingfor the significant dimensions identified above). In additionto limits in sampling
imposed by available resources, the extent of the samplingmay be limited by other factors as well. A
more limited samplingmay be used if:

• The HSI to be reviewed has beenthroughthe HFE PRM andan HSI guideline/specifica-
tion review has alreadybeen performed, and/or

• The applicanthas alreadyperformed an HFE verificationfollowing a procedure similar
to the one outlined in this section and the results of the verification are available for
audit.

If, however, no prior NRC reviews have been performed, a more extensive samplingmay be required
for HFE verification.

The size and extent of sampling will be governed by the results of the review as well. For
example, following the procedureoutlined below, the NRC Review Team may define a sample of 30
displaysfor review. Several findings made in the course of the review may indicatethat a larger sample
is warranted. Such findings may include:

• The identificationof numerousdiscrepancies,
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* The identificationof a patternof discrepanciesassociatedwith a particulartypeof display
(in this case the team may wish to increasethe numberof those types of displays to be
reviewed), and

• The observation of inconsistency (or variation) across displays which makes the
achievementof a representativesampledifficult; i.e., in orderto achieve a representative
sample, given equal populationsize, the sample size will have to be greater in a
heterogeneous populationwhen comparedwith a homogeneouspopulation.

By contrast, if the team reviews a large numberof displaysand finds a high degree of consistency and
very few discrepancies, then the team can have a high degree of confidence that the sample is
representativeof the total displaypopulationandfurthersamplingmay not be necessary.

$.$ Characterize Tasks Used In the Evaluation

For those humantasksfor which the review will be performed(defined as a result of step 5.4),
the NRC Review Team can utilize the applicant'shuman task requirementsanalysesto characterizethe
operator'stasks to be addressed by the review. The specific informationneeded will vary depending
on the requirementsof the review. Since the tasks may include local control station actionsas well as
actions in the main CR, the task requirementspecifications defined below are broad. The types of task
requirementsinformationthatmay be identifiedinclude:

• Information and Decision-MakingRequirements

- Descriptionof the monitoringanddecision requirements,
- Evaluationsto be performed,
- Decisions that are probablebased on the evaluation of available information

(opportunitiesfor cognitive errors should be identifiedand carefully analyzed),
and

- InformationrequirementstO support monitoring and decision activities, including
cues for task initiationsuch as alarms.

• Response Requirements

- Action to be taken,
- Overlap of task requirements (serial vs. parallel task elements),
- Frequency,
- Speed/time line requirements,
- Tolerance/accuracy,
- Operationallimits of personnelperformance,
- Operationallimits of machineand software, and
- Body movements requiredby action taken.

• FeedbackRequirements

- Feedbackrequiredto monitora_ evaluatethe adequacyof actions taken.
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• Workload

- Cognitive,
- Physical, and
- Estimationof difficulty level.

• Task SupportRequirements

- Procedures,
- Special/protectiveciothit_g,
- Job aids or ret-rence materialsrequired,
- Tools andequipmentrequired, and
- Computerprocessing supportaids.

• WorkplaceFactors

- Layout of controlsanddisplays,
- Workspaceenvelope requiredby a_ion taken,
- Workspaceconditions,
- Location andconditionof the work, and
- Environment(lighting, temperature,and noise).

• Staffing and CommunicationRequirements

- Numberof personnel, their technical specialty, and specific skills,
- Communicationsrequired, includingtype, and
- Personnel interactionwhen more than one personis involved.

• HazardIdentification

- Identificationof potential hazardsinvolved.

$.6 Characterize the HSI

Using information providedby the applicant,the NRC Review Team can characterize the HSIs
associatedwith the human tasksanalyzed in step 5.5 in terms of implementationand functionality. The
HSI may be characterizedin terms of the specific implementationof HSI technology, e.g.:

• Displays - structureof inf°rmati°n/f°rmats/c°ding/elements'
• Modes of Interaction,
• Controls anddevices,
• Alarms,
* Aids (use of proceduresand knowledge-basedaids),
* Communications,and
• Workplace considerations (workstation integration, control room layout, environment,

local control stations).

While task analyses define required HSI functionality, the NRC Review Team should also identify:
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• Unwanted/unnecessary/unintendedfunctionality(functionswhich areavailable,butdo not
supportcrew tasks),

* Potentialsafety issues (e.g., operatorset-pointadjustment),and
* Potentialsecurity concerns (e.g., software modification).

Therefore, to aid in the identificationof such issues, the NRC Review Team should request an
inventoryof HSI functionality from the designer/applicant.

$.7 Select the Guidelines to be Used in the Evaluation

Not all of the guidelines will be applicable to each evaluation. The subset of guidelines
apProPriateto the specific design should be identifiedby the Review Team. As is indicated in Volume
1, the guideline can be divided into three layers. The first two layers are applicableto most reviews.
These are the General Design Principlesand the Generalguidelines undereach majorsection. Next the
NRC Review Team may select the guidelines that are specific to the design of the HSI under review.
This is accomplished by using the intersectionof the HSI characterizationdeveloped in 5.6 above and
the task review selection developed in Sections 5.4 and 5.5 above. This informationwill indicatewhich
aspects of the HSI should be reviewed and the technology-specificimplementationsto be reviewed.

For example, supposethe HSI characterizationindicatesthat the designutilizesbar charts,graphs,
and mimic display formats. DRG, GuidelineSection 1.2, provides review guidelines for display format
reviews. The reviewer might select the following subsectionof 1.2 to be used in the evaluation:

* 1.2.4, Bar ChartsandHistograms
* 1.2.5, Graphs
• 1.2.8, Mimics and Diagrams

The other subsectionsfrom Section 1.2 can be omitted from the review.

For a specific review, only a subset of DRG guidelines will be used. The broad scope of the
DRG enables the review of a wide diversityof HSI designs.

Several aspects of the interface may not be addressed by the currentversion of the DRG (such
as computer-basedalarms). In that case the NRC Review Team may (1) seek supplementalguidance
from alternativesources such as the HFE standardsand guidance database identified in Section 3. 1.9);
and/or (2) identify the guidance utilizedby the designer/applicantin designing the system andevaluate
thatguidance using the methodologypresentedin Section 4. If no guidance exists to review, then that
aspectof the HSI should be evaluatedby othermethodologies, such as operatorinterview anddynamic
performance evaluation.

5.8 Conduct Evaluation

The review can be conceptualized in three parts:o

1. Global Features Review - A global featuresreview addressesgeneralHSI features that relate to
the configurationaland environmentalaspects of the HSI, such as control room layout, general
workstationconfiguration,and environment. These aspects of the review, e.g., CR lighting, will
tendto be evaluated only once.
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2. Standardized Features Review- A standardizedfeaturesreview addressesthe HSI featureswhich
are governed by the applicant'sd_ign standardsand conventions (as definedby the applicant's
standards and guidelines documents)used across individualcontrols and displays (e.g., display
screen organization, format conventions, and coding conventions). They should, therefore, be
fairly consistent across the interfaceandbe more predicablethan design featureswhich are not
addressed by the standards and guidelines. Thus, for example, if display labeling is controlled

, by an applicant's standardconvention (and which is acceptabletO the NRC), display labels can
be spot checked and the NRC Design Review Team need not spend a great deal of resources
reviewing this aspect of the HSI.

3. Detailed Features Review - A detailedfeatures review addressesindividualdisplaysand controls
in their task-supportcontext. The majorityof this effort will be directed towards the task-
appropriatenessof HSIfeatures and aspects of the HSI which are notgoverned/controlledby the
applicant's standards and guidelines. These aspects of the HSI can be expected to be more
variable than the standardizeddesign features (discussed above). For each HSI element, the
NRC Review Team should use the guidelines as the basis of the evaluation only after the
following have been identified:

s The task(s) for which the HSI is being used by the crew

s The role of the HSI in support of the task; e.g., identifyingthe task informationthat is
intendedto be provided to the operatingcrew by a particulardisplay.

Dependingon the availabilityof documeAtationandsupporting information,the NRC Review Teammay
have access to several potentialdatasources while conductingthe review:

s Design documentationlinkingtasg analysis to interfacedesign
s NRC Review Team observations
• Interviewswith plant staff
s HSI walk-downs using procedures

All available information should be used to support the HSI review and to identify inconsistencies
betweendifferentsourcesof information(since these inconsistenciesmay be indicativeof broaderissues).

With respect to each guideline used in the review, the NRC Review Team may indicatewhether
the aspect of the HSI underreview is:

s "Acceptable,"
• "Discrepant" from the guideline (therefore, potentially unacceptable),or
s "Not Applicable."

The evaluation of discrepanciesis addressedin Section 6 below.

Special considerationsshould be given to the following issues for the evaluationof a modifica-
tion/upgradeto an existing HSI:

s Satisfying"crew-identified"functionality in additionto that specified by system designers
(i.e., when a digital system is introduced to replace an existing system, it is important
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to make sure thatall functionaluses of the old system have been addressed,even though
it may not have been partof the initial (or original) intendeduse of the system by the
applicant. The design of the replacementsystem should consider the actualusage of the
old system by its users.)

* Integrationwith the rest of the HSIs,
• Integrationwith proceduresand training,and
• Impacton operatortasks andworkload. ®

5.9 Internretation of,Findinm_

When interpretingthe findings, one should consider that the review consists of a sampling of
selected featuresof the HSI. Thus, rather than focusing on discrepancies from individualguideline,
discrepancies should be treated as potential indicators of broader problems. For example, the
identificationof an inappropriateformat for an individual display should be considered a potential
indicationthatotherdisplay formats may be incorrectlyused or that theobserved formatis inappropriate-
ly used elsewhere. As another example, the observation of many discrepancies associated with one
particularaspect of the HSI design, such as the remote shutdownpanel, may indicate that there are
further problemswith that aspect of the design, such as the inconsistentuse of design procedures and
standards. In some cases, the evaluationof discrepanciesmay warrantfurtherreview in the identified
areas of concern.

Discrepancies should be evaluated for their potentialsafety significance based on their possible
effects on:

• Achievementof significant system functions (as identified in Section 5.3 above).
• Achievementof significant user task requirements(as identified in Section 5.5 above).
• Compliance with the High-Level Design Review Principles (as presented in Part 2 -

Section 0 of this volume).
• Mitigationof general humanperformanceissues associated with advancedsystems, such

as informationoverload, navigationworkload, "keyhole" effects (as discussedin Volume
1 of this reportand related literature).

• Contributionof the HSI to operatingexperience issues resolution.

In addition to specifically linking issues to the importance dimensions identified above,
discrepancies may also be consideredimportantif individualaspects of the HSI (such as an important
display) are associated with numerousdiscrepanciesand, in the judgement of the NRC Review Team,
the accumulationof the otherwise insignificantdiscrepanciesmay pose a safety concern.

As indicatedin Section 2, HFE guideline reviews have limitations. Thus, discrepanciesmay be
acceptable within the context of the fully-integrateddesign. The NRC Review Team may consider an
applicant's documentedanalysis-based rationaleas providingevidence of a discrepancy's acceptability.
The technical basis for such a determinationmay include an analysis of recent literature or current
practices, tradeoff studies, or results of design engineering evaluations and data. As a result of an
evaluation, some discrepancies may be eliminated from further consideration; others may be judged
important,that is, potentiallysafety significantandunjustifiedby the applicant'sanalysis-basedrationale.
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The unjustifieddiscrepanciesshould be addressedthroughdesign modification. An HSI design
modificationplan shouldbe developed by the applicantandreviewed for acceptabilityby the NRC. The
NRC may review the implementation of the design modification to verify that the discrepancy is
acceptablyresolved.
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0 GBNERAL HSI Db_IGN REVIEW PRINCIPLES
0.I GmeralPrlnclp

0.I-I ibrsonn_ Safety
The dmlp should minimize the potentialfor injuryandexposure to harmfulmaterials.

0.1-2 Cosnltlve Compatibility
The operator's role should have a level of workloadthat is not so high as to negatively affect
performance,but sufficient to maintainvigilance andfamiliarityby carryingout purposefuland
meaninl_l activities.

0.1-3 Physiological Compatibility
The design of the interfaceshould reflectconsiderationof humanphysiological characteristics
includingvisual/auditoryperception,biomechanics (reachand motion), characteristicsof motor
control, and anthropometry.

0.14 Simplicity of Design
The HSI should represent the simplest design consistentwith functional and task requirements.

0.1-5 Comistency
There should be a high degree of consistencybetween the HSI, the procedures, and the training
systems. At the HSI, the way the system functions andappearsto the operatingcrew always should
be consistent andreflect a high degree of standardizationand be fully consistentwith procedures and
training.
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0 GENERAL HSI DESIGN REVIEW PRINCIPLES
0.2 Prinmry Task Design Principles

0.2-1 Situation Awareness
The informationprmentedto the users by the HSI should be correct, rapidly recognized, and easily
understood(e.g., "direct perception"or "statusat a glance" displays) and supporthigher-level goals
of user awarenessof the status of the system.

0.2-2 Task Compatibility
The system should meet the requirementsof users to performtheir tasks (includingoperation, safe
shutdown, inspection, maintenance, and repair).Data should be presented in forms and formats
appropriateto the task (includingthe nex'dto access confirmatorydataor raw datain the case of
higher-level displays) andcontrol options should encompass the range of potentialactions; there
should be no unnecessaryinformationor control options.

0.2-3 User Model Compatibility
All aspects of the system shouldbe consistent with the users' mental models (understandingand
expectationsabouthow the system behavesdeveloped throughtraining,use of procedures, and
experience) andconsistent with established conventions (i.e., expressed in customary, commonplace,
useful andfunctional terms, rather than abstract, unusual or arbitraryforms, or in forms requiring
interpretation).

0.2-4 Organization of HSl Elements
The organizationof all aspects of the HSI (from the elements in individualdisplays, to individual
workstations,to the entire control room) shouldbe based on user requirementsand reflect the general
principles of organization by importance,frequency, and order of use. Critical safety- function
informationshould be availableto the entire operatingcrew in dedicated locations to ensure its
recognition,and to minimize data search andresponse.

0.2-$ Logical/Explicit Structure
All aspects of the system (formats, terminology, sequencing,grouping, andoperatordecision support
aids) should reflect an obvious logic based on task requirementsor some other non-arbitraryrationale.
The relationship of each display, control, and data processing aid to the overall task/functionshould
be clear. The structureof the interfaceand its associated navigationaids should make it easy for
users to recognize where they are in the data space and should enable users to get rapidaccess to data
not currentlyvisible (e.g., on other display pages). The way the system works andis structured
shouldbe clear to the user.

0.2-6 Timeliness
The system design should take into accountusers' cognitive processing capabilitiesas well as process-
relatedtime constraintsto ensure thatuser tasks can be performed within the time required.
Informationflow rates and control performancerequirementsthat are too fast or too slow may
diminishperformance.

0.2-7 Controls/Displays Compatibility
The dataentry and control requirementsshould be compatiblewith the displays.
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0 GENERAL HSI DESIGN REVIEW PRINCIPLES
0.2 Primary Task Design Principles

0.2-8 Feedback

The system should provide useful informationon system status, permissible operations, errorsand
errorrecovery, dangerous operations, andvalidityof data.
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0 GENERAL HSI DESIGN REVIEW PRINCIPLES
0.3 Secondary Tnk Control Prineiples

0.3-1 Cognitive Workload
The informationpresentedby the system should be rapidlyrecognized andunderstood;therefore, the
system should minimize the cognitive capacitiesthat the user must allocate to making mental
calculationsor transformationsand use of recall memory (recallinglengthy lists of codes, complex
commandstrings, informationfrom one display to another, or lengthy actionsequences). Raw data
shouldbe processed and presentedin directlyusable form (althoughraw data should be accessible to
the user for confirmation).

0.3..2 Response Workload
The system should requirethe minimumnumberof necessary actionsrequiredto accomplish an
action; e.g., single vs. command keying, menuselection vs. multiple command entry, single input
mode (keyboard,mouse) vs. mixed mode. In addition, the system should not requirethe entryof
redundantdata, nor the re-entryof information alreadyin the system, or informationthe system can
generatefrom already residentdata.
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0 GENERAL HSI DESIGN REVIEW PRINCIPLES
0.4 Task Support Principles

0.4-1 FIexlbillty
The system should give the user multiple meansto carryout actions (and verify automaticactions)
and permitdisplay/controlto be formattedin a configurationmost convenient for the task. Flexibility
should be limited to situationswhere it offers advantagesin task performance(such as to
accommodatedifferentlevels of experienceof the users); it should not be providedfor its own sake
because there is a trade-off with consistency and the impositionof interfacemanagementworkload
(which detractsfrom monitoringand operationstasks).

0.4-2 User Guidance and Support
The system should provide an effective "help"function. Informative, easy-to-use, and relevant
guidance should be provided on-line and off-line to help the user understandand operatethe system.

0.4-;3 Error Tolerance and Control

A fail safe design should be providedwhereverfailure can cause damageto equipment, injuryto
personnel or inadvertentoperationof criticalequipment. Therefore, the system should generally be
designed such that a user errorwill not have serious consequences. If an error is made, its negative
effects should be controlled and minimi_ed. The system shouldoffer simple, comprehensible
notificationof the error, and provide simple, effective methods for recovery.
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1 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.1 General Display Guidelines

1.1-1 Display Screen Partitioning for HSI Functions
A standarddisplay screen organizationshouldbe evident for the location of various HSI functions
(such as a datadisplayzone, control zone, message zone) from one display to another.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Consistent display screen orpniz_ion will help establish and preserve user orientation.
Rwrved screen ames, for exmnple, might be used for a disp¼y title, data output by the computer, display control options,
inamctiom, error memmge,, md user input and coaunmld es_.ry. Display formats should be consistent with accepted usage and
existing user habit,, s's'u

1.1-2 Display Conventions
Consistent interfacedesign conventionsfor all display features(such as labels) should be evident.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Consistent etructum for data and labels should be used within and across displays. Even
minor incmmistencies can distract a user and delay comprehension as the user wonders momentarily whether some apparent
difference represents a real difference. Both the itzmo on display and the displays themselves should be standardized.
Although mmdm'dization is desirable, it should not take precedence over the grouping principles of frequency, sequence,
locaions, and impoam_ce.^'e'n

1.1-3 Distinctive HSI Functional Organization and Display Elements
The HSI functionalzones anddisplay features shouldbe visually distinctive from one another,
especially for on-screen commandandcontrol elements (which should be visibly distinct from all
other screen structures).
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Different display mess earl be separated by spacing (where space permits). Outlining can

be usdt to _ different re'earnso that displayed data, control options, instructions, etc., are distinct from each
other.D.B

1.1-4 Display Title
Every display should begin with a title or header at the top, briefly describing the contents or purpose
of the display.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: There should be at least one blank line between the title and the body of the display. ^'c'D'E

1.1-$ Display Identification
Every display page should have a unique identificationto provide a referencefor use in requestingthe
displayof thatpage.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The page identification could be its title, or an alphanumeric code or an abbreviation which
is promimm0y displayed in a consistent location. It should be short enough (3-7 characters) and/or meaningful enough to be

and remembered easily. At least one bhmk line between the title and the body of the display should be provided. ^'B c

1.1-6 Hierarchy of Titles
Wheredisplays have several levels of titles (and/orlabels), the system should provide visual cues to
aidusers in distinguishingamong the levels in the hierarchy.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Charactersizevariationand indentationaretwo common methodsofexpressinga
hierarchy. Bolding, underlining and letter case are also frequently used, but conventions for their use are not been well
established.D
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1 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.1 General Display Guideflnes

1.1-7 Display Simplicity
Displays shouldpresent the simplest informationconsistentwith their function; information irrelevant
to the task should not be displayed, and extraneoustext andgraphics shouldnot be present.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Displayed infornmtion should be tailored to user needs, providing only necessary and
immediately usable data for any tnmsaction; displays should not be overloaded with extraneous information. Information not
needed for the cummt task should not be displayed. In general, the fewest fines or objects in a graphical display should be
uwd.S,B,D

1.1.41 Availability of Task-Related Information
All information requiredby the user duringa transaction shouldbe availableon the currentdisplay.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A user should not have to remember data from one screen to the next.

1.1-9 Uncluttered Displays
Displays should be as unclutteredas possible.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Display packing density should not exceed 50 percent. Density should be minimized for
displays of critical information. The unused area should be distributed to separate logical groups, rather than having all unused
area on one side. When a display contains too much data for presentation in a single frame, the display should be partitioned
into separately displayable pages (multipage displays) or displayed through frames/viewports (such as scrollable
windows)."_-,c, s

1.1-10 Task-Related Partitioning of Displays
When displays are partitionedinto multiplepages, function/taskrelateddata items should be displayed
togetheron one page.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Relations among data sets should appear in an integrated display rather than partitioned into

window..A'c's

1.1-11 Numbering Pages of Muitipage Displays
Users workingwith a multipagedisplaysshould be provided with a page location referencewithin the
display sequence.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Each page of a muitipage display seq,_ence should be numbered. Typically, the phrase
"pqe x of y" is commonly used for this purpose. A reeonm_nded format is to identify pages by a note immediately to the
right of the display title. Lenin s zeros should not be used in the display of page numbers, c,E

1.1-12 Display Frame Location Cues
Users viewing a portion of a largerdisplayshould be providedwith an indicationof the location of
the visible position of a display (frame) in the overall display.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A graphic indication of the frame's location in the overall display will provide a visual
context to help a user maintain a conceptual orientation between the visible part and the whole display. For example, in a
comer of the frame, the computer might show a rectangle representing the overall display, in which a smaller rectangle is
placed to indicate the position and extent of the currently visible portion of that display. A,E
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1 INI_RMATION DISPLAY
1.1 General Waplay Guidelines

1.1-13 Grouping of Information in a Display
Informationon a display shouldbe grouped accordingto obvious principles, e.g., by task, system,
function, sequence, etc., based upon the user's requirementsin performanceof the ongoing task.
ADDITIONALINFORMATION: Table 1.1 provides grouping principles and examples of their appropriate uses. Grouping
mnvuntiom shouldbeusedconsistet_ywithinsetsofdisplaysofaparticular type.For example,groupingbyfunctionmay

take pmesdm_ over other gnmpinlg nathoda for mimic-type plant displays. Groupinll for data comparimn may take
pmmdenm over other 8mupinj methods for displays that present only text. Since uwm' tasks can vary, advsneed HSls should
provide the user with the flexibility to group infommfion by alternative Ipmupin8principles to reflect changes in task
requiremmm, u,c,D,B

1.1-14 Demareatlon of Groups
Information groups should be visually distinct, e.g., separatedby blanks, lines, color coding, or other
means.S.t'.c.e

1.1-1$ Appropriate Display Format
The displaypresentationformat, e.g. table, graph, or flowchart, should be consistent with tasksthat
the user will be performing with the displayed information.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Table 1.2 provides some formats and conditions for their appropriate use in the context of

five rapremaUfive mwr tasks. Dmplay fommtm should be task dependent. While the table identifies several classical display
formats, novel fonmts can he acceptable if their support for the users' tasks can be demonstrated. Since tasks ann vary,
advanced H$1s shouldprovide the user with the flexibility to display infommtion in alternative formats that reflect changes in
task requirenmma. A'c't_'e

1.1-16 Display Information in Directly Usable Form
Informationshould be displayed to users in directlyusable form consistentwith the task requirements.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: UNto should not have to convert displayed data into another form to make it useful to the
onpins teak. A truershouldnothave to transpose, compute, interpolate, or translate displayed data into other units, or refer to
do__ to determine the mm:_lg of displayed data.A,C,D,B

1.1-17 Display Information Comistent with User Conventions
Informationshould be displayed consistentlyaccording to standards and conventions familiar to users.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The wording of displayed data, lahek, etc. should incorpor_ familiar terms and the tuk-
oriont_ jargon of the users, end avoid the unfamiliar jargon of designen and progrmmnem. A,C,S

1.1-18 Display Information Consistent with Control Requirements
Displays shouldbe consistent in word choice, format, andbasic style with requirementsfor dataand
control entry.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: When entry formate are consiEent with display fommta, users are less likely to make
(kql)rll.C,D,B

1.1-19 Display Flexibility
Users should be able to controlthe amount, format, and complexity of displayeddatato meet task
requirements.^.s
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Table 1.1. InformationGnmping Principles

Greuptag Method By: CmJtiem for Aptweta'l_ U_

Task Information_ to rapporta u_'s task should be _ together.

Sequenceof Use Where displayedinfonmtion are used in spatialor temporalorder,the in_nmtion should be gnmped
by sequenceof use to wesegve thatorder. For example, datain a VDU display shouldmatchthe
order of steps in an associatedpaperprocedurerefenEi_ the data- Informationshouldbe arrm_ed
sequentiallyfrom left to right or top to bottom.

"'---'- Wheresome infommion is used more frequentlythan others, the freqpaemiyused infommim should
Frequency be groupedat the top or some other predefinedlocation of the display.

Data Comparison When users must analyze sets of datato discern similarities,diffenac_, trends, andrelaticm&i_
the display formatshould be structuredso thatthedata are comistegdy _ _ing similar
items togetherin a display formatimprovestheir readabilityandcan highlight relationshipsbetween
differentgroupsof data. Groupingcan be used to provide smtcmre in the displayand aid in the

4_ recognition and identificationof specific items of information.

"_ ----'---- Informationthatis particularlyimportantshouldbe gnmped at the top or some other predefined
Importance location of the display.

Function Wherea set of informationhas strongfunctionalrelationdtil_ such as lowe_-levelstatus indications
thatare relatedto a higher-levelplant system (e.g., main feedwater)or function(e.g., core heat
removal), the informationshould be groupedtogetherto help illustratethose relationships.

AllgUmumericor When items or datamust be selected from a list or where there is no appropriatelogic for grouping
ChronologicalSequence dataaccordingto some otherprinciple, alphabeticalor chronologicalgroupingshouldbe enq_yed.



Table 1.2. Display Formats for Representative User Tasks

Task Format Condition for Use

ComprehendingInstrtr,fions or General ContinuousText General
Descriptions

Lists Series of ndated items

Speech Displays User's attentionnot directedtowardtext display

Flowcharts Sequentialdecision process with no tradeoffs

Examiningand ComparingIndividual Tables Detailed co_ of orderedsets of data
NumericalValues or Text

Data Forms Detailed co_ of relatedsets of data items fro_ ,lmrately
fields

ExaminingFunctional Relationshipsof Mimics and Diagrams General
Co_ts of a System

4_
oe ExaminingSpatial Relationshipsof Diagrams Cnmeml

Objectsor Places
Maps GeographicalData

Examiningand Inteq_retingPatterns in Bar Charts Single variableviewed over several discreteentities or at discrete !
N_cai Data intervals

Histograms Frequencyof occurrence viewed at d/screte intervalsof a single varialde

Pie Charts Relativedistributionof a single variableover several

Graphs Two or morecontinuousvat:rubles

Graphs: Scatterplot Spatialdistributionof data within a coonfinant system
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Table 1.2. Display Formats for Rq_,resemative User Tasks (Continued)

N07_;

T_ m_ he umd m _ inf_ in _ form- l'Io_wer, _ °f _ _ °r _ _' n_" 1_Ed mal_d if etb_ _ '_
g_vmhble. Text d_ph_ _-eve_ _ of II_ _e re_ure_ of Iho m_ _d may he_ more slowly _mn ech_ fmmts.

L/_

Speech displays for uacr guidance nzamges may bcmed in andmemmts with low andfimt noise, when a user's attmtioa amy not be ffsreaed towmd a ritual diaphy or
when a vimml disphy is impractical. Speech displaya slmuld he used as a means °f _ vimad display' or as ms a/Izamive mmm °f data eml_ _ _
wherevisuadisptsysa_notfmibte. Speechdispt.ysmayheinqamkatinsau,tkmwhaehishma,mtnoisePrev___" Ascmnp.salwi_vima
displays, speech displays offer a potential advantage in attracting a user's attention. On the other hand, speech displays suffer from a number of amqmativc
_.m_. spe_ di_t,,y, geaenmydon_ offeru _t. nm_ of .odins,,_. Bem.e q,eeehdi_,tay,aree..mi_ ,.,pmia they_ notpmnite._
scanning to discern critical data items.

F/owckans

A flowchart should be provided toaid problem solving when a mlution can be t'mched by amwezing a acrks of_, and _ no tradeoffs w;_nhe _

Flowcharts should be used for achematic teCcmematim of sequence infonmtion to disphy _ _ m _ _ m _ d _ _ A_can
add structure to complex problem miring by illugrafing a set of discrete decision points. W'gh a flowchart, a user is given _ steps to follow in solving a pmbkm,

helping to ensure that all relevant factors are comidered. For simple problems, however, a tabular or text format may be read mm_ quickly than a
Flowcharts are not uacfid when a user mast make tradeoffs. For example, if a user must evahmte altenmive outcmm=, then using a flowctmR would be _ and
time containing, and a tabular format may he more efficient-For example, Lnproems ccmtml, a flowchart might aid Problem diagnmis when a uacr must determine the
cause of almonml eondaiom and take spPmpri_ saion-

Tables
When information handling requires detailed eomparis_ of ordered sets of data, a tabular format for data display should he provided.

Data Forms
Forms should he used to display related sets of data items in separately labeled fields. Forms can aid review of related data items by displaying exphnatm7 labels to

c.aI_n each data field.



Table 1.2. Display Forums for Rqmssmtafive Uses"Tasks (_

n=yaltohave._etie_ SmSmphie._,tsdinfenmtim_ mehasa di'tdq d Ph'm"mek'-

Mimi_=,d_ am_ SaVtic.t_ d..3mt_ .,.Jim emUmm'- _ .he_ beu.d to.hw .pt,m m.,t,mm --' S=,etie_ _t'tie'=-
Mimi_.ad di.smn=._ u.edto _ ml=U,mtatlm,meh.. tm_e., eb" lath' (LS'. PaI_) _ _ _" Di,t, am am_ a .peei.l fDmd
pia_. Mimi_ .ad c_.m..heuld bek_t u .inWte-- pe..,3_, ee_tnS _ dm-

Z_ Onq_
t.ineSmp_ eemiatiesof =motheur._, maishtErie..,_ .freightrme.,_,m_. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
p,t,t_ S,_i=. aqmr_ anve, _ .howdyn,n_ d.taeSqe- t_ _ m. _ _ toee=r Sml_ mahuk fer ._d .'i _ i
_ dsta umds. For example, fro-,.._ with limited time to eainme trmds and hilgh _ fro"aemmeY, a _ _ _ _ _ _ _ a _
ehs_or_ Ifflwshq_c_afunctkmisimP°eta_in_ decisims'alimgmlphdmuldb°___a_ Idda_isn_mmaT._

gmphsahouldbeumdinpn_totables. _, acu_.cimpfimacoatim_m_ Whu_thateouldbe_a__mightbeabsrgml_
(me be_w) ecmpomd o_disen_ displayelemmesfrommw ._,.l_i_ tothen_t" Trendsa_ a spe6alcmed lin_Im_,s amlaaurood_ dispkY_ slamsd a
varial__er_me.Da/a.ou_e._h nnybemo_ appml_a_lydisplay_asm_Isin_ _ _ __ _ _ _ __

t_ Semaq?tmaheu_beusedto.howtheqmial_ofdmPoimwitliaeomlin_ntm" _ .'then'meimlffa_'se_umdto'howa
o _intmdedtohs/k__of_- nut_maymtbe_forthatpurpme, bee.,_mmwilleam_Pmm=isemmd

&u a,am md _
liarelm_ sheuldbeusedwhen comparinga singlerneaau_aeriesa m d 0_.veml_ mtili_e_fora vamsbk mmpl_ atd_m_ in_a_,b.

P_eOmv_

^ piechart,hou_beu_edoe_to,ho__ _v© _ d dm am_S eateS_- _ ch,_,_u_ ferd_TnS dm that_ _e_e_'=l1_"
ofa whole.Pi_dueU,shouldno_beusedwhentheview_is_°e'xtn__ inf_ abarchart_ _ __ _ _ _

bargraphswillpmvc moreeffectivewh_ itisnecesmrytoshow _ a/"diffem_



1 INFO_IATION DISmaY
1.1 Gmmrsl Display Guldellnm

1.1-20 Ihm|e ot Conditions Displayed
The displaysystem should correctlydisplay informationaboutthe plant'ssafety statusincluding
severeaccident symptoms.°

1.1-21 Rapid Recognition of Safety Status Change
User comprehension of a change in the safety status from critical safety function displays should be
achieved in a matterof seconds.°

1.1-22 Dedicated Display of Critical Safety Function Parameters
Dedicated display_ shouldbe availableto providecontinuousindicationof at least the minimumset of
parametersnecessary to assess the safety status of the plant.°

1.1-23 Critical Safety Function Display Visibility
Critical safety function displaysshould be readablefrom the workstationsof users needing access to
these displays.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Umr oatqories inolude shift supervisor, reactor operator, and shift techn/_d advisor. °

1.1-24 Normal Value Reference Index
Displays should containreference(s) to the values of normal operatingcondition(s).
ADDITIONAL INFORMAl'lOIN: With referenoes showing nomm/parameter operafin8 values, the uson are more likely to
notioo deviations from nasal oonditions. In such cues, the index might be displayed u a horizontal or ve/'doal line, or

u s rofereMe curve of some kind. For examplo, a horizontal line repreeenting normal opemtins conditions should be
superlmpee_ on the display.A'O'S

I.I-2S Critical Value Reference Index
A reference index should be includedin a displaywhen the user must comparedisplayedinformation
with some criticalvalue. Limit marks should be used for each critical plantparameterdisplayed.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: lndexin8 may be complicated in soma situations, such as when a series of bar charts do not
have a eonunon messrs. In such a mute, it might help to use an index schema ouch that bar lengths will fail in the same zone
under normal oonditio_, m that deviations in bar length will be readily noticed by users who must monitor changing data. For
example, • horizontal line might be an adequato reference index for a vertical bar graph.A'C'S'°

1.1-26 Critical Parameter Monitoring Support
The system should assist the user in monitoringcriticalparameters,especially parameters that change
very rapidlyor very slowly, by alertingthe user when values are out of range.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Users may not be able to perceive the values of changed parameters if the update rate is
very fast. For slowly changing data, fixation on • dbplay for an extended period of time (1-10 minutes) may result in delayed
rmati_ontima to _ updatedmJmulm.O

1.1-27 Choice of Setpoints
Setpointsused to indicate a change in status shouldbe chosen to provideusers with sufficient time to
respondappropriately.°
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i INFORMATION DISPLAY
I.I General Display Guidelines

1.1-28 Coding Display items Requiring Rapid Discrimination
Coding should be provided when a user must distinguishrapidlyamong differentcategoriesof
displayed data.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Differential use of color, for example, u a baclr4iroundto grouped items can greatly aid
users utilization of information.A'e

1.1-29 Meaningful Codes
Meaningfulor familiarcodes should be used, ratherthan arbitrarycodes,c,B

1.1-30 Consistent Coding Across Displays
Consistent meaningsshould be assignedto codes, from one display to another.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: When coding is not consistent, the user's task of display interpr¢_tationmay be made more
difl'wult then if no auxiliary coding were used st sll. ^'e

1.1-31 Readability of Coded Information
Coding should not interferewith the readabilityof displayed information.̂ 'D'c

1.1-32 Coding and Transmission Time
Coding should not increasetransmissiontime.c

1.1-33 Distinctive Coding of Critical Information
Distinctive means of coding/highlightingshouldbe used when a user's attentionmust be directed to
changes in the state of the bystem, criticalor off-normal data, and hazardousconditions.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Significant changes might include discrepant data exceeding acceptable limits or data failing
to meet sonm other defined criteria. "Highlight" is used here in its general serum, meaning to emphasize or make prominent,
and is not rea_eted to any particular method of display coding such u brightening or inverse video. Highlighting is most
effective when used sparingly, adding emphasis to a display which is relatively uniform in appearance except for just a few
highlighted items. For some purposes, location coding (i.e., displaying important items consistently in a particular location)
might he a sufficient meam of highlighting, u when an error message appears in a space otherwise lel_ blank. But auxiliary
codes may still be needed to highlight important items, even if they are positioned consistently. For example, line coding by
color or bolding might be used to highlight displayed paths, and/or the boxes or other graphic elements representing displayed
states. (Color coding may be particularly appropriate in flowcharts, because of the effective primacy of color for guiding the
visual scanning required to trace paths.) ^'D'c'e

1.1-34 Highlighting Text Displays
When critical text merits emphasisto set it apartfrom othertext, thattext should be highlighted by
bolding/brighteningor color coding or by some auxiliary annotation.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Use of capitalization as a coding technique should be limited since it reduces readability. A
single word might he capitalized for emphasis, but capitalizing an extended passage should not be used for coding. !_

1.1-35 Graphic Display Enhancement With Text
When a graphicdisplay containssome outstandingor discrepantfeaturethat merits attentionby a
user, supplementarytext should be displayedto emphasizethat feature.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For example, a flow diagram for process control might include a current advisory message,
POSSIBLE PRESSURE VALVE FAILURE, u well u appropriate graphic indications c, the problem. 8
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1 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1,1 General Display Guidelines

1.1-36 Graphic Display Enhancement With Numeric Values
When precise readingof a graphicdisplay is required,the displayshould be annotatedwith actual
datavalues to supplementtheir graphic representation.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For mmnple, adjamalt numorio annotation might be added to the ends ol_displayed bars on a
bar Ilmph; numeric data might be displayed to mark the points of t plotted ©urve.C's

1.1-37 Display Enhancement With Time Data
When task performancerequires or implies the need to assess currencyof informationwithin a
display, the informationshould be annotatedwith time information.A

1.1-38 Alert to Higher Level Displays
While viewing secondarydisplays, a perceptual(audibleor visual) cue should be providedby the
system to alert the user to returnto the primarydisplay format if significant information in that
display requiresuser attention.°

1.1-39 FreeadngRapidly Changing Information
When task requirementsdictatethatcurrentinformationchangesbe continuouslyviewed and the
display is changing so rapidlythat the information is difficult to read, the user shouldhave the
capabilityof simultaneouslyviewing the informationin a supplemental"snapshot" display (display
frozen to enhance readability)along withthe continuousdisplay.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For oxan_le, if a numeric data display is changing rapidly and the user finds it difficult to
read, it should be pomible to display a frozen, unchtm$ins value representing the data at the point of the request. The original
display should continue to be presented, v

1.1-40 Freeze Feedback
If a display has a freeze capability,the display shouldhave an obvious reminderthat it is in the freeze
mode.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: It is desirable to provide thin information to the operator in an attention grabbing mode,
such u with a flashing message, c

1.1-41 Indication of Display System Failure
A display featureshould be provided to indicateto the user that the system is operatingproperly(or
that a system failurehas occurred).
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Display of calendar date and time is an example of such a display.°

1.1-42 On-Line Dictionary of Display Element Definitions
The user should have access to a dictionarythat containsdefinitions for all display element
conventions through the display or an on-line Help System.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: D©finitions should be available for all symbols, icons, coding techniques, etc. A legend on
the display may he provided for display conventions, v's
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1 INFO]_tATION DISPLAY
1.1 General Display Gtddellnm

1.1-43 Waplay Background Color
A single nondistractingbackgroundcolor should be used thathas a hue/contrastwhich allows the data
(foreground)to be easily visible andwhich does not distort or interfere with the coding aspects of the
display.
ADDITIONAL INI_ORMATION:' _kgmund color can influence the way a user perceives a color symbol (e.g., shape,
lime). When • color iJ surrounded by anotl_ color, the surrounding color can change the appearance of the enclosed color.
For example, green on a yellow beekgnmnd will appear more blue than the same shade of green on • blue background.
Different eolored beek41munds may be used as a coding method to meaningfully group infornmtion, provided that colors are
ehesmtomaimin_ contrestandleslbility.A

1.1-44 Readability Conditions
Importantdisplay elements andcodes should be identifiableandreadablefrom the maximum viewing
distanceand underminimal ambientlighting conditions.
ADDITIONAL, INFORMATION: Some pictorial patterns may be effective only when the viewing distance and lighting
eonditiom are optinmm, e

1.1-45 Labeling Scrollable and Multipage Displays
General labels and row/columnlabels should remain along the top (or bottom) andleft (or right)
edges of the display.
ADDITIONAL IN]PORMATION: Display formats such as tables, lists, forms, and graphs may be seroUable. When this
capeb/lityisavailable,alllabelinginformationshouldbep_ed. A's

1.146 Data Overlays
Displayed informationwhich temporarilyoverlays andobscuresother displaydata shouldnot erase
the overlayed data.e

1.1-47 Physical Overlays
Overlaysshould not distractor interferewith the observationor interpretationof displayed
information.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Mechanical overlays on VDUs should be avoided, o

1.1-48 Hardeopy of VDU Disp_ys
Users should be able to obtaina hardcopyof any VDU display.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: On-line displays can offer some advantages over printed graphics, in terms of animation and
highlighting. When a display is to be printed, however, it is impot'amt that limitations of the print medium van be taken
rufi_'cally into account. If a printed replica of the screen does not appear satisfactory, it should be reformatted to maintain

readability and clarity, x't_
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1 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.2 Display Fornuts
1.2.1 Continuous Text Displays

1.2.1-1 Standard Text Format

A standardtextdisplay format shouldbe used from one display to another.̂ ,B

1.2.1-2 Consistency Between VDU.Based Tat and Printed Text
VDU displays of textual data, messages, or instructions,shouldgenerally follow design conventions
for printedtext.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Adoption of familiar dmlsn (_nvan¢ions for text display will pemtit u_ to rely on prior
nmdL_.id]l..x,s

1.2.1-3 Sentences Begin with Main Topic
The main topic of each sentence shouldbe located nearthe beginning of the sentence,e

1.2.1-4 Clarity of Wording
Text displays should employ simplicity andclarity of wording.̂ 'e

1.2.1-5 Distinct Wording
Distinct words rather than contractionsor combinedforms should be used, especially in phrases
involving negation.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For example, "will not" should be used rather than "won't."A'S

1.2.1-6 Concise Wording
The text shouldbe worded concisely to aid comprehension.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Wording should be concise but not cryptic. Omitting articles ("the", "a"), prepositions
("of", "by") and relative pronouns ("that", "which", "who") may save some space, but may also reduce understandability. E

1.2.1-7 Abbreviations Defined In Text
When words in text displays are abbreviated,each abbreviation(or acronym) should be defined in
parenthesesfollowing its first appearance.
ADDITIONAL INPORMATION: An on-line dictionary of abbreviations for convenient reference should be available to
ttNll. B

1.2.1.8 Affirmative Sentences
Aff'nlnativestatementsratherthan negative statementsshould be used.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The user should be told what to do rather than what to avoid. For example, "Start the
pump before opening the valve" is preferred over "Do not open the valve before starting the pump." A,E

1.2.1-9 Active Voice
Sentencesshould be composed in the active ratherthan passive voice.
ADDITIONAL INPORMATION: Sentences in the active voice will generally be easier to understand. For example, "Clear
the screen by pressing RESET" is preferred over "The screen is cleared by pressing RESET."A,I_

1.2.1-10 Temporal Sequence
When a sentence describes a sequenceof events, it should be phrasedwith a correspondingword
order.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Temporal order is clearer. Reverse order may confuse a user. For example, "Start pump
before opening the valve" is preferred over "Before opening the valve, start the pump."E
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I INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.2 Display Formats
1.2.1 Continuous Tat Displays

1.2.1-11 Minimum Number of Displayed Lines
When a user must read continuoustext on line, at least four lines of text shouldbe displayed at one
time.
ADDITIONAL II_OILMATION: Four lines of text is the minimum that should be displayed when the reading material is
simple in eomem. If the content is more complex, or if a reader will need to refer frequently to previous material, then more
lines oftextshouldbedisplayed. A'I)'e

1.2.1-12 Line Length
Continuoustext should be displayed in wide columns, containingat least 50 charactersper line.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: When space for toxt display is limited, a few long lines of text rather than many short llnel
of text should be displayed. Line lensths of less than 50 characters result in slower reading times, but line lengths from 50 to
80 characters do not produce differences in reading time.l_

1.2.1-13 Minimal Hyphenation
In displayof textualmaterial, words shouldbe kept intact, with minimalbreakingby hyphenation
between lines.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Text is more readable if each word is entirely on one line, even if that nmkes the right
marginmorersued.̂ 'e

1.2.1-14 Conventional Punctuation
Conventionalpunctuationshould be used in textual display.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Sentences, for example, should end with a period.^'B

1.2.1-15 Inter-Word Spacing
Consistent spacingbetween the words of displayedtext should be maintained,with left justification of
lines andragged right margins. A minimumof one chr_racterwidth (capitalN for proportional
spacing)should be used between words.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Reading is euier with constant spacing, which outweighs the advantage of an even right

margin achieved at the cost of uneven (nenproportional) spacing. Uneven spacing is a greater problem with narrow column
formats than with wide columns. Uneven spacing handicaps poor readers more than good readers. Right justification with
nonproportionsl spacing (fall justified) slows reading time. Right justification should only be employed if it can be achieved by
variable spacing, maintaining constant proportional differences in spacing between and within words, and consistent spacing
b_ween words in a line. F_'D'e

1.2.1-16 Inter-Line Spacing
A minimumof two stroke widths or 15 percentof character height, whichever is greater, should be
used for spacingbetween lines of text.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The specified spacing is in addition to the space used for uppercase accent marks or for
lower case descenders of characters. F

1.2.1-17 Inter-Paragraph Spacing
Displayed paragraphsof text should be separatedby at least one blankline.̂ 'E
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1 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.2 Display Formats
1.2.1 Continuous Text Displays

1.2.1-18 Combining Text with Other Data
When text is combinedwith graphicsor other data in a single display, thus limitingthe space
available for text, the text should be formattedin a few wide lines rather than in narrowcolumns of
many short lines,e

1.2.1-19 Placing Figures Near Their Citations
When tables and/orgraphics are combined with text, each figure should be placed near its first
citation in the text, preferably in the same display frame.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Uaert may not bother to find and look at a figure if it is displayed separately from its
eitetion in the text. Aa an exception, if a figure is cited at Nveral points in the text, then it might be desirable to allow
optional display of the figure at user request, pedmpa so a temporary window overlay at catchpoint of citation. Also, if a figure
is cited at Nvend points in printed text, and paxtieularly if that text may be ae.eessed at different places by its readers, then it
might be desirable to group figures consistently at a particular location, such as at the end of each section. ^'B

1.2.1-20 Underlining for Emphasis
When a line is placed underan item to mark or emphasize it, the line should not impair the legibility
of the item, e.g., by obscuring the descenders,e

1.2.1-21 Font Coding
Withina text file or table, the use of a differentfont style should be preferredover the use of a
differentsize for highlightinginformation.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: It is often not possible to introduce into displayed text differences in type size large enough
to be readily diseemable. D

1.2.1-22 Attention Symbols in Alphanumeric Displays
Special symbols, such as asterisks, arrows, etc., shouldbe used to draw attentionto selected items in
alphanumericdisplays.̂ .e

1.2.1-23 Markers Close to Words Marked
When a special symbol is used to marka word, the symbol should be separated from the beginning of
the word by a space.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A symbol immediately adjacent to the beginning of a word will impair legibility, e

1.2.1-24 Elardcopy for Lengthy Text Displays
When a user must read lengthy textualmaterial,that text shouldbe availablein printedform.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Reading lengthy text on an electronic display may be 20-30 percent slower than reading it
from a printed copy. ^'B
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1 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.2 Display Formats
1.2.2 Tables and Lists

1.2.2-1 Logical Organization
Informationshould be organized in some recognizable logical order to facilitatescanning and
assimilation.
ADDITIONAL INTOI_MATION: If the data in the rows has order, the order should be increasing from left to fight. If the
data in the columns has order, the order should be increasing from top to bottom of the display. Items in lira should be
srmnl_ in • recognizable order, such u chronological, alpimb_ical, soqum_tlal, functional, or important. Where no other
pdnoiple appllm, lists should be ordered alphehetietlly. It is the user's logic whleh should prevail rather than the designer's
lollie,wherethosearedlfferent.A'c'e

1.2.7-2 Table Layout by Row and Column
A table should be constructedso that row and column labels representthe informationa user has
priorto consulting the table.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The left-most column should contain the labels for the row variables, and the top row
should contain the labels for the column variables. When tables are used for reference, the reference item should be displayed

A,C,D,E
in the left:column, and the material most relevant for user response should be displayed in the next adjacent column. .

1.2.2-3 Row and Column Labels
Each row and column shouldbe uniquelyand informativelylabeled andshould be visually distinct
from data entries.A'v'e

1.2.2-4 Labeling Units of Measurement
Labels should includethe unitof measure for the datain the table; units of measurementshould be
partof row or column labels.A'c'v'e

1.2.2-5 Consistent Spacing Within Tables
Consistentcolumn androw spacing should be maintainedwithin a table, andfrom one table to
another. Similarly, spacing between rows should be consistent within a table andbetween related
tables.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: As an exception, when columns are grouped under superhe_ings, extra space between
superhesdings may help, in order to emphasize that the columns under any single superheading are related. _,C.D,B

1.2.2-6 Minimum Column Spacing
The spacing between columns should be greaterthan any internalspaces thatmight be displayed
within a tabulateddataitem.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The columns in a table should be separated by enough blank spaces, dots, or by some other
distinctive feature, to ensure separation of entries within a row. A,C,D,E

1.2.2-7 Row Separation
In dense tables with many rows, a blankline, dots, or some other distinctive feature(to aid horizontal
scanning) shouldbe insertedafter a groupof rows at regularintervals.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For many applications it will suffice to insert a blank line after every five rows. A'C'D'E
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1 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.,2 Display Fommts
1.2.2 Tables and Lists

1.2.2-8 Consistent Character Appearance
The font andsize of alphanumericcharactersshould be consistent within a table andbetween related
tables.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: An exception to this guideline is when a word or set of eharacten, is highlighted by varying
the typeface, for muuapk, through the use of italics or a "bold" font. D

1.2.2-9 Justification of Alphabetic Data
Columns of alphabeticdatashouldbe displayed with left justificationto permit rapidscanning.
ADDmONAL INFORMATION: As an _, indentation can be used to indicate subordimte elements in hierarchic lists.
Also, • short list (of just four or five items) could be displayed horizontally on • single line, in the interest of compact display
formst,if thatisdonecmmimmtly.A'n's

1.2.2-10 Justification of Numeric Data
Columnsof numericdatashould be justified with respect to a fixed decimal point; if there is no
decimalpoint, then numbersshould be right-justified.̂ '_'_

1.2.2-11 Arabic Numerals for Numbered Ust Items
When listed items are numbered,Arabic ratherthan Roman numeralsshouldbe used.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Arabicnumbersaremore familiartomostusers,and requirelessinterpretationthemRoman

numemis do. The advantage ofArabic numbersbecomesgreeter when large numbersare uBe_d.A'c'E

1.2.2-12 Numbered Items Start with "I"
Item numbersshould begin with one ratherthan zero.^,e

1.2.2-13 Continuous Numbering in Multlpage Lists
When a list of numbered items exceeds one display page, the items should be numberedcontinuously
in relationto the first itemon the first page.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For example, items continued on the next page should be numbered relative to the last item
on the previous pqle. c,s

1.2.2-14 Repeated Elements in Hierarchic Numbering
For hierarchic lists with compound numbers,the completenumbersshould be displayed; i.e.,
repeated elementsshould not be omitted.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Implicit numbering my be acceptable for tasks involving perception of list structure.
Complete numbering is better, however, for tasks requiring search and identification of individual items in the list.A'e

1.2.2-15 Single-Column List Format
Lists shouldbe formatted sb that each item startson a new line.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A list should be displayed as a single eolunm. As an exception, listing in multiple columns
my be comidered where shortage of display space dictates a compact format.A'C'E
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1 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.2 Display Formats
1.2.2 Tables and Lists

1.2.2-16 Marking Multlline Items in a List
When a single item in a list continuesfor more thanone line, items should be markedin some way so
that the continuationof an item is obvious.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A continued lxntion should not appear to be a separate item, Items might be separated by a
blankSlXtee,orcontinuinglineswithinanitemmight be indented,or each item might be numbered or nmd_ by a special
symbol such u an anew or bullet. A'c's

1.2.2.17 Vertical List Extension Beyond One Page
Where lists extendover more than one displaypage, the last line of one page should be the first line
on the succeedingpage.c

1.2.2.18 Hierarchic Structure for Long Lists
For a long list, extendingmore than one displayedpage, a hierarchicstructureshould be used to
permit its logical partitioninginto relatedshorterlists,c.e

1.2.2-19 Vertical Ordering in Multiple Columns
If a list is displayed in multiplecolumns, the items should be orderedvertically within each column
rather than horizontallywithin rows and across columns.A'c'e

1.2.2-20 Annotating Display of Continued Data
When lists or tables are of variable length and may extend beyond the limits of one display page, the
user should be informedwhen dataare continuedon another page and when data are concludedon the
presentpage.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For example, incomplete lists might be nutrked "continued on next page," "continued," or
"more." Concluding lists might display a note such u "end of list" or "end." As an exception, short lists whose conclusion is
evident from the display format need not be annotated in this way.B
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I INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.2 Display Fommts
1.2.3 Data Forms and Fields

1.2.3-1 Comparing Data Fields
Data fields to be comparedon a character by characterbasis should be positioned one above the
other?

1.2.3-2 Comistmt Format Across Displays
The orderingandlayout of correspondingdatafields across displays should be consistent from one
display to another.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For example, _ records might be consistently punctuated with colons, as HH:MM:SS or
HH:MM. The convention chodm should be familiar to the prosl_tive usem.A'13

1.2.3-3 Comlstmcy of VDU and Hardcopy Formats
The format of a VDU dataform should be similar to that of commonly used hardcopy source
documents.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Users should be able to transfer their previous training and experience with the herdcopy
fommt to the mmputer display, e

1.2.34 Form Compatible for Data Entry and Display
When forms are used for dataentry as well as for datadisplay, the formatfor datadisplay should be
compatiblewith whatever formatis used for data entry.̂ 'o's

¢

1.2.3-$ Visually Distinct Labels and Data Entry Areas
Clearvisual definition of datafields shouldbe providedso that the dataare distinct from labels and
other display features.
ADDYrIONAL INTOILMATION: Special eheractere (such as underlining) or graphics (such as "boxing") should be Used to
delineate data fieklk. A broken underscore, for example, could be used to indicate the number of characten, available for an

.A.B

1.2.3-6 ,Separation of Field Label and Data Entry Area
The label andthe data entryarea should be separatedby at least one character space?,v

1.2.3-7 Data Field Separation
At least three spaces should appearbetween the longest datafield in one column andthe rightmost
label in an adjacentcolumn.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Where space constraints exist, vertical lines may be substituted for spaces for separation of
columns of fields, s

1.2.3-8 Justification: Data Field Labels of Equal Length
When label sizes are relatively equal, both labels and datafields should be left justified. One space
should be left between the longest label andthe data field column?

1.2.3-9 Justification: Data Fields Labels of Unequal Length
When label sizes vary greatly, labels should be rightjustified and the datafields should be left-
justified. One space shouldbe left between each label and the data field?
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I INFORMATION DISPLAY

1.2DlsplayForints
1.2.3l_taForum andFields

i

1.2.3-10 Protected Labels
Field labels should be protectedfrom keyed entryby havingthe cursor skip over them automatically
when a user is spacingor tabbing.
ADDITIONAL INFOMMATION: When • tam"must change • displayed form, ineludins ehanlim to field labels, then that user
mul beabletoovmidolabelpromotion,n

1.2.3-11 Highlight Active Data Entry meld
The currentfield to be entered should be highlighted.
ADDITIONALINFORMATION:Irmlevmtobjemslow_ proominSbyoompalnsforreseur_,. Umof

nml0m the oummt data field dimriminable from irrelevant data. D

Dam Cure
If appropriate, labels should be used to help cue the user as to the expected dataentry.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For example, ]DATE (MM/DD/YY): / / /.,n

1.2.3-13 LabelPunctuationas Entry Cue
The label for each entryfield should end with a special symbol, signifying that an entry may be
made.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A symbol should be reserved exclusively for prompting user entries, s

I

1.2.3-14 Data Form Entry Error
Data enteredthat does not matchthe predefinedformatof the data form shouldhighlighted and
signaled the user.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A beep, for exmnple, can be used to silpud an error. D

1.2.3-15 Dlsflnguisldng Blanks from Nulls
Blanks (keyed spaces) shouldbe distinguished from nulls (no entry at all) in the display of dataforms,
where thatcan aid task performance.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Some _ial symbol might be adopted to denote null entry. If field delimiters are
displayed to guide data entry, then it will often be suff'wicnt simply to leave tho_ delimiters unchanged when no entry has been
nmde.A,n

1.2.3-16 Labeling Groups of Data Fields
A field group heading should be centeredabove the labels to which it applies?

1.2.3-17 Data Field Group Separation
At least five spaces should appearbetween groups of data fields?

1.2.3-18 Headings and Label Indentation
When headings are located on the line above relatedscreen fields, the labels should be indented a
minimum of five spaces from the startof the heading.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Scanning an inquiry screen will be aided if logical groupings of fields are identified by
headinp (see Figure 1.1). This permits wanning of headings until the correct one is located, at which point the visual search
otoim down one level to the items within the grouping itself. The above guideline is intended to provide easily scanned
headlnp,n
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1 INFORMATION DISPLAY
IJ Display Fornmm
1.1_ Ds_ Forms stud fields

1.2..3-19 Hmdin8 Pro0dmltyto Subordinate Lsbeis
Whm h_llngs sumplaced .adjacentto the relatedfields, they should be located to the left of the
mpnmstrow of relatedfldds. The columnof labels should be separatedfrom the longest heading by
s minimumof thr_ blankspaces.
ADDrrlONALINFORMATION:hmminsantm_lU_mm_ willbesidedit losioslSmupinpof_ld, amid,_ by
hmlinp(teeFtSum1.2). This_ _nnins ofImdinpuntiltim_ onois Ioosu_,atwhiohpo_ thevimm/search
ampdownoneleveltotheitmmwithinthe8muph_8tt_lt. Timabove8uidelSmis intendedtoprovideamilyscwmd
hmdinp,s
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Figure 1.2. Placementof headings adjacentto data fields
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I INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.2 Display Formats
1.2.4 Bar Charts and Histograms

1.2.4-1 Labeling Single liars
Eachbar on the display should have a unique identificationlabel.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Tim label provides a positive identification of the pamm_r each bar r_r_mntJ. An
Olmmtordmuld not have to mmnori_ the pmition of meh pamm_r on the display, n

1.2.4-2 LmbeilngPaired Bars
Whenbars are displayed in pairs, they should be labeled as a unit, with individualdistinguishing
labels for ea_ bar.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Direct labeling of bum will permit efficient information aasimilation by muNr. If the user
has to refer to a x_m_ly displayed legend, intorpret_ion of tim chart will be ,lower and more subject to error,e

1.2.4-:3 Bar Spacing
When datamust be compared, barsshould be adjacentto one anotherand spaced such that a direct
visual comparison can be made without eye movement.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A horizontal bar ch_ is illujtra_ in Figure 1.3. The spacing betw_n bans should be less
than the bar width. If many bars are displayed, then spacing may produce an alternating pattern of bright and dark bands that
could prove vimudly disturbing. In this case, it is preferable to arrange the bars contiguously (i.e., without spaces). ^'c'[_

1.2.44 Consistent Orientation of liars
In a related series of bar charts, a consistent orientationof the bars (vertical or horizontal)should be
adopted.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Ifbarlengthis usedtorepresenttimeduration,thenitmightbemore appropriatetoorient

the bars horizontally, in accord with the general convention of plotting time on the horizontal axis of a graph. Vertical bars
can be used to display frequency counts or a huge var/ety of other measured attributes. A'E

1.2.4-$ Highlighting
If one bar representsdataof particularsignificance, then thatbar should be highlighted.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: if one bar repr_mnt8 critical/discrepant data, then that bar might be coded differently.
However, if bar coding is already used for other l_rposas, such as to distinguish among different sets of grouped bars, then no
sdditional highlighting code should be superimpot_l on the ban themselves; some other means of highlighting (e.g., an arrow)
mightbeadopt, s

1.2.4-6 Zero Reference on Deviation Bar Charts
The zero reference should be the center of thedeviation bar chart.
ADDITION INFORMATION: A example of a deviation bar chart appears in Figure 1.4. °

1.2.4-7 Normal Range on Deviation Bar Charts
On a deviation bar chart, the rangeof normalconditions for positive or negative deviationsshould
representno more than 10% of the total range.
ADDITION INFORMATION: A example of a deviation bar chart appears in Figure 1.4. °
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1.2 Display Formats
1.2.4 Bar Charts and Histograms

1.2.4-8 Indication of Magnitude on Deviation Bar Charts
The magnitudeof each variable should be displayedwhen a deviation bar display is used as a primary
display format for safety functionparameters.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The utual valuta of criticalpamnmwmshouldappmueon the deviationb,u"displayin
additionto pementdeviation.°

1.2.4-9 Codin| Sqpnented Bar Charts
Segmentedbars, in which differently coded segments are shown cumulatively within a bar, should be
used when both the total measures andthe portionsrepresentedby the segments are of interest.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: An exampleofasegmentedbarchartappearsinFigure1.5.A'Iz

1.2.4-10OrderlngDataInSegmentedBars
Thedatacategoriesshouldbeorderedwithineachbarinthesamesequence,withtheleastvariable
categoriesdisplayedatthebottomandthemostvariableatthetop.̂,B
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Sometin_athereareindependentlogicalgroundsfortheorderingofdatacategories.Ifa
segmentodbar graphthatimconstmctadon a logicalbasisproduce, confu.ins irregularityof segments, then it mightbe better
to displaythe datain some othergraphicformat.Any irregularityin the bottomsegmentwill "propagate"throughoutthe
segmentsabove it, whichwill makeit difficultfor a user to examine irregularitiesin theuppersegments.A'B
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Figure 1.5. Example of a segmentedbar chart
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1 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.2 Display Formats
1.2.S Graphs

1.2.5.1 Interpreting Graphs
Graphsshould convey enough informationto allow the user to interpretthe datawithout referringto
additionalsources.A

1.2.5-2 Labeling Curves
When multiple curves are includedin a single graph, each curve should be identified directly by an
adjacentlabel, ratherthanby a separate legend.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: As an exception, where displayed curves are too close for direct labellng, an acceptable
alternative might be to distinguish the various curves in mine way, perhaps by color coding or line coding, and identify their
codes in a _trate legend. Direct labeling will permit usen to assimilate information more rapidly than displaying a seuarate
legmlgl.A

1.2.5-3 Legend Ordering
If a legend must be displayed, the codes in the legend should be ordered to match the spatial order of
their correspondingcurves in the graph itself. A'B

1.2.$4 Coding to Distinguish Curves
When multiple functionsare displayed in a single graph, codingshould be used.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Coding should he provided particularly if curves approach and/or intersect one another.
Coding i,, required to distinguish one curve from another. A'I_

1.2.5.$ Consistent Line Coding
Line coding should be used consistentlyacross graphs.̂ 'B

1.2.5.6 Highlighting Significant Curves
In displays of multiple curves, if one curve representsdataof particularsignificance, then thatcurve
shouldbe highlighted. ,
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: If one curve represents critical/discrepant data, for example, that curve 'mightbe displayed
with a noticeably thicker line stroke or in a different color. If line coding is already used to distinguish among multiple curves,
then the means cf highlighting any particular curve should be selected so that it will not be confused with coding for visual
g]mratlon. For example, if displayed curves are distinguished by line codes (solid, dashed, dotted, etc.), then one curve might
be highlighted by displaying it in a different color. ^'E

1.2.5-7 Trending Time Intervals
Trenddisplays should be capableof showing datacollected duringtime intervals of differentlengths.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A short time base of just a few minutes is needed to study fast changing trends, while other
trends may not show significant changes for several hours,e

1.2.5-8 Multiple Trend Lines
When the user must compare data representedby separatecurves, the curves should be displayed in
one combined graph.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Combined plots should be related, so the user can correlate changes in one variable with
changes in other key variables. Only those curves requiring comparison should be combined, since, as the number of curves

ACDE
on a graph ineresses, the user's task of comparison will become more difficult. , ' ,
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1 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.2 Display Formats
1.2.$ Graphs

1.2.5-9 Stability of Trend Data
Trend rates should not fluctuate as a resultof minorfluctuationsin dataor oscillatory behavior which
may be superimposedon a well-defined trend.°

1.2.5-10 Indication of Non-Representative Trend Data
When a simple quantitativerate-of-changevalue is used, an indicationshouldbe providedto inform
the user when, as a resultof minorfluctuationsor oscillations, the ratevalue does not accurately
representthe trend.°

1.2.5-11 Display of Projected Values
Curves representingplanned, projected, or extrapolateddatashould be distinctive from curves
representingactual data.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Curves representing projected data, for example, could be depicted as broken, dashed or
dotted _ while curves representing actual data could be represented as solid lines. A'B

1.2.5-12 Curve Averaging
Combiningseveral individualcurves into a single averagecurve should only be done when users do
not need to know the patternof individualcurves or when curves differ in the basis of minor
irregularities.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Curve averaging should be performed with caution since averages tend to "wash out" local
variations. A,B

1.2.5-13 Repeating Display of Cyclic Data
Wherecurves representcyclic data, the graphshould be extendedto repeatuncompletedportionsof
the displayedcycle.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: This will allow users to scan any critical portion of the displayed cycle without having to
return visually to the beginning of the plot. How much extension is desirable will depend on the particular application. A,E

1.2.5-14 Target Area Definition
The target area, preferred combinationof X- and Y-axis values, shouldbe graphicallydefined.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Monitoring a pressure-temperature display, which presents a saturation curve that bisects the
subeooled water region and the superheated steam region, is an example of a task situation where graphic depiction of a target
area should be provided. This sort of display is best used for detecting deviations from normal if a target area can be defined.
By plotting a brief time histoW, one may be able to predict where the values are headed. Care should be taken to distinguish
the current value from past values, especially when the values change slowly. This can be done by placing a symbol or code
for the current value, e

1.2.5-15 Minimize Clutter
Old dat_points shouldbe removed after some fixed period of time.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Ideally, as one new point is plotted the oldest point should be removed, thereby maintaining
a constant number of displayed points. 8

1.2.5-16 Linear Profile Pattern Recognition
The graph should form recognizablegeometric patterns for specific abnormalconditions.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: An exameple of a linear prof'de graph appears in Figure 1.6. The irregular profile is
indicative of almormal operating conditions.
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1.2 Display Formats
1.2.S Graphs

1.2.5-17 Coding Linear Profile Charts
The areabelow the profile line shouldbe shadedto providea more distinguishableprofile?

1.2.5-18 Labeling Linear Profile Charts
Labels shouldbe provided along thebottom to identifyeach parameter?

1.2.5-19 Circular Profile Chart
The cirmlar profle chartshould form a re_gnizable geometric patternfor specific abnormal
c_nditiom.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Under normal opemtins eonditiom, the profile ehould be eimukr (see F!gure 1.7). An
irregular profile it indiestive of an abnormal operating eomlition. AI the uJer beeomel experianeed with the circular profile,
the asymmetrical polylgom that result from off-normal situations should become more familiar. For example, a steam generator
tube rapture may re_lt in an hourghm shape or a loss-of-coolant accident might produce a cloverleaf design, e

1.2.5-20 Labeling Circular Profile Displays
Labels should be provided to identifyeach radial line (see Figure 1.7)?

1.2.5-21 Coding Circular Profile Displays
The area within the profile should be shaded to enhancethe operator'sperceptionof plant status (see
Figure 1.7))
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Figure 1.8. Example of a segmented curve graph

1.2.5-22 Depicting Bands in Segmented Curve Graphs
All segments in a segmentedcurve graphshould be relatedto the total value.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A segmented curve graph contains a series of bands depicting the components of a total
series (see Figure 1.8). The values of the bands, segments, or strata are plotted on an X-Y plot. Each of the bands are added
to one another so that the topmost boundary represents the sum of all bands. For example, segmented curve graphs can be
used to show how much each pump is contributing to total flow. This format is most useful when all elements contribute
equally to the total under normal circumstances. Segmented curve graphs should not he used when changes in the movement of
a series are abrupt, or where accurate reading of a component is of paramount importance.B

1.2.5-23 Ordering Data in Segmented Curve Graphs
The datacategories in a segmented curvegraph shouldbe ordered so that the least variablecurves are
displayed at the bottom andthe most variableat the top.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Sometimes there are independent logical grounds for the ordering of data categories. If a
segmented curve graph that is constructed on a logical basis produces confusing irregularity of curves, then it might be better to
display the data in some other graphic format. Any irregularity in the bottom curve will "propagate" throughout the curves
above it, which will make it difficult for a user to examine irregularities in the upper curves.^'e

1.2.5-24 Coding Segmented Curve Graphs
The differentbandsof segmented curve graph should be visually distinctiveby coding, such as by the
texturingor shadingbands.̂ '_
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1 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.2 Display Formats
1.2.$ Graphs

1.2.S-2$ Labeling Segmented Curve Graphs
Wherespace permits, the differentbandsof segmentedcurve graphshould be labeled directly within
the texturedor shaded bands.A'e

1.2.._.26 Highlighting Scatterplots
If some plottedpoints representdataof particularsignificance, they should be highlighted to make
them visually distinctive from others.
ADDrrlONAL INFORMATION: Significant data points might be highlighted by holding, color, blinking, shape coding, or
other memm, or might be designated by supplementary display annotation. A'Iz

1.2.$-27 Grouping Seatterpiots to Show Multiple Relations
When relationsamongseveral variables mustbe examined, an orderedgroup (matrix)of scatterplots
shouldbe displayed, each showing the relationbetweenjust two variables.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The ordering of several scatterplots in a single display might help a user diseem relations
among interacting variables. A,B

1.2.$-28 Interactive Analysis of Grouped Scatterplots
When scatterplotsare grouped in a single display to show relationsamong several variables, an
interactiveaid shouldbe provided for analysis so that if a user selects a set of data in one plot then
the correspondingdatapoints in other plots will be highlighted.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Data selection might be aooomplished with a superimposed box of controllable sizeto define
the data set of interest, That technique can exploit the capabilities of interactive graphics to permit a range of data analysis not
possible when using printed graphs.B
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1 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.2 Display Formats
1.2.6 Pie Charts

1.2.6-1 Partitioning
Partitioningshouldbe limitedto five segmentsor less.^

1.2.6-2 Labeling Pie Charts
Pie chartsegments should be labeled directly ratherthan by a separate legend. If a segment is too
small to containthe label, the label should be placed outside the segmentwith a line from it to the
segment.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The label should be in a normal orienta:ion for reading text. E

1.2.6-3 Numeric Annotation of Labels
If the task requiresprecise values, numbersshould be added to pie chartsegment labels to indicate
the percentageand/or absolutevalues.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Alternative display formats are preferred when users require precise data.E

1.2.6-4 Highlighting
If a particularsegment of a pie chartrequiresemphasis, it should be highlightedby special hatching
or displaced slightly from the remainderof the pie.^'E
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1.2 Display Formats
1.2.7 Flowcharts

1.2.7-1 Logical Ordering of Decision Options
The availabledecision options should be displayed in logical order.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For example, if options represent stages of a process, those stages should be listed in the
order in which they would actually occur. The ordering of options should not be determined merely by the amount of space that
is conveniently available to display them. A'I3

1.2.7-2 Single Decision at Each Step
Only a single decision should be requiredat each step.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Decisions should not be combined to reduce flowchart size. ^,e

1.2.7-3 Consistent Ordering of Decision Options
When a flowchartis designedso thata user must makedecisions at varioussteps, the available
options should be displayed in some consistent orderfrom step to step.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For example, "yes" might always be on the left and "no" on the right. Consistent ordering
will permit a user to review a flowchart more quickly. A,E

1.2.7-4 Availability of Supplemental Information
While flowcharts shoulddispl_i_only the dataimmediatelyrequiredby the user, more detaileddata
should be availablewith a single action,v

1.2.7-5 Conventional Path Orientation

Flowcharts should be designed so that the path of the logical sequence is consistent with familiar
orientationconventions.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For example, from left to right and from top to bottom. A'D'E

1.2.7-6 Flowchart Symbol Set
There shouldbe a standardset of flowchartsymbols.D
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1 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.2 Display Fornmts
1.2.8 Mimics and Diagrams

1.2.8-1 Level of Detail
Mimics and diagramsshould containthe minimumamountof detail requiredto yield a meaningful
pictorialrepresentation.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: An example of a mimic display is shown in Figure 1.9. Unnecessary graphic detail (such
as shadowed symbols or very detailed icons) should be avoided. 8

1.2.8.2 Component Identifiers
Component representationsshould be identified,u

1.2.8-3 Line Points of Origin
All flow path line origin points should be labeled or begin at labeled components.B

1.2.8-4 Line Termination Points
All flow path line destinationor terminalpoints should be labeled or end at labeled components?

1.2.8-5 Directional Arrowheads
Flow directions should be clearly indicatedby distinctivearrowheads.B

1.2.8-6 Line Coding
Flow pathsshould be coded (e.g., by color, width) to indicateimportantinformation.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For example, color can be used to differentiate process flow paths: blue may be used to
code water lin_; white, steam linu; yellow, eli lines; etc. In general, features of the flow path that change (e.g., the
open/close status of valves) should be coded so as to be more salient than static features. B

1.2.8-7 Overlapping Lines
Flow path lines should not overlap.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Cross-overs should be clearly indicated so that they do not appear as connections, e

1.2,8-8 Symbol-Data Integration
Where symbols are used to representequipmentcomponents andprocess flow or signal paths,
numericaldatashould be presented reflecting inputsand outputsassociated with equipment?

1.2.8-9 Aids for Analysis
When users must analyze informationin detail, computeraids should be provided.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For examining the internal structure of a depicted object, for example, it might be helpful to
allow a user to request auxiliary displays of specified ames-sections or transect diagrams. For more detailed structural analysis
of depicted objects, it might be neceumry to provide computer aids for calculating area, volume, stresses, heat transfer, etc. A'_
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1 INI_RMATION DISPLAY

1.2 Display Formats
1.2.9 Maps

1.2.9-1 Feature Identification

Significant featuresof a mapshould be labeled directly on the display unless clutteringor obscuring
of other informationwould result.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Labels on a map should be positioned consistently in relation to the displayed features they
dafigmte. For example,equipment nan_ might always be placed immediately above the eormq_nding symbols showing their
looatiom. As a pnwtioal matter, map displays can get very crowded. It may not always prove feasible to maintain a consistent
p_ for labels, with the result that designers will be tempted to put labels wherever they will fit. In ,_ueha crowded
display, labels may obecum map futures, and vice cons. Loe._ing and reading labels will be slowed,particularly when map
fmtume are displayed closely adjacent to the be_.ning of labels. Under those circumstances, some other approach to map
labeling should be considered to avoid crowding. ^'s

1.2.9-2 Consistent Orientation
When several differentmaps will be displayed, a consistent orientationshouldbe used so thatthe top
of each map will always representthe same direction.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: In common use, most maps are oriented so that North is upward. ^'_>'E

1.2.9-3 User Selectable Orientation

The user should be able to select differentorientationsand referencepoints.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The system should provide the user with a listing the common orientations and reference
points. If the map display can be displayed at other workstations, only the display at the user's workstation should be affected
by the selection. The selected orientation should be clearly indicated, e.g., with a label, v

1.2.9-4 Panning Map Displays
When a map exceeds the capacityof a single display frame, users should be able to panthe display
over the mappeddatain order to examine differentareasof current interest.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Panning is pnfferred to breaking map displays into discrete pages. Some graphic indicator
of the position in the overall display of the visible section should be provided when a user pans over an extended display in
order to view different sections. ^'e

1.2.9-$ Area Coding
Codes, such as texture patterns, color, or tonalvariations, should be used when different a_'easof a
map must be defined, or when geographicdistributionof a particularvariable must be indicated.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: It may be desirable to limit area coding to one variable in order to assure effective
information mimilation. Another approach might be to allow a user to specify which variable will be coded on a map and to
elumge that selection at will depending upon current task requirements. In some special applications, however, it may be
feasible to superimpose several kinds of area coding to permit multivariate data analysis by skilled users. E

1.2.9-6 Color Tonal Codes

Tonal codes (different shades of one color) ratherthan spectralcodes (differentcolors) should be used
when users must make relativejudgmentsfor differentcolored areas of a display.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: People can order categories along a continuous dimension to match tonal variations in one

color, whereas people do not have a natund means of ordering different colors. This recommendation represents an exception
to other guidelines advocatingdistinctive code values. Coding by tonal variation should be considered only for applications
where perception of relative differences along a single dimension is more imporUmt than perception of absolute values. E
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1 INFORMATION DISPLAY

IJ Display Fornmts
1.2.9 Maps

1.2.9-7 Ordered Coding
Where differentareasof a map are coded by texturepatternsor tonal variation, thedarkest to lightest
shades correspondto the extremevalues of the coded variable.
ADDrrlONAL INFORMATION: Orderly assignment of code values will help users perceive and remember the categories
repMentedbytherode.s

1.2.9-8 Mapping Nonge_phle Data
In applic_ttionswhere the geographic distributionof nongeographicdatamust be displayed, other
graphicelements should be added to a map for that purpose.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A display for radioactive control, for example, might superimpose plume tracks on a
beekgmund of geographic coordinates, with supplmnentary annotation end/or coding to indicate track identification, speed,
heading, altitude, etc. Alphanumerie eheraeters might be added to a map to show data, but those will not aid a direct visual
_n across arma in the same way that graphic symbols can do. Moreover alphanumeric data may be confused with
labels and other kinds of annotation. For example, a symbol might be displayed in different sizes to indicate a particular
measure in different localities, or small stacked bars might be superimposed on the different areas of a map to indicate the local
diatrlbution ofsome data measure.A'B

1.2.9-9 Hlghllghtlng Data Change
When changes in mapped dataare significantfor a user's task, auxiliarygraphicelements shouldbe
included to highlightthose changes.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For example, auxiliary coding might be needed *.oindicate vehicular movement on a map of
•owing evacuation routes. B

1.2.9.10 Aids for Analyzing Maps
When the use of mappeddata may be complex, computeraids should be provided for data analysis.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Computer aids should be provided when a user must judge distances aecumtely on a map or
other graphic display for that judgment. For exact measurement, it might be better to allow a user to select (point at) any two
points end have the computer "reed-out" their separation distance directly. The same technique might be used to determine the
direction (bearing) between two points. A'B
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i

IJ Display Formats
1.2.10 Graphic Instrument Panels

1.2.10-1 Display Range Coding
Zonm indicatingoperatingrangesshould be color coded by edge lines or wedges for circularscales.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Zorn ¢an be usod to indtca_ opomtin8 nmps, off-nomud l_ols, dangerous lovols, oto.n

1.2.10-2 Loeatlon of Zero
When check-readingpositive and negative values, the zero or null position should be at 12 o'clock or
9 o'clock.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: With a matrix of oimular displays, dovlations from a 9 o'clock nun position arc cuily
¢k_ in oho0k reading. Zoro should appoar at the 12 o'olock position on multi rovolution dla_.B

1.2.10-3 Pointer Orientation
The pointer on fixed scales should extend from the rightof vertical scales and from the bottom of
horizontalscales?

1.2.10-4 Pointer Obscurement
The pointer on fixed scales should extend to but not obscure the shortest graduationmarks.'

1.2.10.$ Tick Mark Separation
Tick marksshould be separatedby at least 0.07 in. (1.75 nun) for a viewing distance of 28 in. (71
cm) underlow illumination.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Low illumination is letw than loss than 1.0 ft-L (3.5 cd/m2), s

1.2.10-6 Number of Tick Marks
Scales should not be clutteredwith more marksthan necessaryfor precision.'
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1.2DlsplayFormats
1.2.11SpeechDlsp¼ys

1.2.11-ILlmltson SpeechMessages
Speechshouldbelimitedtoprovideonlyafewmessages.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Speechmes_ges wouldnotbeuseful,forexample,ifmany messagesmightbegivenat

one time, or for conveying a lengthy list of menu options. B

1.2.11-2 Message Repeat Capability
The user should be able to have speech messages repeated."

1.2.11-3 Simple Spoken Messages
Messages should be short and simple.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: If a user does not undemaml a written message, it can be reread. That is not as easy with

spoken messages, even though a REPEAT function should be provided. A better approach is to restrict use of speech outputs
to short and simple nmmges. If a user who may not be watching a display must be given long or complex messages, it is
probably better to provide a simple auditory signal such as a chime, and then display the messages visually for the user to read.
In general, users will understand complex messages better when they see them displayed than when they hear them.B

1.2.11-4 Type of Voice
A distinctive andmaturevoice should be used.̂

1.2.11-$ l)eIlvery Style
Spokenwarningsignals should be presentedin a formal, impersonal manner,c

1.2.11-6 Word Selection
Wordsin a speech message should be concise, intelligible, and appropriatefor the information
presented.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Where possible, words that rhyme or may confuse message interpretation should not be part
of the spoken lexicon, or should not be presented within the same message. Use of slang should he avoided. Words with more
than one syllable should be used. Alphanumeric data should be presentedusing phonetic alphabets, e.g., "Whiskey Zebra three
two seven" should be used in preference to "WZ327" where the "Z" and "3" are too phonetically similar. ^

1.2.11-7 Speech Message Priority
A speech message prioritysystem shouldbe establishedsuch that more critical messages override the
presentationof any message occurringbelow it on the priority list.
ADDITIONAL, INFORMATION: if two or more incidents or malfunctions occur simultaneously, the message having the
higher priority should be given first. The remaining messages should follow in order of priority. In the event of a complete
subsystem fsilure, the system should integrate previous messages via electronic gating and report the system rather than the
component failure, c

1.2.11-8 Distinctive Spoken Warnings
If speech is used to provide warningsas well as other forms of user guidance, spokenwarnings
should be easily distinguishablefrom routinemessages.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For example, speech output used to identify emergency conditions might use some
distinctive voice and/or preface each warning message with some other distinctive auditory alert signal. In some applications,
computer-generated speech might be useful for providing a few short and simple warnings. However, if speech output is also
used for other purposes, then the warning messages must be distinctive, e
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1 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.2 Display Formats
1.2.11 Speech Displays

1.2.11-9 Intensity of Speech Presentation
Speech signal intensityshould be clearly audiblefor the expected ambientnoise environment.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For critical messages, speech should be at least 20 db abov© the speech int©rferenco level at
the operating position of the intended receiver. Signal to noise ratios should be at least 5:1. Audio signal power should be
approximately 300 milliwatts at the listeners ear. Speech signals should fall within the range of 200 to 6100 Hz. ^'c
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1 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.3 Display Elements
I ,_.Alphanumeric Characters

1.3.1-1 Conventional Use of Mixed Case
Text to be read(except labels) should be presentedusing upper andlower case characters.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Reading text is euier and faster when capitalization is used conventionally to start sentences
and to indicate proper nouns and acronyms. There are several exceptions, however. An item intended to attract the user's
attention, such u a label or title, can he displayed in upper cams. Also, upper case should be used when lower case letters will
have decreaeed legibility, e.g., on a display terminal that cannot show true descenders for lower case letters.A'D'E

1.3.1-2 Font Style
A clearly legible font should be utilized. Fonts shouldhave true ascenders anddescenders, uniform
strokewidth, and uniform aspect ratio.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Preference should be given to simple styles. Script and other highly stylized fonts (e.g.,
shadow, eadligmphy) should be avoided. Avoid typefaces that: have extended serifs, internal patterns, or stripes; are italicized,
stenciled, shadowed or 3-dimensional; appear like handwritten script or like Old English script; are distorted to look tall and
thin or wide and fat. The basic evaluation criterion for font selection should he legibility, e'D

1.3.1-3 Distinguishability of Characters
For a given font, it should be possible to clearly distinguishbetween the following characters:X and
K, T and Y, I and L, I and 1, O and Q, S and 5, and U andV.e

1.3.1-4 Character Size for Text Readability
For readingof continuoustext, the minimumcharacterheight should be 16 minutesof arc (4.7 mrad)
and the maximumcharacterheight should be 24 minutesof arc (7 mrad).
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Character heights of 20 to 22 minutes of are (5.5 to 6.5 mrad) are preferred for reading
tasks. Characters should not he larger than 45 minutes of are (13 mrad) when groups of characters are displayed. Minutes of
are can he converted into height as follows

Height = 2a'D(MA)/21600
where

• MA is minutes of arc, and
D is the distance from the user to the screen. F,D

1.3.1-5 Character Height-to-Width Ratio
For fixed (as opposed to proportionallyspaced) presentations, the height-to-width ratio should be
between 1:0.7 to 1:0.9.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For proportionally spaced presentations, a height-to-width ratio closer to I: I should be
permitted for some characters, for example, the capital letters M and W. The height-to-width ratio of a given character is the
vertical distance between the top and bottom edges, and the left and right edges of a nonaccented capital letter. Some letters,
however, are customarily seen as narrower than others. For example, in a given character set the letter I, and sometimes the
letter J, appear narrower than M and 2. Lowercase letters may similarly vary in width. Accordingly, the height-to-width ratio
of a given character set should be the modal character width - that is, the width that occurs most often - in the set of capital
letters. These measurements are to be made at the same luminance level as the resolution measurement (see 1.5.1-1). F
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1 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.3 Display Elemmts
1.3.1 Alphanumeric Characters

1.3.1-6 Character Format/Aspect Ratio
A 4x5 (width-to-height)character matrixshouldbe the minimummatrixused for superscriptsand for
numeratorsanddenominatorsof fractionsthat are to be displayedin a single characterposition.
ADDmONAL INFORMATION: A $x7 (width-to-height) character matrix should be the minimum matrix used for numeric
and uppemam-only premntatiom. The vortical height should be increased upward by two dot positions ff diacritical marks are
used. A 7x9 (width-to-height) elmaeter matrix should be the minimum matrix for tasks that require continuous reading for
context, or when individual alphebetie elmmoter legibility is important, such as in proofreading. The vertical height should be
incrmsed upward by two dot (pixel) podfiom if diacritical marks are used. If lower case is used, the vertical height should be
inermmd downward by at least one dot (pixel) po,,ition, preferably two or more, to accommodate descenders of lower case
letters. Stroke width should be greater than 1/12 of the character height. A stroke width may he more than one pixel wide. F

1.3.1-7 Inter-Character Spacing
Between-characterspacing should be a minimumof 10 percentof characterheight.F

1.3.1-8 Brightness Ratio
The characters should be at least twice as light (or dark) as the background.D
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1.3 Display Elements
1.3.2 Abbreviations and Acronyms

1.3.2-1 MeJmlngful Abbreviations
When abbreviationsare used, those abbreviationsshould be meaningful andcommonly recognized.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: When abbreviation il mw,m_ due to spsoe oomtmi_, the words ¢hoxn for abbreviation
Jould be then that in eommonly known in their abbreviated form, _d/or tho_ words who_ abbreviationl e_n be
ummbigmmnly _. To indicate that there is low ima_m in the oondcaum_ ttomSe tank. the use of "C_l _Pre,_are
Low" would be sooeptablo, but "Condmmte Storage Tank Ptmr Lw" h not a good abbreviation. B

1.$.2-2 Abbreviation Rule
When def'mingabbreviationswhich are not commonto theuser population,a simple rule should be
used that users understandandrecognize.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Abbreviation by tmnostion is the bNt method, exoqX when word endings convey impot*.ant
infommion. When a truneatlon rule is u_, sbbmviationl am easy to derive and euy for a uxr to decode. If an abbreviation
deviat_ from the oomigant rule, it may be helpful to give it mn_ t_oial mark whenever it is displayed. B

1.3.2-3 Distinctive Abbreviations
Abbreviationsshould be distinctive so that abbreviationsfor differentwords are distinguishable.̂ 'c'E

1.3.2-4 Minimal Punctuation of Abbreviations
Punctuationof abbreviations andacronyms should be minimized.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For example, SPDS is preferred over S.P.D.S. Punctuation should be retained when
nz_ed for chtrity, e.g.,"4-in, dianmzr pipe" mtber than "4 in diameter pipe. "A'B

1.3.2-$ Short Abbreviations for Arbitrary Codes
When arbitrarycodes must be rememberedby the user, charactersshould be grouped in blocks of
three to five characters, separatedby a minimumof one blankspace or other separating character
such as a hyphenor slash.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: ArbitmD' codes am slphanurr_ric charsctzrs without natural organization. When a code is
mcamingful, inch as a mnemonic abbreviation or a word, it van be longer. A'D'B

1.3.2-6 Avoid O and I in Arbitrary Codes
The use of the letters 0 andI in a non-meaningfulcode should be avoided since they are easily
confused withthe numbers0 (zero) and 1 (one), respectively,v

1.3.2-7 Combining Letters and Numbers in Arbitrary Codes
When codes combineboth lettersand numbers, letters should be groupedtogether and numbers
grouped together ratherthan interspersingletters with numbers.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For example, l¢_tzr-l_r-number ("HWS") will be read and remembered somewhat more
aocumtely than letter-number-letter ("HSW").A'D'B
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1 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.3 IMsplayElements
1.3.3 Labels

1.3.3-1 Group Labels
Each individualaspectof a display (e.g., datagroup, field, or message) should containa distinct,
unique, anddescriptive label. A'c'v's

1.3.3-2 Meaningfulness
Labels should be meaningfulwordsor acceptedtechnicalterms.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Labels should describe the contents of the display accurately and concisely, without

words or characters. Whenever space permits, the label should consist of the entire word or sequence of words

that dmeribeo the displays. If abbreviations are _, their meanings should be readily understood by users. D,B,^

1.3.3-3 Label Formats
Label formats shouldbe consistent across andwithindisplays.A,c'v,E

1.3.34 Consistent Wording of Labels
Labels should be worded consistently, so that the same item is given the same label whenever it
appe_s.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Consistent gmmmatice.l format for different labels should also be employed; i.e., single
words or phrases for some labels _ short scntcnccs for others, or verbs for sornc and nouns for others should not be used. E

1.3.3-$ Distinctive Labels

Labels should be uniquely andconsistentlyhighlighted,capitalized, or otherwise emphasizedto
differentiatethemfrom other screen structuresanddata.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The technique used should be easily distinguished from that used to highlight or code
emergency or critical memses, such as by holding, underlining and use of capitals. A'c'v'e

1.3.3-6 Label Separation
Labels should be separatedfrom one anotherby at least two standardcharacterspaces,v

1.3.3-7 Normal Orientation for Labels

The annotationof graphic displays, including labels for the axes of graphs, should be displayed in a
normalorientationfor readingtext.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Users should be pre_ented with horizontally displayed labels, even for the vertical axis of a
graph. A conventional text orientation of labeb will permit faster, more accurate reading. While it may be possible to tilt the
PaSOto zv_d a disoriented label on a printed page, a user umally cannot tilt a VDU display screen. _

1.3.3-8 Label Content for User Options
When presentinga list of user options, labels shouldreflect the questionor decision being posed to
the user.c

1.3.3-9 Graphic Objects
The label for a specific graphicobject (e.g., an icon) shouldbe placed in close proximity to the
graphicalobject.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: When possible, the label should be on the component if it does not obscure the component.
If multiple component parts of the graphic object are close to the label, a line should point from the label to the associated
part.I)
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1.3 Display Elements
1.3.4 Icom and Symbols

1.3.4.1 Appropriate Use of Icons
The primaryuse of icons in graphicdisplays shouldbe to representactualobjectsor actions.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Icons may be used to graphically represent operations, processes and data structures, and
may be used u mmm of exercising control (e.g., by selecting an icon and commanding operations) over system functions,
components, and data ,tincture,. A,D

1.3.4-2 Iconic Representation
Icons should be designed to look like tt_eobjects, processes, or operationsthey represent, by use of
literal, functional, or operationalrepresentations.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Some pictorial symbok have conventional meanings within a user population, which must
be followed to ensure their correct interpretation. Examples of representations: literal, a figure of a pump; functional, a figure
of a file cabinet; operational, a hand on a switch. A'c'B

1.3.4-3 Simple Design
Icons shouldbe simple closed figures when possible.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: When icons are too visually complex, they are not quickly recognized. This eliminates the
primsW advantage of using icons i.e., quick recognition. Simple, closed figures are processed more efficiently than are open
figures. D ,

1.3.4-4 Use of Abstract Symbology
Abstractsymbols should conformto user conventionsor to common electrical andmechanicalsymbol
conventions when user conventions do not exist?

1.3.4-5 Distinguishability
Each icon andsymbol should representa single object or action, and should be easily discriminable
from all other icons andsymbols.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The distinguishing feature between icons should be the external geometric configuration of
the icon. D

1.3.4-6 Consistent Use of Special Symbols
Special symbols to signal criticalconditions should be used exclusively for thatpurpose.̂ .B,E

1.3.4-7 Upright Orientation
Icons andsymbols should always be oriented"upright.""

1.3.4-8 No Alternating Words and Symbols
Words and symbols should not be used alternately.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Alternate use of symbols and words could cause confusion and impair task performance, s

1.3.4-9 Size
Icons and symbols should be large enoughfor the user to perceive the representationanddiscriminate
it from other icons and symbols?

1.3.4-10 Highlighting
An icon or symbol that theuser has selected should be highlighted.D
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1 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.3 Display Elements
1.3.4 Icons and Symbols

1.3.4-11 Labeling Icons
Icons should be accompaniedby a text label.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: To tho extent that it does not clutter or caum distortion of the icon, the label should be

incotlmmted into the icon itself. When icons are desiped such that the label is inside the icon, the number of perceptual
objects is reduced, resulting in enlmneed processing of the label and the icon. The text label may be omitted for icons having
ut_n_ meanings to users, e.g., standanl P&ID symbology, v

1.3.4-1_ Labels for Control Option l_mm
If icons are used to representcontrol actionoptions, a label indicatingthe action shouldbe associated
with the icon.^.e
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1 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.3 Display Elements
1.3.$ Numeric Data

1.3.$-1 Number System
Numericdatashould be displayedin the decimal, rather than binary,octal, hexadecimalor other
numbersystem,c

1.3._2 Leading Zeros
Leadingzeros in numericentries for whole numbersshould be suppressed.
ADDITIONAL INTOILMATION: For example, 28 should be displayed rather than 0028. A leading zero should be provided
if the number is only a decimal, with no preceding integer (i.e., 0.43 rather than .43). c,D

1.3.5-3 Maintaining Significant Digits
A numbershould be displayed at the numberof significantdigits requiredby users to performtheir
tasks.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Arbitrary conventions should not require that displays present more (or fewer) significant
digits than neeemu'y.e

1.3.$-4 Display Range
Numeric displays should accommodatethe variable's full range.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The full range of the variable means highest and lowest values that the variable is expected
to take on, under any eonditiom (normal operations, emergency operations, ete) for the tasks the display is designed to
lu_ot_, s

1.3.$-$ Rate of Display Change
Digital displays should change slowly enough to be readable?

1.3..T-6 Direction of Change in Digital Display
If users must rapidlydiscern directionalchange, digital displays shouldbe providedwith arrowsto
indicatethe directionof change.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Rapidly changing digital values are difficult to read, and directional indicators will help the
operator interpret the direction of trend.B

1.3.$-7 Direct Display of Differences
If users must evaluatethe differencebetween two sets of data, the difference should be presentedon
the display.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: If it is important for the user to be aware of a discrepancy between two sets of data, the
difference should be highlighted on the display.C

1.3.$-8 Orientation of Numbers
All numbersshouldbe orientedupright.8
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1 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.3 Display Elements
1.3.6 Scales, Axes, and Grids

1.3.6-1 Numbering of Scales
Numberson a scale should increase clockwise, left to right, or bottom to top?

1.3.6-2 Scale Intervals
Nine should be the maximum numberof tick marksbetween numbers,s

1.3.6-3 Scaling in Standard Intervals
Scales shouldhave tick marks at a standardintervalof 1, 2, 5, or 10 (or multiples of 10) for labeled
divisions; interveningtick marks to aid visual interpolationshould be consistent with the labeled scale
interval.
ADDITIONAL INPORMATION: Users will fred it difficult to interpret scales based on odd intervals. It is not advisable to
let the computer divide available w.ale _tco automatically ff that results in a scale labeled in unfamiliar inte_als such as 6 or
13. In special instances, the X-axis might be scaled in odd intervals to show customary divisions, such as the 12 months in a
year.A,D,13

1.3.6-4 Circular Scales
For one-revolutioncircular scales, zero should be at 7 o'clock and the maximum value should be at 5
o'clock, with a 10-degreebreak in the arc.e

1.3.6-$ Axis Labels
Axes shouldbe clearly labeled with a descriptionof what parameter is representedby the axis.
ADDITIONAL INPORMATION: Labels should be displayed in upright orientation on both the X- and Y-axis for ease of
reading.̂,e

1.3.6-6 Identification of Units of Measurement
The units of measurementrepresentedby the scale should be included in the axis label.^'E

1.3.6-7 Sealing Conventions
Conventionalscaling practiceshouldbe followed, in which the horizontalX-axis is used to plot time
or the postulatedcause of an event, and the vertical Y-axis is used to plot a caused effect.
ADDITIONAL INPORMATION: When the X-axis represents time intervals, the labeled scale points should represent the end
of each time interval. This consistent usage will aid interpretation of all data plots, including scatterplots, line graphs, and bar
ehaftg.A,D,B

1.3.6-8 Consistent Scaling
If users must comparegraphicdataacross a series of displays, the same scale should be used for
each.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Note that in many applications it may prove more effective to display data for comparison
in a single combined chart, rather than requiring users to compare data across a series of charts. Users will find it difficult to
compare data sets that are sealed differently. Moreover, users may overlook differences in labeling, and assume that the same
scale has been used even when displayed scales are actually different from one another.A'C'13
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1 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.3 Display Elements
1.3.6 Scales, Axes, and Grids

1.3.6-9 Scales Consistent with Function
The scales should be consistent withthe intendedfunctionaluse of the data.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For example, the monitoring of neutron flux at reactor trip must have a variable scale of 0
to 100_ of the design value and a time scale resolution of seconds. However, post-trip monitoring may have a variable scale
of 0 to 10% with a time scale resolution of minutes. Finally, operational log data of neutron flux may have a time scale
resolution of hours, s

1.3.6-10 Linear Sealing
A linear scale shouldbe used for displayeddata, in preferenceto logarithmicor other non-linear
methods of scaling, unless it can be demonstratedthat non-linearscaling will facilitateuser
interpretationof the information.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Most users are more familiar with linear scalel and will interpret linear eeales more
accurately than other methods of scaling, However, since logarithmic scales show percentage change rather than arithmetic

change; they may be appropriate for some specialapplications. A'°'e

1.3.6-11 Numeric Scales Start at Zero
When users must compare aggregatequantitieswithin a display, or within a series of displays, scaling
of numericdata shouldbegin with zero.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Numerical scales generally should have zero at the bottom as the first number on a vertical
scale or at the left as the first number on a horizontal scale. The exceptions to this organization would be: a) if the numbers
are used for naming categories, b) if zero is not a possible number on the scale, or e) if the scale contains negative numbers.
If for any reason the zero point is omitted, the dieplay should include a clear indication of that omission. ^'D'E

1.3.6-12 Display of Origin
When grapheddata representpositive numbers,the graphshould be displayedwith the origin at the
lower left, such thatvalues on an axis increase as they move away from the origin of the graph.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: When the data include negative values and the axes must extend in both directions from a

zero point, that origin should be displayed in the center of the graph.^,1_

1.3.6-13 Single Scale On Each Axis
Only a single scale should be shown on each axis, ratherthan includingdifferentscales for different
curves in the graph.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Single-scale graphs will generally permit more accurate reading than graphs displaying
several scales. Many users will be confused by multiple-scale graphs and make errors when interpreting them. Moreover, by

changing the relative scale factors of multiple-scale graphs it is possible to change radically their apparent meaning and bias
interpretation by ueers. ^'c'v'e

1.3.6-14 Sealing Against a Reference Index
If differentvariables on a single graphrequiredifferentscales, they should be scaled against a
common baseline index, rather than showing multiplescales.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Rather than showing power in megawatts and profits in dollars, both might be graphed in

terms of percent change from a'baseline. An indexed chart can permit comparisons among different variables when multiple
wales would otherwise be needed. However, care should be taken in selecting an appropriate baseline against which to index,

in order to ensure that comparisons will not be biased. Index sealing may also be appropriate for showing the effect of a single
variable whose units of measurement change in real value with time.A'E
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1 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.3 Display Elements
1.3.6 Scales, Axes, and Grids

1.3.6-15 Indication of Scale
When a graphicdisplayhas been expandedfrom its normalcoverage, some scale indicatorof the
expansionfactor should be provided.̂ 'e

1.3.6-16 Manual Rescaling
Users should be able to manuallychange the scale for the purposeof maintainingan undistorted
display for differentoperatingconditions.°

1.3.6-17 Indication of Automatic Rescaling
If the system is designed to automaticallychange scale, an alert should be given to the user that the
change is being made.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Automatic regaling can lead to operator confusion if the change in scale is not recognized. °

1.3.6-18 Aids for Scale Interpolation
If interpolationmust be made or where accuracyof readinggraphicdata is required, computeraids
should be provided for exact interpolation.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: It might suffice, for example, to allow users to request a fine grid as an optional display
future. It might be better to d_play vertical and horizontal rules that a user could move to intersect the axes of a ohm. It

might prove bat simply to let s user point at any data item and have the computer label that item with a readout of its exact
vlluo(s),c.e

1.3.6-19 Unobtrusive Grids
When grid lines are displayed, they should be unobtrusiveandnot obscure dataelements (e.g.,
curves, plotted points).
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Grid _ should be thinner than data curves, and should be invisible behind depicted
objectJ mid _. Heavy vertical grid lines may conceal the height of plotted peaks. Electronic displays offer more flexibility
than printed gmpha. Grids can be displayed or suppressed by user selection. For reading the value of a particular data point,
perhaps no grid is needed at all. A user might simply ask the computer to display the value of any selected point, x.c,v.E

1.3.6-20 Numbering Grids
Graphsshould be constructed so that the numberedgrids are bolder than unnumberedgrids,s

1.3.6-21 Discontinuous Axes
When datacomparisons of interestfall within a limited range, the scaled axis should emphasizethat
range, with a break in the displayed axis to indicate discontinuitywith the scale origin.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Note, however, that a broken axis distorts the displayed value in relation to a ba_ value

m rhfl_ confusing users. In effect, a user will expect that a scale marked in regular intervals will continue in a consistent
fashion. If an axis must be broken, label that break clearly, perhaps with some indicator that extends across the displayed
graph.A,D,s

1.3.6-22 Duplicate Axes
When scaled data will contain extremevalues, duplicateaxes should be displayed, so that the X-axis
appears at both the top and bottom, and the Y-axis at both the left and right sides of the graph.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Extreme data values may be located far from conventionally placed axes. When duplicate
axu are displayed at the top and right side, users will find it easier to read the extreme ValUeS. A'D'E
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1 INFORMATION DISPLAY

1.3 Display Elements
1._.6 Scales, Axes, and Grids

1..3.1_-23Restricted Use of Three-Dimemiotud Scaling
Unless reClu_ed,use of three-dimensionalscales (i.e., where a Z-axis is addedto the display) should
be avoided.
ADDITIONAL INTOILM&TION: Showing a Z-rods on s VDU display that is limited to two actual dimensions will confuse
numy usms. If thmz-dimmmiomd scaling is mnployod, a oonsistznt _ of mpnmontation (e.g., isometric or orthographic
pmjzetlon, pztspo_vo drawing, or triangular e_ordimtz grid) should be used. It i8 often possible in graphic di_hty to show a
third dintmsion through uso of suxilimy ooding (e.g., color or slmpo coding, or supplementary annotation), which may prove
more sffoctivo than trying to rop_,t a third spatial dimension pictorially. A'B
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1 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.3 Display Elements
1.3.7 Borders, Unes, and Arrows

1.3.7-1 Une Types
Meaningfuldifferences between lines appearingin graphic displays, such as flow paths, should be
depictedby using various line types, e.g., solid, dashed, dotted, and widths.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Three or four line types may be readily distinguished, and two or three line widths may be
readily distinguisbed. A'e

1.3.7-2 Conventional Use of Arrows
In flow charts andother graphicsdisplays, arrowheadsshould be used in a conventionalfashion to
indicatedirectionalrelationsin the sequential links between various elements,v,E

1.3.7-3 Restricted Use of Borders
Unnecessarybordersshould not be used in the display.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Borden can add visual clutter to a display and add to information processing time. Borden
should only be used for functional purposes, such as to facilitate grouping.

1.3.7-4 Bordering Single Blocks
A border should be used to improve the readabilityof a single block of numbersor letters,e

1.3.7-$ Distinctive Borders Around Critical Information
If several labels or messages are clustered in the same area, distinctiveborders shouldbe placed
around the critical ones only.e
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1 INFORMATION DIb'PLAY
1.3 Display Elements
1.3.8 Color

1.3.8-1 Conservative Use of Color
Where color is used for coding, it should be employed conservatively.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Carnal, mbitrsry use of colors on every display may cause displays to appear "busy" or
cluttered. C_umd turnof color will elJz reduce the likelihood that significant color eodin8 on particular diJplays will be

inte_ appropriately and quickly by a user.A'u

1.3.8-2 Color Coding for Discrete Data Categories
When a user must distinguishrapidlyamongseveral discrete categoriesof data, a unique color should
be used to display the datain each category.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Color coding of discrete categories is particularly useful when data items are dispersed on a
diJplay. With mine display equipment now providing a wide range of different colors, deAignem may be tempted to exploit
that eapabUlty by using many different colors for coding. The capability to display many colors may be useful for depicting
complex objects, and for providing tonal codes to show the relative values of a single variable. However, inch a capability is
not tmeful for coding discrete categories, except that it may allow a d_igner to select more carefully the particular colors to be
UlOd811_A2d_l.A'D'B

1.3.8-3 Color Coding for Relative Values
When the relative rather than the absolutevalues of a variableare important,gradualcolor changes as
a tonal code should be used to show the relative values of a single variable.
ADDrrlONAL INFORMATION: For example, in displaying tank depth, a saturated blue might be used to show the deepest
point, with gn_ually deautturatedblues to show decreasing depth. Differences in color should not be used to represent
differenc_ in quantities. For example, the color should not change from blue to red as volume increases in the Refueling Water
Holdup Tank. e

1.3.8-4 Color Coding to Draw Attention
Brighter and/or more saturatedcolors should be used when it is necessary to draw a user's attention
to criticaldata.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Both intensity and saturation should be used to draw a user's attention to critical data.
Although saturated and/or inten_ hues are useful'for drawing a user's attention, their overuse will result in a display which is
garish end difficult to view for long periods. A'E

1.3.8-5 Color Selection

Colors for coding shouldbe based on user conventions withparticularcolors.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Color codes should conform to color meanings that already exist in the user's job. Color
codes employing different meanings will be much more difficult to use. Table 1.3 provides general nuclear plant color
meenings.A.S,e

1.3.8-6 Saturated Blue for Background Color
Saturatedblue should only be used for backgroundfeatures in a display and not for critical data.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Saturated blue symbols appear dimmer than others, and users have greater difficulty

focusing on saturated blue. !_
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Table 1.3. Associations and Related Characteristics for Colors Typically Used in Panel Design and
Related Applications in Nuclear Power Plants

,, I IIIII L , , ...... ,,, , ,,, , ,_ ,

Associated Attention-Getting Contrasts
Color Mmniup Value Well With

il iiii I I I ii i l"

Red Unsafe Good White
Danger
Alarmstate
Hot
Open/flowing'
Closedlstopped_

Yellow Hazard Good Black
Caution DarkBlue
AbnormalState
Oil

v, ,, . i i,.,. i ,,,,.i ,,,, ,,i ,,

Green Safe Poor White
Satisfactory
Normal state
Open/flowing_

..... Cl°sed/s_°ppedl ,,,

Light blue Advisory Poor Black
(cyen) Aeratedwater

Cool
I II I I II I II I

Dark Blue Advisory Poor White
Untreatedwater

III III I Ill I U III

Magenta Alarmstate Good White
Hit i I i HiM ilH I i i

White Advisory Poor Green
Steam Black

Red
Dark blue

Magenta
ml

Black Background Poor White
" Light blue

Yellow
II mill II lllll IL Ill llll II

i Meanings associatedwith red and green colors differ, dependingon past experience. Personnelwith
previous fossil fuel plant experience typically associate an open/flowing state with red anda closed/stop state
with green, but reverseassociations typic.allyexist for personnel with previous Navy experience.
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1 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.3 Display Elements
1.3.8 Color

1.3.8-7 Easily Discriminable Colors
When selecting colors for coding discrete categoriesof data, those colors should be easily
discriminable.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Table 1.4 identifiea the wavelengths of colors that are easily discriminable. For example,
on • light background: red, dark yellow, green, blue and black -- on a dark background: deesturated red, green and blue,
plus yellow and white. If color coding is applied to symbols that subtend small visual angles, which makes color perception
difficult, them will be a special need to limit the number of colors used. If colors are used for displaying text, care should be
taken to emum that colored letters are legible as well as discriminable. A'B

1.3.8-8 Unique Assignment of Color Codes
When color coding is used, each color,should representonly one category of displayed data.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Color will prove the dominant coding dimension on a display. If several different

categories of data are displayed in red, say, they will have an unwanted visual coherence which may hinder proper assimilation
of infonnation by a user. _

1.3.8-9 Minimum Color Differences
When color coding is used for discriminabilityor conspicuityof displayed information,all colors in
the set should differ from one anotherby a minimumof 40AE (CIE L*u*v*) distances.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: This approach will make available at leas_ 7 to 10 simultaneous colors. Increasing ambient
illuminance decreases color purity and, consequently, color discriminability. Accordingly, color measurements should be made
under the presumed ambient lighting conditions in which the display will be used. The discriminability of pairs of colors
depends on their differences in chrominance and luminance. While an entirely satisfactory metric does not exist which
combines these attributes into a single assessment of total color difference, an estimate can be derived by calculating the
weighted difference between the locations of the colors in the 1976 CIE Uniform Color Space (CIE UCS L*u*v). Note that
this estimate should be used only to ensure discrlminability of colors of relatively high luminance. Severe nonlinearities in the
UCS limit the usefulness of this metric for colors having small luminance differences. In addition, the specification of small
color differences should be treated with caution due to the inherent lack of color uniformity on most CRTs.
For full color displays, the reference white can be taken as the white on the display obtained with full-intensity red, D6500 K°
or 9300 Ke. The difference formula is:

AE units (CIE L*u*v*) = [(LI* - L2*)2 + (ul* - u2*)2 + (vl* - v2")2]°'s
where L* ffi 116(Y/Yo) 1'3- 16; 1.0 > Y/Yo > .01

u* = 13L* (u' - u°o)
v* ffi 13L* (v' - V'o)
u' ffi4X/(X + 15Y +3Z)
v' _gY/(X + 15Y +3Z)

u'0 and v'0 are the UCS coordinates for the reference white derived from the 1976 UCS.
For reference white, D6500 K_u'o : 1.98 and v'0 = .468
For reference white, 9300 K° + 27 MPCD U'o = 1.81 and v'0 = .454

(MPCD : Minimum Perceptible Color Difference)
Y is luminance in candela/metet_. Yo is the luminance of the reference white.

NOTE: The 9300 K° + 27 MPCD (Minimum Perceptible Color Difference) located the white point at the intersection of the
ISO temperature line for 9300 I_ with the daylight locus. Y0 in this use of the AE (CIE L*u*v*) distance metric is
defmed differently than suggested by the CIE. F
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1 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.3 Display Elements
1.3.8 Color

1.3.g-10 Color Contrast
For adequatelegibility, colored symbols should differ from their color backgroundby a minimumof
100 AE (CIE Yu'v') distances.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The legibility of characters in color on a colored background can be assessed with a metric,
AE (CIE Yu'v'), derived from the 1976 CIE UCS color diagram. As with the AE (CIE L*u*v) distances, caution should be
used in assessing legibility for characters in colors having small luminance differences. This caution applies not only to
cham_rs in color but also to small luminance differences in haekground colors and for very small luminance differences
between characters in color and bavkground in color. Unusually large or small characters may lead to erroneous estimates of
legibility. The elements required for the calculation are the iumimmce in ed/m 2 (Y) and the UCS coordinates (u',v') of the text
sadbackground.
The metric is as follows:

AE (Yu'v') ffi [(155 AY/Yu) 2 + (367 Au') 2 + (167/iv')2] o's

where YM - the maximum luminance of text or background
Ay ffi difference in luminance between text and background
AU' -- difference between u' coordinates of text and background (see 1.3.8-9)

/iv' ffi difference between v' coordinates of text and background (see 1.3.8-9).

NOTE: The values 155, 367, and 167 are empirically derived weights. F

1.3.8-11 Redundant Color Coding
Color coding should be redundantwith some other display feature.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Displayed data should provide necessary information even when viewed on a
monochromatic display terminal or bard-copy printout, or when viewed by a user with color vision impairment. ^'s'E

1.3.8-12 Unplanned Patterns from Color Coding
Color coding should not create unplannedor obvious new patternson the screen.B
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Table 1.4. Representative Set of Candidate Colors that Should be Considered for Use in Panel
Design and Related Applications

........ I ' ,,, I"I'P ,,,,, I" I , LL , ,,

Dominant Wavelength Munsell
Color Name (in nanometers) Code

Red 610 5.0R/3.9/15.4
m i iiHm

Yellow 582 3.3Y/8.0! 143

Green 515 3.2G/4.9/11.1

Light blue (cyan) 494 2.7GB/7.9/6.0

Dark Blue 476 2.9PB/4.1/10.4

Magenta 430 6.5P/4.3/9.2

White 2.5PB/9.5/0.2

Black , N/0.8/
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1 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.3 Display Elements
1.3.9 Size, Shape, and Pattern Coding

1.3.9-1 Limited Use of Size Coding
Size coding should be used only for applicationswheredisplays are not crowded.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Size coding is achieved by varying the size of displayed alphanumerics, labels, and other
symbot,,s

1.3.9-2 Size Variations
A maximum of three size levels should be used. The majordimensionsof the largersymbol should be
at least 150 percent of the majordimensionof the smaller symbol.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: An increase in symbol be_ht must usually be accompanied by a proportional increase in
width to preserve a constant aspect ratio and so facilitate symbol recognition. A,e

1.3,9-3 Size Codinll Proportional to Data Value
When the symbol size is to be proportionalto the datavalue, the scaled parametershouldbe the
symbol area rather than a linear dimensionsuch as diameter.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A user's judgement of the "size" of a symbol will correspond more closely to its area than
to its diameter. D

1.3.9-4 Geometric Area Coding
For area coding, the maximum numberof levels shouldbe six (preferablyno more than three)?

1.3.9-5 Length Coding
For length coding, the maximum numberof levels should be six (preferablyno more than three).B

1.3.9-6 Establishing Standards for Shape Coding
When shape coding is used, codes should be based on establishedstandardsor conventionalmeanings.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Coding with geometric shapes should be used to help users discriminate different categories
of data on graphic displays. Although shape codes can oRen be mnemonic in form, their interpretation will generally rely on
learned association as well as immediate perception. Existing user standards must be taken into account. B'c'D'B

1.3.9-7 Clearly Discriminable Shapes
Shapes used in coding for datagroups should be clearly discriminable.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For example, the elements of one group m a display might be triangles and the elements of
a second group might be circles. Approximately 15 different shapes can be readily distinguished, provided the shapes are
properly designed. D

1.3.9-8 Simple Pattern Codes
When patternsare used to code displayed areas, simple rather than elaboratepatternsshould be used.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: To aid visual discrimination and identification, simple patterns, such as hatching, should be

employed rather than complex l_ttterns,s

1.3.9-9 Darkest/Llghtest Correspond to Extreme Values
Where patternsare used, values shouldbe selectedso that the darkest and lightest shades correspond
to the extreme values of the coded variable.̂
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I INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.3 lYaplay EIm_ts
1.3.10 Highlighting by Brightness and Flashing

1.3.10-1 Easily Recognizable Highlighting
Highlighting should be easily recognizableandbe used to attractthe user's attentionto active fields,
special conditions, or as a means to provide feedback.̂

1.3.102 Minimal Highlighting
Highlightingof informationshouldbe minimized.
ADDITIONAl. INFORMATION: A rule of thumb for di_lays of nominal conditions is to limit the maximum mnount of
highlighting to 10_ of the display information. If higldighting is to be used to 8ttmzt the user's attention, the highlighting
tacimlque should be distinctive. If • large portion of • display is highlighted, the highlighting will no longer be distinctive. D

1.3.10-3 Consistency
A particularhighlightingmethodshould be used consistently.D

1.3.10-4 Removing Highlighting
If highlightingis used to emphasize importantdisplay items, it should be removedwhen it no longer
has meaning.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: If highlighting identifies an error, that highlighting should be removed when the error is
corrected.A,B

1.3.10-5 Appropriate Use of Brightness Coding
Coding by differences in brightnessshould be used for applicationsthat requirediscrimination
between only two categoriesof displayed items.
ADDrrlONAL INPORMATION: Bri_ should be treated as a two-valued code, bright and dim. For example, • data
form mlsht display dim labels and bright data items, in order to facilitate data scanning. Brightness coding should not be used
in conjunction with shape or size coding, n'e

1.3.10-6 Significance of Brightness Levels
High brightnesslevels shouldbe used to signify informationof primary importance,andlower levels
should be used to signify,informationof secondary interest?

1.3.10-7 Brightness Coding Intensities
Levels approximating33 percentand 100 percent of the display luminance should be used for
brightnesscoding.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The intensifies used should not be less than 6 R-L (20 cd/m=). Intemity coding should not
be used for displays with • maximum display luminan_ of less than 18 ft-L (60 cot/m=)or more than 29 ft-L (100 edlm2),e's

1.3.10-8 Ima3e Reversal
Image reversal should be used primarily for highlightingin dense data fields or to indicateselection
of on-screen objects and information,n
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I INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.3 Display Elements
1.3.10 Highlighting by Brightness and Flashing

1.3.10-9 Appropriate Use of Flash Coding
Flashing shouldbe used when a displayed item implies an urgentneed for user attention, but not in
displays requiringattentiontod_il or readingof text.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: An "off' condition should never be used to attract attention to a message. Flashing should
net be used as a mmm to _ nmtine infonmflon. FSahinS should only be used u an alet_dng/warnin8 code. If used
spsrll_, fllmhin8 symbolsare effective in calling a user's sttentionto displsyeditems of unusual significance. Flashcoding
geemmUyreducessearchtimes, especiallyin densedlsplsys.̂'s.D,e'l_

1.3.10-10 FlashCoding ter Text
Whena usermustreada displayeditemthatisflashcoded,an extrasymbolsuchasanasteriskor
arrowto marktheitemshouldbeused,andthe markersymbolshouldflashratherthanthe item
itself.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: This practie_ will draw attention to an item without detracting from its legibility. Flashing
ehsrscters may have mmewhat reduced legibility, and may cause visual fatigue. ^'D'B

1.3.10-11 Small Area
Only a small area of the screen should flash at any time.A

1.3.10-12 Coding by Flash Rate
No more than two flash rates should be used.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The differences between the two flash rates should be at least 2 Hz. Th_ slow flash should

not be less than 0.S Hz and the fast flash rate should not be mere than 5 Hz. The percentage of time that the image is "on"
should be llreater than or equal to the time that it is "off." A 50 percent duty cycle is preferred.A'D'E'F

1.3.10-13 Flash Suppression
Event acknowledgementor flash suppressionkeys should be provided.̂

1.3.10-14 Long-Persistence Phosphor Displays
Flashing should not be used with long-persistencephosphordisplays?
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I INFORMAl'ION DISPLAY
1.3 Display Elements
1.3.11 Auditory Coding

1.3.11-1 Appropriate Use of Auditory Signals
Audio signals shouldbe providedto warn personnelof impendingdanger, to alert an operatorto a
critical change in system or equipmentstatus, andto remindtheoperatorof a critical actionor actions
thatmust be taken.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: An slet*dns/wsndng system or signal should provide the operator with a greater probability
of ' the trigpd_ condition than his normal oheervation would provide in the absence of the alerting/warning system or

1.3,11-2 Signal Priority Distinction
Cautionsignals should be readilydistinguishablefrom warningsignals andused to indicate conditions
requiringawareness, butnot necessarily immediateaction,c

1.3.11-3 Association with Visual Warnings
Auditoryalerts, as well as cautionand warningsounds, should accompany visual displays.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The audio signal should be used to alert and direct operator attention to the appropriate
visual displsy, c'D

1.3.11-4 Unique Signal-Event Association
Once a particularauditory signal code is establishedfor a given operatingsituation, the same signal
should not be designatedfor some other display,e

1.3.11-5 Total Number of Simple Signals
If the audio signal varies on one dimensiononly (such as frequency), the numberof signals to be
identifiedshould not exceed four.^.c

1.3.11-6 Use with Several Visual Displays
One audio signal may be used in conjunctionwith several visual displays, providedthat immediate
discriminationis not critical to personnelsafety or system performance,c

1.3.11-7 Confusible Signals
Audio warningsignals that might be confused with other sounds in the operatingenvironmentshould
not be used,
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Examples of such signals include trains of impulses that resemble electrieal interference, or
signals similar to noise generated by air conditioning or other equipment. The frequency of a warning tone should be different

from that of the electric power employed in the system, to preclude the possibility that a minor equipment failure may generate
• .periou.signal,c

1.3.11-8 Signal Compatible with Environment
The intensity, duration,and source location of the signal should be compatiblewith the acoustical
environmentof the intendedreceiveras well as with the requirementsof other personnel in the signal
area.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Audio signals should not startle listeners, add significantly to overall noise levels, or
prevent eomnmnieation among users. A,B
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1 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.3 Display Elements
1.3.11 Auditory Codln!

1.3.11-9 Tumln| Off No_-Critlcal Auditory Signals
Noncriticalauditory signalsshould be capableof being turnedoff at the discretion of the user.
ADDITIONALINTORMATION:A slmple, oonsistmt meansof sclmowlodl;inSs_l tomlnsoff warningsism_ shouldbe
prOvtd_l.A'D

1.3.11-10 Indlcstin| Who is to Respond
When the signal must indicatewhich user (of a groupof users) is to respond,a simple repetitioncode
should be used._

IJ.ll-ll Frequency of Auditory Signals
The frequencyof an audio signal shouldbe within the range of 200 to 5000 Hz, andpreferably
between 500 and3000 Hz.
ADDITIONALINFORMATION:The signalfrequencyof auditorydisplaysshould be compatiblewiththe midmngeof the
ear's rmponm_,,urvo,i.e., the use of sign_ withfrequensieato whichthe ear is less sensitiveshould be avoided,e

1.3.11-12 Signal Bending Around Obstacles
When an audio signal must bend aroundmajorobstacles or pass throughpartitions, its frequency
shouldbe less than 500 Hz.s

1.3.11-13 Detecting Small Changes in Intensity
When small changes in signal intensitymust be detected, the signal frequency should be from 1000 to
4000 Hz.s

1.3.11-14 Signal Travel Over 1000 ft
When an audio signal must travel over 1000 ft., its frequency should be less than 1000 Hz.e

1.3.11-1S High or Unknown Noise Environments
when the noise environmentis unknownor expectedto be difficult to penetrate, audio signals should
have a shifting frequency thatpasses through the entire noise spectrumand/orbe combinedwith a
visual signal.°

1.3.11-16 Masking
Audio warningsignals should not interferewith any other criticalfunctionsor warningsignals, or
mask any other critical audio signals,c

1.3.11-17 Failure of Auditory Signals
The audio display device and circuit should be designed to preclude warningsignal failure in the
event of system or equipmentfailure andvice versa,c
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I INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.4 Data Quallty and Update Rate

1.4.1-1 Display Update Rate Requirements
The maximumupdate rateshould be determinedby the time requiredfor the user to identify and
processthe changedfeatureof the display.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The minimumandmaximumupdaterate shouldbe determinedby
the rateof change in the data, the requirementsof the task, andthe user's ability to process the
information,c.D

1.4.1-2 User Control of Display Update Rate
The user should be capableof controllingthe rateof update,c'D

1.4.1-3 Changing Values
Changing alphanumericvalues which theuser must reliablyread should not be updatedmore often
than once per second.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Changing values which the viewer uses to identify rate of change or to read gross values
should not be updated faster than 5 times per second, nor slower than 2 per second,when the display is to be considered as
real-time, c

1.4.1.4 Initial Erasure to Replace Changed Data
When the computergenerates a display to updatechangeddata, the old items shouldbe erased before
addingnew data items to the display.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: This practice will avoid any momentary user confusion that might result from seeing
portions of old data being overwritten and partially overlapped by new data.e

1.4.1-5 Display Motion
Itemson a graphicdisplayshould not move fasterthan 60 degrees of visual angle per second, with 20
degrees per second preferred.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: During motion, gross visual attributes and spatial orientation are usually preserved while
small detaill may he lint or proeeuing slowed. Perception of fast moving stimuli may be incomplete. D

1.4.1-6 Data Sampling Rate
The samplingratefor each criticalplant variable should result in no meaningful loss of informationin
the data presented,a

1.4.1-7 Time Delay
The time delay from when the sensor signal is sampledto when it is displayedshould be consistent
with the user's task performancerequirements.°

1.4.1-8 Accuracy
Each variable shouldbe displayed with an accuracysufficient for the users to perform their tasks.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The reviewer should determine the required accuracy by means of task analysis or through

odiseuuions with usem.

1.4.1-9 Data Verification for Critical Plant Variables
Redundantsensor readingsshouldbe comparedbefore displayingthe criticalplant variable.°
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1 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.4 Data Quality and Update Rate

1.4.1-10 Analytical Redundancy
Analyticalredundancyamongdifferentcritical plantparametersshould be used.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Analytical redundancyrefers to theuse of inputs from multiple
sensors to validate the datafrom single sensors.°

1.4.1-11 Data Quality Display
The user should be informedwhen displaydataare not validated.Q
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1 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.$ Display Devices
1.$.1 Video Display Units

1.$.1-1 VDU Resolution
The display should have adequateresolution;i.e., users can discriminateall displayelements and
codes from maximumviewing distance.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The Modulation Trsnlfer Function Area (lVffTA)is a measure of resolution; it should have a

value of at leut 5. This value may be directly developed from microphotometrie measurements, or for monochrome VDU
displays, it may be estimated using as follows:

MTFA ffi 10A, where A ffi be + blVD + b2WD+ beAn + b4VDAs + bsWDAs + bsLuAs + bTVDLuAs,

where be ffi 1.48 bt = 0.60 b2 =-1.07 be =-1.62
b4 =-0.17 bs = 0.59 be ffi 0.48 b, ffi 0.06

where VD _Viewing Di_mr.e in meters (m), when 0.30 m < VD < 1.02 m,
WD =th_ full width of the Gaussian spot at the half-amplitude point in ram, when 0.15 mm< WD < 0.76 ram,
As _logl0 of the reflected luminance (in ed/m 2) from the display screen, when 0 < As < 1.7 (= 50 ed/m2), and
LM _logto of the peak display luminance (in cd/m2), when 1.3 (= 20 cd/m 2) < LM < 2.54 (= 343 ed/m2). F

1.5.1-2 VDU Contrast
The contrastratio of the display shouldbe greaterthan 3:1; a contrastratio of 7:1 is preferred.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Either display polarity - that is, dark characters on a light background - or light characters
on a dark background is acceptable provided it meets the requirements for resolution, percent raster modulation and percent
active area, luminance, and eontr_. Contrast ratio is calculated as follows:

CR = Lmax/Lmin
where

Lmu is the higher luminance of the background or of the character, and
Lmin is the lower luminance of the two.

These values include the contribution from ambient light. Small characters, i.e., characters between 10 and 17 minutes of arc
(3 end 5 mrad) should have minimum luminance modulation (M) of:

M = 0.3 + 0.07 (20- S)

where S ia the. vertical size of the character set, in minutes of arc, and
Luminance modulation, M ffi (Lmax-Lmin)/(Lmax + Lmin). F

1.$.1-3 Flicker
The ,displayshould be "flicker free.''n

1.$.1-4 Geometric stability
The display should be free of "jitter."
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Variations in the geometric location of a picture element should be no more than 0.0002

inch per inch (0.0002 mm per ram) of viewing distance over a period of one second. This may be expressed as

VDx 0.0002_ (H2 + V2)°s
where VD iJ the viewing distance

H and V arc the maximum excursion8 of picture element centers, horizontally and vertically, v
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1 INFDRMATION DISPLAY

1.S Display Devices
1.$.1 Video Display Units '

1.$.1-$ Image Continuity
The display should maintainthe illusion of a continuousimage, i.e., users should not be able to
resolve scanlines or matrixspots.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: It does not matter if the raster b scanned or directly addressed, e

1.$.14 CRT Image IAnearity
The displayshould be free of geometric distortion.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Limmrity, the horLzontaldisplacement of a symbol position relative to the symbol positions
directly above and below the symbol position, should vary by not more than five percent of the symbol box height. The
vertiead displacement of a symbol position, relative to the symbol positions to the right and left of the symbol position, should
vary by not more than five percent of the symbol box height. Nonlinearity of any colunm or row should be not more than two
percent of the length of the column or row. Lines and columns should be parallel and orthogonal one to the other within the
limits of the linearity requirement. This may be expressed as:

0.04 (Shorter edge/Longer edge) _ JDiagonall/Diagonai2J - 1
The size of a specific symbol anywhere on the display should not vary by more than 10 percent, regardless of its location
within the imagearea. This is expressed as follows:

2(112- h,)/(h2 + h,) S 0. ! and 2(w2 - w,)/(w2 + w,) < 0. l
where

h is the height of the symbol and
w is the width of the symbol.

When all the character positions on the screen are f'dled with "Hs" or "Ms" of the same character set, ht is the height of the
smallest character, 112is the height of the largest character, w s is the width of the smallest character, and w2 is the width of the
largest character.F

I.$.1-7 VDU Display Luminance
The display should have adequateluminance.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Either the character or its background, whichever is of higher luminance, should achieve a
luminance of at least I0 ft-L (35 ed/m 2) or more. The preferred display luminance is 2:3to 47 ft-L (80 to 160 ¢d/m2).n

I.$.1-8 Luminance Uniformity
All luminances that are supposedto be the same should appearthe same.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Luminance uniformity, the variation from the center to the edge of the active area of the
display, should not vary more than 50 percent of the center luminance. Unintended luminance variations, within half a degree
of arc, calculated from the design viewing dista'-_e anywhere on the display, should be less than 50 percent. For an intended
uniform luminance, the variation in luminance from the center of the display to the edge or any portion thereof should not vary
by more than 50 percent of the center luminance. This measurement is to be made in a dark room. t=

1.5.1-9 VDU Controls

Frequentlyused controls shouldbe easily visible and accessible to the VDU user from the normal
workingposition.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The controls should be designed so that they are not accidentally actuated. They should
give a clear indication of their fuflction and current setting. A monochrome CRT display should have a means of controlling
lumimnce. F

1.$.1-10 VDU Luminance Control

A controlto vary the VDU luminance from 10% of minimumambient luminance to full CRT
luminance should be provided,c
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1 INFDIIMATION DISPLAY
1.$ Display Devices
I.S.Z Large Screen Displays

1.5.2-1 Control of Cdtical Information Display
Controlof large-screengroup displaysystems should be such thatcritical informationcannot be
modified or deleted inadvertentlyor arbitrarily.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Control of changes in the display should be under the control of designated users who

operate according to pre-utablished proosdureJ, upon command of a person in charge, or both. When an individual must make
charism that are of irterest only to him or her, a _mte, remote display (such as a console VDU) should be provided, c

1.$.2-2 Resolution
Users should be able to resolve all importantdisplaydetail at the maximumviewing position,c

1.$.2-3 Size of Characters
The height of letters andnumerals shouldnot subtendless than 15 minutes (4.5 mrad)of visual angle
as measuredat the maximum viewing distance.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: In no imtanos should the height of letters and numerals subtend less than 10 minutes (3
mural)as measured st the longest anticipated viewing distance.C

1.S.24 Contrast Polarity
Contrast shouldbe either light on a darkbackgroundor vice-versa, except where superpositionis
used. t

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For subtractive superposition (at the source), data should be presented as dark nmrkings on
- tmnsparm_ hec_. For additive superposition (at the screen), data should be presented u light markings on an opaque
bsckgn_nd. Colored mm.kings slptim_ colored b_kgrounds of comparable brightness should he avoided, c

1.$.2-S Projected Display luminance Ratio
The luminanceratio provided by the projectionsystem should be adequatefor the type of material
being projected.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The contrast ratio is defined u image or subject luminance divided by the nonimage or
bsekground lug. Under optinud ambient lighting conditions, the contrast ratio for optically projected displays should be
500:1.Minimummntmstratiosareasfollows:a) Forviewingcharts,printedtextandotherlineworkviaslidesoropaque

theminimumcontrastratiois 5:1. b) Forproj_tionswhicharelimitedinshadowsanddetail, suchasanimation
andphotographswithlimitedlu_ range,theminimumcontrastratiois25:1. c) Forimageswhichshowa fullrangeof
rulers(orgraysin black-and-whitephotographs),theminimumcontrastratiois 100:1.c

1.S.2-6 Projected Display Image luminance
Image luminanceandlight distributionshould be uniform. The luminanceof the screen center at
maximum viewing angle shouldbe at least half its maximum luminance,c

1.5.2-7 Minimize Keystone Effects
If projecteddisplays are used, projector andscreen should be arranged so as to minimize "keystone
effect," i.e., distortionof projecteddataproportionsdue to non-perpendicularitybetween projector
and screen,c

1.S.2-8 Minimum Viewing Distance
The display should not be closer to any observer than 1/2 the display width or height, whichever is
greater,c
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1 INFORMATION DISPLAY
1.$ Display Devices
1.$.2 Large Screen Displays

1.$.2-9 Interruption of View
Large screen displaysshould be located relativeto criticalobservers so that the view is not obscured
by other people,c

1.S.2-10 Seating Area
Off-centerlineviewing should not exceed 10 degrees (175 mrad) for any workstation,c
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1 INFDRMATION DISPLAY
1.$ Display Devices
1.$.3 Printers and Plotters

1.$.3-1 Legibility
Printoutputshould be free from characterline misregistration,character tilt or smear,c

1.$.3-2 Contrast
A minimumcontrastratio of 4:1 should be providedbetween the printedmaterialand the background
on which it is printed,c

1.$.3-3 Illumination
The printershould be providedwith internalilluminationif the printedmatteris not legible in the
planned operationalambient illumination,c

1.$.3-4 Visibility
When used for real-time applications,the printedmattershould not be hidden, masked or obscured in
a mannerthat impairs direct reading,c

1.$.3-$ User Annotation Capability
When used in real-timeapplications,printingdevices shouldbe mountedso that the users may write
on or mark the printed matter (e.g., paper, metalized paper)while still in the printer,c

1.$.3-6 Take-up Provision
A take-updevice for printedmaterialshouldbe provided,c

1.$.3-7 Indication of Supply of Materials
A positive indicationof the remainingsupplyof printingmaterials(e.g., paper, toner, ribbon) should
be provided,c

1.$.3-8 Smudging/Smearing
The hardcopy shouldbe resistantto smudgingor smearing when handledby users,c

1.$.3-9 Job Aids
Graphicoverlays should be provided where these may be critical to proper interpretationof graphic
dataas it is being generated.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Such aids should not obscure or distort the data.c
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1 INFORMATION DISPLAY
IJ Dkplsy Devices
1.5.4; Audio Display Devices

The 8uidelines for audio displaydevices are containedin Section 6.2 (Speech-BasedCommunication).
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2 USER-SYSTEM INTERACTION
2.1 Genre'81User Input Guidelines

2.1-1 Selection of Dialosue Types
The selection of dialogue types should be based on anticipatedtask requirements,user skills, and
anticipatedsystem responsetime.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Dialogue type, are related to task requ_ in Table 2. I.C'A

2.1-2 Consistent Procedures
Procedures for enteringcommands or informationshouldbe consistent in form and consequences.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Menu _le_,3onteehoiques, umr input procedures, editing and error correctionprocedures
am examples of user actions for which conventions are required. Consistent procedures will help users develop consistent
habits of operation, can reduce the likelihood of user confusion and error, and are especially important for any transaction that
risks data lmm.c'u

2.1-3 Consistent Wording of Commands
All terms employed in the user-system interface,and their abbreviations,should be consistentin
meaningfrom one transactionto another, and from one task to another.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The same kind of action should he referred to by the same word ,_ any context. For
example, EDIT should not he used in one place, MODIFY in another, UPDATE in a third, all referring to the same kind of
action. Comnmm_s should he congruent with one another, following natural language patterns; if one command is UP, i:.s
complement should be DOWN. Other natural eomplementJ include OPEN-CLOSE, RUN-STOP, ON-OFF, IN-OUT,
RAISE-LOWER, etc. For imtruetional material, muchas display labeling, on-line guidance, and other massages to users,
eomthtent terminology should be used to refer to entry of commands or information.A'c'E

2.1-4 Wording Consistent with User Guidance
The wording and required format of informationor commandentry functionsshould be consistently
reflected in the wordingof user guidance, includingall labels, messages, and instructionalmaterial.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For example, when the computer displays a f'de name, that name should be shown in a
format that would be acceptable if the name were included in a command entry. For example, if a user must complete a
control form to specify printer settings, the words used as labels on that form should also be used in any error messages and
HELP displays which may guide that process, e

2.1-$ Minimal Demands on the User
Entry of informationor commands should not requirethe user to rememberspecial codes or
sequences or to perform translationsor conversions.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The user should not have to transform units at time of data entry. For example, user
entries should be in the mine units that are used in control room displays and procedures; the user should not be required to
eonve_t from gallons per minute to gallons per hour. Command names should specifically describe the functions being
implemanted and should reflect the user's operational language. A

2.1-6 Minimal User Actions
User inputactions shouldbe simple, particularlyfor real-timetasks requiringfast user response.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The user interface should permit completion of a task with the minimum number of actions.
For example, a user should be able to print a display by simple request, without having to take a series of other actions first,
such u calling for the display to be f'ded, specifying a f'de name, then calling for a print of that named f'de. For long,
multipage displays, it should be possible to request a particular page directly, without having to take repetitive NEXT PAGE or
PREV PAGE actions. This guidance does not apply to potentially destructive functions; extra user actions required to invoke
such functions serve to make them less likely to be inadvertently activated. A.E
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Table 2.1. Dialogue Type Selection

qeesttm
and Form .MeR F-re,trim Cemmud _ Nmar-.l

FdUeg Sdeaim Keys _ _ L_._e

Arbitrarycontrol/dataentrysequences

Poorlydefined/broadinterfacedefinition

Unpredictableinformationretrieval

Wide range of control entries

Frequent control/transactions

Small/constrained command choice set

Complex control
i...a
i,,...a

•1_ Large command set

Romlnc cl.t. entry

Entry order constrained

Data entry flexibility needed

Little arbitrary data input

Slow computer response time

Fast computer response time

Highly trained users

Moderately trained users

Little training



2 USFAt-SYSTF._ INTERACTION

2.1 General User Input Guidelines

2.1-7 Unnecessary Entry or Information
A user should not be requiredto re-enterinformationalready availableto the system.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A uur should need to enter any particular information only once, and the computer .hould
acezu that infonmflon if needed therea_r for the stone task or for different teaks. Requiring re-entry of data requires
unmemmuy effort on the part of users and increases the poseibUity of entw errors. The computer should automatically access
or compute information that can he derived from existing computer records. A'B

2.1-8 Availability of Information
Informationnecessary to accomplish a specific entry (e.g., labels, annotations,prompts, options lists)
should be availableto the user when that transactionaction is appropriate.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Required annotation will vary with the application. $orrm annotation may be so commonly
needed that it should be continuously displayed, e.g., document ntmm, page number, indication of control mode (if any), etc.
Other annotation might be displayed only at user request, such as document status (date last changed, last printed, etc.) which
might be dhq_layed in an optional window overlay, and format control characters which might be visible in an optional display
mode. For example, the user might wish to see format control characters, such u tab and margin settings. ^'t_

2.1-9 Logical Transaction Sequences
An information entry sequence should be designed so thatits organizationreflects the user's view of
the task, andshould provide all control optionsthat may be required.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A logical unit to the user is not necessarily the same as a logical unit of the computer
software that mediates rite transaction sequence. It might be, for example, that a user should enter ten items of data in a single
transaction, because those data all come from one particular paper form, even though the computer will use five of those items
for one purpose and five items for another in its subsequent internal processing. A'E

2.1-10 Flexible User Entry
Flexible means of enteringinformationor commandsshould be provided so that users can accomplish
necessary transactions,and can obtainguidance as needed in connectionwith any transaction.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The user should be able to go forward or back at will when scanning a multipage display.
If user interface design permits only forward steps, so that the user must cycle through an entire display series to reach a
previous page, that design is deficient.^'e

2.1-11 Control by Explicit User Action
Users should be allowed to control the processing of informationor commandsby explicit action.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The proccuing of an entry or the cancellation of an ongoing process should not occur as a
side effect of some other action. For example, when a user is keying an extended data entry, the computer should not interrupt
the user to require immediate correction of any entry error, but instead should wait for the user's ENTER action. Also, when

a user is composing a command to aceompfish some transaction, the computer should not interrupt the user by responding as
soon as it recognizes a partial entry, but instead should wait for the user's ENTER action. In automated process control
appfieations, emergency conditions may take precedence over current user transactions, and a computer-generated warning
might interrupt user actions. In routine, repetitive data entry transactions, successful completion of one entry may lead
automatically to initiation of the next. Computer detection of problems with current user entries can usually be negotiated at
the conclusion of a tmnmction, before it is implemented. Nondisruptive alarms or advisory messages can be displayed to
report computer monitoring of external events so that the user can choose when to deal with them.t_
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2 USER-SYSTEM INTERACTION
2.1 Gmersl User Input Guidelines

2.1-12 CompstlblHty with User Expectations
The rmults of any entryshould be compatiblewith user expectations,so that the system changes in a
"natural"way in rmponse to user actions.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Tbe nmult of an entry should be consistent with the user's view of the system. For

mmmpls, a comtml mmy of NEXT PAGB should show tim next frame of a eummt display, and should not jump off to some
othw lmtmmily ddimd "pap" in the mmput_'s data base. When the completion of a control entry is indicated by s special
fumtioa key, that Imy shouldbe labeled ENTER (or somefunetiomJlyequivalentword) and shouldresultin computer
soknowledlP_oftim_u,y.D.e

2.1-13 Feedback for User Entries
The computershould acknowledge every entry immediately.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For every entry action by the user there should be some obvious reaction from the

¢mnputer. The abemm of _ rmponee is not an acceptable means of indicating that an ¢nt_ is being processed.
"Immediately" as umd in this guideline must be interpreted in relation to the response time requirements of different dialogue
types. For mmmpl_, mmmJtionof a requmted tran_etion might produce an immediately apparent result, as when a user
mlUe_ NBXT PAGE and the next page is displayed. A message might indicate completion of a transaction, as when a user
ngltmets • printout at • mmo_ facility and the computer displays a conf'trming messeSe "RAD WASTE file has been sent to
Inint_"; or, a msemle nds_ indicete that execution is in progress or deferred, as when a user enters data and the computer
displays an intmim mmmp "PAD WASTE file is beinl updated." A sessile might indicate that the control entry requires
mmsetion or confimuttion, as when • user requests • fde display and the computer displays an error message "RAD WASTE

file not mmpized." In • menu selection context, it may suffice simply to highlight the selected option label (e.g., by

bdshtmin 8 or inverm video) when that would provide an unambiguous acklx)wledgm ent.A'o's

2.1-14 Periodic Feedback
When system functioningrequiresthe user to stand-by,periodic feedback shouldbe provided to
indicatenormal system operation.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: In addition to the indication that the system has received the menu.based command,

fmdbeek shout completion of thecommand should also be communicated. Completion of theaction commanded by themenu
item will be sufficient feedback, provided that the action has a result that is visible to the user. However, if the completion of
the menu item has no visible result, the additional feedback that the command was completed should be communicated by a

message in the Me_agu Area.D

2.1-15 Indicating Completion of Processing
When processing in responseto an entry is lengthy, the user shouldbe given some positive indication
of subsequentcompletion.
ADDITIONALINFORMATION: Completion of the action commanded by the menu item will he sufficient feedback,

provided that the action has • remit that is visible to the user. However, if the completion of the menu item has no visible
result, the additionml feedbeek that the command was completed should be communicated by a message. If a user is currently
involvedin_ now tmnmction, then completion of processing for a prior transaction should be indicated by nondisruptive

display of an •ppropriate advisory message. If the outcome of a completed transaction implies the need for further user action,
thst should be indicated to the user.O's
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2 USER-SY_ _CTION
2.1 _ User Input Guidelines

2.1-16 Indlcatlnj Control Lockout
If entriesmust be delayed pendingcomputerprocessing of prior entries, thenthe delay should be
indicatedto the user.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: If prooess_ delay resultsin controllookout,thisoould be sianaledby a ehanse in the

of tlwounnr, ioonmpm_dby anauditory_pwl. In m q)p_ it amybedmimbleto auum tim the
ksytmmnland othsroontroldevimmam mJ_omst/mllylookeduntil the usm.can belglna new tmmaefion, Thiswouldbetree
what proemslnll the ounmg _ will _eet the resultsof subsequentuser aetlons. Inother applicattlons,it may be
l_ltble tolxmmit_ tooontimieworkwh_ pmvtmm_ amstill_ pmemml. Deletionor ehanseof a
displqed eumorin _ may notbe • suf_imt tndisstorof'ksybomd lookout. Auditory0tlinahwill belXu_ularlyhelpful to
a sldlled gmoh.Cyplst,who may not look M timdisplaywhan tnumodbinsdataantriu. Pollowina co.tel lookout,compu_r
madinmsto aooepttunlmr emtrlmshouldbe Indism_ to tbe usur.u

2.1-17 Interrupt to End Control Lockout
In situations where control lockout does occur, an auxiliarymeans of control entry should be
provid_cl,such as a special functionkey, to aborta transactioncausing extended lockout.
ADDmONAL INFORMATION:Suehan _ CSlxtbilitywill be espuolaUyhelpful if s user recognizes thatan error has
bean nude and wantsto stopan unneededtmnmwtlon,acting llke an UNDO comnand,n

2.1-18 Entry via Primary Display
When data entry is a significantpartof a user's task, entereddatashould appearon the user's
primarydisplay.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: As a nesativeexmnpla, entryvia typewriteris soceptabisonly if thetypewriteriUJeif,under

control, is the prlma_ displaymedium. Whenthe prinn_ display is besically fonnsttedfor other purposes,such as
a smphlc display for process c¢_t_l, • _ windowor areaon the displaymay have to be reservedfor,dataentry.A'e

2.1-19 Entry of Corrections
The same explicit ENTER action should be requiredfor entryof corrections as used for the original
entry.A

2.1-20 Editing Capabilities During Text Entry
Users should be able to performsimple editing duringtext entrywithout having to invoke a separate
edit mode.
ADDITIONAl,. INIFORMATION:Whileenterinstext, uoemshouldhavem cepsb[Utyfor text selection (by cursor
movement)and ckdetion(e.S., byuseof dmtmetJvebee_). Theintentof thissuklelinois notto endorsemodeleuover
moded text editom. In fact, wh_ ni_rianc_ userspuffers editingtuks, • moded editor may offer some edvantages.
However if a mod_ editor is provided,usersshouldbe abb to do soma simpb editing such as eorrectins typographicalerrors
and makingsimpleword ehangu withouthaving to invoke thateditor. Whenusurswill eomposctext on-line, eomider
providinga modelesueditorratherthan• moded editor. Modeleameditorsoffer sume advantagelfor text composition,when

willfmqum_ ,dtern,_betweentextentryImdeditins.̂'e

2.1-21 Entries Distinct fromText

If entries are made by keying onto the display, such as by keyed menu selections or commands,they
should be distinguishablefrom displayedtext.
ADDrrlO_/AL INFORMATION: Thz user shouldnm beable to entercontrolsu text, or vice versa. Errorscan be avoided

by having keyed entriesmadeonly in • reservedwindow in thedisplay, or by using functionkeys ratherthantext entry.̂ ..;
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2.1-22 Variable Leaath Data Area
Users should not have to remove unusedunderscoresor otherwise enter keystrokesfor each position
withina variable length entry area.̂

2.1-23 Optional Versus Required Entry
Optionalversus requireddata entries within fields on inputforms shouldbe distinct.̂

2,1-24 Display of User Annotations
Annotationsaddedby users to displayed text shouldbe distinguishablefrom the text itself.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: This nscommmdstton refers to additions meh as marltnal notes on printed displays. Other
smmtatmsmhasformatmntrelolarwan ndlttbeshownins Weeialdisplay modewhomtext hasbeenexpendedto permit

between Uml. Per enable, contim_s annotation miilht be displayed in the top and/or bottom lines of s page,
sepentted from the text by blank lines; optioml _ miaht be displayed in window overlays.A'e

i

2.1-2S Flexible Interaction Design
When informationor commandentry requirementsmay change, some means for the user (or a system
administrator)to make necessary changesto available functionsshould be provided.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Entry functions that my need to be changed include the types of dialogue that are provided,
pmoedunm for tmmastim selection end intonupt, methods for context definition and error malmiement , and alarm control, e

2.1-26 Guidance Information
Users shouldbe able to requestguidance information regardingrequirementsfor informationof
commandentry (e.g., syntax, parameters,options),c

2.1-27 Entry Prtw_ures Matched to User SL,dll
The means of enteringinformation or commands should be compatiblewith user skills, permitting
simple step-by-stepactionsby beginners, but permitting more complex entriesby experienced users.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Most systems will have users with varying levels of experience. Any particular user may
beem_ more expert with inareasin 8 experience, or pedtape less expert after • Ion8 period of disuse. Aeconunod_in 8 users of
vmyinj expertise requires a mixture of different dialogue types, with some means for smooth transition from one mode of
dhdoaue to mmther. For instance, u a user comes to lesm menu codes, t_q_emight be allowed to enter those codes without
neeemarily displaying • menu, i.e., those codes misht also serve as commands, e

2.1-28 Stacked Control Entries
Users shouldbe allowed to key a sequenceof commands or option codes as a single "stacked"control
entry.

.ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: In particular, usen should be allowed to enter stacked entries from any menu so that an
experienced user can make any specific control entry without having to view subsequent menus. Control entry stacking may be
helpfulwhen a user is beingpromiged to enter • series of parameter values, and knows what several succeeding prompts will
request and what values to enter. Control entry stacking will permit • transition from simple step-by-step control entry by
novioe users, as in menu selection and question-and-answer dialogues, to the entry of extended command-language statements
by exporienoed users. Entry stackins is especially helpful in time-shared systems where computer response to any user entry
may be slow. A,s

2.1-29 Conslstent Order in Entry Stacking
For control entry stacking, entriesshould be requiredto be in the same order as they would normally
be made in a succession of separate control entry actions.n
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2.1 _1 Usa' input Guidelines

2.1-30 Abbreviation In Entry Stacking
For control entrystacking, commandnames, their abbreviations,or option codes should be accepted
just ts if those control entrieshad been made separately.
ADDITIONAL INi_OP.MATION: In some appliestiom, it might prove helpful if the computer were to display its

intsq_tatlon of a stacked entry,for user review and conrtrmation.A'E

2.1-31 Minimal Punctuation of Stacked Entries
Users should be allowed to stack control entrieswithoutany punctuationother than spaces between
words or option codes.^'a

i

2.1-32 Standard Delimiter in Entry Stacking
if punctuationother than spaces is neededto separateentries in a stacked control entry, a single
standard symbol should be used for thatpurpose.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A slash (/) is often used to separate stacked entriu. Whatever symbol is adopted as a
delimiter for control entries should preferably be the same u any delimiter that might be used when making data entries. Note

that even when a standard symbol, is consistently used to punctuate stacked entries, entry will be slower and less accurate than
if only spaces are used for punctuation. ^'s

2.1-33 Dlst|nctlve Display of Control Information
All displays should be designed so thatfeaturesrelevantto user entries are distinctive in position
and/orformat.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Relevant features include displayed options, command entry areas, prompts, advisory
messages, and otlmr displayed itenm (titles, time signals, etc.) whose changes signal the results of user entries.A'E

2.1-34 Displayed Context
If the consequencesof a user entry will differ dependingupon context established by a prior action,
then some continuous indicationof currentcontextshouldbe displayedfor referenceby the user.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The user should not have to query the system to determine the current mode. For example,
if activating a DELETE key establishes a mode, so that subsequent selection of a PAGE key will erase a page of data rather
than simply advancing to display the next page, then soma indication of that established DELETE mode should be displayed to
the user.A'e

2.1-35 Consistent Display of Context Information
Informationdisplayed to provide contextfor user entriesshould be distinctive in locationand format,
andconsistentlydisplayed from one transactionto the next.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The system should indicate current position within a sequence. ^'1_

2.1-36 Record of Prior Entries
Users should be permittedto request a summary of prior entries to help determinepresentstatus, and
shouldbe allowed to review any parametersthat are currentlyoperative.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Summarizing prior entries will he particularly helpful in tasks where the sequence of user
actiom is variable, where a user must know what was done in order to decide what to do next. Summarizing prior entries may
not be needed _'orroutine tranmctions if each step identifies its predecessors explicitly, although even in those circumstances a
user may be distracted and at least momentarily become confused. A capability for parameter review may likewise be helpful
even when a user selecta all panuneters personally. ^'e
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2.1-37 Standard Display Area for Command Entry
A commandentry areain a consistent location shouldbe provided on every display, preferablyat the
bottom.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Adjacent to the command retry arm there should be a display window reserved for
pmmptins eN_'im, for recapitulation of command sequences (with _rolling to permit extended review), and to mediate
que_on-and-m_wer dialogue sequences (i.e., prompts and responses to prompts), x,c,e

2.1-38 General List of Options
A general list of basic options should be providedandalways be availableto serve as a "home base"
or consistent startingpoint for user input.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Return to this starting point can be accomplished by an OPTIONS function key, or by an
explicit option on every display, or by a gemndly available implicit option. Such a capability may be helpful even when all
dialogm is user-initiated. It misht be the genend menu for a menu selection dialogue, or might be a standard sta_ing point for
composing command entries. However a user shc_uldnot be required to return to a display of general options in order to make
an mmy. If a user remembers option codes or commands, ideally those entries could be made from any point in a transaction
esqumwe. A,B

!

2.1-39 Dlsplaylng Option Codes
When users must select options by code entry, the code associated with each option should be
displayed in a consistent anddistinctive manner.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: In many applications an equal sign is used to designate option codes, such as N = Next
page, P = Prey page, etc. s

2.1-40 Orpnlzation and Labeling of Listed Options
The general options list should show control entryoptions grouped, labeled and orderedin terms of
their logical function, frequencyand criticalityof use, following the general guidelines for menu
design.A,e

2.1-41 Indicating Appropriate Control Options
Users should be provided a list of the control optionsthat are specifically appropriatefor any
transaction.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Transaction-specific options might be listed in the working display if there is space for
them. Otherwise,they might be displayed in an overlay window at user request. Control options that are available for almost
any tmnsa_on should be treated as implicit options, which need not be included in a list of transaction-specific options unless
they are pm_uledy appropriate to the current transaction. A,S
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2.1-42 Only Available Options Offered
Only control options thatare actuallyavailablefor the currenttransactionshould be offered to users.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: If certain optionJ are not yet implemented, as during system development, or are not
available for any other reason, tlmse should be annotated on the display. ^'e

i

2,1-43 Provide Further Available Action
Transactionsshould never leave the us3r withoutfurtheravailable actionand should provide next
steps or alternatives.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A number of basic actions (e.g., "Continue", "Abort", "Go to Main directory", etc.) should
be available to uNrs at any point in their interaction with the system. ^

2.1-44 Prompting Command Entries
Users shouldbe provided with whateverinformationmay be needed to guide commandentries at any
point in a sequence of transactions, by incorporatingpromptsin a display and/or by providing
prompts in response to requests for HELP.̂ 'e

2.1-45 Control by Simultaneous Users
Whenseveral users must interactwith the system simultaneously,controlentriesby one user should
not interferewith those of another.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: This requires careful interface design for applications where joint, coordinated actions must

be made by a group of users. ^,E

2.1-46 Highlighting Selected Data
When a user is performingan operationon some selected display item, thatitem should be
highlighted.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: This practice will help avoid error, if a user has misunderstood or perhaps forgotten which
item wu selected. A'E

2.1-47 User Control of Processing
Users shouldbe allowed to control processing of a command or request.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: In most applications, a user should be able to interrupt or terminate processing once it has
been initial. The functions in Table 2.2 should be provided (as appropriate to task requirements). 'x'B
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Table 2.2. Functionsfor the Controlof Processing Commands

I' 'I" ,,,_.'., ,., " II ............... ' ' , ,,', ,, ....... ' " , _ __
|

Function ] Result Application Examplei i if, ,,,1 .1 , i II II l l II I l l ' I' l,, '_ 1" llLlf Jl", ' ' l l l, ,

END conclude a repetitivesequence of in a repetitive sequence of data entries,
actions where completingone transactioncycles

automaticallyto begin the next, END
might breakthe cycle andpermit the user
to select other transactions

i i ii i i ii ,i,,i i ii ,,, , ,

PAUSE/ interruptand later resumea a user might interrupta currenttask to
CONTINUE sequence of transactionswithout read an incomingmessage

any change to dataentriesfor the
interruptedtransaction.

i i i ,,,

SUSPEND preserve current status when a user a user might postpone completionof a
leaves the system, and permit task until needed databecome available
resumptionat that point when the
user laterlogs back onto the system

,,, ,,i qlml i , , ,,, , ,

2.1-48 Distinctive Interrupt Options
If differentkindsof user interruptare provided, each interruptfunction shouldbe designed as a
separate control option wiitha distinctname.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The means of invoking interrupt functions should be clear to the user. For example, it is
undesirable to have a single IN'I_RRUPT key which has different effects depending upon whether it is pushed once or twice.
Users would be confused by such an expedient and uncertain about what action has been taken and its consequences. ^'1_

2.1-49 User Transaction Interrupts
User interruptsand aborts_shouldnot modify or remove stored or entered data.̂

2.1-50 User Control of Entry
Users should be allowed to control the pace and sequence of their entry of informationor commands.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The functions in Table 2.3 should be provided (as appropriate to task requirements). ^'E
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Table 2.3. Functions for the Control of EnteringInformation

Function Result Application Example
ii i i i i HI , , , , • ,,,,, ,,,

CANCEL erase any changes just made by correctionof erroneousinput prior to actually
the user and restore the current enteringthe informationin a data file
display to its previous version

BACKUP returnto the display for the last in a sequenceof relateddataentries, on several
previous transaction display frames, returnto the previous frame,

where data items could then be erased or could
be edited individuallyH, i ,,,, ,,,,

REVIEW returnto the first display in a in a sequence of relateddataentries, on several
definedtransactionsequence, display frames, returnto the first frame, from
permit the user to review a which data couldbe reviewed andedited as
sequence of entries and make needed throughout the sequence of frames
necessary changes

RESTART canceling any entries that have in a sequence of related dataentries on a form-
been made in a series of entries filling display, erase all data entries andreturn
andreturningto the beginning to the first field on the form
of the sequence

2.1-$1 User-Specified Transaction Timing
When appropriateto task requirements,users should be allowed to specify the timing of transactions.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Users should be able to specify when a requested transaction should start or should be
completed, or to schedule the periodic transactions. In many appfications users will wish specified transactions performed as
qui¢ldy as possible. In some applications, however, users may have good reasons to delay initiation (or completion) of
transactions. For example, a user might wish to specify that a requested data analysis routine be deferred until some later time,
to ensure that interim updates to the data will be taken into account.^'_

2.1-$2 Indicating PAUSE/SUSPEND Status
If PAUSE or SUSPEND options are provided, some indicationof the status should be displayed
whenever such an option is selected by a user.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: If appropriate (i.e., for a paused transaction), the action that will permit resumption of the
interrupted transaction should be indicated to the user. A,E
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2.1-$3 Consistent CONTINUE Option
At any step in a defined transactionsequence, if there is only a single appropriatenext step, then a
consistent control optionto continueto the next transactionshould be provided.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: CONTINUE or NEXT or STEP are all suitable names for this option. If data entry is
involved, thtm users should be required to take an explicit ENTER action to signal data entry, rather than simply selecting
CONTINUE.A,n

2.1-$4 Data Manipulation
The user shouldbe able to manipulateinformationwithout concernfor internal storage andretrieval
mechanismsof the system.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The US! should contain sufficient memory to accommodate the user's requirements. ^

2.1-55 Default Values

When likely defaultvalues can be defined for the informationto be enteredin a particulartask, those
default values should be offered to speed entry.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: When defaults are defined that may vary from one transaction to another, users should be
informed of the current default logic. For example, "Press ENTER to see more options." If a consistent default is adopted
throughout interface design, that default need not be explicitly indicated for each individual transaction. Here the phrase "null
control entry" refers to pressing an ENTER key without first keying a command or option code (and without any accompanying
data). It does not refer to defaults for optional parameters that might accompany a valid control entry, whose values might be
displayed only at user request. It is not necessary that any defaults be defined for null control entries. In such cases, the
computer might simply respond "ENTER alone is not recognized here.A'I_

2.1-$6 Display of Default Values
At the startof an inputtransaction,currentlydefined defaultvalues should be displayedin their
appropriatedatafields.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: It may be helpful to mark default values in some way to distinguish them from new data
entries.A'B

2.1-$7 Easy Confirmation to Enter Default Values
Users should be provided with some simple means to confirm acceptance of a displayeddefault value.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Similar techniques, e.g., tabbing put the default field, should be used when a user must
review the accuracy of previously entered data.A'S

2.1-$8 User Definition of Default Values
Users should be permittedto define, change or removedefault values for any inputfield.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Users should be allowed to replace any default value with a different entry, without thereby
changing the default definition for subsequent transactions. A,B
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2.1-59 Indicating Control Defaults
When keyed commandor option code entriesare used and a default is defined for a null control
entry, the default should be indicatedto the user.

2.1-60 Single Method for Input
Inputtransactions and associated displaysshould be designed so thata user can stay with one method
of entry, and not have to shift to another.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: AJ a positive example, minimize shi_ from lightpen to keyboard entry and then back
again. Aa a negative example, s user should not have to shift from one keyboard to another, or move from one work station to
another, to aecon_lidl different input taaka.A'B

2.1-61 Upper and Lower CaseEquivalent
For interpretinguser-composed control entries, upperand lower case letters shouldbe treated as
equivalent.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Users find it difficult to remember whether upper or lower case letters are required, and so
the interface dmign ihould not try to make inch a distinction, e

2.1-62 Justification of Entries
Unless otherwise requiredby processing or displayrequirements,alphainputshould be left justified,
andnumericinput shouldbe rightjustified for integerdataor decimalpoint justified for decimal data.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Optional entry or omission of a decimal point at the end of an integer should be allowed as
equivalent altemativm. ^

2.1-63 Automtic Justification of Entries
Automaticjustificationof tabular data entries should be provided.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A user should not have to enter blanks or other extraneous formatting characters to achieve
proper jultifieation. For example, if a truer enters "56" in a field four characters long, the system should not interpret "56

" u "5600". For general numeric data, optional entry or omission of leading zeros should be Allowed as equivalent
alternetivee. If a user enters "56" in a field that is four characters long, the syl_sm should recognize that entry rather than
requiring an entry of "0056". Special _ my represent exceptions to _ rule, such as entry of serial numbers or other
numeric identifiers. ^'e

2.1-64 Maintaining Significant Zeros
When a user must enter numericvalues that will laterbe displayed, all significantzeros should be
maintained.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Zeros should not be arbitrarily removed a_er a decimal point if they affect the meaning of
the number in tern of significant digits. A'B

2.1-65 Significance of Numeric Values
Numericvalues should be displayed to level of significance requiredof the dataregardless of the
value of individual inputdata.̂
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2.1-66 Overwriting Characters
Data entry by overwritinga set of characterswithin a field should be avoided.
ADDITIONAL INI:OILMATION: if • user chooses to alter the contents of • field, the displayed previously existing entry
(e.g., • default valtm or label) should be elated from the input field. ^
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2.2 User Input Formats
2.2.1 Command Language

2.2.1-1 Layered Command Language
A commandlanguage should be designed so thatits functionsare organized in groups (or "layers")
for ease in learningand use.
ADDrrlONAL INFORMATION: A user should be able to display the next of a set of received messages with some simple
command such as READ NEXT, although a complete command to retrieve any message might include pote_ial specification of
which message, from which message list, in which format, to which output device. The fundamental layer of the language
should be the easiest, allowing use of the system by people with little training and/or limited needs. Successive layers of the
command huqluage can then increase in complexity for users with greater skills, in effect, simple versions of commands can
be recognized by defaulting all of the optional paranmers. Control forms might be used to display default options for
complicated eommanda. ^'c'e

2.2.1-2 General List of Commands
A general list of basic co/mnands, with appropriatecommandformatguidance, should be providedto
serve as a "homebase" or consistent startingpoint for composingcommand entries.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Such a general llst of commands might provide more comprehensive user guidance than is
possible when prompting command entry from a working display. A'I_

2.2.1-3 Distinctive Meaning for Commands
Words in a commandlanguage shouldbe distinctive from one another, and emphasizesignificant
differences in function.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: In general, conunands should not have semantically similar names, such as SUM and
COUNT, or ERASE and DELETE, or QUIT and EXIT.c'l_

2.2.1-4 Distinctive Spelling for Commands
Words and abbreviationsin a commandlanguage shouldhave distinctivespelling, so thatsimple
spelling errors will be recognized as such rather than invoking a different command.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: If one command name is DELETE, abbreviated DEL, then another command should not be
named DELIVER, with an abbreviation of DELR. Instead, ERASE could be substituted for DELETE, or SEND for

DELIVER. When a system has only a few commands, all of those commands should be distinctive. When a system has many
eonum_s, it may not be possible to ensure that each is distinctive. In that ease, it is important to ensure that any commands
which are destructive or time-consuming are made distinctive.C'E

2.2.1-$ 'Abbreviation of Commands
Users should be allowed to abbreviatecommands.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Users should be required to enter only as many characters as needed to uniquely identify the
desired command. For example, if a "P" uniquely identifies a print command (i.e., no other commands start with "P") then a
user should be able to enter PRINT, or PR, or P to initiate printing.^'c'E

2.2.1-6 Recognizing Command Synonyms
The computer should recognize a variety of synonyms for each word defined in the command
language.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The synonyms that are likely to he used can be determined by analysis of error records in
prototype testing. This flexibility can allow infrequent users to interact with a system more efficiently. The user may be
required to verify comnmnds recognized in this way. E
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2.2.1-7 Interpreting Misspelled Commands
Where the set of potential commandentries is well defined, the computershould recognize and
execute common misspellingsof commands, ratherthan requiringre-entry.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Misspelled command entrim should be tolerated within the limits of computer recognition.
The user my be requiredto verify commsnds recosnized in this way. The computer can interrogate a user as necessary to
resolveu_btleoeoentrleae

2.2.1-8 Recognizing Alternative Syntax
The computershould recognize probablealternativeforms of command syntax.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Umm might be allowed to use different punctuation and/or to list command modifies in
diffm_nt ordem. For example, the computer migh_ accept alternative methods of specifying a request, such as "SO3 LVL",
"LVL SO3", or "LVL/SO3". e

2.2.1-9 Usa-Assigned Command Names
A commandlanguage shouldhave flexibility to permita user to assign personal namesto frequently
used commands.
ADDITIONAL INPORMATION: Frequently used commands should be easy for a user to enter. For users who must move
back and froth between different systems with differently det'med command ltngtmgem, seme flexibility in command naming
will permit tlmm users to eaablh, h their own consistent terminology. Where this capability exists, several cautions should be
observed. Before usere can be allowed to adopt their own mmilpmedcommand rmmem,the computer must cheek those names to
prevent duplication. Also, there is • potential risk of confusion if users forget what names they have specified for conmmnds
and data flies. The emnl_ter should maintain • current index of command and fde names for on-line user reference.l_

t

2.2.1-I0 Usa-Requested Prompts
Users should be allowed to request computer-generatedpromptsas necessary to determinerequired
parametersin a commandentry, or to determineavailableoptions for an appropriatenext command.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Users might request prompting by using • HELP function key, or perhaps simply keying a
qumion mark in the comnand entry alva. c.e

2.2.1-11 Minimal Punctuation
Users should be allowed to enter commands withoutany punctuationotherthan the spaces between
words.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Command entry will be faster and more accurate when spaces are used rather than any other
kind of puneUmion. A'c'E

2.2.1-12 Ignoring Blanks in Command Entry
Single and multipleblanksbetween words should be treatedas equivalentwhen processing command
entries.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: People cannot readily distinguish one blank space from several, and so the computer should
not impose such • distinction.^'e
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2.2 User Input Formats
2.2.1 Command Language

2.2.1-13 Standard Delimiter
If conunandpunctuationother than spaces is required,a single standarddelimitersymbol should be
used for thatpurpose.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Command punctustion other thsn spac_ may be required as a delimiter to distinguish
ol_onal pann_r., or to _ _ in a .taci_ commaS. For example, a .la.h (/) might be a good choice. Whatever
symbol is sdoptod u s &lhMwr for oommsM entriw should pmfombly be the same u say doUmiter that might be uNd when
nufldng data mu'i_. Note, however, tim oven if some single delimiter is speotfi.ed for aomistent use in command punctuation,
oommand entW will be slower end lea &_umte than if no delimiter at all were required, s

2.2.1-14 Graphic Examples In Guidance Information
Where possible, guidanceinformationshouldbe accompaniedwith graphicexamples of command
contentand syntax,c
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2.2.2 Menu Selection

2.2.2-1 Logical Ordering of Menu Options
Menu optlons should be ordered andgroupedlogically.
ADDITIONAL INPOItMATION: If no logiesl mueture is aplment, then the options should be displayed in order of their

expwtod fmqummy of us,, with the most fm_mt listed tim. Whm ,ppllosbb, s mmm should indicate logically related groups
of optimm, mthor thin sn umlUTmentistod _ of dmrnstivm. For omunplo, in vo_ioal listing of options, subordinate
mWllOrlmndgM be tndimud. Lolpb_dgrouping of menu options will help umm Imm system capabilities. When logicM
Ipeuplall require • trade-off qalmt upwtmJ frequemy of ,me, that tmde_ff should be remlved eomistently for thoN
fumtlom throughout the mmu structure. Where onkring cannotbedeterminedby theabove, alphahetie ordering should be
umd.A,C,O.X

2.2.2-2 Labellq Grouped Optlom
If menu options are groupedin logical subunits, each group should have a descriptive label that is
distinctivein format from the option labels themselves.
ADDmONAL INFORMATION: Although tl_ practice might mmetime4, m.,emto waste display q_'_, it will help provide

umr guidance. Moreover, careful ,election of group labels my lerve to reduce the number of words needed for individual
OptloR htbels.D'B

2.2.2-3 HierarcMe Menus for Sequential Selection
Whenmenu selection must be made from a long list, andnot all options can be displayedat once, a
hierarchicsequence of menu selections shouldbe provided ratherthan one long multipage menu.
ADDITIONAl. INFORMATION: Where a long H/is alrmdy mu©tured for other purpo,e,, such as a list of customers, a

inventory, a file direotory, etc., it might be reasonable for the user to be required to _an muRiple display pages to find a
particular item. Even in such euu, however, an imposed tincture for sequential ac.ceu may prove more efficient, as when a
user e.an make preliminary letter choie.u to access • long alphabetic fiat. Beginning u0em may learn fmtter snd understand
better • menu permitting • single choice from all available options, when those can be displayed on one page. However, a
single long menu that extends for more than one page will hinder learning and use.A'c'e

2.2.2-4 Consistent Design of Hierarchic Menus
The display formatand selection logic of hierarchicmenus shouldbe consistentat every level.A'e

2.2.2-$ Labeling in Hierarchic Menus
Hierarchicmenus should be organized andlabeled to guide operatorswithin the hierarchicstructure.
ADDITIONAl. INFORMATION: Operatom will learn menus more quickly if • map of the menu structure is provided u
HELP. s

2.2.2-6 Menu Selection by Keyed Entry
When menu selection is a secondary(occasional) means of control entry, and/or only short option
lists are needed, then selection by keyed entry should be provided.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: An option might be selected by keying an associated code which is included in the displayed
menu Uating. Alternatively, if menu labels can be displayed near a screen margin, then an option might be selected by pressing

an adjacent muitifunction key.A,S
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2.2.2-7 hplidt Option Display
When control entrtmfor any particulartransactionwill be selected from a small set of options, those

. optionsshould be displayed in a menu added to the workingdisplay, rather than requiring a user to
rememberthem or to access a separatemenudisplay.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A oomplete dbplay of control optiom will mnmtimm Imvo little room for display of data.
if an _ menu muat be added to a workinll data display, that menu should be provided u a separate window that c_m

overlay diaplay_l data at u_r mqu_, but mumthen be omitt_ qpin by _r user action. ^'e

2.2.28 Systematic Orsanizaflon or Items on Menu Bar
The c_tqories listed across the menubar should be organized systematically.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Camvmtlmm should be mtablhfl_t for the orgmdzatiam of the menu bar. For example, the
mtqtorimamth,Idt oldooftbenmmIra'mi_ beoymm_ thatq_ply_rou ill (ormoa)__. The
¢_ownlmamthedl0ntaideof themenubarmishtbethosethatarempeoif'_totheourrently-_tivespplieation.Within

qmtlallayout,boththe_t_m.wideandopooifieeatqlorimwouldbeorderedfromlet_--thecategorycontainingthe
mintfreqtmntlyusedac,tknm--tori8ht.- theeatqlowcontainingthele_ frequentlyu_i. °

2.2.2-9 Category Labels on Menu Bar
Category labelson menu bars should be centered in the vertical dimension. Horizontally, category
labels on the menu bar should be separatedby enough space to be distinguishableas separateitems,
i.e., by at least two standardcharacterwidths.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: One standard character width would be required to m_mmte adjacent words in a multiword
oat_llory. To indieatosqmmto eategorise, more than one width would be needed,o

2.2.2.10 Height of Menu Bar
The height of a menu bar should be sufficientto containstandardtext characterswhich serve as menu
category labels, as well as space above andbelow the text characters.°

2.2.2.11 Consistent Display of Menu Options
When menus are provided in differentdisplays, they shouldbe designed so thatoption lists are
consistent in wording andordering.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: As a negative example, if +PRINT is the last option in one menu, the same print option
should not be worded +COPY -' the beginningof another menu.A'D'B

2.2.2.12 Standard Area forCode Entry
When menu selection is accomplishedby code entry, a standardcommand entry area (window) should
be provided where users enter the selected code.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: That entry area should he in a fused location on all displays. In a customary terminal
confisumtion, where the display is located above the keyboard, command entry should be at the bottom of the display, in order
to minimize userhead/eyemovementbetweenthe displayand the keyboard. Experiencedusersmight key codedmenu
selections in a standard area identified only by its consistent location and use. if the system is designed primarily for novice
users, however, that entry area should be given an appropriate label, such u "ENTER choice here: ^,c,o,e

2.2.2-13 Consistent Location for Menus

Menus should be displayed in consistent screenlocations for all modes, transactions, and sequences.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: This appllea to pop-up, pull-down, and windowed menus, and to menu bars.c
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2.2.2-14 Menu Options Worded as Comnumds
1"nowordingof menuoptions should consistently representcommandsto the computer, rather than
quutiom to the user.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Won/h_l options as mmmands will imrmit logical selection by pointins, will facilitate the

of mmmm_ood_forksyedtory, andwillhelp_ teameonmmd,in.yAm when,eommand,canbeuNdto
by-line mmm. Wording optiom u mmmsnde property implim that the initiative in eomnm_ entry lies with the user.
Won/inJ olltiom M qumtiom impilm initiative by the mmlmtm,. For example, for option selection by pointing, a "+" (or
some other epminl symbol) ndght be used eons_ to dlstlnsulsh a selecttble control option from other displayed items,
e.g., (Oood) +PRINT (Bid) PIUIq77. For option seleetionby code entry, the code for each option should he consistently
indt,._, e.S.,(Ooed)p - Printtad) _nt? _/'e0.s

2.2.2-15 Option Wording Consistent with Command Language
If menuselection is used in conjunctionwith or as an alternativeto command language, the wording
and syntacticorganizationof displayedmenu optionsshould correspondconsistently to defined
elements andstructureof the command language.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Where appropriate, cumulative sequences of menu selections should be displayed in a
emmmm/entry arm until the user sisnals entry of a completely composedcommand, c'e

2.2.2-16 Format Consistency
Where ordering cannotbe determinedby the above, alphabeticorderingshould be used.c

2.2.2-17 Consistent Coding of Menu Options
If lettercodes are used for menu selection, those lettersshould be consistently used in designating
options from one transactionto another.
ADDITIONAL INTOILMATION: Different codes for the m action will tend to confuse users and impede learning. The
mine code for different actions will tend to induce user errors, especially ff those actions are frequently taken. However, this
pmetioe may be relatable when esleetiom are seldom taken, and then always taken from labeled alternatives. The same action
should not be given different names (and hence different codes) at different places in a transaction sequence, such u f :
Forward snd n = Next. The same code should not be given to different actions, e.g., q ffi Quit and q ffi Queue. A'E

2.2.2-18 Key Coded Menu Selection
The code associated with each option should be displayed in a consistent and distinctivemanner,c

2.2.2-19 Visual Representation of Path
Users should be able to access a visual representationof their paths througha hierarchyof menus.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: How the user's paththrough the menus is visually represented will dependon the type of
menu. For example, ff a user progresses through a series of permanent menus, an icon showing the previous menus and
current memm, u well u menu selections, might be displayed. If a user progresses through a series of pull down menus, the
previous menus might remain displayed with the selacted item highlighted and the anoeiation between that item and the
wbsequent menu would be represented by s close ,petial relation (e.g., a walking menu). D

2.2.2-20 Minimal Steps In Sequential Menu Selection
When users must step througha sequenceof menus to make a selection, the hierarchicmenu structure
should be designed to minimize the numberof steps required.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: This represents a trade-off again_ the need for logical grouping in hierarchic menus. The
number of hierarchic levels should be minimized, but not at the expense of display crowding. E
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2.2.221 _ to Hljhm'-I,evel Menus
Users should have to take only one simple key action to returnto the next higher level in hierarchic
menus.

ADDITIONAL INIFORMATION: This action could be mmtdemd mmlogntm to tim BACKUP option. ^'c'D'B

2.2.222 Indicating Current Position In Menu Structure
Whenhierarchic menus are used, the user shouldhave some indicationof currentposition in the
menu structure.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: One possible approach would be to recapitulate prior (higher) menu selections on the
display. If mutim display of path infommtion seems to clutter menu fonmts, then a nap of the menu structure might be
pmvlded at truerrequmt as • HELP dtsplay.A'C'S

2.2.223 lYatlnet Subordinate Menus
If hierarchical branchingis used, each subordinatemenushould be visually distinctfrom each
previous superordinatemenu. Examples includethe displayof level numbers, a graphicalstacking
effect, etc.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Successful user operations depend on • knowledge of context. The user needs to know the
levels from which the current display menu came and how far down in the hierarchy the current menu is.D

2.2.224 Control Options Distinct from Menu Branching
The displayof hierarchic menus should be formattedso that options which actuallyaccomplish
control entriescan be distinguishedfrom options which merely branch to other menu flames.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: In some _tpplications, it may prove efficient to design "hybrid" menus which display one
beach of the menu hierarchy elaboreted to include all of its control options while other branches are simply indicated by
mnum_ labels, in such • hybrid menu, it will help orient umra if options that accomplish control actions are highlighted in
rome way to distinguish them from options which will result in display of other frames of the hierarchic menu.^'e

2.2.2-2S Consistent Entry Prompt
When permanentmenus are used, there should be one standarddesign for the inputpromptthat is
used across all tasks.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A consistent prompt unambiguously indicates the need for user input. For example,
"ENTER CHOICE: ..D

2.2.2-26 Permanent Menus Minimized
The use of permanentmenus should be minimized.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Pernument menus require dedicated display apace and more paging activity (because the
application mat return the user to the main menu page at every task change). However, permanent menus might be used (1)
wlmaevar it is benefiaial to examine every option in detail, (2) when the amount of text in each menu item is large, or (3) when
there is no pointing device available. D

2.2.2-27 Activation of Pull-down and Pop-Up Menus
Pull-down and pop-upmenus should be activatedonly by a specific user action that requeststhe
displayof the menu.
ADDITIONAL, INFORMATION: Menus shouldnotappear simply because the cursor has passed over the menu title. D
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2J._ User l_luested Menus: PulI.Dowus and Pop-Upa
User requestedmenus shouldbe used wheneverpossible.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Amoq the _ of user-mquem_ menus,FuU-downmenusprovide two euJveu_gu over
powu p nmme: (1) the nmnu bar esrvu ac a useful mmnmnio aid, showins the user tim eomnmnd categories available in the
mmu, and (2) _ viaal seeeu to tim menu items within a _,tegory, selecting the item, and removing the menu ean be
aoeomplbhed with • minimal number of actions. The prinmy advantase of • pop-up menu over a pull-down menu is that,
depe_lng on the epeeific implementafiom, the umr may have immediate access to the menu at the screen location of the
,election action. The ideal user-requested menu design would pmvid© the user with • reminder of the menu eategoriel and
allow the mr to mleet an item with few actions and little movement of • cursor on the _oreen. t>

2.2.2-29 Hiding Menus After Selection of an Item
When a pull-down or pop-up menu itemhas been selected, the menu should revert to its hidden state
as the selected commandis carried out.e

2.2.2-30 Programmable Keys
If menu items are selectable via activationof programmablefunction keys, the arrangementof the
menu list shouldbe compatible with the arrangementof the keys to the greatestdegree possible,°

2.2.2-31 Menu Color
The same color for menus should be used within the same group?

2.2.2-32 Explanatory Title for Menu
An explanatorytitle should be providedfor each menu thatreflects the natureof the choice to be
made.
ADDITIONAl., INFORMATION: EXAMPLE: (Good) Orsanizational Role: r = Responsible, a = Assigned, p =
Performing. (Bad) Select: r _ Responsible, a = Assigned p -- Performing. g

2.2.2-33 Letter Codes for Menu Selection
If menu selections are made by keyed codes, each code should be the initial letteror lettersof the
displayed option label, ratherthan assigning arbitraryletteror numbercodes.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Meaningful (as opposed to arbitrary) codes will facilitate learning and reduce errors. For
example, m "- Male, f = Female is preferable to 1 - Male, 2 = Female. Optio_ might be numbered when a logical order
or esquenee is implied. When menu selection is from a long list, the line numbers in the list might be an acceptable alternative
to letter codes. A'c'e

2.2.2.34 Complete Display of Menu Options
A menu should be design_ to displayall options appropriateto any particulartransaction.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A familiar set of general control options (i.e., options that are always implicitly available)
may be omitted from individual displays. Such general options might be selected by requesting a general menu, or perhaps by
function key or commandentry. A'E

2.2.2-35 No Scrolling in Menus or Menu Bars
All menu items should be visible to the user withoutscrolling.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: This guideline applies to permanent menus as well as pop-up or pull-down menus and menu
bars. The number of categories listed on the menu bar should not exceed the length of the bar.D
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2.2;2-36 Menu Options Dependent on Context
A menu should be designed to displayonly those options that are actuallyavailable in the current
contextfor a particularuser.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: If a uur lelectl a di_layed option, and is then told that option is not actually available, an
undesirable element of unprodietability hag been introduced into the interface design. Users may become uncertain and
eonfu_d aboutcontouredentry.A'c'a

2.2.2-37 Return to General Menu
Users should have to take only one simple key actionto returnto the general menu at the top level in
hierarchic menus.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The user should not have to backtrack to return to the starting level in a hierarchical menu
system. This capability can be provided by dedicating a program function key, touch field, or a cursor entry field to display the
main menu. This action could be ¢omidered analogous to the REVIEW option. A,B,C,D,E

2.2.2-38 Stacking Menu Selections
Users shouldbe able to combinea series of selections into a single "stacked" entry.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: If neeesmry, _tcked _iuential entries might be separated by some character, such as a
space, slash, comma or semicolon. It would be preferable, however, if they were simply strung together without special
punctuation. Computer interpretation of an unpunetuated string wiU require letter codes (by preference) c_ fixed-digit number
codes for option selection, c'D'B

2.2.2-39 By-Passing Menu Selection with Command Entry
Experiencedusers should be able to by-passa series of menu selections and make an equivalent
commandentry directly.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: In effect, a command entry might specify an option anywhere in a hierarchic menu
_eture, permitting a user to jump down several levels, or to move directly from one branch to another. If a command
by-pames only a portion of the complete menu sequence, and m does not yet specify a complete control entry, then the
appropriate next menu shouldbe displayed to guide completion of the control entry. ^,c,p

2.2.2-40 Menu Selection by Pointing
When menu selection is the primarymeansof command entry, andespecially if choices must be made
from extensive lists of displayedcontrol options, option selection by direct pointing should be
provided.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: If a capability for direct pointing is not provided (e,g., if pointing involves separate
manipulation of a mouse, or cursor positioning by key action), then for long menus it may prove faster to permit menu
selection by keying associated option cedes. Pointing directly at a displayed option guarantees good display-control
compatibility. Users do not have t_ note assoe_,etedoption codes and enter them by key actions, c'E

2.2.2-41 Acknowledgement of Selection from Keyboard
When a menu item is chosen by a keyboardentry there should be some acknowledgementfrom the
system that the item has been chosen.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Acknowledgement that an item has been chosen is often indicated by highlighting the menu
item. D

2.2.2-42 Function of Menu Should Be Evident
Menus should be designed so thatthe functionof the menu is evident to the user.D
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2.2.243 Single-Colunm List Format
When multiplemenu options aredisplayed in a list, each optionshould be displayed on a new line,
i.e., formatthe list as a single column.
ADDrrlONAL INFORMATION: Displaying option, in second columns may be used where shortage of display space dictstes
a emnlmet format. If there are only a few options, those might be displayed in a single row. An exception could be made for
hiersmhie menus, where a high-level menu might be shown in the left column of a display, accompanied by a lower-level menu
in the right column who_ options change to reflect whatever xleetion is currently made from the high-level menu. A single
column format will aid wanning,' especially for novice ufl_rs. A'c'D'B

2.2.2-44 Single Selection Per Menu
Each menu displayshould permitonly one selection by the user.^'e

2.2.2-45 Non-Selection of Conflicting Menu Items
Users should not be able to select menu items thatare in conflict.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Menu iten_ that are in conflict might be, for example, two different font sizes in a text
input ta_. Ulers should, however, be able to select multiple menu iten_ that are not in conflict (e.g., a font size and font type
in text input). ,_tch menu item selection would be a _rate transaction with the system, v

2.2.2-46 Non-Selectable Menu Items
When menu items are not selectable they should be identified as such to the user.D

2.2.2-47 Menus Distinct from Other Displayed Information
If menu options are included in a display thatis intendedalso for datareview and/or dataentry, the
menuoptions should be distinctfrom other displayed information.
ADDITIONAL INTORMATION: Menu options should be located consistently in the display and incorporate some consistent
dhtinguishing feature to indicate their _3ecial function, perhaps beginning with a q>eeial D'mbol such as a plus sign ( +NEXT,
+BACK, etc.). "Embedded menus," in which various iten_ within a working display are highlighted in some way to indicate
that they can be selected to obtain further information, may also be usedA'_

2.2.2-48 Breadth and Depth of Menu Items
Menus shouldhave a limited numberof items in breadthand in depth.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Moderate menu breadth (e.g., number of menus in a menu hierarchy, number of menu
categories in a menu bar, or number of pop-up menus) and depth (e.g., number of items per menu or, in menu bars, per menu
category) should be facilitated by the use of a hierarchical menu structure whereby the selection of items from one menu (the
parent) acAivates a _cond menu (the child) with further options. The parent menu should remain visible during the selection of
the child menu. The number of levels in the hierarchy should be limited (for example, to no more than three). D

2.2.2-49 Dual Activation for Pointing
If menu selection is accomplishedby pointing, dual activationshould be provided, in which the first
action designatesthe selected option, followed by a separate second action that makes an explicit
control entry.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The two actions of cursor placement and entering should be compatible in their design
implementation. If the cursor is positioned by keying, then an ENTER key should be used to signal control entry. If the
eurmr is positioned by fightpen, provide a dual-action "trigger" on the lightpen for cursor positioning and control entry. On a
touch display, the computer might display a separate ENTER box that can be touched by a user to indicate that the cursor has
been properly positioned. This recommendation for dual activation of pointing assumes that accuracy in selection of control
entriex is more important than speed. In some applications that may not be true.C'E
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2.2.2-$0 Large Pointing Area for Option Selection
If menu selection is accomplishedby pointing, as on touch displays, the acceptablearea for pointing
should be as largeas consistently possible, includingat least the area of the displayed option label
plus a half-characterdistance around that label.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The larger the effective target area, the easier the pointing action will be, and the less risk
of error in selecting a wrong option by mistake. A.e

2.2.2-$1 Highlighting When Cursor Passes Over Item
For all types of menus, menu items that are available to be selected should be highlighted whenever
the cursor passes over them and the selection button is down.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: As soon as the cursor passes outside the boundaries of the menu item the item should return
to its normal state. Unavailable OlgiOnsshould not highlight when the cursor passes over them. D

2.2.2-52 Number of Options
Each menuoption list should have 4 to 8 options.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Menus with fewer than 3 options should be avoidecl. "Menus" with only one item should

he used. C.D

2.2.2-$3 Equivalent Keyboard Commands
When equivalentkeyboardcommands are provided, they should be displayedas part of the menu
option label,c

2.2.2-54 Numbering Options for Codes
Arbitrarynumbersor codes should not be used for keyed entry. Numberingoptions might be used
when the list of items is particularlylong, but this should be avoided,v

2.2.2-$$ ON/OFF Menu Items
For menu items that can be in an "On" or "Off" state, the "On" state shouldbe indicatedby making
the itemperceptuallydistinct,v

2.2.2-56 Selection of ON/OFF Items
Selection of menu items with "On"and "Off" states should change their state.D
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2.2.3-1 Function Keys for Interim Command Entries
Functionkeys should be provided for interimcommandentries, i.e., for actions taken before the
completion of a transaction.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Function keys will aid such interim actions as DITTO, CONFIRM, and requests for
PRINT, or HELP, and also interrupts such as BACKUP, CANCEL, etc. Interim control refers to an action taken by a user
while working with displayed data, e.g., while still keying data entries or changes, etc. Function keys will aid interim control
entries partly because those entries may be frequent.B

2.2.3-2 Distinctive Labeling of Function Keys
Each function key should be labeled informativelyto designate the function it performs.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: l_hel, should be sufficiently different from one another to prevent user confusion. For
example, two keys should not be labeled ON and DN. D'E

2.2.3-3 Distinctive Location
Function keys shouldbe grouped in distinctive locationson the keyboardto facilitatetheir learning
and use.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Frequently used or important function keys should be placed in the most convenient or
prominent locations. ^'!3

2.2.3-4 Consistent Assignment of Function Keys
A function assigned to a particularkey in a given task context should be assigned to the same key in
other contexts.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A particular function should be accessed in the same manner in any context in which it is
used. For example, the SAVE function should be invoked using the same key whether the user is saving edited information or
new information. D'E

2.2.3-$ Single Key for Continuously Available Functions
When a function is continuouslyavailable, its functionshould be assigned to a single key.^,E

2.2.36 Single Keying for Frequent Functions
Keys controllingfrequentlyused functions shouldpermitsingle key actionand should not require
double (control/shift)keying.^'v'E

2.2.3-7 Consistent Functions in Different Operational Modes
When a function key performs differentfunctions in differentoperationalmodes, equivalentor similar
functions should be assigned to the same key.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Functions assigned to a given key in different modes should be related. For example, a
particular key might be used to confirm data changes in one mode, confirm message transmission in another, etc. As a
negative example, a key labeled RESET should not be used to save data in one mode, dump data in another, and signal task
completion in a third.A'E

2.2.3-8 Logical Pairing of Double-Keyed Functions
If double (control/shift)keying is used, the functionspaired on one key should be logically related.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Functions assigned to a given key should be related. For example, if a particular function
key moves the cursor to the upper left comer of a display screen, then that same key when shifted might be used to move the
cursor to the bottom right comer of the screen. As a negative example, a function key that moves the cursor should not be
used when shifted to delete displayed data.A'E
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2.2.3-9 Consistent Logic for Double Keying
If double (control/shift)keying is used, the logical relationbetween shiftedand unshifted functions
shouldbe consistent from one key to another.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Corwigeney in the underlying logic for double keying will help a user to learn the functions
umziated with different keys. For example, one consigent logic might be that shifted and unshifted functions are opposite, m
that if s pa_rticularkey moves the cursor forward then that key when shifted would move the cursor backward. Another
pmmible logic might be that shifted and unshifted functiom are related by degree, io that if a particular key deletes a single
displayed character then that key when shifted would delete a word.A'B

2.2.3-10 Labeling Multifunction Keys
If a key is used for more than one function, the function currentlyavailable should always be
indicatedto the user.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: If a key is used for just two functions, depending upon defined operational mode, then
alternate illuminated labels might be provided on the key to indicate which function is current. In those circumstances, it is
preferable that only the currently available function is visible, so that the labels on a group of keys will show what can be done
at any point. If key function is specific to a particular transaction, an appropriate guidance meHage on the user's display
should be provided to indicate the cu_xent function. I_

2.2.3-11 Easy Return to Base-Level Functions
If the functions assigned to a set of keys changeas a resultof user selection, the user should be
provided with an easy means to returnto the initial, base-level functions.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Ir_effect, multifunction keys can provide hierarchic levels of options much like menu
selection dialogues, with the tame need for rapid return to the highest-level menu. For some applications, it may be desirable
to automate the return to bus-level a_ignment of multifunction keys, to occur immediately on completion of a transaction
and/or by time-out following a period of user inaction. ^,1_

2.2.3-12 Feedback for Function Key Activation
Whenfunction key activationdoes not result in any immediatelyobservablenaturalresponse, users
should be provided with some other form of computeracknowledgment.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Temporary illumination of the function key will suf_ce, if key illumination is not used for
other purpose4Jsuch es indicating available options. Otherwise an advisory menage should be displayed. ^.E

2.2.3-13 Disabling Unneeded Function Keys
When function keys are not needed for any currenttransaction,they should be temporarilydisabled
undercomputercontrol.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Use//should not be required to apply mechanical overlays to indicate that functions are not
to be used. if a user selects a function key that is invalid for the current transaction, no action should result except display of
an advisory mesmge indicating what functions are available at that point. F"

2.2.3-14 Indicating Active Function Keys
If some function keys are active and some are not, the currentsubsetof active keys should be
indicated in some noticeableway, such as by brighterillumination.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: This practice will speed user selection of function keys. E
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2.2.3-15 Multiple Presses of Function Key
Pressinga functionkey in a sequence of key presses unrelatedto the functionshould result in a
message asking the user if he or she meantto select that function.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: It should not resuR in the action normally produced by the key until the user responds
positively to the question. D
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2.2.4-1 User Definition of Macro Commands
Users should be allowed to assign a single name to a defined series of control entries, andthen to use
that named "macro" for subsequentcommand entry.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: In this way users can make frequently required but oomplioated tasks easier to accomplish,
when the intzffsee designer has failed to anticipate a particular need. The system should not accept a user designated macro
name that is the _ es an existing command nanw.c,B

2.2.4-2 Index of Macros
Users should have access to an index of their macros and programmablefunction keys with their
respective composition of commands.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Users should have a meatusof providing a list of their macro names and functions to other
users with whom they will communicate.D

2.2.4-3 Limiting User-Deflnable Macros and Programmable Keys
The use of user definable macros and programmablefunction keys should be limited.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The advantages may outweigh the disadvantages for some tasks (e.g., software development
or modifieasfion) whereas, for other tasks (e.g., application specific software) the disadvantages may outweigh the advantages. D

2.2.4-4 Modification of Defined Macros
A user should be restrictedfrom modifying a macro or programmablefunction key as defined by a
differentoriginatinguser.D

2.2.4-!; No Duplication of Macro Names
Users should not be allowed to duplicatemacronames.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: An error message should be provided to the user when he or she attempts to assign a macro
a previously-used name.D
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2.2.5-1 Form Filling for Command Entry
Form filling should be providedas an aid for composing complex commandentries.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For example, for a complex data retrieval request, a displayed form might indicate the
various pammetem that could he q_eified. For a print request, a dh_playedform might help s user invoke the various format
optiom that are evallsble, c's

2.2.5-2 Defaults for Command Entry
Form filling should be used as a means of displayingdefaultvalues for the parametersin complex
commandentries.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Default pammetem permit usen to compose potentially complicated entries by relatively
simple aatiom. If defaults have been def'med, they should be indieaitedto users. A displayed form permits a user to review
(and confirm or change) del_aultvalues, just u a user might review displayed defaults for data entry. When only a few
pammetem are involved, it may be feasible simply to prompt users with guidance meamages rather than by displaying a form. A'E

2.2.5-3 Consistent Format for Command Forms
Forms for command entry should be consistent in format.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The design of such forms should generally conform to guidelines for the design of
information entry forms. ^'c's

2.2.5-4 Forms for Infoi'mation Entry
Form filling should be used for tasks where some flexibility in informationentry is needed, such as
the inclusion of optional as well as requireditems, and/or where computerresponsemay be slow.c,8

2.2.5-$ Grouping Data Fields
Where no source documentsor forms exist to supportinformationentry, thenfields shouldbe
logically grouped, by sequence andfrequencyof use, importance,andfunctionalassociations.̂

2.2.5-6 Combined Entry of Related Data
Just one explicit entry action at the end of the transactionsequence should be required,ratherthan
separate entry of each item.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Depending on form design, this practice might involve entering the entire form, or entry by
page or section of a longer form. Form design should indicate to users just where explicit entry is required. Single entry of
grouped data will generally permit faster input than item-by-item entry, and should prove more accurate as well. This practice
permits user review and possible data correction prior to entry, and also helps the user understand at what point grouped data
are pmeem_. It will also permit efficient cross validation of related data itenm by the computer. ^,E

2.2.5-7 Data Field Labels
For each datafield, an associated label shouldbe displayed to help users understandwhat entries can
be made.e
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2.2.5-8 Minimal Use of Delimiters
Wheneverpossible, entryof multipledata items shouldbe allowed withoutkeying special separatoror
delimiter characters.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Fo_ ehametem maehit hyphem should be provided by the system. This can be
acmm_li_ either by keying into pre_f'med entry fields or by _mting sequentially keyed items with blank spaces. In this
context, tabbing from field to field b not oomidered to be keying a op_inl delimiter character. When data items contain
internal blanim, the entry fields with a predefmod t_xteture should be dcmignedm that ueens will not have to key any internal
delimiten. A.B

2.2.5-9 Standard Delimiter Character
When a field delimitermustbe used for dataentry, a standardcharacter should be employed
consistentlyfor that purpose.
ADDITIONAl. INFORMATION: A _isl delimiter character that does not require shitt keying should be used. A chemeter
that does not occur u part of any data entry (except potmibly for entry of running text where its occurrence would not be
ambiguous) should be treed. For example, a shush (/) may be a good choice. A,B

2.2.5-10 Flexible Interrupt
When multipledata items are enteredas a single transaction,as in form filling, the user should be
allowed to REVIEW, CANCEL, or BACKUP andchange any item before takinga final ENTER
action.̂ .e

2.2.5-11 Deferring Input of Information
When entry of informationin a field is deferredor omitted, the system should identify the field by
highlightingor other means. Before the Information is filed or accessed, the user should be reminded
that informationhas not been entered.̂

2.2.5-12 Use of Tabular Displays
When sets of data items must be enteredsequentially, in a repetitiveseries, a tabulardisplay format
should be provided wheredatasets can be keyed row by row.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Row-by-row entry facilitates compaximn of related data items, and permits potential use of
a DITTO key for easy duplication of t_eated entries. When the items in each data set exceed the capacity of a single row,
talmlar entry will umudly not be desirable, unless there is a simple means for horizontal scrolling. A'E

2.2.5-13 Distinctive Label Formats
Distinctive formats should be providedfor columnheadersand row labels, so that users can
distinguishthem from dataentries,e

2.2.5-14 Aiding Entry of Duplicated Data
For entry of tabulardata, when entriesare frequentlyrepeated,users should be provided with some
easy means to copy duplicateddata.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For example, a DITTO capability will speed data entry, and should prove more accurate
than requiring uoem to rekey duplicated data.B
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2.2.S-15 Tabblq to Ad'vsneeto Subsequent Fields
Whine the nund_ of fields is limited, screentraversal distancesare short, and when data fields will
be accessed sequentially, users should be allowed to tab directly from one data field to the next, so
that the cursor can move freely back andforthacross rows or columns.A,e

2.2.5-16 Direct Pointing Devices for Selecting Fields
In complicatedforms with many fields, or when field entry will be less predictable (as in database
update), direct pointingdevices, such as mouseor lightpen, should be available for selecting fields.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Wheninput is not predietsbly,truetured,it may bepreferableto move amongfields by
dU_tpoUt_ mew thinua,b_.^

2.2._-17 Row Scanninll Cues
For long forms, those with manyrows, _ome extra visual cue shouldbe provided to help a user scan
a row accuratelyacross columns.
ADDITIONAl, INFORMATION:Visual aids for _ rows are probablyneededmore when s uNr imreviewingand
elmnglngdisplayeddm than for initialdataentry. Suchaids shouldbe providedeonai,tm_y, however, so thatdisplayformats
for both dataentry and reviewwill be eompmfible.Forexample,s blankline mightbe inmet_dal_erevery fdth row, or dots
mightbe placed betweeneolumm in every fifth row. As an alternative,a displayedruler whicha usercammove fromone row
to sherbetmay be used.e
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2.2.6 Direct Manipulation

2.2.6-1 When to Use Direct Manipulation
Direct manipulation should be used primarilyin tasks with actionsand objects that lend themselves to
pictoStsphic r_resentation, and in which the actions and objects need not be modified for the
successful interpretationof the command by the system.
ADDITIONAL INPOP.MATION: In command entry by direct numlpulation, the t_hnlques for selecting and moving displayed
objoets would be similar to those described in guidelinss for graphic data entry. For example, rather than compose a command
or mlaet • function by to f'dc a document, • user might move a displayed icon representing the document to superimpose it on
another icon repremntins • file. An extension of this idea is the use of "embedded menus" in which various items within a
working display are highlighted in some way to indicate that they can be selected to obtain further information, v

2.2.6-2 Pointing
When user inputinvolves frequentpointingon a display surface, the interfaceshould be designed so
that other actions (e.g., display control) are also accomplished by pointing, in order to minimize shifts
from one entry device to another.
ADDITIONAL INFOIt_ATION: This recommendation implies extensive use of menus in the margins of a graphic display to
per,nit direct selection of control options by pointinll. If 0craen eJtpacity is too limited to permit simultaneous display of both

data and menus, then the desiguer might provide temporary superposition of menu windows on displayed data, or might
provide some separate display device to show current options for control entry. Control entry via keyboard and/or function
lmys will be _ satisfactory. If pointins is performed on some separate input device, such as a stylus on a digitizing tablet,
then associated control actions should also be implemented via that device. For graphics software, a pointing action by a user
can accomplish several different logical functiom,: specifying a displayed clement ("pick" function); selecting a system-defined
obje_, attribute or action ("button" or "choice" function); or indicating a location in the conceptual drawing space ("locator"
function). A designer most distinguish among these functions, although most users will not. Alphabetic entry for titles, labels,
and other annotation of graphic displays will be accomplished more quickly by conventional keyboard input than by
pointing,x.c,e

2.2.6-3 Highlighting the Selected Item
Selection of an icon, menu, or application-specificcapabilityfrom a functionarea should be
acknowledged by highlightingthe selected item.v

2.2.6-4 Other Features of the Direct Manipulation Interface
The direct manipulationinterface should include (1) windows for containingthe datafiles, (2) menus
for additionalobjects andactions thatare not easily representedby pictographicicons.l>

2.2.6-$ Fast Computer Response with Direct Manipulation
Direct manipulationshould not be used when the computerresponse is slow.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Other modes of interaction should be considered ff the system is unable to respond
immediately (i.e., within 0.25 see) to direct manipulation input,l>

2.2.6-6 Supplementary Verbal Labels
If icons are used to representcontrol actions in menus, a verballabel should be displayedwith each
icon to help assure thatits intendedmeaningwill be understood.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A redundant verbal label might help make the meaning clear to a user who is uncertain just

what a displayed icon n_,ana,c'e
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2.2.6-7 Graphic Display of Control Context
Oraphlcmeansfor displaying to users the context of currentcontrol actions should be provided.
ADDITIONAL INFLATION: A gmphle rep_n of the curnmtly selected valmm of funetiom, elements and
attrllmtm atTo_mql matml aotiom mtllht help roduoe mmr ,from in command entry. Omphle teclmique, might be used to
display the scope of • pmpomal oontrol wtion, mtehas outlining 8 group of diepiay elemanta that will be affected by the
naton. !!

2.2.641 Graphic Display of Control Prompting
Promptingaids andother guidancepertainingto currentcontrol actions should be displayed
graphicallyto the user.
ADDITIONAl. INFORMATION: A graphic rep_on of keypad layout with notes explaining the various key functions
might help a nov_ truerto Imm the control optiotm available via ruction keys. A graphic representation of logical
eo,abinatinms qmoiflzd in query formulation might help reduce errors in the use of query language. E

2.2.6-9 wOpening"an leon
A user should be able to 'open" an icon with a simple, explicit action
ADDITIONAL INFOI_ATION: The action or infommtion represented by an icon hi invoked or a¢ces_cl by "opening" the
icon. _ shoukl involve two steps: (1) indiceting the object or action to be selected (e.g., moving a pointing cursor or other
follower to an icon or function area) and (2) invoking the function through the perfornm_e of a q)ecific, well-defined aelectinn
notion, e.g., • "double eliok" on the eurmr oontml device button. Note: A "double click" is defined by two clicks within 700
nm of mah other.D

2.2.6-10 Size of Icons
Itemson the screen that are displayed for selection should be a minimumof 5 mm on a side and
separated by at least 3 ram.D

2.2.6-11 Text Selection Area
Whenfunctions are representedby text labels, a large area for pointingshould be provided, including
the area of the displayed label, plus a half-characterdistance around the label.̂

2.2.6-12 Zooming for Precise Positioning
When dataentry requiresexact placementof graphicelements, users should be allowed to request.
expansionof the critical displayarea ("zooming")to make the positioningtask easier.̂ 'c'e

2.2.6-13 Selecting Graphic Elements
Users should be provided some meansfor designatingandselecting displayedgraphicelements for
manipulation.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Uaen should have a means of indicating groups of elements (or parts of a complex element)
to which an aztion will he applied. For example, designation might be by pointing, in the case of a discrete element, or might
require mine tort of outlinm'g action to define•re portions of • complex figure. A'c'l_

2.2.6-14 Hlghlightlng Selected Elements
When a user has selected a displayedgraphicelement, that elementshould be highlighted in some
way so that the user can anticipatethe consequencesof any proposed action involving that selection.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A dotted border might be di,_played around a selected element, or per'impsa selected
element might be di_piayed with video invention to distinguish it from other elements. ^'E
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2.2.6-15 Displaying Current Attributes
During graphicdata entry/editing,the selected attributesthat will affect currentactionsshould be
displayed for readyreferenceby the user.
ADDITIONAl. INFORMATION: Umm may forget what options have been chosen. Displayed mmindem will be particularly
impoflant in _ttmtimm where the conmqueneu of a mistaken user action are dlf_ult to reverm, e.g., where it my be hard to
erem an incorrectly drawn lira. For example, when graphic attributes -- plotting _mboh, character iize, line type, color, etc.
-- am shoran from displayed rnemm, it might suffice to highlight the cummtly selected mmm options; alternatively, current
seleetimm might be shown in some sort of "reminder" window. A few attributes might be shown by the displayed cursor, i.e.,
by changing ¢umor shape, size or color depending upon current attribute selections, if rubberbanding is provided to aid fine
drawing, tl_ that process itself would show the currently selected llne type. In some applications, display cues may not be
adequate to convey attribute infestation completely. There may not be sufficient room on the display. Or the attributes may
derive from umledyintl modeb whom characteristics are too complex for simple diJplay representation, in such eases, uses
idsoukl be able to requmt auxilimy display of such information to determine the operative context for current actions. ^'c'B

2.2.6-16 Automatic Data Registration
Automaticregistrationor alignmentof computer-generatedgraphicdatashould be provided, so that
variabledata are shown properlywith respect to fixed backgroundor map dataat any display scale.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: When usem are required to enter data via some separate device such u a graphics tablet,
rather than directly on the display surfa_, it may be neceamw/for a user to participate in some computer-prompted procedure
for ensuring data regiJtration. Such a procedure may prove error-prone, however, and should be considered an undesirable
expedient.^, c.e

2.2.6-17 Automated Data Plotting
When complex graphicdata must be entered quickly, computeraids should be providedto automate
that process.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Users can create simple graphics or edit gored graphic material fairly quickly, but they can
only create complex graphic displays much more slowly. A variety of computer aids can be provided to help enter graphic
data. Entry of detailed drawings and/or photographic imagery can be accomplished via a video camera and high-resolution
digitizer, perhaps with fecilitiee for a user to edit that proce_. A'B

2.2.6-18 Plotting Stored Data
Automatedplottingof computer-storeddatashouldbe provided at user request, with provision for
subsequentediting by a user.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: in many applications, data intended for graphic display will already be gored in the
computer,in such cues a user might specify the graphic format required (e.g., a line graph, or, for three-dimensional data, an
XYZ plot), and edit elements in the resulting display output, without actually having to re-enter the data. When users do have
to rotter data for graphic display, they might choose form falling or tabular entry for efficiency in the initial input of data and
then invoke graphic eapabilitiea for subsequent data editing. In either cue, it is important that previously entered data should
be ecce_ible for graphic preceding. ^,tl

2.2.6-19 Predeflned Graphic Formats
When graphicdatamust be plotted in predefinedstandard formats, templatesor skeletal displays for
those formats should be providedto aid dataentry.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: In many applications, it may help to provide flexibility so that general prestored formats can
he modified by a user and then saved for subsequent use. For example, sample displays might be stored in the computer to aid
in creating mmdard graphs such u bar graphs, or standard diagrams such u organization charts, or page layouts for
typesetting, or maps drawn to different scales or with different projections. ^.e
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2.2.6-20 Aids for Graph Construction
When graphsmust be constructedfor dataplotting, computeraids should be providedfor that
purpose.
ADDmONAL INFORMATION: C_ sldsmishtinclude otored templatea ofdifferent kinds of$raphl, proml_ to

guide umm in tZ_edefinition of scale sam, and _ for format eopt..xol0ueh u sutornatie eenterin s of axil labeb if requested by
a tutor. Computer _ for smph _ ebeuld be dmisned to allow flexibility in their uu. A uler should be allowed to
position kbeb and other gmphio eleme_ at will, exeq3t where Ol_mt_nal requ_ my imposefixed formate.A'B

2.2.6-21 AIds for Scaling
Computeraids should be provided to help users specify appropriatescales for graphic dataentry.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The oompu_r should handle _mling automatically, subject to mvi©w and cheese by a user.
Tim oomputer millht provide a senend t_mplato for the plottlns scale and prompt the user u n_emu'y to define the _ale more
e_etly, ineh_in s q_ifieation of the origin, linear or lossrithmie axes, w_ie interv_ht,minimum and maximum values, and
labeb for earn. In the proem of defining scales the computer might impo_ rulea to en_Jre that the resulting graphic dilplays
are duigned to permit effeetive infon'nation e_imilation by their ulen, e.8., displaying scales with conventional direction, so
that numberl inermm in value from left to fight, or from bottom to top.A,e

2.2.6-22 Grouping Elements
Users should be allowed to designate a group of elementsto which graphic editing operationswill be
appliedin common.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For example, a user might carefully position two elements with respect to each other, and
then wish to move both of them together while preserving their relative positiom. Grouping elements might be a temporary
action, intended for just • few imeee_ive editing operations, or it might be specified more permanently vie mine tort of "make
group" command.A'e
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No guidelines are currentlyavailablein this section.
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2.2.8 Query Language

2.2.8-1 Natural Organization of Data
A query language should reflect a single, naturaldatastructureor organization.
ADDITIONAl., INFORMATION: The query language should be congruent with the user's perception of how the data are

organized. For example, if a user supposes that all ,dataabout a particular person are stored in one place, then the query
language should permit such data to be retrie'_edby a single query, even though actual computer storage might carry the
various data in different tales.A'c'e

2.2.8-2 Task-Oriented Wording
The wordingof a query should simply specify what data are requested.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A user should not have to tell the computer how to fred the data. This objective has been
called "nonprocedurality", meaning that a user should not have to understand computer procedures for f'mding data.^'c'n

2.2.8-3 Flexible Query Formulation
Users shouldbe allowed to employ alternativeforms when composingqueries, correspondingto
commonalternativesin naturallanguage.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: There are typically a number of equally precise ways of specifying a given condition.
Therefore, when quantifying a query, a user should be able to employ equivalent forms, such as "over 50", "more than 50",
"51 or more".A'E

2.2.8-4 Minimal Need for Quantifiers
A query language shouldminimize the need for quantifiersin query formulation.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: People have difficulty in using quantifiers. Negative quantifiers ("no", "none", "zero",
etc.) are particularly difficult for usen todeal with. Other potentially confusing quantifiers include indefinite ("some", "any")
and interrogative ("how many") forms. If a query language does require quantifiers, it may be helpful to allow a user to select
the desired quantifier from a set of sample queries worded to maximize their distinctiveness. A,E

2.2.8-5 Logic to Link Queries
A query language should include logic elementsthatpermitusers to link sequentialqueries as a single
entry.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Common links for query formulation include "and", "or", etc. However a query language
should be designed so that it does not require logical links. Some logical quantifiers ("greater than", "less than", etc.) may
confuse users. A'C,B

2.2.8-6 Confirming Large-Scale Retrieval
If a query will result in a large=scaledataretrieval, the user should be informed andrequired to
confirmthe transactionor to narrow the query before processing.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION_ In this regard, it may be helpful to permit a user to set some upper bound for data output,
in effect to define what constitutes a "large-scale" retrieval. It may help a user to decide whether to confirm or modify a
pending query, if the user can request a partial display of the currently specified data output.A.C,E
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2.2.9 Question and Answer

2.2.9-! Request for Information
The system should providethe user with a specific request for information.D

2.2.9-2 Questions Displayed Singly
Each questionshouldbe displayedseparately.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: UNto should not be required to answer several questiom at once. A user may become
oonfu_d in trying to deal with mvend questions at once, particularly ff the number of questions is variable from one
trsnu_on to another.A'C,D,B

2.2.9-3 Sta_king Related Questions
The system should be able to stack questionsand their associated answersif a series of questions are
concernedwith the sametopic.D

2.2.9-4 Contextual Information Should Be Supplied
The system should provide the user with contextualinformationrequiredfor answeringthe question.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For example, if the only answer that the system would accept were a percentage, the
question should he followed by "(%)". The answer area should follow the contextual information. D

2.2.9-$ Unlimited Room for Answers
The system should acceptas much informationfromthe user as he or she provides in an answer.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: If the information that the _stem requests is constrained, a data form should be USed. D

2.2.9-6 Recapitulating Prior Answers
When a series of computer-posedquestionsare interrelated,answersto previous questionsshould be
displayed when those will provide contextto help a user answer the currentquestion.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Another way to request a related series of user entries is to use a form-idling dialogue
rather than question-and-answer. A.C,E

2.2.9-7 Removing and Recalling Questions
The user should have the ability to remove a questionand answer from the screen or recall a question
and answer to the screen:'

2.2.9-8 Sequence Compatible with Source Documents
When questionspromptentryof datafrom a source document, the questionsequence should match
the dat_sequence in the source document.̂ 'c'e

2.2.9-9 Question Mark Delimiter
A questionmark shouldbe the delimiterof the questionsandanswer dialogue.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: In general, space for answering the question should be provided closely following the
question mark. However, when additional information needed for the answer follows the question, the space for answering the
question should be placed after the additional information.
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2.2.to Speech

2.2.10-1 Speech Input
Spoken inputshould be used only when entrycannotbe accomplishedthroughmore reliable methods
such as keyed entry or pointing.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Current speech recognition devices are not well developed and tend to be error prone. Thus
them should be some good reason for choosing speech input over more conventional data entry methods. Speech input might
be appropriate if a user cannot use his/her handsfor some reason.B

2.2.10-2 Limited Voe.abularyfor Speech Input
The vocabularyused for spoken inputshouldbe constructedso thatonly a few options are needed for
any transaction.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: To increase the likelihood that a user's valid entries are correctly identified by the system,
the tmer's vocabuhu 3, should be predictable. This does not necessarily mean that the vocabulary must be small, though
recognition systems that san only accommodate small vocabularies are more prevalent and less expensive. A vocabulary is
predictable when a user's choice of inputs at any given time is small, so that the system will be more likely to make a correct
match in interpreting an entry. B

2.2.10-3 Feedback and Error Correction for Speech Input
Feedback andsimple errorcorrectionproceduresshould be provided for speech input,so that when a
spoken entry has not been correctly recognizedby the computer,the user can cancel that entry and
speak again.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Simple error correction is particularly important with spoken input, since speech recognition
systems are prone to error except under carefully controlled conditions. A'B

2.2.10-4 Alternative Entries for S_ Input
When speech input is the only form of inputavailable,alternativesforms for criticalentriesshould be
allowed, so that if the system cannotrecognize an entryafter repeatedattempts,anotherentry form
can be substituted.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Because speech recognition systems are affected by normal variations in a user's voice, and
by changes in the acoustic environment, a spoken entry that was accepted yesterday might not he accepted today. Thus for
important entries a user should he able to use an alternative word. For example, "Exit" might he defined as an acceptable
substitute for "Finished". Spelling a word letter-by-letter is not an acceptable alternative, since speech recognition systems may
have trouble correctly identifying similar sounding letters. E

2.2.10-$ Activation and Deactivation
Speech recognitionsystems should have an external, non-speech means of activationand deactivation
(e.g., PAUSE and CONTINUE options) so that conversationbetween users is not taken as command
input.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: If possible, a standby mode should be provided from which spoken commands to
activate/deactivete may be invoked. External, non-speech means of activation and deactivation can include use of a
keyboard.D,B

2.2.10-6 Vocabulary Items
The vocabularyitems should (1) consist of words that are meaningful andfamiliarto the user, (2) be
phoneticallydistinctfrom one another; and (3) consist of 2-5 syllables.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Items of 2-5 syllables in length are generally better recognized than one-syllable items. D'E
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2.2.1o

2.2.10-7 Vocabulary Sets
Applicationvocabulariesshouldbe divided into sets based on thehierarchyof the applicationand
recognitionaccuracy requirements.
ADDITIONAl. INFORMATION: Thie improves recognition by reducing the number of choices that the recognizer has to
oomider to return the correct item.D

2.2.10-8 Testing the Recognition of Individual Vocabulary Items
The user shouldbe able to test the recognitionof any individualvocabulary item without the entire
interactivesystem being on-line. Feedbackon the word recognized and the correspondingconfidence
score should be availableimmediatelyafter each use of a word.D

2.2.10-9 User-Adjustable Features
When the consequencesof errors are not significant, the speech amplitudeand rejectionlevels
requiredfor inputshouldbe user-adjustable.D

2.2.10-10 Word Boundaries
Where word boundaries (pausesbetween words) are requiredfor system interpretation,boundariesof
100 milliseconds or more should be allowed by the system.A

2.2.10-11 Confidence Rating
An indicationof the similarity of each spokencommand to the recordedtemplateshould be available
to the user.D

2.2.10-12 Speaker-Dependent Voice Recognizer
If an applicationfunctionswith a speaker-dependentvoice recognizer, the user should be able to
retrainor updateany or all vocabularytemplatesat any time.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A user's voice changes over time, even in the course of an hour of continuous use. Several
faetom have the ability to alter the voice temporarily. To maintain good performance under these conditions, the user must
have the ability to modify the template set. D
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2.3 Cursors
2.3.1 Appearance

2.3.1-1 Distinctive Cursor

Cursorsshould have distinctivevisual feature,s (shape, blink, or othermeans of highlighting).
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A cursor h the most immediate and continuously available form of user guidance, since it
will generally mark the current focus of user attention. Different cursor formats may denote different operational conditions.
If that is done, each of those different cursors ihould be distinctive from other displayed items, and from each other. An
underscore eurmr would be difficult to see on a display of underscored text, or on a graphical display containing many other
fines. If multiple cursors are used on the same display (e.g., one for alphanumeric entry and one for line drawing), then each
cursor should be distinguishable from the others.D,I_

2.3.1-2 Display of Cursor
The cursor should not move beyondthe display boundariesor disappearfrom sight.E

2.3.1-3 Non-Distracting Design
The cursor should not be so distractingas to impairthe searchingof the display for information
unrelatedto the cursor?

2.3.1-4 Stable Cursor
The displayedcursor should be stable.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The cursor should remain where it is placed until moved by the user (or by the computer) to
another position. The intent of the recommendation here is to avoid unwanted "drift". Some special applications, such as
aided tracking, may benefit from computer-controlled cursor movement. E

2.3.1-$ Initial Cursor Placement

Onthe initial appearanceof a dataentry display, the cursor should appearautomaticallyat some
consistent and useful location.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: In a form-f'dling display, the cursor should be placed in the first entry field. When menu
selection is by pointing, the system should place the cursor automatically at the first listed option. When menu selection is by
code entry, the cursor should be automatically placed in the command entry area. For some applications, it may increase the
efficiency of command entry if a null entry is recognized as a defauk to the first displayed option (assuming that the first option
is the most likely choice). E

2.3.1-6 Consistent HOME Position

When there is a predefinedHOMEposition for the cursor, that position should be consistently defined
on all displays of a given type.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The HOME position of the cursor should also be consistent in the different "windows" or
sections of a partitioned display. For example, HOME might be in the upper let_ comer of a text display, or at the first field
in a form-f'dling display, or at the center of a graphic display. ^.c.P"

2.3.1-7 Automatic Return of Cursor
When the user must repeatedlyreturnthe cursorto the origin or other specific screen location,
automaticreturnor repositioningof the cursor should be provided.D
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2.3.2 Controls

2.3.2-1 Cursor Control - General
The user should be able to adjustthe sensitivity of the cursor movement to be compatible with the
requiredtask anduser skills."

2.3.2-2 Compatible Control of Cursor Movement
Controlactions for cursorpositioningshould be compatiblewith movementsof the displayed cursor,
in terms of control functionand labeling.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For ¢unmr control by key action, a key labeled with a left-pointing arrow should move the
eurmr leftward on the display. For eumor control by joystick, leftward movement of the control (or leftward pressure) should
re,mlt in leftward movement of the tumor, etc. ^'c'e

2.3.2-3 Easy Cursor Positioning
Users should be providedwith an easy, accuratemeansof positioning a displayedcursor to point at
differentdisplay elements and/or display locations.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: tumor positioning is a frequent user action during graphic data entry. An easy means for
controlling eurmr movement is essential for efficient performance, e

2.3.2-4 Consistent Positioning
Where cursor positioningis incrementalby discrete steps, the step size of cursor movement should be
consistenthorizontally(i.e., in both right and left directions), and vertically(in both up anddown
directions),e

2.3.2-5 Cursor Control Key Functions
At the minimum, keys for cursor control should allow horizontalandvertical cursor movement.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Ideally, keys for cursor control should allow both horizontal and vertical movement, and
movement along the diagonals.V

2.3.2-6 Cursor Control at Keyboard
When position designationis requiredin a task emphasizingkeyed data entry, cursor control should
be providedby some device integralto the keyboard(functionkeys, joystick, "cat", etc.).
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Separately manipulated devices (lightpen, "mouse", etc.) will tend to slow the user.A'E

2.3.2-7 Location of Cursor Control Keys
If cursormovement is accomplishedby depressingkeys, the keys should be located on the main
keyboard.E
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2.3 Cursors
2.3.3 Movement

2.3.3-1 Cursor Movement
If the cursor is moved by depressinga key, releasingthe key should cause the cursor to stop
moving.S

2.3.3-2 Responsive Cursor Control
For arbitraryposition designation, moving a cursor from one position to another, the cursorcontrol
should permitboth fast movement andaccurateplacement.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Ideally, when the user moves a pointing device the displayed cursor should appear to move
imtanfly. Rough politioning should take no more than 0.5 _eonds for full iereen tmvenml. Fine positioning may require
in¢_ stepping of the eurmr, or a control device incorporating a huge eontrol/dilqplay ratio for small displacements, or a
seleetable vernier mode of eom_l use. For any given eurmr control action, the rate of eunor movement should be eonltant,
i.e., should not ehenge with time. Slow vimud feedback of eumor movement can be particularly irritating when a user is
repmt_ly praming • eumor control key, or pedmps holding the key down. In that ease, slow feedback may eause the user to
miajudse location and move the cursor too far. e

2.3.3-3 Precise Pointing
When fine accuracyof positioningis required,as in some forms of graphicinteraction,the displayed
cursor should includea point designationfeature.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Precise pointing will also require • curmr control device capable of precise manipulation.
Touch displsys, for example, will not permit precise pointing. A cross may suffice (like cross-hairs in a telescope), or perhaps
a notched or V-sheped symbol (like a gun sight).B

2.3.3-4 Selectable Rate Aiding
The user should be able to turnrate aidingof the cursor movementon or off.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: With rate aiding the speed of follower movement is proportional to the speed of input
movmnet_. The default should be to have rate aiding off (zero-order control.display relation).D

2.3.3-$ User Selectable Speed
Users shouldbe able to select at least two speeds (normalandfast) for the movement of the cursor
when the keys for cursorcontrol are iJelddowny

2.3.3-6 Variable Step Size
When character size is variable, the incrementalcursor positioning should vary correspondingly, with
a step size matching the size of currentlyselected characters.̂ 's

2.3.3-7 Easy Cursor Movement to Data Fields
If a cursor must be positionm -_quentiallyin predefinedareas, such as displayed data entry fields,
this should be accomplishedby simple user action.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Automatic cursor advance is generally not desirable. Programmable tab keys are
customarily used for this purpose. A'B

2.3.3-8 Explicit Activation
Users should be required to take a separate, explicit action, distinct from cursor positioning, for the
actual entry (enabling,activation)of a designatedfunction.

i ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: This guidance may not apply to tasks in which rapid, continuous entry is required (e.g., line

drawing or tracking), c,e
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2.3.3 Movement

2.3.3-9 Display Format Protection
When there are areas of a display in which dataentriescannot be made (blank spaces, protected field
labels, etc.), those areas should be insensitiveto pointing actions andthe cursor should be prevented
from entering those areas.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Autonuttic format protection will generally make curmr positioning euier for a user, since
the eurmr will not have to be aepped through blank areas, and much routine cursor control can be accomplished with only

reference to the display. When a ueer may have to modify display formats, then _ automatic format protection can be
provided u a general default option subject to user override.A'B

2.3.3-10 Free Cursor Movement
For text editing, users should be allowed to move the cursorfreely over a displayedpage of text to
specify items for change, and to makechanges directlyto the text.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Free curmr movement and changel made directly to the text are characteristics usually
_iated with m-called lereen-haaed editom and not e_oeiated with line- or command-based editors. Screen-ba_l editors are

preferred by ulem and are potentially more efficient, li

2.3.3-11 Proportional Spacing
If proportionalspacing is used for displayedtext, computerlogic should makenecessary adjustments
automaticallywhen the cursor is being positionedfor dataentry or datachange.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Without automatic computer aids, a user probably will not handle proportional spacing
accurstely, s

2.3.3-12 Cursor Movement by Units of Text
Users should be able to move the cursor by specific units of text, as well as one characterat a time.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Cursor positioning will be easier if appropriate function keys can be provided. A
SENTENCE key that allows a user to move directly tothe next displayed sentence will be more convenient than some
double-keying losie such as CONTROL-S. e

2.3.3-13 Data Entry Independent of Cursor Placement
An ENTER action for multiple dataitems should results in entryof all items, regardlessof where the
cursor is placed on thedisplay.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A user may choose to move the cursor back to correct earlier data items, and may not move
the eurmr forward again. The computer should ignore cursor placement in such cases.E
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2.3 Cursors
2.3.4 Multiple Cursors

2.3.4-1 Mininml Use of Multiple Cursors
Multiple cursors on a single displayshould be used only when it can be demonstrated thatthey are
requiredby the task.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Multiplecursorsmy confuseauser,and sorequirespooi_considerationifusedin

intm_sood_gn. Multiplecursorsmightbeusefultomsrh s uur'splsoowhen msnlpulstingdatainmultipledisplaywindows.

In _ _, one cursor mlsht be umd for line dmwins m_da different curer for alplumumerie d_s entry (labels,
_.).A,s

2.3.4-2 MultiMonitor/Multi Controller Cursor Characteristics
In a multitaskingenvironmentwith multiplemonitors, controllers,or cursors, the location of the
active cursor should be obvious to the user.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: if them are two pointing cursors -- one on each of two monitors -- the active cursor should
be sppsmm to the user. If them is s single cursor that moves between two monitors, its path should be continuously trsckabl©.
As the cursor crosses from one monitor to the other it should either autintsin its vertical coordinate for side by side monitors
sad hodzontsl for stacked monitors or should jump between uniquely specified locations on each screen.V

2.3.4-:3 Distinctive Multiple Cursors
If multiplecursorsare used, they shouldbe visually distinctivefrom one another.̂ '_

2.3.4-4CompatibleControlofMultipleCursors
Ifmultiplecursorsarecontrolledbydifferentdevices,theirseparatecontrolsshouldbecompatiblein
operation.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Assumethatonecursorismoved upwardon a displayby forwardmotionofajoystick.

Then a secondcursorshouldsho bemoved upwardby forw_clmotion--perhapsby forwardmotionofasecondjoystickorby
forw_ motionofa thumbwheelorotherdevice.̂'E

2.3.4-$DistinctiveControlofMultipleCursors
Ifmultiplecursorsarecontrolledbya singledevice,a clearsignalshouldbeprovidedtotheuserto
indicatewhichcursoriscurrentlyundercontrol.^.B

2.;3.4-6MultiplePointingCursorControlDevices
When therearemultiplecursorcontrol/pointingdevices,auniquepointingcursorshapeshouldbe
associatedwitheachdevice.D

2.;3.4.7UniqueShapes
Cursorsofdifferentshapesshouldbeusedfordifferentpurposes.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The shapeof,,cursorshouldreflectthestateofthesystemorprocessingmode. A specific

cursor should be uniquely assigned to a specific purpose to provide state or mode information to the user. A straight line
cunmr might be used as the placeholder cursor to indicate entry position in a word processing task, an arrow might be used as a
pointing cursor to indicate screen structures, and an X -shaped pointing cursor might be used when the user cannot interact with
the system. Within this general framework, the number of cursor shapes used should be kept to a minimum. D
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2.3 Cursors
2.3.S Pointing Cursors

2.3.5-1 Pointing Cursor Visibility
The pointing cursor should be visible to the user at all times andmay obscurecharactersunless it
interfereswith performancewithin an application.
ADDITIONAL II_ORMATION: To _ po_at_ ¢un,or quality,theeurmr ehould olxteure other oheraetem, not "/ice
Venla.D

2.3._.2 Pointing Cursor Blink
The pointing cursor should not blink,u

2.3.&-3 Pointing Cursor: Image Quality
Pointingcursorsshould maintain image quality throughoutan entire range of motion within the
display. The position of thepointing cursor should be clearlyvisible duringmovement from one
screen position to another. Flicker should be minimized.D

2.3.5-4 PointingCursorDesign
To the greatestdegree possible, pointingcursorsshould be completely graphicandshould not contain
a label.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: However, if a pointing curmr includes a label, the text should he large enough to he
rmdable, v

2.3.5-$ Pointing Cursor: Size Constancy
The pointing cursor shouldmaintainits size across all screen and display locations.D

2.3.S-6 Pointing Cursor: Movement
The movementof the pointingcursor shouldappearto the user to be smooth and continuouswith
smooth and continuousmovementof the cursor control device. The pointingcursor should not move
in the absenceof any inputfrom the user.D
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2.3 Cursors
2.3.6 Tat Entry Cursors

2.,3.6-1 Text Entry Cursor Visibility
The text entry cursor should only be visible when text entry is possible.D

2.3.6-2 Identification of Text Entry Cursor
At the initiationof a task, an application,or a new display, the user should be able to immediately
determinethe locationof the text entry cursor. Following the initial placementof the text entry
cursor, the position of the cursor should be underthe user's control.
ADDITIONAl. INFORMATION: For example, the cursor might be placed initially at the first data field in a data form, st the
upper k_ eormr of it blank display in • word pmeusin 8 tssk, and imm_iamly following the last character of it word
pmmminj display cmlaining alphanumerlo elmmcters. D

2.3.6-3 Text Entry Cursor Blink
if text entry cursor blinkingis to be used to direct the user's attention,the defaultblink rateshould be
3Hz.
ADDITIONAL, INFOMMATION: A blini_ 8 cursor need not obscure characters -- for example, the blinking cursor may be an
underline that does not cover the entire character. D

2.3.6-4 Nonobscurin8 Text Entry Cursor
The placeholdingcursor should not obscure any other characterdisplayedin the position designated
by the cursor.
ADDITIONAL, INFOMMATION: As an example, it block curmr migl_ employ brightness inversion ("reverse video"). A,B

2.3.6-5 Number of Text Entry Cursors
Thereshould be only one text entry curer per window?

2.3.6-6 Text Entry Cursor Size
The text entry cursor should assume the height and/or width of the text charactersadjacentto it.D
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2 USER-SYSTEM INTERACTION
2.4 System Response
2.4.1 General

2.4.1-1 Standard Dbplay Location
System messages should appearin standardlocations.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Messages may be provided in window overlays. R

2.4.1-2 Consistent Format for System Messages
Consistentgrammaticalconstructionshould be used in system messages.B

_.4.1-3 Familiar Wording
System messages should use familiarterminology.
ADDmONAL INFORMATION: For example, "Data requir_ initial a_e_u code;call Data BaseAdmin, X 9999 for

aeee_." impreferableto "IM_M_gSDBMS private data;ue OP-DBSA-0/99-99. e

2.4.1-4 ConciseWordingof SystemMessages
Systemmessagesshouldbdconciseandclearlyworded,n

2.4.1-5 SpeakingDirectly to Operators
Wording for system messages should be directed at the operator.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For example, "Press ENTER to continue." is preferable to "The operator should press
ENTER to continue."U

2.4.1-6 Only NecessaryInformation Displayed
No extraneousinformationshould be displayed.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Only relevant data to a task or operation should be displayed. E

2.4.1-7 Anthropomorphism
Presentingthe system as a personshould be avoided.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Syltem meamges such as, "I AM LOADING YOUR FILE NOW. I'LL TELL YOU
WHBN I'M DONE." should not be used. A
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2.4 SystmmResponse
2.4.2 Prompts

2.4.2-1 Prompting User l_trles
Operatorsshouldbe provided informationneededto guide entriesduringlog-on/off, command or
informationentry, etc.
ADDITIONAl, INFORMATION:. Pn_ may be incorporat_l in • display and/or provided in response to requmO for
HRLP. Where six or fewer control options exist, they should be listed. Where morn input optmns exist, an example of the

typeofentlythatisrequiredshouldbepnmnted. If•defaultvaluehasbun definedforhuffentry,thatvalueshouldbe
inoludedinthep_ infonnmlon,u

2.4.22 Prompting Address Entry
When a operatormust specify the addressfor a message, promptingshould be provided.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: P_ mlsht consist of s series of questions to be answered, an address form to be
compl_ed by the oFen_r, or _m of command entries required,e

2.4.2-3 Standard Symbol for Prompting Entry
Standardsymbols should be used for inputprompting.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The symbol(s)ehosenshouldbe reservedforthatuse.E

2,4,2=4PromptlngCommand Correction
When a commandentryisnotrecognizedorinappropriate,operatorsshouldbepromptedtocorrect,
rather than re-enterthe command.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A faulty command should be •hie to be retained in the command entry area of the display,
with the earner automatieadly positioned at the incorrect item, with an advisory message describing the problem. !_

2.4.2-$ Prompting Field Length
Cues should be providedto indicatethe size of a fixed-length dataentryfield.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Underscoring gives a direct visual cue as to the number of characters to be entered, and the
operator does not have to count them. For example, "Enter ID: " is preferable to "Enter ID (9
ehasseters). "e

2.4.2-6 Data Format Cuing in Labels
Additionalcuing of dataformat should be included in a field label when thatseems helpful.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For example, "DATE (MM/DD/YY) : / / ,,E

2.4.2-7 Operator-Requested Prompts
Operatorsshould be able to requestcomputergeneratedpromptsto determinerequiredparametersor
availableoptions for a command.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Using a HELP fanetion key, or perhaps simply keying a question mark in the command
entry area, are satisfactory methods to request prompting, n

2.4.2-8 Prompting Data Entry
Promptingshould be providedfor requiredformats andacceptablevalues for dataentries.E
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2.4 System Response

2.4.2 Prompts

2.4.2-9 Graphic Display of Control Prompting
Graphic means may be provided for displaying to operators prompting aids and other guidance
pertaining to current control actions.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For example, a guidance display providing a graphic representation of keypad layout with
not_ explaining the various key functions can help an operator to learn the control options available via function keys. E
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2.4 System Response
2,4.3 Feedback

2.4.3-1 FeMback During Data Entry
Feedbackshould be displayedfor all user actions duringdataentry; keyed entries should be displayed
strokeby stroke.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For reasons of data protection, it may not bc desirable to display passwords and other
secure entries. A'I_

2.4.3-2 Feedback for Completion of Data Entry
The computershould acknowledgecompletionof a dataentry transactionwith a confirmationmessage
if dataentry was successful, or else with an errormessage.
ADDrriONAL INFORMATION: Su_ful data entry should not be signaled marely by automatic erasure of entered data
from the display, cxe.,qptpossibly in the cue of repetitive data entries. For single data entry transactions, it may be better if
entered data is I©/1on the display until the user takes an explicit action to clear the display. A's

2.4.3-3 Feedback for Repetitive Data Entries
For a repetitivedataentry task that is accomplished as a continuingseries of transactions, successful
entryshould be indicatedby regeneratingthe dataentry display, automaticallyremoving the
just-entereddata in preparationfor the next entry.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Automatic erasure of entered data represents an exception to the general principle of control
by expficit user action. In addition to erasure of entered data, a messag© confirming successful data entry might be displayed.
Such a message may reassure uncertain users, especially in system applications where computer performance is unre'.iable.E
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2.4.4 Cautions and Warnlngs

2.4.4-1 Distinctive and Consistent Warnings
Warnings (or warningmessages) should be distinctive.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The salienco of the nmmage presentation should be appropriate to its content. For example,
warning mcsmgu might be mark_ with a blinking symbol and/or displayed in red, and be accompanied by a distinct auditory
signal. Caution and error n_nmagzs might be nm'kod with a different special symbol and/or displayed in yellow. E

2.4.4-2 Redundant Display
Cautionandwarninginformationshould be presentedthrough both visual and auditorymeans.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The vimud display of emergency information should be redundant, using pictures,
schcnnmtics,color, and text. Emergency information should be accompaniod by an auditory alerting tone. D

2.4.4-3 Warning Operators of Potential Data Loss
Provisionsto promptagainstdata loss should be provided.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: During log-off, the system should check pending transactions to determine if data loss
seems probable. If so, the comlmter should prompt for confmnation before the log-off command is executed.E

2.4.4-4 Time-consuming processes
Warningshouldbe provided when a command will be time-consumingto process.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Typical response times for various types of commands are given in Section 2.4.7.
Warnings may be provided when reai_me time will exceed the maximum amounts given, c
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2.4 System Response
2.4.S Error Messages

2.4.5-1 Informative Error Messages
When the computerdetects an entry error, an error message should be displayedstating the error and
possible subsequentoperations.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Error messages should explicitly provide as much diagnostic information and remedial
direction as san be inferred reliably from the error condition. Where clear inference is not possible, probable helpful
inference(s) may be offered. For example, "Code format not recognized; enter two letters, then three digits." is preferable to
"Invalid input." Operators should not have to search through reference information to translate error messages. _

2.4.5-2 Task-Oriented Error Messages
Wordingfor error messages should be appropriateto the task.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Error messages should specific.ally describe the error and available remedies in language
that reflects the user's point of view, not the programmer's. For example, "Trend Point number not recognized, check the
number." is preferable to "Entry error - Status Flag 4. "s

2.4.5-3 Neutral Wording for Error Messages
Error messages should use neutralwording.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Error messages should not imply blame to the operator, personalize the computer, or
attempt to make a message humorous. For example, "Entry must be a number." is preferable to "Illegal entry." or "I need
some digits. _!3

2.4.5-4 Non-Disruptive Error Messages
The computershoulddisplay an errormessage only after completionof an entry.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: An error message should not be generated as wrong data are keyed, but only after an
expficit ENTER action has been taken.E

2.4.5-5 Invalid Action
Where an entry is invalid or inoperativeat the time of selection, no action should result except a
display of an advisorymessage indicatingthe errorand the appropriatefunctions, options, or
commands.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For example, attempting to print a document from within an edit mode. ^

2.4.5-6 Advisory Error Messages
Wheredataor control entry is made from a small set of alternatives, errormessages should indicate
the correct alternatives.E

2.4.5-7 Displaying Erroneous Entries
When an entry errorhas been detected, the erroneousentry should remaindisplayeduntil the error
has been corrected.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The error itself will provide information as to the nature of the error. Displayed error
messages should be removed after the error has been corrected,c'E
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2,4.5 Error Messages

2.4.5-8 Cursor Placement Following Error
In additionto providingan errormessage, the location of a detectederror shouldbe markedby
positioningthe cursor at that point on the display, i.e., at thatdatafield or commandword.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Displaying the cursor at a non-routine position will help emphasize that an error has
occurred, and direct the user's attention to the faulty entry, n

2.4.5-9 Indicating Repeated Errors
If a operator repeatsan error,a noticeable change should exist in the displayed errormessage.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The user may not be aware of the error if there is no change in the displayed message. In
mapome to a repeated error, the system might display the same verbal message but with changing annotation. E

2.4.5-10 Errors in Stacked Commands
If an error is detected in a group of entries, the system should process correct commands until the
error is displayed.^._

2.4.5-11 Multilevel Error Messages
Following the output of a simple errormessage, operatorsshould be able to request a more detailed
explanation of the error.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A more complete discussion of each error should be made available on-line. E

2.4.5-12 Cautionary Messages
When a dataor command entry erroris suspectedbut cannotbe determined(in termsof system error
logic), a cautionarymessage asking confirm shouldbe displayed.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The user should be alerted to entries that may be in error. For example,: "Cooldown rate
of 200 oF per hour degrees is outside the normal range; confirm or change entry, i_

2.4.5-13 Multiple Error Messages
Notification should be made for each errorwhen multiple errors are detected.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The user should be made aware of the detection of multiple entries in order to facilitate
corrections. For example, "DATE should be numeric [+ 2 other errors]". The computer should place the cursor in the data
field referred to by the displayed error message, with other error fields highlighted. There should also be means to request
sequential display of the other error measages. E

2.4.5-14 Error Message Placement
Errormessages should be presented at the point of the erroror in a consistent area of the display?

2.4.5-15 Documenting Error Messages
As a supplement to on-line guidance, system documentationshould include a listing and explanation
of all error messages,e
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2.4.6 User Guidance/Help

2.4.6-1 On-Line Guidance
Reference materialdescribingsystem capabilities,procedures, commandsand abbreviations,etc.
shouldbe available on-line.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Design of uNr guidm_,z ihould be eonsistznt with sy_m security restrictions, s

2.4.62 Access to Guidance
Explicit actions should be requiredto access or suppressuser guidance,v

2.4.6-3 HELP Request
At any point in an interaction,users shouldbe able to access on-line user guidance by means of a
simple action that is consistent throughoutthe interface.
ADDITIONAl., INFORMATION: UNto mhouldhave multiple methods of requeg_ng help. For example, a user might (1)
select Help in a pull-down menu, (2) type a "Help" command, and/or (3) press a Help Function Key. E

2.4.6-4 HELP Guidanee
Advisory messages or promptsshouldbe availableto guide users in accessing help m_sages.
ADDITIONAl., INFORMATION: An on-line HELP index should be provided. A

2.4.6-$ Synonyms for Standard Terminology
When a user requestsHELP on a topic, the computershould acceptsynonyms and abbreviations,e

2.4.6-6 Context-Sensitive HELP
The informationpresented in response to a HELP requestshouldbe tailoredto the task context.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: If an error in eonmmnd entry is made, HELP should display information concerning that
mnmmnd, ira function, ira proper itruetum and wording, required and optional parameters, etc. E

2.4.6-7 Clarifying HELP Requests
When a requestfor HELP is ambiguousin context, the computershould initiate a dialogue to specify
what data, message or command requires explanation.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: In order to define the needed information, the user might be allowed to point at a displayed
item about which HELP would then be provided. B

2.4.6-8 Automatic HELP
When appropriate,HELP should be automaticallyprovided.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Automatic HELP might be provided following frequent errors in a specific interaction with
the _em. Users ahould be able to suppreu automatically-presented HELP displays with a single action. D

2.4.6-9 Multilevel HELP
When a HELP display provides summaryinformation,more detailed explanationsshould be
avaUable,e

2.4.6-10 Browsing HELP
Users should be able to browse on-line HELPY
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2.4.6 User Guidance/Help

2.4.6-11 Return from HELP
The user should be able to easily returnto the task after accessing HELP.̂
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2.4 System Response
2.4.7 System Response Time

2.4.7-1 Appropriate Computer Response Time
The speed of computerresponse to user entriesshould be appropriateto the transactioninvolved.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Appropriate reaq_ormztimes for selected activities are shown in 'Fable 2.4. In general, the
respormz should be fair for those tnmsaetiom perceived by a user to be simple. For example, computer response to a likely
control entry, such u NEXT PACE, should be _4thin 0.5-1.0 second; response to other simple entries should be within 2
seconds; error messages should be displayed within 2 seconds.s

2.4.7-2 Display Average System Response Time
Average system responsetime, if affected by the numberof on-line users, should be displayed at time
of log-on.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: This message should not be in code but should contain specific information concerning
current response time and the periods when response time is relatively quick (e.g., "Average response to simple commands is
10 to 15 seconds; system response time is usually 1 to 2 seconds between 1100 and 1200 and after 1600 hours").^

2.4.7-3 Response Time Consistent with Requirements
System responsetimes should be consistentwith operationalrequirements.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: _,squired user response times should be compatible with required system response time.
Required user response times should be within the limits imposed by total user tasking expected in the operational
environment, c

2.4.7-4 Processing Delay
Where system overload or other system conditionswill result in a processing delay, the system should
acknowledge the dataentry andprovide an indicationof the delay to the user.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: If possible, the system should advise the user of the time remaining for the process or of the
fraction of the proe_s completed. ^

2.4.7-5 Indicating Completion of Processing
When processing in responseto a control entry is lengthy, the user should be given a positive
indicationof subsequentcompletiontime, and appropriaterelatedinformation.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Appropriate related information includes a message stating the need for further user action
isrequired.A,e

2.4.7-6ResponseTime InducedKeyboardLockout
Ifcomputerprocessingtimerequire_delayofconcurrentuserinputsandnokeyboardbufferis
available,keyboardlockoutshouldoccuruntilthecomputercanacceptthenexttransaction.An alert
shouldbedisplayedtoindicatetotheuserthatlockouthasoccurred,c

2.4.7-7KeyboardRestoration
When thecomputerisreadytocontinuefollowingresponsetime-inducedkeyboardlockout,asignal
tosoindicateshouldbepresented.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For example,cursorchangesbacktonormalshape.C
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Table 2.4. Preferred and Maximum System Response Time

................... Maximum _i_fen-ed

User Activity Respeme Respmse
Time (see.) Time (see.)

,• i i i i ii | i

Control Activation (for example, keyboard entry, cursor controller movement) 0.10 < 0.10

System Activation (system initialization) 3.0 < 0.50

Request for given service: Simple 2.0 < 0.25
Complex 5.0 < 2.0

Loading and Restart 15-60.0 < 6.0

Error Feedback (following completion of input) 2.0 < 0.25
,, , ,,

Response to I.D. 2.0 < 0.25
,,,,,,,

Information on next procedure < 5.0 < 2.0

Response to simple inquiry from list 2.0 < 0.25

,-- Response to simple status inquiry 2.9 < 0.25

Response to complex inquiry in table form 2-4.0 < 0.25,, , ,, 4

Request for next page 0.5-1.0 < 0.25,, ,, ,,

Response to "execute problem" < 15.0 < 6.0

Light pen entries 1.0 < 0.25

Drawings with light pens O.1 < O.10

Response to complex inquiry in graphic form 2-10.0 < 0.25

Response to dynamic modeling _
i

Response to graphic manipulation 2.0 < 0.25

Response to user intervention in automatic process 4.0 < 1.50



2 USER-SYSTEM INTERACTION
2.4 Sy#tem Rmponse
2.4.7 System Response Time

2.4.7-8 Variability of Response Time
Responsetime deviationsshould not exceed more thanhalf the mean responsetime.
ADDITIONAL II_OILMATION: For example, if the meanresponsetime is 4 seconds, the variationis limitedto a rangeof 2
to 6 ,_mds. D

2.4.7-9 Maximum System Response Times
Maximumsystem response times for real-timesystems should not exceed the values presented in
Table 2.4. c
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2 USER-SYSTEM INTERACTION
2.S Managinglrmplays
2.5.1 Display Selection and Navigation

2.S.1-1 Information for Navigating
The user interface should provideusers with informationand actions neededto navigate the interface.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A graphic display might be providedto indicate, uponrequest, the user's positionwithin
hierarohimmob u menus. This display mightbe conmis_ in a windowsc.par_ fromthe applicationthatit s_-'pn_unt..
Movementfromanypmdflonin timhionu_hyto any otherpositionmight beaccomplisbedby using tbe cursorcontroldevice to
xleet the d_ir_ positionin the windowdisplay,v

2.5.1-2 Navigation Among Dlsplays
Users shouldbe able to easily move amongdisplays,v

2.$.1-3 Sequential Steps on Multipage Displays
When actions on a new display in a sequence requirecompletionof actions on a previous display, the
user should be able to move to thenew displayonly when all of the conditions have been met or
when an intentionaloverrideprocedurehas been confirmed.D

2.5.1-4 Navigation Messages
A message should be availablethat provides explicit informationto the user on how to move from
one frame to another or how to select a differentdisplay,s
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2 USER-SYSTEM INTERACTION
2.$ Managing Displays
2.$.2 Display Control

2.$.2-1 Display Control
Users should be able to specify the informationto be displayedandselect the formatin which it is
presented.^

2.$.2-2 Display of Control Options
Screen control locations and controloptions should be clearly and appropriatelyindicated.̂

2.$.2-3 Information Displayed as Available
Informationthat the user must manipulateshould be displayed as it becomes available.̂

2.$.2-4 Zooming for Display Expansion
The user should be provided with a zooming capabilitythat allows the user to expandthe displayof
any selected area.e

2.$.2-$ Functional Labeling for Display Framing
User instructions,key labels, etc., shouldrefer to display framingin functionalterms and avoid
wording that implies spatial orientation.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Examples of framing in functional terms are: "forward" and "back", or "next" and
"previous". Control of display framing functions might be implemented by keys nutrked with arrows, to avoid verbal labels
altogether. B

2.$.2-6 Easy Paging
When requesteddata exceeds the capacityof a single display frame, users should be given some easy
means to move back and forthover displayed materialby pagingor panning/scrolling.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Dedicated function keys can provide for paging forward and back.A'E

2.$.2-7 Show Changing Scale
When a display is expanded from its normal coverage, a scale indicatorof the expansion factor should
be provided.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A linear indicator of current map scale might be shown in the margin, or perhaps simply a
numeric indication of the display expansion factor (e.g., : x4 :).E

2.$.2-8 Show Overview Position of Visible Section

When a display is pannedand/or expandedfrom its normal coverage, some graphicindicatorof the
position in the overall displayof the currentlyvisible section shouldbe provided.E

t

2.$.2-9 Return to Normal Display Coverage
If a user is allowed to pan over an extendeddisplay, or zoom for display expansion, an easy means
for the user to returnto normal display coverage shouldbe provided.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For example, return to normal display coverage might be accomplished by a function key
labeled RETURN, or l_rhaps RESET. ^'_
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2 USER-SYSTF.J_ INTERACTION
2.S ManaslmqlDisplays
2.S.3 Display Update/Freeze

2.S.3-1 Automatic Display Update
Users shouldbe able to requestautomaticupdate (computerregeneration)of changeddata, and should
be able to control the updaterate.s

2.S.3-2 Readability of Changing Data
Changingdatavalues that mustbe readshould be displayed in a fixed position and updatedno more
than once per second. It"users need only to monitorgeneraltrends in changing datavalues, and do
not need to take exact readings,faster updateratesmay be acceptable."

2.S.3-3 Visual Integration of Changing Graphics
When a user must visually integratechangingpatternson a graphicdisplay, the datashould be
updatedat a rate appropriateto humanperceptual abilities for thatkind of data change.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Slowly developing patterns may be seen more easily with tin_ compression, i.e., with rapid
display of _luentially itored data frames. Put changing data may require time expansion, i.e., slowed output, to aid pattern
pev_ption. In mine epplieatiotm it is permissible to allow a user to control the speed for update of displayed data.I_

2.$.3-4 Refresh Rate for Free-drawn Graphics
For free-drawngraphics, the refresh rateon the monitorshould be high enough to produce the
appearanceof a continuoustrack.D

2.$.3-S Display Freeze
The user should be able to "freeze" automaticallyupdateddataat any point. This is necessary in
orderfor the user to examine changed data more deliberately.^,'_

2.$.3-6 Labeling Display Freeze
When a display is "frozen," the displayshould be appropriatelylabelledto remindusers of its
"frozen"status.̂ 's

2.5.3-7 Signaling Changes to Frozen Data
When a display being updated in real-timehas been frozen, the user shouldbe warnedif some
significant, but not displayed, change should be detected in the computerprocessing of new data.̂ 'n

2.$.3-8 Resuming Update After Display Freeze
When the user elects to resumeupdate after a displaybeing updatedin real time has been frozen, the
resumed display updateshould be positionedat the currentreal-time point.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: In some applications, a user might wish to resume display update at the point it is stopped,
aad so the display change would lag real-time dat{tchange. Or, a user might choose to see a speeded "replay" of interim

changes to regain current display istatus.A'e
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2 USER-SYSTEM INTERACTION
2.S Managing Displays
2.$.4 Display Suppression

2.$.4-1 Temporary Suppreuion of Displayed Data
The user should be able to temporarilysuppressstandarddatadisplays.̂ ,s

2.S.4-2 Labelln| Display Suppression
A datadisplay thathas been suppressedshouldbe annotated with an appropriatelabel to remindusers
thatdata have been suppressed,a

2.S._.$ Signaling Changes to Suppressed Data
Users should be warned if some significant(but not displayed) change is detected in the computer
processing of now datawhen datahave been suppressedfrom a display.^.B

2.S.4.4 Rmuming Display of Suppressed Data
Data that has been suppressedfrom a display should be able to be quickly restoredto its complete,
originallygenerated form.A.s

2.S.,_-S Dedicated Function Key
Functionkeys used to restoresuppressed datashould have no other use.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For instance, if a user must press RETURNto restoresuppresseddata, thatkey only
re_ru the dataand does not ¢Jsomove a displayedcursorto some otherposition.A,n
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2 USER-SYSTEM INTERACTION

2.S Managing Displays
2.5.5 Scrolling and Paging

2.$.$-I Continuous Text Data
Paging andwindowing should not used when searchingthroughcontinuoustext data.^

2.$.$-2 Consistent Orientation
A consistent orientationfor display framingshouldbe used.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Users can either 1) conceive the display frame as a window moving over a fixed array of
data, here e._lled "panning", or 2) conceive data as moving behind a fixed display frame, oommonly called "scrolling. '',E

2.$.S-3 Panning with Free Cursor Movement
In applicationswhere a user moves a cursor freely abouta page of displayeddata, panningshould be
adoptedrather than scrolling as the conceptualbasis of display framing."

2.$.S-4 Framing Consistently for All Data
Framingfunctions shouldbe performedconsistently so that panningand/or zooming affect all
displayed data in the same way.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For example, on a situation display, zooming should be used to expand background data
such as geographic boundaries to the sam© scale as the ©xpansion of overlaid "active" data.B

2.5.S-$ Paging Controls
Users should be allowed to move easily from one page to another for displays which are partitioned
into separatelydisplayable,pages,e

2.$.$-6 Horizontal Scrolling
The user shouldhave the abilityto shift the text informationshown when the user cannotview all of
the characters in the horizontalline.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: This shi_ should be accomplished with a single action (e.g., by moving a scrotl icon on a
horizontal scroU bar). D

2.$.$-7 Appropriate Scrolling/Paging Structures
Structuresfor horizontalscrolling/paging should appearonly on displays for which horizontal
movement is appropriate. Similarly, structuresfor vertical scrolling/paging should appearonly on
displays for which vertical movement is applicable.D

2.$.S-8 Common Display Structure
Display structureused for scrolling andpagingshould be common to all files.D

2.$.$-9 Scrolling/Paging Techniques
Users should have the abilityto scroll or page using several differenttechniques.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For example, paging by means of moving a page icon on the scroll bar or by the use of a
dedicated function key for paging forward and a dedicated function key for paging back through a file. Scrolling might be
performed by a sex,oH bar, keyboard arrow keys, and keystroke commands, i)
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2 USER-SYSTEM INTERACTION

2.$ Managing Displays
2.$.$ Scrolling and Paging

2.$.5-10 One Structure for Vertical, One for Horizontal Movement
Only one scrolling/pagingstructureshould be used for vertical movement in a display andone for
horizontalmovement in a display.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The p_ of the 0erolling/paging urueturee should clearly indicate the function for
vet_.ad or ho_ movenwnt. For example, one _roll bar might be placed along one of the side borders of the display for
vertical eerolling and another eeroll bar might be placed along the top or bottom (opposite the menu bar) of the display for
hodzo_ Nro_. v

2.$.5-11 Labeling Scrolling Function
The function of the scrolling/pagingstructureshouldbe clearly indicatedby either a textual or
graphic label.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For example, a graphic label for the scroll bar might be a scroll icon. D

2.$.5-12 Evident Direction of Paginli
The direction that a user must page (toward the top or bottom, left or right)should be evidentto the
user before he or she begins to page.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For example, scroll arrows on a scroll bar might point in the direction that corresponds to
the paging direction. D

2.5.5-13 Paging in One or Multiple Page Increments
Users should be able to page in one page or multiplepage increments.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For example the user might page multiple pages directly by moving the page icon on the
eeroll bar at which time the display might move to the location in the file that corresponds to the page number on the page
icon. D

2.5.5-14 Discrete Paging
When moving over multiplepages, the movement should be discretewith no display of intermediate
pages between the startingpage and the selected page.D

7..5.5-15 Indicate Absolute and Relative Positions of User
Scrolling/paging structuresshould indicateboth the absoluteandrelative positions of the user in the
datafile.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For example, a page icon on the scroll bar might (1) indicate the absolute position by
containing the page number in the data f'de and (2) indicate the relative position by means of the spatial location of the icon on
thescroll bar.D

2.5.5-16 Graphic Indication of Scroll Position
Large display outputswhich are viewed by continuouspanning/scrollingshould be provided with a
graphic indicatorinset at the margin of the display frameto indicatecurrentlocation._-

2.5.5-17 Scroll by Line or Display Unit
The scroll motion rateshould allow the user to scroll by line or by display unit.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Either technique provides a smooth flow of text. D
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2 USER-SYSTEM INTERACTION
2.5 Managing Displays
2.S.S Scrolling and Paging

2.5.5-18 Display Window
ROLL and SCROLLcommands should refer to the display window, not the text/data.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The display window should appear to the user to be an aperture moving over stationary
text?)

2.S.S-19 Parameters Refer to Data not Window

The parametersof roll/scroll functions shouldrefer to the databeing inspected, not to the window. ,
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: From s data orientation, "roll up 5 lines" nw2ms that the top five lines of data would
disappear and five new lines would appear at the bottom; the window through which the data is viewed remains fixed.
However, when a windowing orientation is established, the wording of scroll functions refers to the display page (or window)
and not to the displayed data. In that case, the command "Up 10" would mean that ten lines of data will disappear from the
bottom of the display and ten earlier lines will appear st the top.n
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2 USER-SYSTEM INTERACTION,
2.S Managing Displays
2.S.6 W'indows

2.S.6-1 Window Identification
Windows should be identified by a label consistently located at the top of the window's border.
ADDITIONAL INFOILMATION: Lsbeli should remain on the screen while the data scrolls underneath them. ^

i

2.$.6-2 Window Selection and Display
Users should be able to select separatedatawindows that will sharea single displayscreen.̂ ,_

2.$.6-3 Displaying Multiple Windows
When multiple windows are open simultaneously,the user shouldhave the capabilityto easily tile,
layer, or sequentiallyview the windows (see Figure 2.1).
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Depending upon user needs, data windows might appear simultaneously as segments of a
joint display (i.e., tiled), might be overlaid in varying degrees so as to obscure one another (i.e, layered), or might be
displayed sequentially at the uler's option. In the latter condition, multiple display windows will differ little from multiple
display pages, except pedmps in speed of sequential access. A'D'E

2.$.64 Managing Open Windows
The system should keep track of the windows thatare open (but not necessarily active or displayed),
andprovide a means of displayingthe list of open windows to the user.
ADDITIONAL INFOILMATION: Open windows, for example, could be listed in a menu or as a graphic. A

2.$.6-$ Window Demarcation
Windows should be visually separatedfrom each otherand from their background,preferablyby
bordersor similar demarcation.̂

2.$.6-6 Distinction Between Window Types
Windowtypes shouldbe perceptuallydistinct (see Figure 2.1).
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For example, active windows in both the tiled and layered window environments should be
perceptually distinct from inactive window types.V

2.$.6-7 Active Windows Priority
Undernormal operatingconditions, active windows shouldbe frontmoston the display,v

c,

2.$.6-8 Caution and Warning Window Priority
Cautionand warningwindows should be frontmoston the display.D

2.$.6-9 Default Window Size

'_ The size and shapeof the initial presentationof a window should be consistent with its contents
(amountof information, numberof menus, data fields, etc.)
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: When a window temporarily obscures other displayed data, the obscured data should not be
pemumently erased but should reappear if the overlay is removed. ^,_
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2 USER-SYSTEM INTERACTION
2.$ _glng Displays
2.$.6 Windows

i i ill i i i ill i i , i,.

......... Fil_ure2.1. Layered and tiled windows .....

2.$.6-10 Minimum Height for Text Windows
The default height for text windows and windows used for scanningdata should be at least four lines
of information.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Window eizes of four lines provide better performance than those with fewer than four
line=. Window= with more than four line= show little advantage over windows with four lines. ^,v's

2.$.&11 Minimum Width for Text Windows
The default width for a generic text window should enable 50-80 charactersto be displayed.
ADDITIONAL INTORMATION: When users rveA continuously _rolling text (at a rate net by the user), line lengthl of 52 to

711eluu'a_ten pn_vide the f_aest perfonnan_. V
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2 USBR-SYSTR_ INTERACTION
2.S Mam0nll Displays
2.$.6 Windows

2.$.6-12 Consistent Window Control
User control of windows should operateconsistentlyfrom one display to anotherfor each type of
window.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Control of predefmad windows may simply involve "opening" and "closing" them, by
selection of displayed option labels or function keys. Compel of user-clef'reed windows may require user specification of window
contents, window size and positioning on the display. Such window control must be learned by a user, and consistent design of
control logic akls that learning.A'B

2.$.6-13 Window Control Functions
As appropriateto the user task, windows should be capable of the following operations:
scrolling/panning,resizing, moving, hiding, activating,deactivating,copying to/from, zooming
in/out, tabbing, andundo-last.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Some tasks will require fewer window operations than others. For example, a window that
simply presents a one-line status message from the system that the user will only read and not respond to might need to only
have the ability to be closed. It might not need to be movable, adjustable in size, etc. A

2.5.6-14 Consistent Control Within Windows
When control actions such as command entrymay be takenby a user working within a window, those
control actions should be consistent from one window to another.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Cursor positioning controls should operate consistentlywithin all windows. If controls in
one window operate differently than in another, user confusion will be unavoidable, e

2.$.6-15 Window Opening Methods
The user should be able to open a windowby performingany of a set of simple actions.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Typical methods of opening windows include: issuing a command to open a specific
window, selecting a window title from a list on a menu, or selecting an icon for the window. D

2.5.6-16 Closing Windows
Users should be able to close a window with a single action.D,e

2.!;.6-17 Easy Shifting Among Windows
If several windows are open, several easy meansshould be providedfor a user to shift among them.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Typical methods of shiningamong open windows include: clicking a mouse button, the tab

key, cursor keys, ors function key. The most direct method might be to allow a user to select a window by pointing anywhere
within its displayed borders, but that action might be confused with the selection of a particular item within the window. A'B

2.5.6-18 Activating a Previously Opened Window
The user should be able to puta window in the interactivestate by performing any of a set of simple
actions in that windowor relatedto that window.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A window might be activated by moving the pointing cursor to the window and performing
any action, including pressing a key or a button on a cursor control device, issuing a command to open a lq_ecific window;
selecting a window title from a list on a menu, or selecting an icon representing the window. D

2.5.6-19 Activation of Window Cursor
The action thatputs a window into the interactivestate should automaticallyplace the placeholding
cursor in that window so that the user can provide inputs through that window,v
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2 USER-SY_ INTERACTION

2.$ Manalling Displays
2.$.6 Windows

2.$.6-20 Multi-Modal Window Designation
If windows are capableof differentmodes, the system shouldprovide immediateandunambiguous
feedbackconcerningwhich mode is active.A

2.$.6-21 Movable Windows
Window movement capabilityshould be provided such that the user can move windows to different
areas of the display.D

2.$.6-22 Window Position
It should not be possible to position windows in such a way that menu bars, access to the command
area, or cautionand warningmessages are obscured,u

2.$.6-23 Smooth Window Movement
Movement of a window should appearto be smooth and continuousto the user.D

2.5.6-24 Indicate Active Window
If several windows are displayed at once, the window(s) in which actioncan be taken should be
indicated.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Adding windows to a display can increase the conceptual complexity of control actions as
well msthe difficulty of data assimilation. A prominent cursor might be displayed in the currently active window, or perhaps
the displayed border of an active window to indicate to a user which window is currently "active. A,E

2.$.6-25 Update of Hidden Windows
A window that is not displayedshouldbe capableof receiving informationfrom the system•
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Parameters should continue to be updated whether or not the display page on which they are
t_'portodis cu_y displayed. A

2.$.6-26 Alerting User to Information Availability
The system should alert the user to critical informationthat becomes available in an inactive or
non-displayedwindow.̂

2.$.6-27 Window Activates Upon Opening
The action that opens a window should automaticallymake that window active.D

2.$.6-25 Varying Window Size
Users should be able to change the horizontal and vertical dimensions of a window independentlyor
together,v

2.$.6-29 Accessibility to Partially Removed Windows
Windows partiallymoved off the displayshould be madereadily accessible with a single action.D

2.$.6-30 Scroilable Windows
The user shouldhave the ability to scroll through the contentsof a window both horizontallyand
vertically.°
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2 USER-SYSTEM INTERACTION
2.$ Managing Displays
2.$.6 Windows

2.$.6-31 User Control of Automatic Update
Automaticallyupdatedwindows shouldhave display freeze capability.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Wlum a window displays automatically updat_ information, the user should have control
over the rate st which autonmtically updat_ _r_na and _mlled. A
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2 USER-SYSTEM INTERACTION
2.6 Managing Information
2.6.1 Editing Documents

2.6.1-1 Natural Units of Text
Users should be allowed to specify segments of text in whateverunits are naturalfor entry/editing.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For unformatted ("free") text, naturalunits will be characters, words, phrases, sentences,

pamgntphe, and pages. For specially formatted text, such as computer program fistlngs, other logical units (e.g., lines,
procedures, end subprograms) may be used.^.B

2.6.1-2 Text Displayed as Printed
Users should be allowed to display text exactly as it will be printed.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Accurate display is particularly necessary when the format of printed output is important, as
when printing letters, tables, etc. Ideally, text displays should be able to represent all the features that are provided in printed
output, including upper and lower ease, underlining, holding, subscripting, superseripting, special symbols, and different styles
and sizes of type. When those features are impoflant, the necessary display eapabUity should be provided. For special
formatting features that are not frequently used, it may be sufficient to use extra symbols to note text features that cannot be
directly displayed. In that ease, care should be taken that such annotation does not disturb the spacing of displayed text. This
may require two display modes, one to show text spacing as it will be printed and the other to show annotations to the text. A
corollary to this recommendation is that changes made to displayed text should appear as a user makes them. Some line-based
editors show changes only after a document has been filed and later recalled for display, which does not represent good user
interface design. A'B

!

2.6.1-3 Format Control by User
Easy means shouldbe provided for users to specify requiredformat control features(e.g., margin and
tab settings) duringtext entry/editing.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Required format features will very depending on the application. The intent of this
guideline is that all required format features should be easy to control. Any format features which are provided but are
optional for the user's task should not be made easy to use at the expense of required format features. One convenient method
of margin and tab control is to allow users to mark settings on a displayed "ruler" that extends the width of a page and is
continuouslydisplayedstthetopofthescreen.A'B

2.6.1-4 Establishing Predefined Formats
When text formats mustfollow predefinedstandards,the standardformat should be provided
automaticallyandnot rely 'onusers to rememberandspecify properformats.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For example, standard formats might be required for letters, memos, or other transmitted
messages. A,13

2.6.1-5 Storing User-Defined Formats
When text formats cannotbe predicted in advance, users shouldbe able to specify andstore for future
use the formats that might be needed for particularapplications.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For example, a special format might be adopted for generating a particular report at

periodic intervals. A'e

2.6.1-6 Consistent Word Spacing
Unless otherwise specified by the user, enteredtext shouldbe left-justifiedto maintainconstant
spacing between words, leaving right marginsragged if thatis the result.A'E
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2 USER-SYSTEM INTERACTION
2.6 Managing Information
2.6.1 Editing Documents

2.6.1-7 Hyphenation by Users
In the entry/editing of text, automaticpaginationandline breaks by the computershould keep words
intact, and hyphenationshould only be introducedwhere specified by users.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Where compound words have been hyphenated by a user, the computer should break the

compound al_r the hyphen for pagination or line breaks unless otherwise specified by the user. Compound words formed with
slash_ (©.g., "entry/editing") might be treated in a similar manner. ^'E

2.6.1-8 Changing Physical Characteristics of Text
The user should have the abilityto change the physical characteristicsof text.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The physical characteristics under the user's control might include font type, size, and
capitalization; the ability to change the font style (e.g., by underlining, italicizing, and/or bolding characters or strings of
characters), and/or to alter tab position in any part of a text file. D

2.6.1-9 Tabs
A tab functionshould be availablefor paragraphindentationandfor moving the cursor to a
preselected location.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The user should be able to set tabs st locations across a display, consistent with the spacing

provided by the space bar. The symbols indicating the location of tabs should be hlvisible to the user by default but should
become visible with a single action by the user (for example, by making a screen ruler appear on the display or displaying the
tab symbols within the text field), D

2.6.1-10 Tab Controls
For editing programsor tabulardata, cursortab controlsor other provisionsfor establishingand
moving readilyfrom field to field shouldbe provided,v

2.6.1-11 Margins
The user should have the abilityto change marginsfor a text file.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: This capability should include changing margins so that the user cannot view all of the
characters in the horizontal line. Rationale: Users may need to have a double page size for the equivalent of a 14 x 17 page.D

2.6.1-12 Automatic Line Break
For entry/editingof unformattedtext, an automaticline break Ccarriage return")should be provided
when text reaches the right margin, with provisionfor user override.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For specially formatted text, such as computer program listings, users may need to control
Minestructure themselves and hence need to override any automatic line break. Even when entering unformatted text, a user
will sometimes wish to specify a new line at some particular point, if ordy for aesthetic reasons. A'E

2.6.1-13 Automatic Pagination Aids
Automaticpaginationfor text entry/editingshould be provided, allowing users to specify the page
size.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For short documents, automatic pagination may not be needed. If automatic repagination is
not provided, a warning message should be presented to the user. A,E
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2.6.1-14 User Control of Pagination
When automaticpagination is provided, users should be allowed to ove,'ridethatpagination in order
to specify page numbersat anypoint in a document.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: When producing a large document, a user may wish to split it into several separate text/'des
for convenience in editing, and hence need to control the page numbering of those component sections. In general, a user will
want flexibility in assembling different computer f'des to create a composite document. For example, a user might wish to
number the fmJt page of a document "23", or perhaps skip a page number in the middle of a document. A'E

2.6.1-15 Controlling Integrity of Text Units
When automaticpaginationis provided, users should be allowed to specify how many lines in a
paragraphcan standalone at the bottom or top of a page ("widows" and "orphans''),and to specify
any text that should not be divided between two pages, such as lists or tables.̂ ,E

2.6.1-16 Protecting Text During Page Overruns
When a user is insertingtext into a documentthathas alreadybeen paginated, no text should be lost
if the user inserts more text than a page can hold.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: It is difficult for a user to keep track of page size, particularly if the size of the display
screen is less then the full page specified for printed text. A user will often not know when more text has been inserted into a
page than there is room for. The computer should accommodate text insertions with automatic repagination. ^,E

2.6.1-17 Head-and Foot-of File

The means should be provided to readily move the cursorto the head or the foot (end) of the file.D

2.6.1-18 Inserting
When insertingwordsor phrases, items to be inserted should be displayed as the final copy will
appear.̂

2.6.1-19 String Search
Users should be allowed to specify a string of text and request the computer to advance (or back up)
the cursorautomatically to the next (or last previous) occurrence of that string.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: An automatic string search capability will generally speed cursor placement in comparison
with incremental positioning, particularly when moving over large portions of a document. Expert users may also wish to
incorporate special characters in string search, including format control characters such as those for tabbing, bolding, etc. A'E

2.6.1-20 Multiple Methods of Searching
Users should have multiple methods for searching for lines or alphanumericstrings,n

2.6.1-21 Search for Line Numbers
Users should have the ability to search for and move to a specific line number in a file. D
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2.6.1-22 Upper and Lower Case Equivalent in Search
Unless otherwise specified by a user, upper and lower case letters should be treated as equivalent in
searching text.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For example, "STRING", "String", and "string" should all be recognized/accepted by the
computer when matrching for that word. In t_._hing for words, users will generally be indifferent to any distinction between
upper and lower ease. The computer should not compel a distinction that users do not care about and may find difficult to
make. The computer should aim ignore such other features as bolding, underlining, parentheses and quotes when searching
text. A.B

2.6.1-23 Specifying Case in Search
When case is important, users should be allowed to specify case as a selectable option in string
search.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Users may also wish to specify features such as bolding, underlining, and quotes when
searching text. For example, when searching a document in which all the headings are capitalized, a user might wish to find a
string only when it appears in a heading. ^'_

2.6.1o24 Global Search and Replace
When systematic editing changes will be made throughout a long document, a "global search and
replace" capability should be provided.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Global search and replace is where the system replaces all occurrences of one text string
with another. Global searoh and replace could be designed in two different ways. One user might want the computer to make
all ¢hang_ automatically. Another user might want to review and confirm each change. Ideally, both options should be
available.A,t_

2.6.1-25 Case in Global Search and Replace
If a global search and replace capability is provided, the case of the replacement string should match
the case of the old string, unless otherwise specified by the user.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: If a word is replacing the first word in a sentence, the first letter of the new word should be
capitalized. If it is replacing a word that is entirely in lower case, then the new word should also be in lower case. The user
should be able, however, to replace a word with incorrect case with a correct version. A'E

2.6.1-26 Moving Text
Users should be allowed to select and move text segments from one place to another within a
document.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A user should not have to re-enter (i.e., rekey) text that is already available to the
computer. One convenient method of allowing the user to both move and copy text is to provide a "cut and paste" facility in
which the "cut" text renmi_ in a storage buffer and can be "pasted" more than once. For copying, the user can cut text, paste
it back into its original location, and paste it again at a new location.A'B

2.6.1-27 Pasting Text into a Graphical File and Vice Versa
The user should be able to paste (1) alphanumeric data cut or copied from a text file or table into a
graphical display and (2) graphical data into a text or tabular file?

2.6.1-28 Cutting Graphical Objects and Areas of Graphical Displays
Users should be able to cut both graphical objects and areas of a graphical display. D
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2.6.1-29 Viewing Text Prior to Pasting
Users should be able to view text thathas been cut or copied prior to pasting.D

2.6.1-30 Placing Cut Text in Compatible Files
Users should be able to insertcopied text at any location in the currentfile or other files createdwith
the same application.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: One means of implementing this feature is a temporary editing buffer into which the system
would place cut text. D

2.6.1-31 Placement of Pasted Text

The pastedtext should be inserted at the location immediatelybefore the cursor (in a text file), or at
the approximatelocation of the cursor (in a graphicalfile).
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: At the end of the paste process, the cursor should have the same text following it as before
the process, o

2.6.1-32 Pasting the Same Text More than Once
Pasting the most recently cut or copied text should have no effect on a users' ability to paste the same
text again.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The user should be able to paste the most recently cut or copied text as many times as he or
she chooses. The text to be pasted is replaced only when new text is cut or copied. D

2.6.1-33 Cutting Without a Gap in the Text
No gap should be left in the file at the point from which cut text was removed.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The cursor should remain in the same location as prior to the cut. D

2.6.1-34 Storing Frequently Used Text
Users should be allowed to label and store frequentlyused text segments, and to later recall (copy
into currenttext) stored segments identifiedby their assigned labels.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For example, much text processing involves n_etitive elements specific to different
_,pplications, such as signature blocks, technical terms, long names, formulas or equations, e

2.6.1-35 Vertical Scrolling When Selecting Text
If the selected text, table, or graphics areaextends beyond the bottom of the displayedpage, the
screen should automaticallyscroll until the user stops selecting.D

2.6.1-36 Non-Contiguous Blocks of Text
Users should not be able to select non-contiguousblocks of text when cuttingandpasting.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Cutting and pasting (operations which frequently follow selecting) is ambiguous with

, non-contiguous blocks, especially with respect to the spatial relation between the two non-contiguous blocks when they are
pasted into a text fde at a new location or into a new text fde.v
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2.6.2-1 Saving to a Data File
The user shouldbe able to save the informationenteredinto a file by a single actionthat will permit
the user to continue interactingwith that file.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: This scum replaces the previous infom_on stored in the fde with the newly saved
inf_n. D

2.6.2-2 Exit With Save
After finishing the interactionwith any type of file, the user shouldbe able to save the information
andstop interactingwith the file by a single action?

2.6.2-3 Exiting a File
After finishingthe interactionwith any type of file, the user should be able to stop interactingwith
the file by a single action(e.g., selecting a menu item) without saving the changes to the file.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Commands for exiting are different from those for saving and exiting with a save. v

2.6.24 Distinct Commands for Exit With and Without Save
The commandused to "exit with save" shoulddiffer from the conunands for "save" (without exit) and
for "exit without save."D

2.6.2-$ Protection Against Exiting a File Without Saving
The user shouldbe protectedagainst exitinga file withoutthe opportunityto save the file contents.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The system should require usersto verify that they want to exit and lose their most recent
inimts.D

2.6.2-6 Recovery ofReplaced File
Information from a file thathas been modified andstored with the "save" or "exit with save" actions
should be retrievablewith a single action,v

2.6.2-7 Automatic Saving of a File
The system should save a file automaticallyat frequent intervals while being edited.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Users should bc aware of automatic f'flesaving operations. D

2.6.2-8 Automatic Backup
Users should have the option of invoking an automaticbackupfunctionthat retainsprevious versions
of files. The specific numberof previous versions saved should be selectable by the user.v

2.6.2-9 Access of Modified Information After Exit Without Save
Information from a file that has been modified by new inputshould be retrievablewith a single action
even at_erexiting without saving new input.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The modified f'de is accessible for a period of time after the "exit" actions. D
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2.6.3-1 Automatic Placement of Cut Data in Buffer
When selected data is cut or copied from a text file, tabularfile, and/orgraphics file andplaced in a
temporaryediting buffer, the data shouldbe placed in thebuffer automatically, withthe only specific
actionrequiredby the user being the cut or copy action.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: If attemponu.y editing buffer is used, data puted into a text f'de, tabular f'de, and/or

file hi _ from that buffer.D

2.6.3-2 Contents of Temporary Buffer
The contents of the temporaryediting buffer should remainintactafter the applicationfrom which the
contentswere taken is closed.°

2.6.3-3 Default Conditions of Buffer
The default conditionshould be that additionsto the temporaryediting buffer are not cumulative.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: New data placed in the buffer replaces old data.D

2.6.34 Access to Contents of Temporary Buffer
The user should be able to access the contentsof the temporaryediting buffer in a window with a
single action.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Aeeeu to the eontentmof the temporary editing buffer permits the user to read the contents,
but not opemte on flwan.D
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2.6.4-1 Accessing Information Across Applications
The capabilityto accept andmaintaininformation,independentof application, should be provided for
holding relevant informationacross displays or applications.
ADDITIONAL INFOP._ATION: An example of this eapabillty is the lerapbook or excerpt fde. v

2.6.4-2 Exeerpt Flle
Users shouldhave the capability to createmultipleExcerpt Files.D

2.6.4-3 Integrating Data
The user shouldhave the capabilityto integratenew datawith dataalready in the file.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Ir_gmting data might include (1) pasting the new data following data already in the fde, (2)

paging the new data before data already in the file, and (3) interleaving new data in data already in the file. Each of these
capabilities should be available through a single user action. V

2.6.4-4 Copying Excerpt File
The user should be able to cut or copy datafrom the Excerpt File andpaste it to any other file.v

2.6.4-$ SavingExcerptFile
The user should be able to save the Excerpt File.D
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2.7.1-1 Automatic Data Validation
Softwarefor automaticdatavalidationshould be providedto check any item whose entryand/or
correctformator content is requiredfor subsequentdataprocessing.̂ 'E

2.7.1-2 Validation
Data entriesshould be validatedby the system for correctformat, legal value, or range of values.
Whererepetitiveentry of data sets is required, datavalidation for each set should be completedbefore
another transactioncan begin.̂

2.7.1-3 Stroke-By-Stroke Echo
Data being enteredthrough a keyboard should be echoed on the screen m a stroke by stroke basis,
except when appliedto passwordsor other security measures.̂

2.7.1-4 System Validation
Wherepossible, when a command entry does not meet validationlogic, a cautionarymessage should
be displayed asking the user to confirmdataentry.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For example, during reactivity control, the following type message may be displayed: "A

negative value has been entered in the field 'Control Rods.' Please enter a positive number between 1 and 32.A

2.7.1-$ Data Verification by User Review
when verificationof prior data entries is required,users should be allowed to review andconfirm the
data, ratherthan re-enteringthe data.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For routine verification, data review by the user wlU be quicker than re-entry, with less risk

of introducing new errors. For special verification, as when computer processing has ,_etected doubtful and/or discrepant data
entries, the user should be alm_cl with an appropriate advisory message. B

2.7.1-6 Cross Validation of Related Data
For the entryof relateddata items, automaticcross validation shouldbe _rovided to ensure that the
dataset is logically consistent.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Such cross checking is a significant advantage of on-line data processing, providing
computer aids to help users detect logical errors.B

2.7.1-7 Displaying Default Values
Currentlyoperativedefault values shouldbe displayedfor dataentry, so thatusers can review and
confirm them for computerprocessing,e

2.7.1-8 Non-Disruptive Error Messages
If data validationdetects a probableerror,an errormessage should be displayed to the user at the
completionof data entry.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: An ongoing transaction should not be interrupted.^,E
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2.7.1-9 Timely Validation of Sequential Transactions
In a repetitivedataentrytask, thedata for one transactionshouldbe validated and the user shouldbe
allowedto correct errorsbefore beginning anothertransaction.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: This b particularly important when the task requires transcription from source documents,
m that s user can _ md correct entry ermm while the mlzvmt document is still at hand.A'E

2.7.1-10 Optional Item-by-Item Validation
Optionalitem-by-itemdata validation within a multiple-entrytransactionshould be provided.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: This eapabillty, which might be termed an "interim ENTER," may sometimes help a novice
user who b uncertain about the requ_ imposed on etch data item.^,t_

2.7.1-11 Deferral of Required Data Entry
If a user wishes to defer entry of a requireddataitem, the user shouldbe requiredto enter a special
symbol in the datafield to indicatethat the itemhas been temporarilyomitted ratherthan ignoredY

2.7.1-12 Reminder of Deferred Entry
If a user has deferredentry of requireddatabut then requestsprocessing of entries, that omission
should be signaled to the user and immediateentry(or perhapsfurtherdeferral)of missing items
should be allowed,e

2.7.1-13 User Validation
The user should be able to obtaina papercopy (screen dump) of the contents of alphanumericor
graphic displays.̂
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2.7.2-1 Acknowledging Corrections
All error correctionsby the user should be acknowledgedby the system eitherby indicatinga correct
entry has been made or by another error message,c

2.7.2-2 UNDO to Reverse Control Actions
Any user actionshould be immediately reversibleby an UNDO command.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: UNDO itself should be reversible, m that a _cond UNDO aation will do again whatever
w_ just undone. Even with an UNDO capability, however, a user may make an irretrievable mi_ake, ff lucczeding actions
intervene before a prior dl_ruotive action ia notie_l. If a uJzr il overhuty in ounf'mlrflnga d_uetive action, and rcadizu the
migake right away (i.e., before taking another action), then an UNDO action might be taken to reverse the damage. E

2.7.2-3 User Review and Editing of E_trlu
For all inputs, whether dataentriesor commands,users should be allowedto edit composed material

before requestingcomputerprocessing. I
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:, Input editing will allow users to correct many errors before computer processing. When an
error imdstzeted, a user will be able to fix it by editing, i.e., without having to retype any correct items (which might introduce
further errors), e

2.7.2-4 Immediate Error Correction
Whenthe system detects an error in a user input, the user shouldbe allowed to make an immediate
correction.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: It is helpful to correct data entry errors st the source, i.e., while a user still has the entry in
mind and/or source documents st hand. When a user cannot correct an entry, as when transcribing from a source document that
itself contains an error, it may help to allow the user to defer entry of the wrong item. Alternatively, the user might wish to
caned the transastion, e

2.7.2-5 Editing Entries After Error Detection
Following error detection, users should be allowed to edit entries by rekeying only those portionsthat
were in error.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: If a user must re-enter an entire data set to correct one wrong item, new errors may be
made in previously correct items. E

2.7.2-6 ExplleR Entry of Corrections
Users shouldbe requiredto take an explicit ENTER action for computerprocessing of error
corrections.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The action taken to accomplish corrections should be the same action that was taken to enter
the data originally, e

2.7.2-7 Automated Correction Aid

When inappropriateor unrecognizedcommandsare detected, a list of permissible commands, or
commandspredicting whatthe user is attemptingshould be provided,v
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2.7,2-8 Flaible BACKUP for Error Correction
Users should be allowed to BACKUP easily to previoussteps in a transactionsequence in orderto
correct an erroror make any other desired change.
ADDITIONAL INFOitMATION: For example, a user might wish to BACKUP through the defined sequence of a

qu_n-a_l-mun_ dialoguo in order to clump _ previous answer.B

2.7.2-9 Errors in Stacked Commands
If an error is detected in a stacked series of command entries, the computershould either consistently
executeto the point of error, or else consistentlyrequireusers to correct errorsbefore executing any
command.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: In most applieattiom, p_ial execution will probably prove desirable. The point here is that
an interface design decision should he made and then followed comistently. '_

2.7.2-10 Partial Execution of Stacked Commands
If only i portion of a stacked commandcan be executed, the user should be notified andprovided
appropriateguidanceto permit correction,completion,or cancel!ationof the stacked command.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Note that stacked commands can fail because of error in their composition, or for other
reasons such u unavailability of required data. '_

2.7.2-11 Replacing Erroneous Commands
If a user makes a command entryerror, after the errormessage has been displayed the user should be
allowed to enter a new command.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A user should not be forced to correct and complete an erroneous command. In considering
a command entry error message, a user may decide that the wrong command was chosen in the first place, and wish to
mb_titutz mother co_ _.e

2.7.2-12 Correcting Command Entry Errors
If a command entry is not recognized, the user should be allowed to revise the commandrather than
rejectingthe command outright.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Misstated commands should not simply be rejected. Instead, software logic should guide
merl toward proper commandformulation, x,tz
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2.7.3 Confirming Entries

2.7.3-1 User Continuation of Destructive Entries

When a control entry will cause any extensive change in stored information,procedures and/or system
operation, andparticularlyif that changecannotbe easily re©ms©d,the user should be notified and
confirmationof the action shouldbe requiredbefore implementingit.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: What oomtitutm "petrolOgy dutmetive" requires definition in the context of each system
_.' When user entries or changos will be nullified by an abort action, the user should be requ©sted to confu_ the abort.
Confinnatlon mmmagm should be simple, politive, and dirm. ._

2.7.3-2 Warning Users of Potential Information Loss
For conditions which may requirespecial user attentionto protect against informationloss, an explicit
aim and/or warningmessage should be providedto promptappropriateuser action.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Tim prompt for • CONFIRM action should warn users explicitly of any possible data loss.
For example, the nmseap, "CONFIRM deletion of entire FEEDWAT_R f'de??"is pmf©rabl©to "CONFIRM DELETE." If •
_nnpleto file is to be deleted, sufficient information, (name, description, size, date established, data last changed, etc.) should
be displayed to verify the f'de for deletion, n

2.7.3-3 Preventing Data Loss at LOG-OFF
When a user requestsLOG-OFF, pendingtransactionsshould be checked and if any pending
transactionwill not be completed, or if datawill be lost, an advisorymessage requestinguser
con_nnation shouldbe displayed.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A user may sometimes suppose that • job is done before taking necessary implementing
action, n

2.7.3-4 Displaying Data to be Changed
If a user requests change (or deletion) of a storeddata item that is not currentlybeing displayed, both
the old andnew values should be displayedso thatthe user can confirm or nullify the changebefore
the transaction is completed.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For proposed deletion of significant amounts of data, such as entire f'fles, it will probably
not be feasible to display all of the data. In such instances, sufficient information should be provided so that the user can
identify those fries s/he hag selected for deletion. The user should be clearly warned of the potential data loss and required to
¢onfirm the destructive action before it will be executed. This practice will tend to prevent inadvertent change, including
ehangea resulting in lou of needed data. User attempts at selective data change without displayed feedback will be prone to
error.B
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2.7.4 Protecting Data

2.7.4-1 Protection from CommputerFailure
Automaticmeasuresshould be providedto minimize data loss from computerfailure.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: An ummth _.pebiUty b needed because um m be relied upon to remember to take
neeemary protective mmmrm. Though not strictly a fmtme of user interface design, reliable data ImndHngby the computer
will do much to maintain user eonftdonm in the system. Conversely, data less resulting from computer failure will wet_ken
user conf--, and reduce user acceptance where ,_,l_m use is optional. For example, depending upon the criticality of the
applieetion,diffemmtpmU_vemeasuresmaybejustif'mi, includingperiodicautomaticarehivinsofdatafries,maintermncoof
tmnmetionlop forreeom_etionofrecentdatachanges,orevenprovisionofpandlel"backup"computingfacilities,s

2.7.4-2 Protection from Interrupts
When a proposeduser actionwill interrupta currenttransactionsequence, automaticmeans to prevent
data loss should be provided.
ADDITIONAL INI_ORMATION: If potential data loss cannot be prevented, the user should be warned. Interrupts should not
be permitted without user eodlmmtion. Soma interrupt aetimm such u BACKUP, CANCEL, or REVIEW, will by their
definition cause only limited data change, and m need no special protection. However, if an i_termpt action may cause
extmmive data change (e.g., RESTART, LOG-OFF), then the user should be required to confmn that action before processing.
If s uesl,'should interrupt a series of changes to a data file, then the computer might autonmtieally save both the original and the
changed wniom of that file for mtbtequent user review and disposition, e

2.7.4-3 Protection from Data Change .
When informationmust not be changed, users should not be permitted to change controlled items.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: It is not enough simply to instruct userl not to make changes in displayed information. E

2.7.4-4 Expllelt Action to Select Destructive Modes
Users should take explicit action to select any operationalmode thatmight result in data loss.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Dmtmetive modes should not be established automatically. In many applieatiorm, it my be
better not to provide any destructive mode. Instead of providing a DELETE mode, for example, require that DELETE be a
discrete action mbjeet to conf'mmtion by the truerwhen the requested data deletion is extensive, e

2.7.4-5 Safe Defaults
If automaticdefaultsare provided for control entries, those defaultsshould protectagainst data loss,
or at least not contributeto the risk of data loss.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For example, when printout of fried data is requested, one control option might be to delete
that fde after printing. The default value for such a destructive option should automatically be set to NO whenever the printing

options are prmented to a user for selection, e

2.7.4-6 Protecting Physical Controls
If activationof function keys (and other control devices) may result in data loss, they should be
located separatelyand/or physically protected to reduce the likelihoodof accidentalactivation._
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2.7.4-7 Disabling Unneeded Controls
When function keys and otherdevices are not neededfor currentcontrol entry, and especially when
they may have destructiveeffects, they should be temporarilydisabled by the software so that they
cannotbe activated by a user.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Some mum ahould aim be provided to help uum dhtlnguish currently active from disabled
oontrol-, meh ambri_S (aetlve) or dimming (dhmbled) their umeiated labeli. If labeling is adequate, then user selection
of a dlmbled vontrol need produce no reqmme. If adequate labeling emmet be provided, then user selection of a disabled
eortrol _mld produce an advimry nammse that the control is not currently active. B

2.7.44 lYmtlnctiveFile Names
When datafiles may be deleted (or overwritten)by name, the names of different files should
distinctive.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: In many applications, file naming is a user option, and distinctive naming will depend on
umr judgment. The eomlmter might provide an advimry memmge if a propcm_ new/"de name is similar (e.g., identical in the
tint $ kttem) to the name of an existing file. II

2.7.4-9 Yeedbaek for Mode Selection
When the resultof user actions will be contingentuponprior selection amongdifferentlydefined
operationalmodes, a continuousindicationof the currentmode should be provided, particularlywhen
user inputs in thatmode might result in data loss.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A user cannot be relied upon to remember prior actions. Thus any action whose results are
contingent upon previous aetiom can represent a potential threat to data protection. For example, if a DELETE mode is being
treedto edit displayed data, mine indication of that mode should be eontinaously displayed to the user. B

2.7.4-10 Protection from Interference by Other Users
Data should be protectedfrom inadvertentloss causedby the actions of otherusers.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: When one user's aetiotm eat be interrupted by another user, as in defined emergency
situations, that interruption s}Nmldbe temporary and nondestructive. The interrupted user should subsequently be able to
relume operation at the point of interruption without data loss. When multiple users review, enter, or modify data in a system,
they ahould be able to review and browse data changes or entries made by other users. In systems where information handling
requir_ the coordinated action of multiple users, it may be appropriate that one user can change data that will be used by
otbem. But when multiple users will act independently, then care should be taken to ensure that they will not interfere with one
another,e

2.7.4-11 Segregating Real from Simulated Data
When simulateddataand system functionsare displayedor provided(perhapsfor user training), real
datashould be protectedand real system use should be clearly distinguishedfrom simulated
operations.e

2.7.4-12 Data Entry/Cl_ange Transaction Records
In situationswhereunauthorizeddatachanges may be possible, users (or a system administrator)
should be able to requesta recordof dataentry/changetransactions.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Transaction records might be maintained for purposes of user guidance as well as for data
protection._
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2.8 System Security
2.8.1 User Identification

2.8.1-1 Automated Security Measures
When required,automatedmeasures to protect datasecurityshould be provided, relying on computer
capabilitiesratherthan on more fallible human procedures.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For protection against unauthorized users, who may be intruders in a system, the need for
wtomsted security reinsures is clear. For legitimate users, the need for data protection is to minimize data loss resulting from
petmtlaUy destructive equipment failures and user errors. Even careful, conscientious users will sometimes make mistakes, and
user interface logic should be designed to help mitigate the consequences of those mistakes. B

2.8.1-2 Warning of Threats to Security
Messages and/or alarm signals in order to warnusers (and system administrators)of potentialthreats
to data security (i.e., of attemptedintrusionby unauthorizedusers) should be provided.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For protecting data from unauthorized use, it may not he enough merely to resist intrusion.
It may also be helpful if the computer cart detect and report any intrusion attempts. In the face of persistent intrusion attempts,
it may be desirable to institute countermeasures of some sort, such as changing user passwords or establishing other more
tringent user authenticetion pmcedurea, e

2.8.1-3 Auxiliary Tests to Authenticate User Identity
When system security requiresmore stringentuser identificationthan is provided by password entry,
auxiliarytests should be devised that authenticateuser identity without imposing impracticaldemands
on the user's memory,j

2.8.1-4 Easy LOG-ON
The LOG-ON process and proceduresfor user identificationshould be as simple as possible consistent
with protectingdata from unauthorizeduse.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The LOG-ON process should provide prompts for all user entries, including passwords
and/or wherever other data are required to confum user identity and to authorize appropriate data access/change privileges.
Authanticetion of user identity is generally not enhanced by requiring a user to enter routine data such as terminal, telephone,
office or project numbers. In most organizations, those data can readily be obtained by other people. If verification of those
data is needed, the user should be asked to review and confirm currently stored values in a supplementary procedure following
LOG-ON. e

2.8.1-$ Private Entry of Passwords
When a password must be enteredby a user, password entryshould not be displayed.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Covert entry of passwords will prevent casual eavesdropping by onlookers. This represents
an exception to the general recommendation that all entries should be displayed. Special characters (e.g., * or g) may be
displayed with each keystroke rather than the actual characters being entered. Alternatively, blanks may be displayed
accompanied by an audio cue (e.g., a click or beep) for keystroke feedback.¢'1_

2.8.1-6 User Choice of Passwords
When passwordsare required, users should be allowed to choose their own passwordsandto change
their passwords as needed.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION_ Where data protection is critical, user selected passwords should be tested against a list of
common passwords ("me", car types, names spell_ backwards "nhoj", birth dates, etc.). A password chosen by a user will
genendly be easier for that individual to remember. Security is enhanced if users ere readily able to change their passwords,
e.g., s user may suspect that a password has been disclosed, and thus wish to change it.B
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2 USER-SYSTEM INTERACTION
2.s systemSecuty
2.8.1 User Identification

2.8.1-7 Limiting Unsuccessful LOG-ON Attempts
A maximumlimit on the numberandrateof unsuccessfulLOG-ON attemptsshould be imposed.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: These limitmshould provide a margin for user error while protecting the system from
pemiltent attempts at Lllegitinu_ ae_._. A record of continuing failure by any particular user to complete successful LOG-ON
procedures, including l_Umword_ and other tests of claimed user identity, may indicate persistent intrusion attempts or lack
of fitness for duty. Rc_d LOG-ON failures might thus be grounds for denying accuse to that user. Access might be deniml
temporarily for momz computzr-impo_! time interval, or indefinitely pending review by a system administrator. Legitimate
users will mmetimea have difficulty completing a meeenful LOG-ON, perhaps due to inattention, or a faulty terminal, or
faulty communications. Occasional LOG-ON failures of that kind should be tolerable to the system, with the user simply
invited to tD' againfl

2.8.1-8 Continuous Recognition of User Identity
Once a user's identityhas been authenticated,whateverdataaccess/changeprivileges are authorized
for thatuser should continuethroughouta work session.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: If an identified user is required to take separate actions to authenticate data handling
trammetions, such as accessing particularly sensitive f'des or issuing particular commands, the efficiency ofsystem operations
may be degraded. Where continuous verification of user identity seems required for data protection, some automatic means of
identification might he employed for that imrpose, e

2.8.1-9 Single Authorization for Data Entry/Change
User authorizationfor dataentry/changeshould be establishedat initial LOG-ON.B

2.8.1-10 Log-on
When users must log-on to a system, log-on shouldbe a separateprocedurethatis completedbefore a
user may select any operationaloptions.E

2.8.1-11 Log-on Frame
The log-on frame should appearas soon as possible on the displaywith no additionaluser
involvement.̂

2.8.1-12 Log-on Delays
Log-on delays should be accompaniedby an advisory message to tell the user status andwhen the
system will become available.̂

2.8.1-13 Immediate Start of Productive Work

After completingthe sign-on process, the user should be able to startproductivework immediately.̂

2.8.1-14 Log-off
If there are pendingactions and the user requestsa log-off, the system should informthe user that
these actions will be lost andallow the user to cancel either the pendingactions or the log-off."

I

2.8.1-15 Savi_ngOpen Files in Automatic Log-off
Where possible, in the event of automaticlog-off, open files shouldbe saved to some defined file
name.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For example by concatenation of Users Name + Date. E
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2 USER-SYSTEM INTERACTION
2.8 System Security
2.8.1 User Identification

2.8.1-16 Automatic Lognff
Interactivetimesharingsystems should allow some specified time between keyboardactions before
automaticlog-off unless a longer period is requestedby the user.^

2.8.1-17 Audible Signal for Automatic Logoff
An audiblesignal shouldbe presentedat specified intervals priorto automaticlog-off.^

1
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2 USER-SYffrEM INTERACTION
2.8 System Security
2.8.2 Information Access

2.8.2-1 Eneryption
When sensitivedata may be exposed to unauthorizedaccess, a capabilityfor encryptingthose data
should be provided.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Since potential exposure may be assumed during any external data transmission, encryption
should be imposed routinely by the computer. Users should not be relied upon to request encryption. For _rotection of data
within a shared system, a user might choose to enerypt private f'flesto prevent their reading by other people. In such a case,
tlm u_r nmst specify a private encryption "key", which will then serve as the basis for automatic encryption by the computer. E

2.8.2-2 Ensuring Reversible Encryption
Encrypteddata should be protectedfrom any change that might prevent successful reversalof their
encryption.8

2.8.2-3 Displayed Security Classification
When displayeddata are classified for securitypurposes, a prominentindicationof securityt

classification should be includedin each display.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Where a display includes pa_itioned "windows" of data from different sources, it may be
necessary to label security classification _m_ly for each window. Under those conditions, some form of auxiliary coding
(e.g., color coding) might help users d_inguish a window which contains data at a high security level. This practice will serve
to remind u_ra of the need to pwtect classified data, both in access to the display itself and in any further dissemination of
displayed data.B

2.8.2-4 Display Suppression for Security
When confidential informationis displayedat a work stationthat might be viewed by casual
onlookers, the user should be provided with some rapidmeansof temporarilysuppressinga current
display if its privacy is threatened,and then resumingwork later.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A suppressed display should not be entirely blank, but should contain an appropriate
message indicating its current status, e.g., "Display is temporarily suppressed; enter password to resume work." Such a
capability is sometimes called a "security pause". For quick display suppression a fimction key might be provided. To retrieve
a suppressed display and resume work, a user might be required to make a code entry such as a password, in the interests of
data protection, e

2.8.2-5 Protecting Printed Data
As required for security, proceduresto control access to printed data should be established, rather
than simply prohibiting the printing t,f sensitive data.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: User requirements for printed data are often unpredictable, and printing restrictions may
handicap task performance. Rather than restrict printing, establish appropriate procedures for restricting further distribution of
data printouts.E

2.8.2-6 Protecting Display Formats
Display formattingfeatures, such as field labels and delimiters, should be protected from accidental
change by users.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: In many data entry tasks users will be allowed to change data fields but should be prevented
from making any itructural changes to the display. In applications where a user may have to create or modify display formats,
special control aetiom should be provided for that purpose. _
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2 USER-SYSTEM INTERACTION
2.8 System Seeurlty
2.8.2 Information Access

2.8.2-7 Protec0ng Displayed Data
Whenprotectionof displayeddatais essential, computercontrol over the display should be
maintained.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: It is not enough simply to instruct u_m not to make changes in displayed data. Users may
attempt unwanted changes by mistake, or for eurimity, or perhaps even to subvert the system, e

2.8.2-8 Indicating "Read-Only" Displays
When users are not authorized to changedisplayeddata, "read-only"status should be indicatedon the
display.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: In appfications where the use of read-only displays is common, then some simple cue in the
display header may suffice to indicate that status. In applications where users can usually make additions and/or corrections to
displayed data, then any exception to that practice may confuse a user and so should be noted more prominently on the
display, e

2.8.2-9 Automatic Records of Data Access
When records of data access are necessary, t_e recordsshould be maintainedautomatically.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Transaction records and logs should be stamped with user identifiers, time, and date.
Provisions should be made to control requests for records and logs of data transactions with classified material. Users should
be informed concerning the nature and purpose of automated recording of individual actions. Even cooperative,
well-intentioned users can forget to keep manual logs of data access, and will resent the time and effort required to keep such
logs. Subversive users, of course, cannot he expected to provide accurate records. A,E
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3 PROCESS CONTROE & INPUT DEVICES
3.1 General Control Guidelines

3.1-1 Appropriate Use of Input Devices
Inputand control devices providedfor interactingwiththe HSI should be appropriatefor _e user's
task requirements.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Control/input devie,el and conditions for their appropriate use are listed in Table 3.1.

3.1-2 Input Device Stability
Inputand control device8 shouldbe stable duringnormalusage, i.e., they should not slip or rock,
unless such actions are a partof the controlleroperation,e

3.1-3 Feedback
Visual or auditoryfeedbackshould be provided to indicatethata controllerinputhas been registered.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: This is especially impofamt when the control surface does not depress or move (such as
with a force joystick or touehsereen), thereby providing little tactile feedback to the user. D

3.1-4 Accidental Input or Actuation Prevention
The system should be designed to prevent the accidental manipulationof control and inputdevices
which could result in changes to the status of the system functions, components,or data.c
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Table 3.1. Control andInputDevices for Human-ComputerInteraction

Control/Input Device Conditions for Apprep_te Use

CursorConnol Capability (Keys) • Moving cursorin X andY dimensions

Touch-Screens • Moving/holdingarmto screenfor long periodsof time is not required
• Screen does not have small poke points relative to size of finger tip
• A low level of resolution is requiredfor positioning
• Task will not be disruptedby hand temporarilyblocking screen
• Periodic cleaningis provided

Light Pen • High positioningprecisionis not required
• Holding armto screenfor long periodsof time is not required

Mouse • Adequatespace is availablefor mouse movementover a pador desktop
• A low to mediumlevel of resolutionis requiredfor positioning
• Periodic cleaning is provided

Displacement (Isotonic)Joysticks • Positioningaccuracyis more importantthatpositioning speed

TrackbaU • Rapidcursorpositioning is desirable
or
• A low to high level of resolution is requiredfor positioning
0¥

• Limited space is availablefor installingan inputdevice

GraphicsTablets • A low to mediumlevel of resolutionis required(e.g., datapickoff from/entry
to a graphicdisplay)

Force (Isometric) Joysticks • Precise or continuouscontrol of two or more relateddimensions



3 PROCESS CONTROL AND INPUT DEVICES
3.2 Input Deticm
3.2.1 Alphanumeric Keyboards

3.2.1-1 General Keyboard Layout
An ANSI standard(QWERTY)layout should be used for the typing keyboard.
ADDrrlONAL INFORMATION: Common usage end the ability to transfer from one nmchine to another has led to the
genend w_Xmw:e of the QWERTY keybemd. Figure 3. I illu_ thekey m'rangement.F

3.2.1-2 NumericKeypad
When users must enter numericdata, keyboards should be equippedwith a numerickeypad,c,v

3.2.1-3 Numeric Keypad Layout
Keypadsused for numericentryshould be consistentlydesigned.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Keypad layout should be one of those illustrated in Figure 3.2. F

3.2.1-4 Cursor Control Capability
Horizontalandvertical cursor control keys should be providedfor text processing applications.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Ideally, keys for cursor control should allow (I) horizontal and vertical movement, (2)
movmmmt along the diagonals, end (3) two or more rates of movement that are user selectable. Cursor keys should be
dedicat_ to eumor movement, that is, should not be used for any function but cursor control. If, however, the cursor keys are
not dedicated, that is, have collateral functions, their functional status shall be clearly indicated.D'F

3.2.1-5 Cursor Key Layout
Cursorcontrol keys should be arrangedin a two-dimensional layout (as illustratedin Figure 3.3) so
that their orientation is compatible withthe cursor motion they produce.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Cursor keys may be arranged in a "box," "cross," or "inverted-T" format. Figure 3.3
illu_mtes these key arrangements. D'e

3.2.1-6 Overlays
Mechanicaloverlays, such as coverings over the keyboard,should be not used.c

3.2.1-7 Keyboard Surfaces
A mattefinish should be used for keyboardsurfaces.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The spectacular reflectance (gloss) of key caps and visible surfaces should be 45 percent or
less when measured with a 60-degree gloss instrument or equivalent device, s'e

3.2.1-8 Keyboard Thickness
The thickness of the keyboard, i.e., base to the home row of keys, should be less than 2 in. (50 nun);
1.25 in. (30 ram)or less is preferred,e

3.2.1-9 Keyboard Slope Adjustment
The slope of the keyboard shouldbe adjustableby the operator.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Keyboards should be capable of being positioned in slopes of 15 to 25 degrees from the
horizontal, s

3.2.1-10 Standard Keyboard Placement
The operatorshould be able to repositionthe standardkeyboard on the worksurface.F
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Figure 3. I. Basic QWERTY keyboardlayout

Figure 3.2. Numerickeypad layouts
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Fibre 3.3. Curer _ntrol key layouts
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;3 PROCEKS CONTROL AND INPUT DEVICES
3.2 Input Devices
;3.2.1 Alphanumeric Keyboards

;3.2.1-11 Keytop Size
The minimumhorizontal strikesurface of the keytopshould be at least 0.5 in. (12 ram)in width.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The keytop may be of any shape (square, round, rectangular, etc.) provided spacing
requimnumts are not violated?

;3.2.1-12 Key Symbol Size and Contrast
Nomenclaturefor the primarysymbols on the keys should be a minimum of 0.1 in. (2.5 ram) in
height and has a contrastratio of 3:1.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Key nomenclature may be darker or lighter than the background. F

;3.2.1-13 Keytop Symbol Marking
Key symbols should be etched (to resist wear) and colored withhigh contrastlettering.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Keys should be labeled with a nonstylized font. B

3.2.1-14 Key Spacing
Center line distances between adjacentkeys should be between 0.71 and0.75 in. (18 and 19 ram)
horizontallyand between 0.71 and0.82 in. (18 and 21 ram) vertically.F

3.2.1-15 Key Height
Key height for alphanumerickeyboardsshould be between 0.35 and0.5 in. (10 and 13 ram).c

3.2.1-16 Key Force
The maximum force requiredto depress keys should be between .25 and 1.5 N; a key force of
between 0.5 and 0.6 N is preferred.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The force required for key displacement should be 0.3 to 0.75 N for repetitive keying
tasks.B,F

;3.2.1-17 Key Displacement
Keys should have a maximum vertical displacementbetween 0.05 and 0.25 in. (1.5 mm and 6.0 mm);
the preferreddisplacementis between 0.1 and0.15 inch (2.0 and4.0 ram).
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Displacement variability betw_n keys should be minimized, s,F

3.2.1-18 Keying Feedback
The actua,tionof a key shouldbe accompanied by tactile or auditoryfeedback or both.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: If there is only one, tactile feedhack is preferred. Should supplementary auditory feedback
be used, the sound should occur at the same point in the displacement for all keys. Supplementary auditory feedback should be
adjustable in volume and should be capable of being turned off. F

3.2.1-19 Repeat Capability
A repeatcapability for alphanumeric,symbol character, and cursorkeys should be provided.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The _ should have a user seleetable delay with a default of 0.5 second. In addition,
the oham_r should be _ at a user selectablo rate with a default of 0.1 second. The physical release of the key should
t_nninm_ the n_,at. D

3.2.1-20 Multiple-Key Reliever
N-key (multiplekey) reliever capabilityshouldbe provided for the reductionof keying errors?
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3 PROCESS CONTROL AND INPUr DEVICES
3.2 Input Devices
3.2.1 Alphanumeric Keyboards

3.2.1-21 Keystroke Commands
A specially designatedkey (e.g., a Controlkey) shouldbe one of the keys used for keystroke
commands.D

3.2.1-22 Simultaneous Keystrokes
Keystroke commandsshould requirethe user to press both keys simultaneously, not in close temporal
sequence.
ADDITIONAL INPO_MATION: Requirins the user to pines two keys simultaneously reduces the likelihood of inadvertent
in_t of a mmmmd due to a missed keystroke that hits the specially designated key, followed immediately by another
Ir_moke.°

3.2.1-23 Inadvertent Operation
Keys with majoror fatal effects should be locatedso thatinadvertentoperationis unlikely?

3.2.1-24 Alternate Key Definitions
When the keyboard is redefined, a displayof the alternatecharactersand their locations should be
available to the operator.°
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3 PROCESSCONTROL AND INPur DEVICES
3.2 Input Devices
3.2.2 FunctionKeys

3.2.2-1 Availability
Fixed function keys should be availableto control functionsthatare often utilized andcontinuously
available.
ADDmONAL INFORMATION: l.,oekout of luted function keys should be minimized, c

3.2.2-2 Inactive Function Keys
Unneeded function keys, 'either fixed or programmable,should be disabled so that no other action
occurs upon their depressionexcept an advisory message.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: At any step in a tmnMetion sequence, function keys which are not used for current inputs
should be tempomrUy dimbled under computer control. Meelumioal overlays should not be used for this purpose. D

3.2.2-3 Inactive Keys
Non-active fixed functionkeys should not be presenton the keyboard.
ADDITIONAl.. INFORMATION: Such keys should be replaced by a blank keys on the keyboard, c

3.2.2-4 Grouping
Fixed function keys shoulc[be logically grouped and shouldbe placed in distinctive locations on the
keyboard.
ADDmONAL INFORMATION: Color-coding can be used to highlight functional key groups. When this is done the color of
alphanumeric keys shouldbe neutral(e.g., beige, grey),c

3.2.2-$ Functionlabels
Keyassignmentsshouldbe displayedat all times,preferablythroughdirectmarking.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Where abbreviations are necessary, standardized abbreviations should be used.c

3.2.2-6 Consistency
Fixed function keys should be used consistentlythroughoutthe system,c

3.2.2-7 Actuation

Fixed function keys should requireonly a single actuationto accomplishtheir function,c

3.2.2-8 Repeat for Special Functions
Function keys (except for the delete key) shouldnot repeatuponprolongeddepression.D

3.2.2-9 Status Display
When the effect of a function key varies, the status of the key shouldbe displayed.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Variable function keys should be easily relabeled,c

3.2.2-10 Easy Return to Initial Functions
Where the functions assigned to a set of function keys change as a resultof user selection, the user
should be given an easy meansto return to the initial functions,c

3.2.2-11 Reprogrammable or Inactive Default Functions
When keys with labeled defaultfunctions are reprogrammedor turned off, a visual warning should
alert the user that the standardfunction is not currentlyaccessiblevia that key.c
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3 PROCESS CONTROL AND INPUT DEVICES
3.2 Input Devlem
3.2.2 Function Keys

3J.2-12 Shifted Characters
Shift keys shouldbe not requiredto operatevariablefunctionkeys.c
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3 PROCESS CONTROL AND INPUT DEVICES
3.2 Input 1)_
3.2.3 Trackbslk, Joystlclm,andMice

3.2.3-1 Dynamic Characteristics
The controllershould be able to produce any combinationof x andy axis outputvalues.
ADDmONAL INFORMATION: The follower '(cursor) manipulated by the controller should smoothly track the movement of
the mntrolbr in the same direction, within +/-I0 dqlr_s without Ixmklash, crosscouplinll, or the need for multiple corrective

movemat8. While nuntpulsting the oo,_1, neithor bezHuh nor cross-coupling should be apparent to the operator,c'D

3.2.3-2 Positive Centering
If there Is a "home position," the capabilityfor an automaticreturnto thatpoint shouldbe provided,c

3.2.3..3 Sin|le Monitor/Single Controller Cursor Travel Limits
In a single monitor/singlecontrollerenvironment,movementof the controller should drive the
follower to the edge of the screen only andnot off the screen,u

3.2.3-4 Separation of Selectable Screen Itenm
Sele_ble screen items or regions should be separatedfrom each other by a sufficient distance to
minimize inadvertentactivationof adjacentitems or regions.D

3.2.3-5 SelectableTracking Speed
The controllertrackingspeed (control-displayratio)should be user selectable from a predefinedlist of
alternatives;there should be a moderatedefault speed.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Control ratios and dynamic features should meet the dual requirement of rapid gross

pmitionin8 and mnooth, precise fine pmitioning. The control/display mtim should take into account both screen size and
nminmmmmmuverins dlsp_. At a minimum, movement of the controller across the entire maneuvering mffac,e should
move the minor from one side of the green to the other, c'D

3.2.3-6 Seleetable Inter-Click Interval
If multiple clicks are requiredon a selection button, the user should be able to select the inter-click
intervalfrom a predefinedlist of alternatives. There should be a moderatedefault setting.D

3.2.3-7 Limb Support for Traekballs and Mice
When trackballsandmice are used to make precise or continuousadjustments,hand, wrist, or arm
supportsshould be provided,c

3.2.3-8 Mouse Shape
The mouse should have no sharpedges but should be shapedroughly as a rectangularsolidc

3.2.3-9 Use of Mouse by Either Hand
The controllershould be operablewith either the left or righthand.c
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3 PROCESS CONTROL AND INPt_ DEVICES
3.2 Inlkst Devices
3.2.3 Trackballs, Joysticks, and Mice

3.2.3-10 Appropriate Use of Displacement (Isotonic) Joysticks
When positioningaccuracyis more criticalthanpositioningspeed, displacementjoysticks should be
available(preferredover force joysticks).
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Dispirit joysticks which are us_ for rate control should be spring-loaded for return to
cmmprwh_ the hand is removed. Dispirit joysticks usually require less fore_ than force joysticks and arc less fatiguing
for Ions olmmtins p6riods. Hand operated displacenm_ joysticks may be used as mounting platforms for secondary controls,
such u thumb and finger operat_ swRehas. Operation of secondary controls has lass induced error on the displacement hand
_p thanonimnmrietMdsrip,,c

3.2.3-11 Appropriate Use of Force (Isometric) Joysticks
When precise or continuouscontrol in two or more relateddimensions is required, forcejoysticks
shouldbe available (preferredover displacementjoysticks).
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Force joysticks are particularly appropriate for applications: (1) which require precise
return to center alter each ule; (2) in which operator feedback is primarily visual rather then tactile feedback from the control
itseff; sad (3) whom there is minimal delay sad tight coupling between control and input and system reaction. When
positioning speed is morn critical than positioning accuracy, force joysticks should be selected over displacement joysticks, c

3.2.3-12 Force Joysticks Dynamic Characteristics
The outputof the force joystick should be proportionalto and in the same directionas the user's
perceived applied force. Maximumforce for full output should not exceed 271b (118N).
ADDITIONAL INTORMATION: Movement should be smooth in all directions, end positioning of a follower should be
sttainable without noticeable backl_h, erou-coupling or need for multiple corrective movements. Control ratios, friction and

inertia should meet the dual requim_nts of rapid gross positioning and prezise fine position. When used for generation of
free-drawn graphics, the refresher rate for the follower on the display should be sufficiently high to give the appearance of a
continuousrock.c.°

3.2.3-13 Displacement Joystick Dynamic Characteristics
The output of the displacementjoystick should be proportionalto and in the same direction as the
displacementof the joystick from the center. Movementshould not exceed 45 degrees from the center
position.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The resistance should be raffieient to maintain the handle position when the hand is
removed. Movement should be smooth in all directions, and positioning of a follower should be attainable without noticeable
backlash, erose-coupling, or need for multiple corrective movements. Control ratios, friction and inertial should meet the dual

requiremem of rapid gmse positioning and precise free positioning. When used for generation of free-drawn graphics, the
refrmher rate for the foUower on the display should be sufficiently high to give the appearance of a continuous track,c'°

3.2.3-14 Hand-Operated Joysticks Dimensions and Clearance
The handgrip length should between 4.25 - 7 in. (110 - 180 ram). The grip diametershould not
exceed 2 in. (50 mm). Clearancesof 4in. (100 mm) to the side and2 in. (50 ram) to the rearshould
be provided to allow for hand movement,c
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$ PROCESS CONTROL AND INPUT DEVICES
$A Input Devices
3A.4 Touch Serving, Light Pens, and Graphic Tablets

3.2.4-1 Appropriate Use of Touch-Screew
Touch screens are not recommendedif the task requiresholding arm up to the screen for long periods
of time.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Tasks involving touch aereenl should not require frequent, alternating use of touch screen
andthekeyboard,m'c'v

3.2,4-2 Appropriate Use of a Light Pen
A light pen may be used for non-criticalinputwhen precise positioningis not required; it should not
be used when the task would requireholding the pen up to the screen for long periodsof time,
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Tasks involving light pens should not require frequent, alternating use of the light pen and
thekeybcard,c

3.2.4-3 Appropriate Use of a Graphics Tablet
Grid and stylus devices may be used for datapickoff from a displayand entryof pointson a display.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Displacement of the stylus from th_ reference position should cause a proportional
dilplaeenmnt of the follower. The grid may be on a Umu,pamnt medium allowing stylus placement directly over corresponding

points on the display or it may be dhtplaeed ft,om the display in a eoovenient position for s_ylus manipulation. In either case a
follower should be pruented on the display at the coordinate values selected by the stylus. _

3.2.4-4 Activation

Touch screens, light pens, andgraphicstablets shouldbe equippedwith an actuating/deactuation
mechanism.
ADDITIONAL INPORMATION: This is to prevent inadvertent actuation. For most light pen applicatlons, a push-tip switch,
requiring 2-5oz (0.SN - 1.4N) of force to actuate, is preferred,c

3.2.4-$ Feedback
Two forms of feedback shouldbe provided:(1) feedbackconcerningthe position of the follower, (2)
feedbackthat the pointerhas actuatedand the inputhas been received by the system.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Feedback can be in the form of displayed follower (such es circle or crosshair) or
highlighting, c

3.2.4-6 Dynamic Characteristics
When used as a two-axis controller, movementof the pointerin any directionon the surface of the
screenor tablet should result in smooth movementof the follower in the same direction.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Discrete placement of the pointer at any point on the surface should cause the follower to
appear at the corresponding coordinates and to remain steady so long as the light pen is not moved. Refresh rate for the
follower should be sufficiently high to ensure the appearance of continuous track,c

3.2.4-7 Follower Visibility
For touch screens andlight pens, the follower shouldbe visible on screen while the pointer is
touching the screen,v

3.2.4-8 Serial Command Response
The system should accept only one commandat a time.e

I
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$ PROCESS CONTROL AND _ DEVICES
3.2 Input Mm
3.2.4 Tweh Scree,_, Light Pens, and Graphic Tablets

3.2.4-9 Feedback for Multiple Workst_flom
D_le audiblebeeps (used to supply feedback)should be used when more than one touch
screm, light pen, or _hics tablet is employed,n

3.2.4.10 Dimensions and Separation of Touch Zones
To -'low for flqer size and parallax i_racy, the dimensionsof responseareas of touch screens
shouldbe a maximumhelah_andwidth of 1.5 in. (40 nun) and a minimum height and width of 0.6
in. (15 ram), with a maximum separationdistanceof 0.25 in. (6 nun) and minimumof 0.1 in. (3
nllll), c'D

3.2.4-11 Touch Screen Resistance
Force requiredto operate force-actuatedtouch screens shouldbe a maximumof 5.3 oz (1.5 N) and
minimumof 0.9oz (0.25 _.c

3.2.4-12 Neutral Tint of Touch Ova'laD
Touch green overlays should have a neutraltint to avoid alterationof color codes,e

3.2.4-13 Teach Screen Luminance Transmission
Touch green displays shouldhave sufficient luminancetransmissionto allow the displaywith touch
green installedto be clearly readablein the intended environment,n'c

3.2.4-14 Light Pen Dimensions and Mounting
The light pen should be between 4.75 - 7 in. (120-180 mm) long with a diameterof 0.3 - 0.75 in. (7-
20 ram). A conveniently located clip should be providedto hold the pen when not in use.c

3.2.4-15 Graphic Tablet Size and Orientation
Transparentgrids which are used as display overlays should conformto the size of the display. Grids
which are displacedfrom the display should approximatethe display size andshould be mounted
below the display in an orientationto preserve directionalrelationshipsto the maximumextent.
ADDITIONAL. INFORMATION: For example, a veflicsl plane passing through the north/south axis on the grid should pass
tha'_gh or be iwallel to the north/moth _ on theditplay, c
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Guidelinesfor speech inputdevices are includedin Section 6.2 (Speech-BasedCommunication).
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4 ALAMMSYSTEMS

No guidelinesarecurrentlyavailablein thissection.
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S ANALYSIS AND DECISION AIDS
s.t ImvhNlmmd Syatmm(KRS)

S.I-I Cmmlstmcy with User Task Requirements
The supportprovidedby the KBS should be consistent in contentandformat with the cognitive
strategiesand mental models employed by the user.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Umm shouldbo able undemcm_the analysislogic omployodby the KBS. This supports
umr ,,coq_tmooand mmblmusemto mq_rvi_ timKBSin orderto propody ovaluatoand utilize its output.̂

S.l-2 ConslstencywithGeneralHSl
TheKBS shouldbefullyintegratedwithandconsistentwiththerestoftheHSI.
ADDITIONALINFORMATION: TimKBS's ¢kpiotionof the systemshouldutilize thesame nornonolaturo,abbreviatiorm,
acronyms,symbology, iconic t__om, coding t_hniquu, etc. as the generalinformationdisplay system,x

$.1-3 Interaction With Ongoing Tasks
Use of the KBS should not requirecanceling ongoing tasks.̂

$.1-,I Critical Information Alert
If critical informationbecomes availableduringKBS utilization, the system should alert the user to
the critical information̂

$.1-$ Minimize Querying of User
KBS queryingof the user for informationshouldbe minimized.̂

$.1-6 Dialog Sequencing Flexibility
The user-KBSdialog should be flexible in terms of the type and sequencingof user input the KBS
will accept. A

$.1-7 Strategy Planning Capability
The KBS should providethe capabilityto plan a strategyfor addressinga problem.
ADDITIONALINFORMATION: The ealmbilityprovidodby the KBSshouldinclude:planningaids (suchas time lines,
wo_); an evshmtionfunctionwhichassesses theadequacyof theuser's plan andreconunendsrevisions wherenecessary;
tlmability to form, state andtat h_ ina mmumrconsim_.t with theuser's plan; and, thecapacityto store andrecall
plum.^

$.1-8 User Supported Strategy Selectlon
When the KBS is capableof a range of problemsolving strategies, it should be capableof accepting
directionfrom the user in termsof which strategyto employ.A

$.1-9 Simulation Mode Command and Identification

If the KBS has a simulationmode, enteringthe simulation mode should require an explicit command
andresult in a distinguishablechange in system output.
ADDITIONALINFORMATION: A blinking"SimulationMode"symbol, for example, can be used to clearlydistinguish
simulationfromotherOl_mtionalmodes.̂
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$ ANALYSIS AND DECISION
s.l muwJedse-n.JedSJtmu0aS)

$.1-10 Explanation Capability
The KB$ should be capable of interactivelyexplaining its rules, knowledge base, andproblem
solutions at any point duringa user-KBStransaction.
ADDmONAL INFORMATION: Palm ,boom be _ explicitly in the knowledge base and encoded such that they are
,oeemlble to the expkmfion facUlty Md oan be translated for human undemanding. The KBS should respond to user reque_
to olmtfy qtmttiom and smmtlom. At the request of the user, the system should be capable of displaying rule-based and
dme_ explmttiom.̂

5.1-11 Uses"Control of Explanation Detail
The level of detail of informationpresentedas partof an explanationor justificationshould be under
the control of the user.^

S.l-12 Indication of Certainty
The KBS should representits certaintyin the correctness of analyses andprovide the rationale
underlying the certaintyestimation.
ADDmONALINPORMATION:Certalmyfactors, for example, can be represented mea decimal number from -1 to + 1; with
-I indlutiq abmlute ee_y that a fact is not true, and + 1 indioatin8 abmlute certainty that a fact is true.^

$.1-13 Inadequate Knowledge Alert
The KBS should alert the user when a problemor situationis beyond its capabilities.
ADDmONALII_O_/ATION:Ruleoxeeptiomshould be explicitly contained in the knowledge base and available to the
user n pint of the explamtion facility. Where possible, the KBS should inform the user as to what additional knowledge or
mlm am requixed to conplete the tmmetion. A

$.1-14 Graphle Representatlon of Rules
The KBS should be able to graphicallyrepresentsystem relationships,its rules network, and
reasoningprocess.̂ J

$.1-I$ HlghIlght of Status Changes after KBS Utilizatlon
At the completion of a user-KBSsession, the KBS should updateand highlight changes in the status
of importantsystem information.
ADDITIONAL INTOILMATION: User acknowledgement may be requested for important changes. ^

$.1-16 Post Hoc Rule-Event Recall
The KBS explanationfacility should have the capabilityto recall each invoked rule and associate it
with a specific event (i.e., questionor conclusion ) to explainthe rationale for the event.
ADDmoNAL INFORMATION: The KBS should automatically record 811rules invoked during an analysis. A

$.1-17 Rapid Intecnction Retrieval
The system should permitrapidretrievalof previous exchanges between the user and the KBS.̂

$.1-18 Hardcopy of KBS Utilization
The user should be capable of requestinga hardcopyof data including;screendisplays (text or
graphics), dataemployed duringa consultation,summariesof consultations, lists of rules/facts
invoked duringa consultation,and summaries of hypotheses tested.̂
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6.0 INTER-PERSONNEL COMMUNICATION
6.1 Gemrsl Communlcstlm Gulddlnm

6.1-1 Intersctlve Communlattlon
i

Users should be able to communicateintera_ively with otherusers who are currentlyusing the same
system,n

6.1-2 Interaction With Ongoing Tasks
Users should be able to communicatewith each other without cancellingongoing tasks,c

6.1-3 Aeemsiblllty
Communicationsequipmentsshould be accessible from the user's normal working location.
ADDITIONAL Ilqi_Oi_MATION:Wherecommuni_ttionrequ_ necessitatetheuse of severalhandNta,accessibilityof
theirstandbylooatimmshouldbe determinedby opemt/mmlpriority. The most frequentlyor urgentlyneededhandsetshouldbe
the mintmmmiblo, ate. Color-oodin8may elm be employed whereopemltn8permmmlwill havevisual contactwithhaedsets
underthe workiq conditions,c

6.14 Consistent Procedures
Proceduresfor sending andreceiving messages should be consistentfrom one transactionto another.
ADDITIONAL INI_OP,MATION: Proeedurmshouldbe the re.no for handlinlldlffemntkindsof mensailesand for meNaSe8
mat to diffmmt dmflmflons, althoughprocedure0for handlinghigh-prioritymessages mightincorporateq_eeial actionsto
emure q_eolalatteation.S

6.1-$ Minimal User Actions
Communicationproceduresshould be designed to minimizerequireduser actions.
ADDITIONALINi_OIt,MATION: in some applieattiono,for example,softwarelogic mightprepareand transmitmessages
autommieally,derivedfrom dataalreadystoredin thecomputer; software logic might provideautomaticreformattingof stored
datafor tmmmiuion, where formatohanlleis required; interfacesoftware mightprovideautomaticinsertionintomessages of
standardheaderinformation,distributionlisa, etc.I_

6.1-6 Communicatlon FIexibllity
Users should have flexibility in communicationsmethods.
ADDITIONALINFORMATION: Wherecommunie.ationsare critical,users shouldnot be prec]udedfromeommunicatin8 with
etherpinntpmonnel by the lose of one method,e
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6.0 INTIB-PE3tSONNEL COMMUNICATION
6J Speech-Sued Communicstion

6.2-1 Comfort
Communicationequipmentto be worn should be designedto precludediscomfort.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: MetalImts of thehmdNt should notcome in contaotwith theuser's skin.c

6.2-2 Hsnds-Free Operation
Communicationequipmentshould be designed to permit hands-flee operation,c

6._1 Micropho_ FrequencyResponse
Microphones and associated system-inputdevices should be designed to respondoptimally to thatpart
of the speech spectrum most essential to speech intelligibility(i.e., 200 to 6,100 Hz).
ADDITIONAL INI_ORMATION: Whwosystem_ _ speeoh-mmm_ion dynamiomnp bendwtdth_
nsnmeu, than 200 to 6,100 14z,the minimumsooeptablefmqumoymap is 7.50to 4,000 Hz.c

6.2-4 Microphone Dynamic Range
The dynamic range of a microphone used with a selected amplifiershould be great enough to admit
variations in signal inputof at least 50 dB.¢

45.7,-5Micro_ Noise Shields
When ambientnoise is high (85 dBA or greater), the microphoneshould be put in a noise shield.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Noise_,leldsdruid beduisnedto meetthefollowingrequirements:s. A volumeof st
1ant 15.25 inj (250 om') to permit, pmmuregradientmlo_ to functionnormally, b. A seed md apln_ the face
withthe pressureof theJumdor the tensionof' straps, e. A hob or combinationof holes coverings total sreaof 0. I in2 (65
mm_ in the shield to preventpressurebuildup, d. Preventionof • a_ndins wave pettem by shape, or by use of'sound

nw_d. e. No inq_tmentto voiceeffo_,mouthorjaw movementor breathing,c

6.2-6 Noise _ling Microphones
In very loud, low frequencynoise environments(100 dB overall), noise canceling microphones should

used.
ADDITIONALINFORMATION:Thenoise canceling microphon_should becapableof effectingan improvementof not less
than10dBpeek-speech to root-mmn-oqmu_nobe ratiou comparedwith non-noise-cancelingmicrophones of equivalcot
uuumimion e_s. c

6.2-7 Signsi Processing
If the environmentor the speech transmissionequipmentare such that the signal-to-noise ratio of the
speech is degraded, signal processing techniquesshould be used to maintainspeech intelligibility.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Wherespeech signalsareto betrsmmittedoverchannelsshowinglessthan15dBpeak
q_mahto root-msen-_lmu'o-nobontti_, peakcuppingof 12to20 dBmaybeemployedat_stem input. If necem_, clippin8
may be precededby frequencypnvemphuis. The frequencypm.empl_Jis shouldhavea positive slope fnxlUencycharacteristic
no _ than 18 dBper octave from 140 to 1,500 Hz to snd no greaterthan9 dB peroctave over the frequencynmge 1,500
to 4,800 Hz, whennoclipping is used, When trammissionequipmentemploys pre-emphasisand peak clipping is not used,

equipment shouldemployfn_clmmcyde-emphuls of characteristicscomplementaryto those of pre-emphuis only if it
improvesintelligibility. Frequencyde-emphasisshould be a negstive-slope frequencyresponsenotgreaterthan 9 dB per octave
over the frequencynmge 140 to 4,800 Hz.c
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6.0 INTIR-PERSONNEL COMMUNICATION

6.2 Spwc_lhu_ Communlcatlon

6.s Spe.k Jque, aup
Loudq_akm for use in multi-speakerinstallationsandmultiple channels fed into headphonesshould
responduniformly(plus or minus $ dB) over the range 100 to 4,800 Hz.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: H_ and _u_ m subjectto the _ frequency response mstrietlons u
mlo_ mid_ion oqui1_Mm,c

6.2-9 BluuralHeadsetsForHlshNolseEnvlronmants
Iflistenerswillbeworkinginhighambientnoise(85dB(A)orabove),binauralratherthanmonaural
headsetsshould be provided.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Unkm operational mclutmnem_ dictate othenvlse, blnaund headsets should be wired so that
the sound rmehee the two eats in oppmin8 plume. Their sP,emmtion qualities should be capable of redueln8 the ambient noise
level to lees then 85 dB(A). Provisions should be in_ to furnish the seineprotection to those who wear glssew, c

6.2-10 Loudspeakers for Multi-Channel Monitoring
When several channelsare to be monitoredsimultaneouslyby means of loudspeakers,the speakers
should be mountedat least 10 degrees apartin the horizontalplane frontalquadrant,rangingradially
from 45 degrees left to 45 degrees right of the operator'snormal forward facing position.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: When additional channel differentiation is required, apparent lateral separation should be
mdmnoed by applying low.pus faltering (frequency cutoff, Fo = 1,S00 Hz) to signals fed to loudspeakem on one side of the
eentnd operator position, if there are three channels involved, one channel should be left unfdtered, a high pus falter with
1,000 Sz cutoff should be provided in the second channel, and a low.pass f'dterwith 2,500 Hz cutoff should be provided in the
third channel. A visual signal should be provided to show which channel is in use. c

6.2-11 Volume Controls
Accessible volume or gain controls shouldbe providedfor each communicationreceiving channel
(e.g., loudspeakersor headphones)with sufficient electrical power to drive sound pressurelevel to at
least I00 dB overall when using two earphones.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The minimum settinlg of the volume control should be limited to an audible level, i.e., it
should not be possible to tnndvmtently disable the system with the volume control. While separation of power (on-off) and
volume cuntrol ndjtmment functions into separate controls is preferred, should conditions justify their combination, a noticeable
detent position should be provided between the OFF position and the lower end of the continuous range of volume adjustment.
When cumbined power and volume cuntrols are used, the OFF position should be labeled,c

6.2-12 Squelch Control
When communicationchannelsare to be continuouslymonitored, each channelshould be provided
with a signal-activated switching device (squelch control)to suppresschannelnoise during no-signal
periods.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A mmmlly operated, on-off switch, to deactivate the squelch when receiving weak signals,
dmuld be provided, c
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6.0 _-_NN]_L, COMMUNICATION
6_ Comlmtlr-lku_Communication
6.3.1Oelmml

6.3.1-Il_umellolll_tlu
Comput_-beted communi_jitlomshouldbe intqp'atedwith other Informationhandlingfunctions
within a syst_.
ADDITIONALINFORMATION:Au_ermouldnc_havetolosofffromthJFro_mmont_l lymm _1 Io8onto tomo
ocherqpNild _ in orderto _ m' r_ive a m_lltp. If data_ion fuilt¢_ mmin fl_t implementedu a

system, ¢hi¢_ Ihouklbe _ bl user b_ffll_ del|ln, so lhi¢ s user _ln move from S,mendinfommion

6.3.1-2 Control by hplld¢ Usa" Adlon
Both sending and r_elvin8 meuages should be accomplished by explicit user action._

6.3,1-3 Automatic Queuing
The computershould provide automaticquming of outgoingmmages pending confirmationof
transmission,andof Incomingmusages pending their review anddisposition,s

6.3.1-4 Inm'ru_
Users should be able to interruptmessage preparation,review, or disposition, andthen resume any of
those tasks from the point of interruption,s

6.3.1-5 Messlqle Highlighting
Software capabilitiesshould be providedto annotatetransmitteddatawith appropriatehighlightingto
emphasizealton/alert conditions, priorityindicators,or other significant informationthat could affect
message handling.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: HighlJ_8 will aid the Jundltn8sad interpretmtionof mulilw. Such_ mightbe
providedautonutloallyby 0o_ Ioi_ (e.l., a computer-senemt_ date4imemunpto indicate_urmncy),_ormightbe added
by the senderoft memaSe to emphulze some ,ilnificant feature(e.g., attention arrowm),or by the receiverof • meua$o u an

infilin8ml retrieval,s

6.3.1-6 Automatic Record Keeping
A log of data transmissions should be automaticallymaintained."
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6.0 INTm_-PEKSONNEL COMMUNICATION
6.3 Computer-iMs_ Conununlcstlon
6_J _nll Mmsqm

6.3J-1 Automatic MmmqleFornmttln!
Whm message formm should conform to a defined standardor structure,prestored formats should
be providedto aid usecs in message preparation.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Whm lnf_ mustbetmt..nit_d ina ixut_ular |onnst,computeraids to generatethe

ton_ _y _uid beprovided,s

6.3J-2 Messqe CompositionCompatiblewith Data Entry
Procedures for composing messages should be compatiblewith generaldata entryprocedures,
especially those for text editing.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: A usershouldnothaveto learnproceduresforenteringmessagedatathataredifferentfrom
_Mmfor pnml dm mU_.x

6..3A-3 Variable Mmsage Length
Users should be able to prepare messages of any length.
ADDITIONAL INPORMATION: In pmtioular, dJa tmmmiMionfacilitiesshouldnot limit the lengthof a message to a singlo
display.omenorto,omofL,md',numberofline,.TberowilluMdlybe.oneimplioitlimitonmemgelengthtmpouM4by
stompospuityortheamountbttimeitwouldtaketotmu,_ avery1on8message.However,ausermightsonutinm,
ohoose to inonwe storageor moepttmmmiuion delays in orderto senda long messagerequiredby a particular task.8

6.3.2-4 Incorporate Existing Files
Users should be able to incorporatean existing datafile in a message, or to combineseveral files into
a single message for transmission.
ADDITIONALINFORMATION: it should notbe neeem_ for a userto re-enterfor transmissionanydataalreadyentered
for otherpurpomlor availablein the system. It shouldbe possible to combinestoreddatawith new datawhen preparing
memgm for tmmmimion,u

6.3.2-5 Message Editing
Users should be able to sa4e and edit messages priorto transmission.
ADDITIONALINFORMATION: Users shouldbe able to save dra/_messagesduringtheirpreparation. A user shouldnot be
forcedto reematea me,men if its preparationis interruptedfor mine reason. Users shouldbe able to specify how to save draft
mmsagm(i.e., in whatfdo), just u they may decide howto save copies of transmittedandreceivedmessages,n
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6.0 INTIm-_NN]_ COMMUNICATION
6.3 Comlmtm,-l_med Communleation
(;.3.3 Smdlnll Messages

6.3,3.1DmtlmtlonSd_on

Usersshouldbeabletospecifythedestlnatlon(s)towhichmessageswillbetransmitted.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: S_ ofmmMmp dminm_on mishtbeint_rnmofsystemunto,asindividualsor

Smulm,ormare"wodk mm_om andumnimls (in_ludinsmmom printm),oruum ofothersysUwns.Standarddm_.uaiom may

be q_lfl_ u s _ of routine imm_lum, with qm_hd d_hm_iom dmilm¢_ u needed for im_icul_ trmm_tiom. For
most q_p_, it b hnlm_nt that umm be sblo to send a nmm_e to multiple du_rm_m with a single trmmmiuion _tion.
For multipb motpimU, it will ummUybe helpful to show _11addmmu to all nmipienm, m that they will know who elms hu
nm_._ th_ mmm_. a

t

6_.&.2 Address Directory
Users should be provided with a directory showing all acceptableforms of message addressingfor
each destinationin the system, and for links to externalsystems.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: In additlon to tim mun_ of people, umm may mind to find addms_s for orlpmiz_iomd

Ilmulm, _ l_miflom, olhor _mmpumm, data t'dlm, work _iorm, and devices, Tim directory should ir_lude qm_ificaflon
of r/m_nn distribution lists u woll u individual addrmmm,e

6.3.11-3 AI_ for Directory Search
Computeraids should be provided so that a user can search an addressdirectoryby specifying a
complete or partialname.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:' Usem will often mmmber a lmatial addmu, even if they cannot remember its ©ompl_m
form. B

6.3.3-4 Extracting Directory Addresses
Users should be able to extractselected addresses from a directory or select a distributionlist for
direct insertioninto a header in order to specify the destination(s) for a message.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Din_ insertionofaddmse_ froma directorywillavoiderrors whicha usermightmake in

nmmml tnumeription and entry, u well u being futer, e

6.3.3-5 'Automatic Addressing of Reply
The appropriateaddress(es) shouldbe automaticallyprovided for users responding to messages."

6.3.3-6 Assignment of Priority
When messages will have differentdegrees of urgency, the sender of a message should be allowed to
designate its relative priority,e

6.3.3-7 Information About Communication Status
Users should be allowed access to status informationconcerningthe identityof other system users
currentlyon-line, andthe availabilityof communicationwith external systems.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: &mh information my influence a user's choice of de_natiom and choice of communication
methods, as well u the dee;,ion when to initiate tramndasion. For example, a user might choose to link directly with another

user who is currently on-line, but might compose a mes_ge for deferred tmnsmiuion to an inactive user. e

6.3.3-8 Sender Identification
When a message is sent, the computershould show the sender's address, and the date and time of
message creation and/or transmission._
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6.0 _-_NNFL COMMUNICATION

6,3 Comput_-Bm_ Communlmtlon
1.3.3 _ndln8Mmuqlm

6.3.3-9 Dd'errinll Mintage for Automatic Tmmmluion
Users should be able to defer the transmissionof preparedmessages, to be released by later action.
ADDmONALINFOItI_TION:Aumrmtlhtwishtodeferd_ U_m_ionuntilm ,_Jr.xl dm-ti_ oruntila

wm hu o_umd,x

6_-10 Automatic Feedback
Automatic feedback for datatransmissionconfirming that messages have been sent or indicating
transmission failures should be providedto permit effective user participationin message handling.
ADDmONAL INFOLMATION: If _e mqmminion b n_ eu_essful, the sender should be no/if'ted, if possible with an
mtplmsfion of the pmblwn. It may help a urn' to know whether tmmmiMion has failed because of faulty addressing, or
ocmmum_l_km llnk failure, or someocherreason, in order to take appmpri_ oo_o action, a

6.3.3-11 savin8 Undellvered Messages
If message transmission is not successful, automaticstorage of undeliveredmessages shouldbe
provided.
ADDmONAL INFORMATION: T_ion failure should not cause loss or destruction of messages,andshould not
dimuFt tim mm_r's work in any other way. s

6.3.3..12 Meua|e Cancellation
Users should be ableto recall any message whose transmissionhas been initiated, if it has not yet
been received by its addressee(s),a

6.3.3-13 User Review of Data Before Transmission
When humanjudgment may be required to determinewhetherdataare appropriatefor transmission,
users (or a system administrator)shouldbe providedsome means to review outgoing messages and
confirm their release before transmission.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Sometimes me,roSe release may require coordination among several reviewers in the
inummof dm _. s

6.3.3-14 Saving Transmitted Data Until Receipt is Confirmed
A copy of any transmitted message should be saved automaticallyuntil correctreceipt has been
confirmed.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The prima_ objective is to pmvont irretrievable data |o|s during trarmmhmion. For many
system slpplkatimm, howovor,tho originator of a inca.roSe will probably want to rmin a copy in any cue. Any oubsoqu©nt
deletion of that copy should pmtmbly be handled u a sepamtz tnumsction, distinct from data transmission, s
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6.0 INTER-PERSONNEL COMMUNICATION
6.3 Computer-BaaedCommunication
6.3.4 ReceivingMessages

!
6.3,4-1 Message Notification st LOG-ON
When users log on to a system, they shouldbe notifiM of any transmissionsreceived since their last
use of the system,a

6.3.4-2 Display of Messages
The displayof messages from other users shouldbe visually andspatially distinctfrom the displayof
system messages,v

6.3.4-3 Nondisruptive Message Notification
Notification of incoming messages while theuser is logged on should be nondisruptive.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Notifie.efion of incoming meimsee mhouldnot interrupt the user's current tuk and should
not iutom_ ovmwrite theroman arm whorethe uNr il working. For example, the systemmight indicatemee_tge
arrival to the umr by an edvimty nntice in a portion of the di_lay reserved for that purpose. D

6.3.4-4 Indicating Priority of Received Messages
Where incoming messages will have differentdegrees of urgency recipientsshould be notified of
message priorityand/orother pertinentinformation.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Notifie4tion of urgent mmmllel might be muted to a q_eeial area of a user'm workL-lg
dbphy for immediate referenco, whemu notification of routine mee.age, might be deferred, or perhaps routed to a printer for
review at the uler'o eonvenie_.4_. If inooming nummges are queuedm that their arrival will not interrupt current user take,
then tmem mhouldbe advi_! when an interruption b in feet neeemmry,e

6.3.4-5 Filters for Message Notification
Users should be able to specify "filters" based on message source, type, or content, that will control
what notificationis provided for incoming messages.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For example, a user might wish the arrival of all messages from a particular source to
produce a op_ial notification, e

6.3.4-6 Time-Stamp Messages
Messages should be time-stamped.D

6.3.4-7 Indicate Message Size
Some indicationof message size should be includedat the beginning of each message.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: For example, message size might be eJdculated as number of lines, and indicated in its
header,e

6.3.4-8 Notification of Incomplete Message
The user should be informed when a message extendsbeyond the area provided.D

6.3.4-9 Message Storage and Retrieval
Messages should be stored in a message queue thatis availableto the user.
ADDmONAL INFORMATION: For example, the user might be able to scroll through a log file containing the message and
the time, date, and origin of the mwmge.D
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6.3.4-10 Infermatlen about Quated Messages
Users should be able to review summaryinformationaboutthe type, source, priorityandsize of
queuedincoming messages.
ADDitIONAL INFORMATION: In mine al_ikatiom, a mr might need notificationonly of urgent mem_es, and _ on
pmiodi, swim to deal with routine memq_. Sunmmy infonmtkm aboutqueuedincomingmeuages shouldhelp guide
amma_ review,x

6.3.4-11 User Sdectlen of Messages
The user should be allowed to select any message from an orderedqueue with a single action.D

6.3.4-12 Ammta_ lteedved Messages
Usersshould be able to appendnotes to a received message, and ensurethatsuch annotationwill be
displayed so that it will be distinctfrom the message itself.
ADDITIONAL INlZOMMATIOIq: Umm should not be allowed to make changes in received messages. Any such chulDes
would aJmplyprovide too much eJmwe for resulting eonfimion. But totem should be able to append, fde, and display in some

mlWate farm, their own emmna_ aboutreceivedmesuges. If changesare desiredin a meesase itself, then its
reeiplmt might maim a copy of that mmesge (with appropriate change of ira header information) and then edit that copy. B

6.3.4-13 Spedfying Device Destination
Usersshould be able to choose the methodof receipt, i.e., what device (files, display, printer)will be
the local destination. If a specified receiving device is not operable, such as a printerthat is not
turnedon, the computershould call that to the user's attention.
ADDITIONAL INI_RMATiON: When memq_ are received via display, queuing of incoming messages shouldbe provided

that they will not intmfem with uae of that displayfor other infonmtion handlingtad_. Device de_nation might be
_wified dlffematly for diffenmt typesof nmmges, or for memqes received from differentmurees. Trammitted data might be
mesived directly into emnimtor film. Incoming memmgesmight be routedto an electronic display for quick review, and/or to a
priam- for hard-copy reference, e
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7 WOMKPLACEDESIGN
7.1 Wm4matloa Coaflluratiun

7.1-1 VDU Viewing Dtstanae
The minimumdesign viewing distance should be equal to or greaterthan 12 inches O0 cm).
ADDrrlONAL INFOMMATION: When periods of observation will be sbmt, or when dim signals must be detected, the
vimm_ distsnm_may be rafuc_l to 10 in (25 mm). Displays which must be placed at viewing distances greater than 16 in (40
nan) dae to other ccmidmttimw should be approwimteiy modified in aspects such u display size, symbol size, brightness
mBSm,lim-pir_ sadremlutim,s,c

7.1-2 VDU Viewing Angle
The displayshould not be tilted more than40 degrees relative to the viewer's line of sight.
ADDrrlONAL INPORMATION: The angle formed by the _n of the line of sight and the line nonm] to the surface
of the display st the point where the line of sight intersects the image surface of the display is no more than 40 degrees.l_

7.1-3 Glare Off VDUs
Reflected glare off VDU surfaces should be minimized.
ADDrrlONAL INPORMATION: The surface of the VDU mcreen should reduce specular glare. Positioning of VDUs relative
to _ source affects glare ascan use of a shield or falter on the VDU or light source. If glare reduction or eontn_

toelmiqu_ are used, they should not violate the requirements of luminance, contrast, and resolution u stated in
this document, s.c'_

7.1-4 Glare frem Surrounding Worksurfaces
Surfaces adjacentto the VDU shouldhave a dull matte finish to reduce glare.
ADDITIONAL INi_RMATION: The luminance range of surfaces immediately adjacent to VDUs should be between 10_ and
100_ of semen b,wkgmtmd lumimme, c
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7 WORKPLACE DESIGN
7.2 Control Room Configuration

No guidelines are currentlyavailable in this section.
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7.3-1 Ambient Illumination
The ambientilluminationin the VDU area that is necessaryfor other visual functions (e.g., setting
controls, reading instruments)should not degradethe visibility of signals on the VDU. c

7.3-2 Use of Colored Ambient Illumination
Colored ambient illuminationshould not be used if color coding is used in the workplace.
ADDITIONAL II_ORMATION: Colo_l lishtin8 will interfere with color-coded VDU displaya and other color coding. B

7.3-3 lilundnanee of Areas Immediately Surrounding VDUs
There should be no light source (director reflected) in the immediatesurroundingareaof the VDU
that is of greaterluminancethan the VDU. c
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GLOSSARY

_: A shortenedform of a word or phraseused for brevity.

AckmwledlSment: Providing feedbackto the sender thata message has been received.

Acronym: A word formed from the initial letter(s) of each of the successive or major parmof a
tenn.

Active Window: The window in which user is currentlyimm'a_ng with the system. Typi_Mly,this
means that an active window (a) is currentlyreceiving inputfrom the user, Co)has last received input
fromthe user, or (c) has been readied for inputthroughthe user's explicit action. The user is generally
saidto be "working in"the active window (such as processing a document,controllinga system, ema_
data)° (See also inactiveand dosed windows).

Additive Color Process: Presentationof color images by the simultaneousselective projectionof red,
green, andblue light on a screen.

Addressing Messages: Preparingheaderinformationto specify thedestinationfor datato be transmitted.

Alplmbetic: Pertainingto a characterset that contains lettersand other symbols, excluding numbers.

Alpimnumerk: Pertainingto a characterset that containsletters,digits, andusu_iy other symbols, such
as punctuationmarks.

Alphanumeric Code: A set of'lettersand/ornumbersused to identify a group of data(e.g., in a table).

Audio: Pertainingto acoustic, mechanical,or electrical frequenciescorrespondingto normallyaudible
sound waves.

Auditory: Pertainingto the sense of hearing.

Au_ummticMode: A mode in whichprocessing proceedswithouthuman intervention(as contrastedwith
interactive andmanualmodes).

Bar Chart: A graphicfigure in which numericquantitiesare representedby the linearextentof parallel
lines (or bars). Bargraphs are useful for showing a comparative measurefor separateentities or for a
variable sampled at discrete intervals. A graphicmeansof comparingnumbersby rectangleswith lengths
proportionalto the numbersrepresented.

Binary: (1) Pertainingto a characteristic or propertyinvolving a selection, choice, or condition in which
there are two possibilities. (2) Pertainingto the numberrepresentationsystem with two values.

Blank: Containingno data; a non-printinggraphic character used to separate data;a space for the entry
of data.

Buffer: A file or device that temporarilystores data.
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Button: A type of hardwarecontrol device or a defined control region on the display screen which,
when selected, causes som_ action.

Cancel: A capabilitythatregenerates(or re-initializes)thecurrentdisplaywithoutprocessingor retaining
any chang_ made by theuser.

Category: A groupingof data/alues along a dimension defined for operationalpurposes.

Cathode MayTube: (CRT) An electronicvacuumtube, such as a televisionpicturetube thatcanbe used
to display information,graphic,and video.

Caution Signal: A signal which alerts the operatorto an impendingconditionrequiringattention, but
not necessarily immediate action(see WarningSignal).

Character: A letter, digit, or other symbol that is used as part of the organization, control, or
representationof data.

Character Set: A set of unique representationscalled characters;e.g., the 26 letters of the English
alphabetand the 128 characters of the ASCII alphabet.

Character Width: The horizontaldistance between a character's origin (a point on the base line used
as a reference location) andthe next character's origin.

CIE Distance: Difference between colors expressed as a distance in a three dimensional color space
which is based on the response of the human eye to light of different wavelengths.

Clear: A system function which removes the currentselection butdoes not put it into the temporary
buffer. A copy is retained,accessible immediatelyby theUndocommand. To place one or more storage
locations into a prescribedstate, usually zero or the space character.

Click: An inputdevice "button-down"action (e.g., depressingand releasingthe buttonon a mouse or
trackball)for the actualentry (enabling,activation) at a designatedposition. This a_tion is distinct from
cursor positioning. Also, the auditoryfeedbackfrom keyboardentry.

Closed Window: A window which is not visible and which requires some action by the user in order
to gain perceptual andfunctional access. For example,a usermay select andopen an icon that repres2nts
a window or, in contrast,the user might inputa commandto open a specific window. (See also active
and inactive windows).

Coding: Use of a system of symbols, shapes, colors or other variable sensory stimuli to represent
specific information. Coding may be used (a) for highlighting(i.e., to attracta user's attentionto part
of a display), (b) as a perceptual indicatorof a datagroup, or (c) to symbolize a state or attributeof an
object (e.g., to show a temperaturelevel or for warningpurposes).

Color: The aspect of objects or light sources which may be described in terms of hue, lightness (or
brightness), andsaturation.

Column: A vertical arrangementof items.
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Cemnm_: The act of Instructingthe computeror system to performan action.

Contoured Lanluge: A type of dialogue in which a user composes entries, possibly with minimal
promptingby the computer.

Concatenation: (I) The processof linkingdata together. (2) A set of logically relateditems which are
treatedas a whole.

Contat Definition: Displaying an indicationof previoususer actions or computer processing thatwill
affect the results of currentactions, in order to help a user predicthow the system will respond.

Continuous: Marked by uninterruptedextension in space, time, or sequence.

Contrast: Diversity of adjacentparts in color and intensity.

Contrast Ratio: The measured luminance at one point divided by the measuredluminance at another,
equal to Lt/Lb, (Ls-Lb)/Lb, or (I +Ls)/Lb, where:

Lt --- total luminance, or luminanceof the image in the presenceof background;
Ls --- luminanceof the symbol withoutbackground(luminance emittedby CRT in the case of

CRT displays);
Lb -- luminanceof background.

Contrastratio, ratherthan contrast, is often specified by displaymanufacturesbecause it is numerically
larger (by one) than contrast.

Control: A mechanismused to regulate,guide the operationof a component, equipment, subsystem,or
system.

Control Entry: User input for sequence control, such as function key activation, menu selection,
commandentry.

Controlling Transmission: The process of ensuring that data which are sent are saved until they can
be delivered or returnedto the sender.

i

Copy: A system function thatputsa duplicateof the selection into the temporaryediting buffer without
disruptingthe original data.

CRT: (Cathode Ray Tube) An electronicvacuum tube, such as a television picture tube thatcanbe used
to display information,graphic, and video.

Cursor: A display graphicthat is used to indicatethe position of the user's operation on the display
(such as an arrowor flashingbar).

Cut: A system function thatremoves the currentselection fromthe screenandputs it into the temporary
editing buffer, replacing the buffer's previous contents. Cut may be used to either delete or to move a
sel_tion.

Data: The raw materialsfrom which a user extractsinformation. (A user can be a humanor another
componentof the system, such as an expertsystem.) Data may includenumbers,words, and/or pictures.
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Database: A structuredset of data, nmlpulated using a datamamqlment system.

Data Display: Outputof datafroma ¢onqmterto Itsusers. Generally,this phrasedenotesvisual output,
but It may be qualifiedto Indicatea dlffermt modallty, such as an "auditorydisplay'.

Data Irmtry: User inputof datafor system storago and/orproceminll.

DataItem:A setofcharactersoffixedorvariablelengththatformsa singleunitofdata.Sometimes
a dataitemmightcontainonlya singledm-acter,Dataitemsmay be enteredby a userormay be
displayed by the system.

Data lh'oteea_: Functionalcapabilitiesthatguard agalmt unauthorizeddataaccess and tampering, and
dataloss due to user errorsor computerfailure.

Data TrmumisMoa: Comlmter-mediatedcommunicationamong system users, and also with other
systems.

Data Validation: Functionalcspabflitiesthat check data entry items for correct contentor format, as
defined by software !o8tc.

De.emphasis: The inverse of pre-emphasis,employed for the purposes of restoring original vowel-
consonantamplituderelationshipsin we-emphasis speech; primarilyuseful in maintainingthe "natural"
soundquality.

Default: A value or setting that is used if no alternative is specified. Assumed unless specifically
overridden. Defaultsrepresentpredetermined,frequentlyused, values fordataor controlentries intended
to reduce requireduser entry actions.

Density: (Screen Density) The amountof the display screen that contains information;often expressed
as a percentageof the total screen area.

Diagram: A special form of a picture in which details are only shown if they are necessary for the
performance of a task. For example, an electricalwiring diagramfor a facility would show wiring but
not necessarilyfurnitureor plumbing.

Dialogue: A structuredseries of imerchanges between a user and a computer. A dialogue can be
initiated by a computer(e.g., questionand answer)or by a user (e.g., conunandlanguage).

Digitizing Tablet: (GraphicsTablet) Device used to convert on image into digital code be drawingor
tracing with a pen-like or puck-like instrument. The instrumentis moved across the tablet anda series
of X-Y coordinatesis generated.

Di,nemlon: A scale or categorizationalong which datamay vary, taking different values at different
times.

Direct Manipulation Control: Defined by the close temporal and physical relations between the
movement of the control device and the cursor, or other screen-based follower (e.g., an icon or a
window). Direct manipulationcontrol devices includethe mouse, the trackball, and ,pointingdevices.
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In general, a direct manipulationdevice permits the user to move the cursor and to use the cursor to
select a displaystructure(e.g., by clicking on a buttonon the device).

Direct Manipulation: The user manipulatessymbols in the display by directly interactingwith the
symbol. The direct manipulationis generally performedthrough the use of a display structure,such as
a pointer, and a cursor control device, such as a mouse.

Direction: (1) Explicit instruction. (2) Guidanceor supervisionof action or conduct. (3) The line or
course on which something is moving, aimed, pointing, or facing.

Discrete: Consisting of distinct or unconnectedelements.

Display: A specific integrated,organizedset of information. A display can be a integrationof several
display formats (such as a system mimic which includes barcharts,trendgraphs, and datafields.

Display Control: Proceduresby which a user can specify what and/or how data are shown.

Display Device: The hardware used to provide the display to users. Examples include video display
units and speakersfor system messages.

Display Elements: The individualcomponents of a display, includinglabels, abbreviations, acronyms,
icons, symbols, numbers,color, graph lines, coding, highlighting.

Display Format: Methodsof data presentations,such as trendplots, bar charts, graphs, and tables.

Display Selection: Refers to the specificationof data outputs, either by a user or automatically.

Display Structure: Functional or information-presentingaspects of a display that are consistent in
appearanceanduse across applications,e.g., providingreferenceto the user's locationin an information
system and display of control options available.

Display Tailoring: Designing displaysto meet the specific task needs of a user, rather than providing
a generaldisplay which can be used for many purposes.

Dot Matrix: A rectangulararrayof dots or lights from which charactersare built.

Drag: The act of moving a follower (such as a cursor) or selected icon through parts of a display
(typicallyusing a direct manipulationdevice such as a mouse).

Dynamic: Marked by continuousactivity or change.

Dynamic Display: Contains screen structures which change one or more feature(s), e.g., numerical
value, color, shape, or spatial location, in realtime or near real time.

Enter Key: Key used to indicatecompletionof dataentryfor currentfield or record.
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Enter: An explicit user action that effects compuusrprocessing of user entries. For exmnple, after
typing a scrim of numbers, a user might preu an ENTER key thatwill add them to a database, subject
to datavalidmJon.

Entry,: (1) The act of inputtinginformationto the system. (2) Somethingwhich has been entered.

Excerpt File: A file which glows the user to move data from one location to another; it differs from
atemporaryedl_hqlbufferinthattheexceq_me canbesaved.Datacanbeqq_m/edtoorImedeaved
into the existing contentsof the excapt file.

Feedback: System or componentresponse(e.g., visual or aural)which indicatesthe extent to which the
user's desired effect was accomplished. Feedbackcan be either intrinsicor extrinsic. Intrinsicfeed__k
is that which the individual senses directly from the operation of the control devices (e.g., dicks,
resistance, controldisplacement). Extrinsicfeedbackis thatwhich is sensed from an externalsource that
indicatesthe consequencesof the control action (e.g., indicatorlights, display changes, aural tones).

Field: An areaof the display screen reserved for the display of data or for user entry of a data item.
In a database,a specified areaused for a particularcategoryof data, for example, equipmetstoperational
status.

Field Label: A displayed word or phrasethat identifies the datadisplayor entry field.

File: A collection of data which is treatedas a single unit, e.g., such as that stored in the computer.

Feted Form: Pertainingto a mode of input in which the user is presented with a set of blanks to be
filled in.

Fixed Fermat: An unchanging descriptionof specificationof informationcontent in a particulararea.

Fixed Funefien Key: Key which has a functionthat cannotbe changed by the user or system and that
remain constantbetween applications.

Flowchart: A diagramthat Hiustratessequentialrelations among elements or events. Flowcharts are
ot_tenshown as boxes connectedby arrows.

Follower: The on-screen symbol (such as a cursor andarrow pointer) that responds to the movement
of computerinputdevice (such as a cursor key, mouse, trackball, and lightpen).

Form: A dialogue techniquewhich presentscategory labels and requiresthe user to fill in the blanks.
A formattedoutputto the user with blankspaces for insertionof requiredor requestedinformation.

Format: The arrangementof data.

Formatting: The process or act of arrangingdata.

Frequency: Rateof signal oscillation in cycles per second (Hz or Hertz).
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Function Arms: Specific screen or panel locations that are reservedfor specific purposes.

Function Key: A key whose activation will effecta controlentry. Detection of the signal usuallycauses
the system to performsome predeflnedfunction for the user.

Function: A software supportedcapabilityprovidedto a user to aid in task performance.

Gloss: The extent to which light incidenton a surfaceat angle x is reflectedfrom that surface at angle -
x (minus x) relative to a line perpendicularto the surface). A mirrorhas maximum gloss.

Gloss tmtrumeat: A device thatmeasuresreflectedlight as a functionof illuminationandangle of view.
The angle for which 8loss. is measured is typically 60 degrees.

Graph: A displaythat representsthe variationof a variable in comparison with that of one or more other
variables.

Graphic Element: A componentpartof a graphicdisplay, such as a line, a circle, or a scale.

Graphic Interaction: A dialogue in which the user selects displayedcontrol elements by pointing or by
other direct manipulation.

Graphical Display: A display which provides a pictorial representationof an object or a set of data.
Graphical displays includeline, solid object, and perspective drawings; bar, pie, and line charts and
graphs; scatterplots;displayed meters; flowcharts andschematicdiagrams.

Graphics: Data specially formattedto show spatial, temporal, or other relationsamongdata sets.

Graphics Tablet: (Digitizing Tablet) Device used to convert on image into digital code be drawingor
tracing with a pen-like or puck-like instrument. The instrumentis moved across the tablet anda series
of X-Y coordinatesis generated.

Grid: A network of uniformly spaced horizontal and vertical lines for locating points by means of
coordinates.

Group: A set of items.

Grouping: The act or process of combining in groups.

Hardcopy: A printedcopy of computeroutputin a visually readableform;for example, printedprocess
displays an alarm listings.

Help: Informationprovided to guide the user in the operationof the system or displayedat the user's
requestfor on-line guidance.

Hierarchical lkanching: A method of structuring menu items that are hierarchically related which
providesfor selection among alternativeswithout requiringthe opening andclosing of a series of menus;
the entire hierarchyis contained in one menu.
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Hierarchy: The designatedorder or rank of items, a series of items which are classified by rank or
order.

HiOuot: A means of directingthe user's attentionto a featureof the display. Highlightingmethods
includeimage reversal(reversevideo), brightness/boldnesscontrast,color, underlining,blinking,flashing
arrows, andchanges in font. Emphasizingdisplayeddataor formatfeatures in some way, e.g., through
the use of underlining, bolding, or inverse video.

Histogram: A type of bar chartused to depict the frequencydistributionfor a continuousvariable. The
variable may be groupedinto classes.

Icon: Pictorial, pictographic, or other nonverbalrepresentationof objectsor actions.

Identification: A code numberor code name which uniquely identifies a record, block, tile, or other
unit of information.

Identifier: A symbol whose purposeis to identify, indicateor name a body of data.

Inactive Window: Windows perceptuallyand functionallyavailable to the user (the user may be able
to see and obtain informationfrom them) but not immediatelyavailable in the sense that the user must
activatean inactive windowbefore working in it. (See also active and closed windows).

Index: To prepare an ordered reference list. An ordered reference list of the contents of a file or
document,together with keys or referencenotationsfor identificationor location of those contents.

Information: Organized data that users need to successfully perform their tasks. Information can
include (a) a representation of facts, concepts, or instructions in formalized manner suitable for
communication,interpretation,or processing by humansor automaticmeans; and Co)any representations
such as charactersor analog quantitiesto which meaning is, or might be, assigned.

Initiating Transmission: The process of actually sending a command, message, or data file.
Transmission can eitherbe initiatedby the computer,or by a system user.

Input: (1) Information enteredinto a system for processing. (2) The process of enteringinformation.
(3) Pertainingto the devices that enter information.

Input/output: (I) Pertainingto either inputor output,or both. (2) A general term for the equipment
used to communicate with a computer, commonly called I/O. (3) The data involved in such
communication. (4) The media carryingthe datafor input/output.

Insert Mode: A data entry mode which allows the user to insert new informationwithin existing
information. If the cursor is placed within existing information, old charactersare moved forward to
allow insertion of the new characters.

Interactive Graphics: A mode of input in which the user is graphically (e.g., by plot, histogram)
presenteddata from which he chooses. Once an inputhas been so selected the user may interact with
the system to correct or refine the data.
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Interactive Mode: A processing mode in which the user is assumedto be availableto the system for
inputs or decision making. The user submits one input at a time to the system and each input is
processedby the system as soon as possible (as contrastedwith manualand automaticmodes).

Interface: A shared bountiary. The point at which a user and the system interact. An interfacemight
be a hardwarecomponent to link two devices or it might be a portion of storageor registersaccessed by
two or more computerprograms.

Interrupt: Stoppingan ongoing transactionin order to redirectthe course of the processing. Examples
of interruptoptions are BACKUP, REVIEW, CANCEL, RESTART.

Joystick: A stick-typecontrol device that can provide continuouscursor control in any directionon a
displayscreen.

Justification: The act of adjusting, arranging, or shifting digits to the left, right or center, to fit a
prescribedpattern.

Keystroke Command: A single or limited number of keystrokes that a define command. The
keystrokes are often initiatedby the simultaneouspress of a key that signals a keystrokecommand and
the first letter of a one word command. Another version of the keystrokecommand is the functionkey.

Keystroke: The act of strikinga key.

Keyword: A word exemplifying the meaning or value of the data: (a) one of the significant and
informativewords in a title or documentthat describe the content of that document; (b) a symbol that
identifiesa parameter; or (c) A partof a commandoperandthat consists of a specific characterstring.

Label: Descriptor that is distinguishablefrom and helps to identify displayed screen structuresor
components.

Large-Screen Display: A large displaywhich can be viewed from multipleworkstationsand locations
in a control room. It typically contains importantinformationwhich should be commonlyavailable to
a controlroom operatingcrew members.

Layered Windows: Layered windows (in contrastto tiled windows) refers to the on-screenpositioning
of multiplewindows so thatwindows can overlap and may obscurethe contentsof the covered windows

Left Justified: The left-hand digit or character(or its sign) occupies the left-handpositionof the space
allotted for that data.

Legend: An explanatorylist of symbols or highlightingused on a graph, chart, diagram,or map.

Legibility: The quality of a display that allows groups of characters and symbols to be easily
discriminableand recognized.

Lightpen: A pencil- or pen-like control device which interactswith the computersystem through the
displaydevice screen either by emittingor sensing light.
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Location: A position or site occupied or available for occupancy.

Maere=eemnumd: A groupof a series of commandsredefinedas a single command.

Main Menu: A top level menu displayedupon entry into the system.

Manual Mode: A processingmode in whichtheuser is assumedto provideall inputs(as contrastedwith
interactiveand automaticmodes).

Matte: A surface that scattersincidentlight nearly equally in all directions;a surfacethat lacks gloss.

Medium: The material, or configurationthereof, on which dataare recorded, for example, paper tape,
cards, magnetictape.

Menu: A type of dialogue in which a user selects one item out of a list of displayed alternatives.
Selection may be made by actions such as pointing and clicking andby depressing a adjacent function
key.

Menu Bar: A specialized function area that displays categoriesof user response alternatives.

Menu Selection: A type of dialogue in which a user selects one item out of a list of displayed
alternatives,whether the selection is by pointing, by entryof an associated option code, or by activation
of an adjacentfunction key.

Message: Message refers to datathat are transmittedfrom another user or from the system.

Message Area: A specialized function area for communicationfrom another user or from the system.

Mimic: A display formatcombining graphics and alphanumericsused to integratesystem components
into functionally oriented diagramsthatreflect componentrelationships.

Mode: A stateof operationin whichthe systemoperates in specific, unique ways of has specific, unique
characteristics.

Mode Editor: A text editing systemin which the interpretationof the same user inputvaries depending
whetherthe system is in entrymodeor edit mode. Specifically, in a mode texteditor the user mustenter
special commands in order to cause subsequent inputs to be entered either as text or as editing
commands).

Modeless Editor: A text editingsystem in whichthe interpretationof the same user inputdoes not vary;
ordinarycharactersare enteredas text, and commands are invokedusing special keys.

Monitor: The physical device housing the electronics, display, anddisplay controls for an interactive
computersystem (see also VDU).

Mouse: A control device whose movements across a fiat surface are converted into analogous
movementsof the cursor across the screen.
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Multltuklng: The parallp'_performanceof two or more tasks.

N-Key ltollever: A feature of a keyboard input system that stores keystrokes and generates the
correspondingcharactersin the correct sequencedespite more than one key beingdepressed at the same
time (as in very rapidtyping).

Natural Language: A type of dialogue in which users compose controlentries in a restricted subsetof
their naturallanguage, e.g., english.

Non-disruptive: An action that does not interferewith the ongoing activities of the system or user.

Numeric: Pertainingto numeralsor to representationby meansof numerals.

Objects: Distinct informationwhose representationcan be displayed and/or manipulatedas a single
entity. Objects are normally representedby graphic icons and/or names.

Open Window: Windows which are both perceptuallyand functionallyavailableto the user. Two types
of open windows exist: active and inactive. (See also Window)

Open/closed: When a window is opened it appearson the screen. Windows may be closed (removed
from the screen) and reopened.

Operand: That which is operatedupon. Informationenteredwith a requestto define the datain which
theprocessor is to operate and control the execution of the processor.

Operation: (1) A defined action, namely, the act of obtaininga result from one or more operandsin
accordancewith a rulethatcompletely specifies the resultfor any permissiblecombinationof operands.
(2) The set of such acts specified by such a rule, or the ruleby itself.

Optical Reader: A device that readshand writtenor machineprintedsymbols into a computingsystem.

Output: The data which are the productof an informationhandling operationor series of operations;
the dataemitted from a storagedevice; the data being transferredfrom primary storage (core, drum) to
secondary storage (cards, tape); electrical pulses; reports produced by a printer or typewriterunit; a
general term for outputmedia such as cards and tape. Contrasts with "Input."

Page: (1) The data appearingat one timeon a single display screen. (2) A fixed-length block of data,
especially thatwhich fits into a printedrecordor screen. (3) To summona particularpage or the next
logical page.

Paging: A method of viewing and moving through data in which a user conceives of data as being
groupedinto displaysized pages and moves throughit by discrete steps. Also, to summonby calling out
by name.

Panel: The frontface of an assembly, normallyused for mountingcontrolsand displays.

Parallax: The apparentchange in the relativeposition of objects at differentdistancesfrom the observer
as the observer's position changes.
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Parameter: A variablethat is measured.

Paste: A system functionthat putsthe contents of the temporaryediting buffer (a selection previously
cutor copied)at the insertionpointof the currentinteractivewindow. The buffer contentsare not altered
by this operation.

Peak-dipping: A technique for controlling amplitude relationships in speech by limiting the
instantaneouspeak-amplitudesto improve intelligibilityof speech, usually followed by amplificationof
the signal to increasethe amplitude of he clipped peaksto their original level, with proportionalincrease
of the weakerspeech sounds.

Pictographic: Pertainingto a picture-likerepresentationof an object.

Pie Charts: A circle divided into sections (as pieces of a pie) in order to represent graphically the
relativeproportions of differentpartsof a whole. A circularchartcut by radii into segments illustrating
magnitudesor frequencies.

Pop-up Menu: A menuwhose items arenormally "hidden"from the user's view until they areactivated
or broughtinto full view by a complete selection action. Pop-upmenus remainvisible until anotheruser
action takes place to hide the menu or make a selection.

Position: In a string, each location that may be occupied by a character or binary digit, and may be
identifiedby a serial number.

Position Designation: User selection .rodentryof a position on a display, or of a displayed item. See
also "Cursor."

Ire-emphasis: Systematicdistortion of the speech spectrumto improve intelligibilityof speech sound
by attenuatingthe low-frequency components of vowels (relatively unimportantfor intelligibility) and
proportionately increasingthe amplitude of high-frequency vowel components and consonants (highly
importantfor intelligible speech transmission).

Precision: The degree of discriminationwith which a quantity is stated. For example, a three-digit
numeraldiscriminatesamong 1000 possibilities.

Preparing Messages: Includesspecification of contents, format andheader information.

Print Queue: An area of computermemory thattemporarilystores a file to be printedso that the user
can continueinteractingwith the system while the file prints.

Printer: A device that writes output datafrom a systemon paper or other media.

Processing: The execution of a systematicsequenceof operations.

Programmable Function Keys: Userprogrammablekeyswhose functionmay vary between applications
or between users within an application.

Prompting: The process or act of assistingby suggestion.
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Pretetype: A model of an interface which includesthe functionsand capabilitiesexpected in the final
system, though not in a finished form.

Pull-down Menu: A menu whose items are normally "hidden"from the users view andaccessed by the
user holding the selection buttondown over the desired menubar label.

Question And Answer: A type of dialogue in which a computerdisplays questions, one at a time, for
a user to answer.

Queue: A waiting line or list formed by items in a system waiting for service; for example, tasksto be
performed or messages to be transmitted in message switching system.

Record: A group of relateddatafields that are operated on as a single entity in a database.

Rejection Level: The minimum level of certainty (representedby a number) required by a speech
recognition system for a spoken commandto be executed.

Remote: Acting on or controlling indirectlyfrom a distance.

Request: A user input specifying the oper_on(s) to be performed.

Response Time: The time between the submissionof an item of work to a computingsystem and the
returnof results.

Retrace: A capability thatreturnsa user to the last previous display in a defined transactionsequence
(also called "backup').

Retrieval: The act, method, or procedurefor recoveringstored data.

Review: A capability that returnsa user to the first display in a defined transactionsequence, while
retainingany entries made by the user.

Right Justified: To adjustthe printingpositions of characterson a page so that the right margin of the
page is regular. To shift.the contentsof a registerso that the least significantdigit is at some specified
position of the register.

Row: A horizontalarrangementof characters or other expressions.

Scale: A graduatedseries or scheme of rank or order.

Sealing: The positioningof displayeddataelements with respect to a defined measurementstandard.

Scatterplot: A scaled graph which shows relationsamong individualdata points in a two dimensional
array.

Screen Dump: An action, usually performedwith a keystrokesequence, thatcauses the exact contents
of the currentscreen display to be capturedfor printingor storage in a file.
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Screm Structure: A generic displayelementsuch as a menu bar or title.

Screen: The software controlled,visual interfaceof a monitor,e.g., the displaysurface of a CRT.

Scroll: To move databeing viewed in a line-by-line manner;to roll upward or downward.

Scrolling: An orientationfor display framingin which a user conceives of dataas moving behind a fixed
display frame. The opposite of panning.

Selecting: A user's actionof identifyingdisplayelementsto the computerin order to readythem for use
in some way (e.g., to open a valve by an inputdevice click on a graphicrepresentationof a valve).

Sequence: An arrangementof items accordingto a specified set of rules.

Sequence Control: Logic andmeans by whichuser actionsand computerresponses are linked to become
coherent transactions.

Simdng: The distance between any two objects.

Specular Reflectance: The light incidenton a surfaceat angle x that is reflectedat angle - x (minus x).

Speech Display: Speechmessages (eithercomputer-generatedor recorded humanvoice) conveyedto the
operating crew throughaudiodevices such as speakersandheadsets.

Speech Recognition: Permitsa user to provide spoken inputwhich a computer interpretsas data or
commands.

Status Information: Information pertaining to system status which is displayed to a user either
automaticallyor by user request.

Storage: Any device on which data can be entered, held, and retrieved. The act of storingdata on such
a device.

String: A linear sequence of entities stich as charactersor physical elements.

Stroke Width: The wid_ of a line comprising a character.

Stylus: Pen-shaped instrumentused to "draw"images or point to icons or menu selections.

Subtractive Color Process: The presentation of color images by means of selective absorption of
projected light.

Symbol: A representationof somethingby reason of relationship,association, or convention.
t

Syntax: The way in which wordsare put together to form phrases, clauses, or sentences.
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System ltespome Time: The elapsedtime between the initiationof a commandand the notificationto
the user that the commandhas been completed.

Table: A rows and columns structureconsisting of functionalareas which contain data which may or
may not require any input. Tables may be used to present a variety of types of information. A
collection of data in a form suitable for ready reference.

Task: A series of transactions that comprises part of a user's defined job. A unit of work for the
system.

Tusk Analysis: A method of detailingthe componentsof a task in terms of the demands placed upon
the human operator, the informationrequired by the operator, the extent to which the task requires
reliance on or coordinationwith other personnel, andthe relationof the task to other tasks,

Terminal: An input/outputdevice used to enter and display data. Data are usually entered via a
keyboard, and are usually displayed via a video screen ("soft copy") or a printer ("hard copy"). A
device, usually equipped.with a keyboardand some kind of display, which is capable of sending and
receiving information over a communicationchannel.

TermlnololD': The technicalor special terms of expressions used; nomenclature.

Text: The primary display for word processing, consists of alphanumeric characterstrings in linear
arrays,making up words, sentences, and paragraphs. The mainbody of printedor writtenmatteron a
page or in a message.

Tat Entry: Initial entry andsubsequeptediting of textual data.
!

Tiled Windows: Tiled windows (in contrastto layered windows) refers to the on-screen positioningof
multiplewindows side-by-side so that no windowoverlays informationon another window.

Tiling: A means of manipulatingwindows by which multiplewindows on the same displayabut, butdo
not overlap. As the numberof windows increases in the tiled window environment, the size of each
window decreases.

Touch .Screen: A control device that allows the user to communicatewith the computer by touchinga
screen.

Touch Zone: An area of a display that a user can activate to perform a predefined operation (e.g.,
displaying a pop-upwindow).

Trackball: A control device with which the user can control cursor movement in any direction by
rotatinga ball.

Transaction: An actionby a user followed by a response from the computer. Transaction is used here
to representthe smallest functional unitof user-system interaction.
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Turnaround Time: (1) The elapsedtime between submissionof a job to a computingcenter andthe
returnof results. (2) In communications,the actualtimerequiredto reversethe directionof transmission
from send to receive when using a half-duplex circuit.

Undo: A capabilitythat reverses the effect of the previous operation.

Update: Regenerationof changingdatato show currentstatus,by user requestor automaticallyby the
computer.

Usa' Response Time: The speedwith which a user can entercommandsandcontrol a systemregardless
of the computer'sability to quicklyprocess the commands.

Validation: (of Information)Functional capabilitiesthat check information entry items for correct
contentof format as defined by software logic.

Value: Specified datafor a particularparameteror variable.

Variable: A quantity that can assume any of the given set of values.
0

I

Variable Function Key: A dedicatedkey which invokes functionsof the system; the specific function
invoked varies depending,e.g., on the modeof operationselected by the user.

VDU: Video Display Unit.

Visual Angle: A measure in degrees of the size of the retinal image subtendedby a viewed object. It
representsthe apparentsize of an object based on the relationshipbetween an object's distancefrom the
viewer and its size (perpendicularto the viewer's line of sight). An object of constantsize will subtend
a smaller visual angle as it is moved fartherfrom the viewer. Visual angle is typically defined in terns
of minutes of visual arc.

Warning Signal: A signal which alerts the operatorto a condition requiring immediate action (see
CautionSignal).

Window: A geometric area on a computer screen within which the system displays informationor
receives inputfrom the user.

Window Overlay: A portion of a display that is temporarily used to show added features such as
requesteddata, menus, or user guidance,which may obscurepreviously-displayeddata.

Word: A character string or a bit string considered as an entity.

Word Wrap: Occurs when wordsdisplacedfrom one line are moved to the next line so as to maintain
the continuityof the text.

Workstation: The physical console at which a user works.
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abbreviation 44, 55, 85-86, 113, 119, 127, communication 103, 112, 217, 225-227,
168, 211,221 230-231

acknowledgment 116, 139 speech-based 112, 217
acronym 55, 83, 85, 221 confirmation 42, 116, 119, 124, 164-165,
activation 133-134, 136, 139, 152, 156, 197-198, 228

171, 182, 198, 213, 215 consistency 39, 43, 55, 61, 101, 132, 139,
aids 40, 76, 79, 92, 111, 144, 146-148, 211,221

157, 163, 182, 186, :193,221,229- console 109
230 ' contrast 54, 98, 107, 109, 111,209, 235

alarm 115, 118, 200, 228 contrastratio 107, 109, 111,209
alert signal 81 control 39, 40, 43, 44, 46, 49, 52, 79, 87-
alertingtone 165 88, 105, 108-109, 113-125, 127, 130-
alphanumeric 44, 47, 57, 59, 79, 81, 85, 136, 138-139, 141, 145-146, 148,

105, 154, 158, 160, 187-188, 194, 155-160, 162-164, 166, 170-171,
209, 211 173-175, 177, 182-187, 193, 195,

arrow 57, 60, 65, 89, 94, 102, 155, 158, 197-199, 203-208, 210-211,213-214,
174, 177-178, 228 222, 227-228, 232, 237

audiblesignal 202 cursor 62, 117, 133-139, 144, 146-147,
audio displaydevice 104, 112 154-160, 162, 167, 170-171,173,
auditorysignal 81, 103-104, 117, 165 176-177, 182-183, 186-187, 189, 206-
bar chart (see display format) 209, 213
bar graph (see display format) control 146, 155-159, 173, 182,
bar length 51, 65 206-208
borders 94, 178, 180, 182 movement 117, 154-157, 177, 207
button 137, 145-146, 182, 213 multiple 154, 158
character 44, 56, 59, 61, 83-86, 107-108, pointing 158-159

111, 131, 135, 137, 139, 143, 146- text entry 160
147, 156-157, 160, 209 dataentry 40, 61-62, 113-115, 117, 124,

height 56, 83-84 126, 136, 142-148, 152, 154-158,
width 56, 83, 131 162, 164, 170, 193-195, 199, 201,

charts(see display format) 203, 229
code 42, 44, 52, 54, 65, 68-69, 76, 78-79, dataprotection 164, 199-201,203, 231

85-86, 95, 97, 100-104, 107, 113, dataquality 106
118, 119-120, 124-125, 130-132, 134- demarcation 46, 180
135, 137, 154, 160, 166, 170, 203, dialogue 113-114, 116, 118, 120, 151, 168,
216 196

size 40 display 44-112 (see also displaydevice,
coding 46, 49, 52-54, 57, 65, 67-68, 70, displayelement, display format)

72, 73, 76, 78-80, 93, 95, 97-98, 100- displaycontrol 44, 145, 174
102, 132, 203, 211,221,225, 237 displaydevice 112

color (see displayelement) displayelement 50, 53, 107, 155 (see also
commands 113, 115, 117-118, 120-121, display, display format)

123, 127-128, 132, 137, 141, 152, abbreviationsand acronyms 85
165, 166-168, 170, 177, 179, 190, alphanumericcharacters 59, 79, 85, 160
195-196, 201,210
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display element (condnued) grid 92-93, 215-216
color 46, 52, 54, 68, 73, 76, 78, 80, grouping 40, 44, 46-47, 62-63, 73, 94,

93, 95, 97-98, 134, 147, 165, 20_, 130, 132, 142, 148, 211
211,216, 225, 237 menu items 46

icons andsymbols 80, 111, 139, 237 methods 46
labels 44, 46, 49, 54, 58, 61-63, 65, principles 44, 46-47

68, 70, 74, 78-79, 83, 86, 88, 90, 92, heading 62-64, 79, 188
94, 100-101, 113, 115-116, 126, 130- height 56, 83-84, 92, 100, 108-109, 131,
131, 133-134, 137-139, 142-143, 145- 160, 181,209, 216
146, 148, 157-159, 162, 174, 176, help 43-45, 47, 51, 53, 58, 62, 73, 79, 89,
178, 180, 182, 189, 199, 203, 211 100, 113, 119, 121-122, 128, 130,

numeric data 53, 59, 89, 91,125, 207 132-133, 138-139, 142, 144-148, 150-
display format 44, 46-50, 53-55, 59-60, 67, 151, 162-163, 167-169, 193-195, 199,

74, 130, 143-144, 157, 203 (see also 200, 203, 231,233
display, display element) icon 53, 76, 86-88, 132, 145-146, 177-178,

bar charts andhistograms 50, 65-67 182
circular profile chart 70-71 ipi c_ 42, 44, 113, 114, 118, 120, 122,
continuoustext 49 124-126, 133, 136, 142-145, 147,
flowchart 48-49, 52, 75 152-153, 156, 159, 162, 166, 171,
graphs 46, 48, 50-51, 53-54, 65, 67-69, 190, 195, 205-206, 210, 214-215,

72-73, 86, 90-92, 147-148 217, 221,226
linear profile chart 71 inputdevice 145, 205-206, 226
maps 48, 50, 78-79, 147 alphanumerickeyboards 209
mimics anddiagrams 48, 50, 76 functionkeys 114, 116-117, 120, 128,
pie charts 48, 50, 74 134, 135, 138, 139-141,145-146,
speech displays 48-49 155, 157, 162-163, 168, 174, 176-

displaysuppression 176, 203 177, 182, 198-199, 203, 211-212
editing 113, 117, 147-148, 157, 185-186, joystick 155, 158, 205-206, 214

187-189, 191, 195, 229 light pen 54, 97, 109, 237
environment 82, 103, 104, 152, 158, 170, mouse 42, 135, 144, 155, 182, 206,

213, 216, 226 213
error messages 44, 113, 165-167, 170, 193 speech inputdevice 217
excerptfile 192 touch screen 215, 216
fatigue 102 trackball 206, 213
feedback 41, 53, 101,116, 139, 152-153, inputformat

156, 164, 171, 183, 197, 199, 200, command language 114, 127-128, 132
205, 209, 214-216, 231 direct manipulation 145

tactile 205, 209, 214 forms 40, 48-49, 54-55, 61-62, 81,
field 49, 61-62, 86, 122, 124-126, 135, 118, 127-128, 142, 144, 150, 152,

142-144, 154, 157, 160, 162, 167, 156, 215, 230
186, 193-194, 203 functionkeys 114, 116, 117, 120, 128,

flowchart (see display format) 134-135, 138-141,145-146, 155, 157,
function keys 162-163, 168, 174, 176-177, 182,

fixed 211 198-199, 203, 211-212
programmable 134, 141
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inputformat (continued) message 44, 52-53, 81, 86, 102, 116, 121,
menu sdection 42, 113-114, 116, 118, 127, 138-141, 162, 164-168, 170,

120, 130-132, 134-137, 139, 154 173, 182, 186, 193, 195-197, 199,
naturallanguage 113-114, 150 201,203, 211,228-233
query language 114, 146, 150 advisory 52, 115-116, 119, 139, 162,
questionand answer 114, 151 166, 168, 193, 197, 199, 201,211
speech 48-49, 81-82, 112, 152-153, help 168

217, 226 warning 81, 165, 183, 186, 197
interface 39-40, 43-44, 113-115, 121, 124- microphone 226

125, 135, 141, 145, 158, 168, 173, mimic 46, 76-77
185, 196, 198, 200, 225, 228 naturallanguage 1I3-114, 150

inverse 52, 116 navigation 40, 173
job 95, 111, 197 noise 49, 82, 103-104, 226-227
key 68, 102, 114, 116-120, 123-124, 128, option 88, 116, 118-120, 123-125, 130-137,

130-136, 138-141,143, 145-146, 154, 157, 180, 182, 188, 190, 198-
155-157, 162-163, 168, 174, 176-177, 199
182, 198-199, 203, 206-211 overlay 54, 57, 111, 115, 118, 120, 131,

key layout 207-208 139, 160, 180, 207, 211,216
keyboard 42, 117, 125, 131, 135, 137-138, paging 133, 174, 177-178

145, 152, 155, 170-171, 177, 193, pan 78, 174, 177-178, 182
202, 207-211,215 parallax 216

keypad 146, 163, 207-208 password 164, 193, 200-201,203
label (see display element) patterns 48, 50, 54, 69, 78-79, 83, 98, 100,
legibility 54, 57, 83-84, 97-98, 102, 111 113, 175
lightpen 125, 136, 144, 155 pictorialpatterns 54
list 42, 47-49, 54, 58-60, 81, 86, 115, 120, plot, -ing 65, 68-69, 72-73, 90, 147-148

127-128, 130-131,134-137, 141, 171, precision 80, 206
180, 182, 187, 195, 200, 213, 222, printer 111, 113, 116, 230, 232-233
225, 230 priority 81, 103, 180, 225, 228, 230, 232-

macro 141 233
menu 42, 81, 113-114, 116-118, 120, procedures 39-40, 109, 113, 118, 150, 152,

130-137, 139, 145, 147, 154, 168, 168, 185, 197, 200-201,203, 225,
178, 180, 182-183, 190 229

menu structure 130, 132-133, 135-136 prompt,-ing 62, 115, 118, 120-121,127-
option 137 128, 133, 142, 146, 148, 151, 162-
pop-up 134 163, 165, 168, 197, 200
pull-down 134, 168 proportionalspacing 56, 157
selection 42, 113-114, 116, 118, 120, protectingdata 200

130-132, 134-137, 139, 154 readability 47, 51-54, 56, 83, 89, 94, 159,
175, 215

reset 55, 138, 174
resolution 83, 91, 107, 109, 147, 206, 235
reverse video 160
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screen 44-45, 54-55, 62-63, 83, 86, 98, training 39-40, 61, 114, 127, 199
101-102, 107-110, 130-131, 134, 138, transactionrecords 199, 204
144-146, 151, 154, 156-159, 174, transmission 52, 138, 203, 216, 225-231
180, 185-187, 189, 193-194, 206, trenddisplays 68
213, 215-216, 222, 229, 232, 235 trendingtime intervals 68

scroll,-lng 120, 134, 143, 174, 177-179, typeface 59, 83
181-183, 189, 232 undo 117, 182, 195

security 168, 193, 200, 203 updaterate 51,105, 175
sensitivity 155 usec identification 200
signal 62, 76, 81-82, 87, 103-105, 117, VDU 47, 54-55, 61, 86, 93, 107-109, 235,

119, 124, 132, 136, 138, 158, 165, 237
170, 200, 202, 226-227, 235, 237 video 52, 116, 146-147, 160

speech input 152, 217 visual 39, 44-45, 49, 52-53, 61-63, 65, 68,
spoken 81, 152-153 79, 90, 94, 97, 100, 102-105, 109,
stylus 145, 215 132, 134, 144, 154, 156, 162, 165,
system messages 160-161,232 175, 205, 211,214, 225, 227, 237
system response time 113, 170-171 visual angle 105, 109
tab keys 156 warning 81, 102-104, 115, 165, 180, 183,
tabbing 49, 62, 124-125, 143-144, 147, 186, 197, 200, 211

182, 186-188, 191 window 45, 57, 115, 117, 118, 120, 131,
tables 48-50, 54, 57-60, 185, 187 145, 147, 154, 158, 160, 173, 177,
targetarea 69, 137 179-184, 191,203
temporaryediting buffer 189, 191 active 183
texture 78-79 control 182
thumbwheel 158 display 173
time 40, 49-53, 56, 61, 65, 68-69, 81, 90, movement 183

91, 94, 102, 105, 111, 113-114, 116, position 183
118-119, 124, 127, 139, 152-153, selection 180
156-157, 165-166, 170-172, 175, 178, size 180, 182, 183
190, 201-202, 204, 206, 215, 221, tiled 181
228-232 title 182

time scale 91 types 180
title 44-45, 83, 133-134, 182 workload 39, 42-43
tone 103, 165 workplace 237
touch 117, 135-137, 156, 206, 215-216 zones 44, 80, 216
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